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The payment URL authenticator is a hash of other information

in the payment URL, the hash being defined by a key shared by

the merchant and the operator of the payment computer.”

(Payne, Col. 5, lines 27-46) ~

Payne further teaches associating a payment object identity (i.e., the .
signature or hash, which is the MD5 hash of the attributes and

information entries in -the payment URL) with information entries

(e.g., a text description of the item to‘be put into the buyer’s

Smartstatement) and attributes (e.g., desc is an attribute).

A payment URL looks likn this:

zitcp: / /payment: xapenrnarkec . com/pay . cgi ?hash: EieJcl1=va1n;e1& Eieldzavaiuez

In any of the field values, the fottowing characters arccscapeu: ’+'. ‘=’. ' ', and
anything less than 03:21). '

‘The URL fields cucudr: Lin: dcusils uf (Inc payinctn urdcr:

Description (desc) I
This is a text description or the item to he put imu lhc buyer's Smm1S£memea1t

Sigiamun: lhsaash)

The signature (hash) is computed as the MD5 hash of (lacy, ficldsuing}. where
fie1dst.r‘mg1's everything after the coion. The key is a secret key shared between
Open Market and the march.-mL The -signature prcvcms user zmnpcring oflhe

(Id., Appendix E, Pg. 5, Exh. Pg. 128)5

Additionally, Payne teaches associating other object identities (e.g.,

object identities associated with a merchant computer) with '

information entries and attributes. Payne teaches creating a

signature hash associated with the information entries and attributes,
which are included in the access URL that is sent to a merchant

computer:

5 For the Examiner’s convenience, Exhibit 3 has been paginated by requester, as certain
appendices to the Payne patent do not have page numbers. Thus, citations to “Exh. p. __” are to
the page numbers created by requester for the Exhibit.
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 5.-‘I9 gprians _A_Iaw‘gala Annotate   

  Docnrnant 11:99: LC’: dubut on the lnmcxnut; Library or congr-
 
  — h?t*p:(//urn-v. opannnrtut. earn] Qofloisadnsdlobdz 66Document LRL:

 
  l.C'a debut on the Internet Library at congress

 

  
 

-Text of Article

(Id., Fig. 10)
An access URL looks like this:
 

 
  ' s

http: '//merchant . £oo.<:.nai1/enash: fie1d1=va 1ue1& fie_1d2:—.ra 1u22/rea 1-ur}.

  in any of thc field value-ti lht: following charactcrs arc escaped: '+’. ‘dz’. '=‘, ‘ ', and
anything less than 0x20.  
 

 
 

‘me URL fields encode the details nf thcawcs:

  Expirt (exp i re)
This fields specifies the expiration time for the access. in seconds since January
1. I970 UTC.  
 
 
 {P Addnzss tip)

‘ specifics the ip addnm from which the rcqucst must cumc
 

 
 
 Signature (hash)

. Thcsignnture (hash) is computed as thr: MD5 hash of (key. ficldsu-lug I, -:vhcn:
fieldstrinq is c\erylh:'ng after the colon. Thekey is a secret hy shared between
Open Market and the merchant. The ipaddr is the [P addncss or the Client
attempting natr-ss and domain is the nrrnssrinmnin. ‘fir. signature prcvrnts
user tampering of the access URL.

 

   
  

 

  
 

The effnct is to gr-mt mass to :: specified domain, frmn a specified clizcm IP addrass.
for an (nptirenal) period of tirnc.
 

 If desired. my additional infctrmntion can be encoded in an access URL. 

 
 
 User ID (id)

The unique ID til‘ the buycr. {mm the field ptim:ipal__id of the principal lalalc in the
paymcnt database. This field will be included in an access UR.L.if the name value
pair itl=‘? was in the payment URL.

 
 
  
 User Name iname) ' _ ’

Thcprint name of the buyer. from the field [rincipnl_na:ne from the principal table
in the payment tlat.-1basc.‘l‘his field will be included in an access URL if mt: name
value pair id=? was in the payment URL.

  
  
 

 (Id., Appendix E, Pg. 9, Exh. Pg. 136) 

 Above, the merchant access “signature(hash)” is associated with 

APPENDIX A — Page 9
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 information entries and attributes contained in the access URL (e.g.,

User ID, User Name, IP Address).  
  Payne also discloses “names”, which are unique per object, and can

be used to access information entries and attributes:
 

R=_-solvable A name will cantain encnrgh information to
alicm the dczc'u:ren.t or index ta which it

refers to be accessed, perhaps via resolution
into an intermediate. more. physical. name".

Unique Each ab‘j‘ec:. can only have one such name, -‘P21-e
fact that we such names are di.E,£ezenc
ilwlies than the objects :0 which this}! refer
are different: {in some way) .

 

  
  
 

  

 (Id.,'Appendix D, Pgs. 2-3, Exh. Pgs.‘ 103-104)
puts SE '<2h"rU': n%\"une__.ur£1":*.ype=:cbnc:n'.bax ‘-

lltstn 1I;'s>¢,.,'u.1.'1J>'-§>5‘!.'.¥Li. Name :5 ‘h'.£Iarvr¢sLi4'.\n-=:"8>~'-'3?‘-.2"
‘pints $6 ‘By choosing this option van inclsltfifi L115. n-tum D! 3.6%?! fl.)=$—-E¥>"  

  

  

 

pm: St ‘<H:i?Csn'.—'nn In1'>2ma.:1-an. :9: Scan Ihn:r:rfliz“

am.» 3;: ‘Y-nu an. aim spocizy ALt1'i_§u.:ayz :.£_ys:u,~.: 15525:.”-;*u==,I be: o~;’|L‘,.e95r_Qfl_.‘
putt.» SE ‘fiat. any :0: n‘u'p:pI3.I:v:l Example-n: Coleen. Unighgz, .'.izn:,.'“ _
you SE‘ "Dln:ms1mu, um-bar of Baum, Running '§'izr.o.¢,P>'  

 
 

  (Id., Appendix F, page entitled “CustItemEntryPage.cgi,” Exh. Pg.

164) '
 
 Payne/’519 Application/Gifford 

 Payne/’519 Application/Gifford discloses that nonces (i.e., object

identities) representing a payment order are stored in a settlement

database (i.e. a VIS), and are checked (i.e., used to identify a payment

order object) during a payment transaction versus entries in a

settlement database (VIS).

 
  

  
 
 

 “Replay is checked for by making sure that the sender did not

previously present a payment order with the same nonce by checking

an index of committed payment orders by nonce in settlement

database 74. If nonces are based on time, then a payment order that is

older than an administratively determined value can be rejected out

of hand. Time based nonces or sequential nonces permit old nonces to
be removed from the settlement database 74.”

 

  
  

  
 

 (’519 Application, Pg. 21, line 24 — Pg. 25, line 6) (similarly, see

Gifford, Col. 8, lines 55-62) 
 One ofordinary skill in the art would understand the nonce described in

APPENDIX A — Page 10
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 Payne/’519 Application/Gifford to be a number used once, a unique

identifier usedfor authentication purposes.  
 
 

 

 Payne/’519 Application/Gifford also discloses that “digests” (i.e.,

object identities) are sent along with an object (i.e., a payment order)

in order to identify the object in the client or payment computers
databases.

  “In a first method for authenticators, at steps 80 or 89, a digest of the

payment order is signed by the sending computer using a public-key

cryptographic system such as RSA. This signature is used as the

authenticator. As is well known in the art, the signing can be

accomplished using a private key created from a public-key pair,

where the signing key is only known by the signer, and the other

public key is known to the receiving computer. At the payment

computer the public key corresponding to each sender is kept in

credential database 76. The private key for the payment service is

C also kept in database 76. At steps 82 or 91, the signature of the
received message is checked using the public key known to the

receiving computer.”

 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

   

  (Id., Pg. 26, lines 10-22) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 10, lines 30-42) 
  
 

“A digest of a payment order can be created with an algorithm such

as MD5 (R. Rivest, The MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm, MIT

Laboratory for Computer Science, Network Working Group Request

for Comments 1321).”  
 
 
 

 

(Id., Pg. 30, lines 10-13) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 11, lines 60-63)

 Payne/’519 Application/Gifford also discloses that an authenticator,

generated by a Smart-Card, can be used to identify a payment order

object:
 

  

 
 

“In a third method for authenticators, at step 80 the authenticator is

computed by a protected device external to the system such as a

Smart-Card. A protected device is specifically designed to be

extremely difficult both to replicate and to compromise.In this

method, the payment order is communicated at 80 to a Smart-Card.

The Smart-Card computes and signs a digest of the payment order,

and then communicates the signature back at 80 to be used as an

authenticator. A Smart-Card produced authenticator uniquely

associates a payment order with its creating Smart-Card.”

 
  

  
  
  

  
   
 

APPENDIX A — Page 11
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 (Id., Pg. 27, lines 10-19) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 10, lines 54-64) 
 Payne/’519 Application/Gifford discloses objects representing digital

advertisements, which are associated with information entries and

attributes (e.g., price, product abstract).  
 “The invention relates to a network sales system for enabling users

to purchase products using a plurality of buyer computers that

communicate over a network with a plurality of merchant

computers. Each merchant computer has a database of digital

advertisements. Each digital advertisement includes a price and

a product abstract. Buyer computers request, display, and

respond to digital advertisements from merchant computers.”

  
  
  
  

  (Id., Pg. 6, line 21 — Pg.. 7, line 3) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 3, lines

15-21) _ ' ‘  
 “A digital advertisement includes a product description and a

price. In digital advertisement database 65 prices and descriptions
may be stored separately, and one price may apply to many
product descriptions.”

 

  
 (Id., Pg. 10, line 23 — Col. 11, line 2) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 4,

lines 53-56) ‘ ‘ ‘  

 
 

 

 Payne/’5l9 Application/Gifford also teaches a system for associating
payment object identities (e.g., a sender-unique nonce) with payment

order information entries and attributes (e.g., sender identity,
payment amount, beneficiary):

 
  
  

 
 

 

 “A payment order describes the identity of a sender, a payment
‘ amount, a beneficiary, and a sender unique nonce. A sender is a

principal making a payment.”
 

  
 
 
 

(Id., Pg. 5, lines 19-22) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 2, lines 53-55)

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

wherein the

object

identity

represents a
networked

object;

PAYNE:

Payne teaches that an object name (object identity) will represent a

networked object. The object identity “signature” is shared over the

network between computers via the payment URL mechanism:

 “The buyer, merchant, payment, and creation computers are all
inter—connected by a computer network 10 such as the Internet."  
 

APPENDIX A — Page 12
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(Payne, Col. 4, lines 43-45)

A paymmt. URI. lrols lib: this: ,-'

http: //payment. cpenmarket .cam/pay . cgi '.’ha5h:.fie1d1=value1& fie1d2=valueZ

In xtayot the new values. the tottowing crtaracters are escaped: '4'. ‘6c‘. ‘=1 ' ‘. and
anything less than 01:20.

The URL fluids ettculc tin: details uf tétcpayincnt Urtbr:

Signature (hash) ' -
The sig nature (hash) is computed as the MEDS hash of (key. ficidstring} , where
fieldstzrfmg is everything after the colon. The key is :1 secret key smrcd helwecn
Open Market and the merchant. The signature prevents user tampering of the-

(Id., Appendix E, Pg. 5, Exh. Pg. 128)

Additionally, Payne also teaches an object identity sent to the

merchant computer via an access URL representing a networked

object:

An nccessURLlookslik=this,: . __._., , Y‘ H

h'tt:.p://merchant . .£oo.<£aai{/enasttaz fie1<i1=value1& fie1d2=va'%_ue2/real-—ux'1

The URL fields encode the details ofthe access

Signature (hash)

The signature (hash) is computed as the MD5 hash of (key, ftcldstring], where
fieldstr ing is everything after the colon. The key is :1 secret key shared between
Open Market and the merch:1nL The ipaddr is the IP address of the client
attempting access and domain is the access domain. The signature prevents
uscr tampering of the access URL.

(Id., Appendix E, Pg. 9, Exh. Pg. l36)

This paper discueaas the -tequiremcnen on a universal B3113:-32¢
can he used to refer to objects available using existing

protocolsv, and may be extended with teclulology-. It: makes a,
recommendation for a generic mcrataac, and, for specific some
for ‘flnifortn Reswxce Lacacozvs-' (UR;-mo: clajcct accessible
using extnscirrg Internet protocols-

(Id., Appendix D, Pg. 1, Exh. Pg. 102)

Payne discloses that object identities (i.e., “names”) are resolvable,

that is, they allow an object to be accessed over the network:

Rasolvable A name P1111 enough inforntatiort to
allow the document or index. to which it

APPENDIX A — Page 13
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ruir.-rs to be econ-seed, perhaps via racoluci.-:~:n

_ into imzermediace, more physical, name,
unique Each object can only have one such name, Th.-e

fact that we rzuch names are diffietant

implies time the objects to which they refer
aw; diffarpnt (in arm: way)

  
  
  

  (Id., Appendix D, Pgs. 2-3, Exh. Pgs. 103-104)

Payne/’519 Application/Gifford  Payne/’519 Application/Gifford further teaches that an object

identity “signature” is shared over the network between computers

via the payment URL mechanism: '

 

  
 
 

“The invention relates to a network sales system for enabling users

to purchase products using a plurality of buyer computers that

communicate over a network with a plurality of merchant

computers. Each merchant computer has a database of digital .

advertisements. Each digital advertisement includes a price and a

product abstract. Buyer computers request, display, and respond to

digital adveitisements from merchant computers.” ‘

 
  

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

(‘519 Application, Pg. 6, line 21 — Col. 7, line 3) (similarly, see Gifford,
Col. 3, lines 15-21) -

“Purchase button 48 will send the optional user reference

string in dialog box 50 to the merchant computer described by

the URL behind button 48 and purchase the product corresponding

to digital advertisement 39. Cancel link 49 will return the user to
the document shown in FIG. 2.

When purchase button 48 is activated, a document 51 is sent by

the merchant computer and displayed by the buyer computer as
shown in FIG. 11.”

(Id., Pg. 18, lines 4-12) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 7, lines 30-38)

Payne/’519.Application/Gifford discloses that “documents,” such as

‘those that are represented by the object identities in the advertising

databases, may be broadly construed to be any kind of digital data,

and thus can be considered “objects.”

“A document is defined to be any type of digital data broadly

construed, such as multimedia documents that include text, audio, 
APPENDIX A — Page 14
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storing said
information

entries and

said

attributes in a

virtual

information

store;

and video, and documents that contain programs.”

(Id., Pg. 11, lines 16-19) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 5, lines 3-6)

PAYNE:

Payne further teaches storing product information (entries and

attributes) in a virtual information “store”. Payne discloses the use of

an associative array (i.e., a TCL associative array, which stores the

signature hash) to store information entries and attributes in a virtual

information store associated with a payment computer:

The va1ue_array contains the necessary name—va1ue pairs to handle paymen

set va1ue_array(domain) ...doain... (a domain is a security 6
of the thing purchased, it is also used to detect duplic
purchases, so it should be unique to separately buyable

set va1ue_an-aytdesc) . . .item description...
set value_array(amt) ..monetary amount...
set va1ue_array(cc) ..currency code... (OPTIONAL. but us i
set value_array(expire) ..seconds of access... (OPTIONAL, defa

is 30 days at the moment)
set va1ue_array(ur1) ...URL of the thing bought...

(In the shopping ca t case, this should be the URL of
the relevant catalog page)

(Payne, Appendix E, Pg. 6, Exh. Pg. 130)

In particular, in the example TCL code immediately above,‘the set

value__array(desc) instruction stores the “item description” in the

associative array “value_'array” using the attribute “desc.” A TCL

associative array is an information store (i.e., the array stores data,

such as the item description, in a table, which is indexed by the

attribute “desc.”) The “set” instruction adds the information entries

and attributes to the associative array. Therefore, Payne discloses

storing information entries and attributes in a virtual information

store associated with a payment computer.

Additionally, Payne also teaches storing networked objects in a

virtual information store associated with a merchant computer:

“Creation computer 20 is programmed to build a "store" of

products for the merchant. A printout of a computer program for

use in creating such a "store" in accordance with the present
invention is provided as Appendix F.”

APPENDIX A - Page 15
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(Id., Col. 4, lines 46-49)

“[T]he payment computer creates an access URL (step 80) that

includes a merchant computer identifier, a domain identifier, a

product identifier, an indication of the end of the duration time for

which access to the product is to be granted, the buyer network

address, and an access URL authenticator that is a digital signature

based on a cryptographic key. The access URL authenticator is a

hash of other information in the access URL, the hash being defined

by a key shared by the merchant and the operator of the payment

computer. The payment computer then records the product‘

identifier, the domain, the user account, the merchant account, the

end of duration time, and the actual payment amount in the

settlement database (step 88).

(Id., Col. 7, lines 18-30)

Figure 10 discloses an access URL, which consists of information

entries and attributes (e.g., expiration date, user name) associated

with an object identity (the “hash” signature” in the access URL),

which would be stored in a virtual information store associated with a
merchant computer, in a similar manner to that described for the

payment URLs associated with a payment computer, above.

APPENDIX A — Page 16
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f/79 Qplians _lg‘avr'gale Annotate

LC‘s dnbut ontha Internet IJhx-ary of Congress
earlnlng

(Id., Fig. 10)

APPENDIX A — Page 17
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 Encoding access in URLs 
 
 
 

An access URL. looks like this: -,....-

hl.l;p:i/1leu‘:liau1i. . [O0 .C0m/@':1:‘::l'A: fia1Ll1=va.1u€_<l& E.'u:.1c_l2=va1u-.52 (real-u1'1  
 In any cf 1}]: field values. the follcawing chmactcrs arc csmpcd; ’+’. ‘E, '=‘, ' ‘. and

anything Iegs than 0x20. '  
 The URL fzclds encode the details of the access‘
 

 
 
 Expire (exp i te)

This felds spncitics. the expiration time for me nc:cs.:. in secor.ds since January
1. 197-) UTC.  

 
 
 IP Addtz.$s(ip)

spccifcs the ip addxcss frc-rn which the rcqucsa. must come
 

 
 
 Sigmlu-Y? (hash)

Th: sigtmur: (hash) is computai as the MD!» nash 0:‘ (key. ficldslringl. wicm
f ieldstring is everything after the colon. The key is asccret kc-y shared belwecn
Open Manic: and the merchant. 'I'hc»ipadar is the 1P adclrcss or the ciiem
attempting access and domain is the access domain. The sigtmuxc pcvcnia
user tampering of the access URL.

  
  

  The affect is to grim acccssm 1 specified domain, from a spccifiw ciicm [P -address.
for an (oplizinal) [.tI‘i0d nftimc. 

 |r'drsircd_ any miditinnw infnrmnrinn can he cntndrd in an mrmes URL. 

 
 
 User" 1D{id) _

' The uriquc [D n!’ the buytr. {mm um: field _3rir.ci[1al_i.d of mo principal mm: in me
pnymau database. This field will bcindudcd in an access URL ifthc name vuluc
pair id='! was in Lhepaymenx URL. '

 
 

 
 User Name~(name) V _

ms prim name om: wycr. from me neIaprinclpaI_nn:ne from the principal table
in the payment database. This field will be includcd in an amass URL iflhe name
value pair i(1=‘.7 waxin the payment URL.  

  

 (Id., Appendix E, Pg. 9, Exh. Pg. 136)

 
 {mica $£ '<.m1=u'r nam¢=‘\."uaQ_url\‘ typecdhackbvx \

KI‘:-up !¥fiQ.,,;\lét‘.1.}1“<!3‘3'3~.3¢ 9.h|$#m 95 .1n£u:ua=d/mu}!-><l~R>'
puts: if ‘Bar chmsiw this ozxtian an ilI=:1t.1.$& Qua at year !.11.e.<?>'-‘—

 
  
 puma. if '<i{3?Cuu:am Intaxmtian Eur Stem I’cans~:_’;’1-last"

  put): 3’! ‘Yuu an aim. agmaeity attribggqg ta: 39,3: pgoaneen. ta q;p;g:¢d-
put: SE ‘that are not 511;’;-1/ibfi above. 5 __ Was: Colags. Eniqtag, 53:93.“
put: if “E1innnz.“.ur~..n, Huubcr of Fauna. Riga: pg P_i,ma.<Ba' ‘

 
  

 (Id., Appendix F, page entitled “CustItemEntryPage.cgi,” Exh. Pg.
164)  
  

I1; is suggested. that eaah object have a
name. This riame oouztd be stored in the object in some
repreaentatibns. or Btored .1.n'a database accessible to the

server, for example. Any references within that object
should be parsed in the context of the official name. In the

presence of B directcxy sayviaa, the ofifiicial name will
annually be the registered name of the object. Hm-raver, a name
in any scheme will do, so long as it is cactinfilecely sp¢ciE.ied-
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(Id., Appendix D, Pg. 5, Exh. Pg. 106) 

 Payne/’519 Application/Gifford 
 
 

 

 “The invention relates to a network sales system for enabling

users to purchase products using a plurality of buyer computers

that communicate over a network with a plurality of merchant _

computers. Each merchant computer has a database of digital

advertisements. Each digital advertisement includes a price

and a product abstract. Buyer computers request, display, and

respond to digital advertisements from merchant computers.”

 
  

  
  

   (9519 Application, Pg. 6, line 21 — Col. 7, line 3) (similarly, see Gifford,
Col. 3, lines 15-21) ~
 

  
 

“A digital advertisement includes a product description and a

price. In digital advertisement database 65 prices and

descriptions may be stored separately, and one price may apply

to many product descriptions.” ' ‘
  
  

  (Id., Pg. 10, line 23 — Col. 11, line 2) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 4,
lines 53-56)  

 
 

Further, Payne/’519 Application/Gifford discloses a similar virtual

information store(s) on the payment computer, for storing

"information about accounts and purchases:

  

  
 

C

‘. . . each payment computer [has] an account database 73, a

settlement database 74, an authorized address database 75, a

sender credential database 76, a financial system interface 77,
and a real-time authorization interface 78. The interfaces 77 and 78

may be implemented by a single communications line.”

 

  
  

 (Id., page 19, lines 19-24) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 8, lines 2-7)

  The account database, for example, has information entries and

attributes regarding a user’s account, such as spending limits and

amount spent, as well as identifiers for the account and its location,
even if outside the network: '

 

  
 

  
 

“Account database 73 maintains temporal spending amounts,

such as the amount spent in the current day, and also

maintains temporal spending limits. The account database may
 

  

APPENDIXA - Page 19
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also maintain a translation between principal identifiers and
external account identifiers. Settlementdatabase 74 records

committed payment orders along with any authorization
information for the orders that was obtained from interface 78.”

(Id., Pg. 20, lines 5-12) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 8, lines 13-20)

assigning a PAYNE:

unique Payne teaches using unique network addresses (e.g., “payment
network URLs”) to identify objects associated with a payment computer:
address to i

said object “The payment URL authenticator is a hash of other information

identity; in the payment URL, the hash being defined by a key shared by

, the merchant and the operator of the payment computer.”

(Payne, Col. 5, lines 43-47)

APPENDIX A — Page 20
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file gptions flavlgare Annotate

DOCWMI 71%: sun Busttnent noun

Docunmt UFIL: hctxul/pay-nut.opcnanarket.canlOcs32:15(ac8on "

smart Slatumofi Dot-all
am In tho mama tuanuttm about 1 particular trauactlm tzou ycnr Bart su-anon:

Tran5ac!5nn Information
urn nctzpzlluwmupvzunrlsrc.coI1uInua/nuu'.irI|luInlu- rlnqirprluc/lknxslcl-|.I:§o
\=ruaune.uu1a_uq'_fl: $025». .0
currmcyt as
£'r|nta|:t1u.n__dIu:I ‘.l'l1)7‘It)J
initiator; x..n
wtyktllslwu IIIRGOO
dancrxptzuu stead can Cllltrll ArticleAlfitflti 2.95
Uavultzctlryt nu
imam»: 1l9.i7o.n:‘1.:
ntnnsncttou t’ .9cknninx Inna. ntxnct-3

Mondmnt .5-xtomzatbn
canvases»: 517-3::-mo:a.1:'c,n_;_: G;-In llncant, Inc.
ad(tru:::_,!: 215 Pixut struttax: 011421-I10:
¢4x.I.rou_:: can-xaqo. ISA
(nil: tax:-nrubaztfizpornnnahmn
prinnlpntg-an-x Than-. now-zzlunm

(Id., Fig. 12)

Payne further teaches assigning a unique network address, the

payment URL, which is a network accessible address created by

concatenating a base URL with the object identity:

Encoding payment orders in URLs

:|,

ApaymcntuRL1oomimms:

http://payment.openr.arket.com/pay.cgi?hash:field1=va1ue1& Eieldzuvaluez

(Id., Appendix E, Pg. 5, Exh. Pg. 128)
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 Two compunents are necessary for the payment URL. The URL itself, which refers to the

nph-payment script on the payment server, and the ticket which is the signed
nnme—value list.  
 The URL is usually a constant, it is stored in ..Jliblpztyment.tcl as 

set: payl inkbase " $payment_server_root:/ bin/nph-payment: . cgi ? "

 
 

 where $payment__server_root is inherited from .../liblmaltconf

The ticket is created using ..Jlib/ticltet.tcl by code like the folloiving: 
 

 

 set nvtnamell valuel
set uvtnamezl valuez

set: ticket [create-ticket ssecretkey nv]
 

 

  
 

where namel—-vatueland namcz-vatuc2 are the name value pairs to be encoded. "the

procedure create-ticket properly formats and quotes the name value pairs, and signs

the result using an MD5 hash of the string with the secretkey. The secretkey is an

arbitrary suing, but will usually be a 16-hex-digit DES key.  
 
 

(Id., Appendix E, Pg. 10, Exh. Pg. 138).

  Additionally, Payne teaches assigningia unique network address (e.g.,-
an access URL) for object identities associated with a merchant

computer:  

  “Otherwise, the payment computer creates an access URL (step 80)

that includes a merchant computer identifier, a domain identifier, a

product identifier, an indication of the end of the duration time for

which access to the product is to be granted, the buyer network

address, and an access URL authenticator that is a digital signature

based on a cryptographic key. The access URL authenticator is a

hash of other information in the access URL, the hash being

defined by a key shared by the merchant and the operator of the

payment computer.”

 

   
  
  
  
  

  
(Id., Col. 7, lines 18-27)

Appendix E discloses that the access URL is created by concatenating

an address at the merchant computer with the object identity

(“@hash”) associated with information entries and attributes:

 
 

  
 

 

 
 An acccssU'RLIoolt.slikcthis: _._., _ .5. » fie -

:--‘r

http: I /merchant: . foo.c'Aoti1/ehashz fie1d1=va1ue1& fie,1d2:va1ue2/real-—url. 
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  universal nun} . ‘fin: term "uddre:su" is xeucz-ved for an string

which specifies a more or lesa physical location- The term
'1oca:ar" refeam to n 0121. as here defimsd. '

(Id., Appendix D, Pg. 2, Exh. Pg. 103)

  

  
   A name will ccntain enough infonnaticzn to

allow the document 0.1;‘ incla-.x to which it

refers to be accessed. perhaps via xesoluticm
intg an intemediate. more phygical, name,

Unique Each objeci can only have cme such name. The
' -fact: that two tzuch names are dififar.-en:

-ituplies that the chjecns :0 which they refer"
are different {in some way! .

Resolvable

  
  

  (Id., Appendix D, Pgs. .2-3, Exh. Pgs. 103-104)  it 1:: Suggested that eiajegt have a n.:1_11..i:1ue
name. This name could be. gtored. in the ohajcc: £n same
repreeentaczions, or stored in a database accessible to the-

server, E-at exaniple. Any" references within that object
shmalid be parsed in the context of the official name. In the

presence of a directory service. the ofifiicial will
normally be the registered name oi the object. Hpwavat, a name
in any achane will do, so lung as in is cwupletely specified.

  
  
  
 

  

(1.1., Pg. 5, Exh. Pg. 106)

 
  
 

 an adflrassing syntax is remixed which win be able ta
encompass ex:i.sx'.-.1'.ng physical address spaces, and be extendibke
to any Euxzmtc prcuoools. This requires: that it ccncain an
..ide:a.'u;i15_iez--in: the pratoccnl in use, The .format of we rent. at
the address I.:r_1'1 necessarily depend to a certain extent on the
trcuocol. .

   

  
(Id-) 

 Re ccazmenéa ciune 

 
 
 

 This acctiun describes the syntax for."Un;‘Lfor1'm Resource
weavers‘ (93398): that is. ba.e=L<;41'A1y p¥1Y,r.si¢a1 er..I.¢_ms§¢:3 9:
objects which an t-u-.1-:ie-vable using protocols already deployed
on the net. The generic syntax prcrvidea at framework for new
schemes for names to be resolved using as yet xmdefined
protocols.

The syntax in {Inscribed in two parts; Eiratly. we give the
syntax rules of A comglctezy specified name; secondly, the
give the rules under which parts of thc name may be ocnxitted in
a meal 1-detinad Eontext,

  

  
  

   
 

  
 

(111,, Pg. 8, Exh. Pg. 109) 
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 Payne/’5 19 Application/Gifford

“Payment orders are signed with authenticators that can be based on

any combination of a secret function of the payment order parameters,

a single-use transaction identifier, or a specified network address.”

 

 
 

 
  

 '(‘519 Application, Abstract) (similarly, see. Gifford, Abstract)  

  “Appendix D describes how documents are named with Uniform

Resource Locators (URLs) in the network of computers. A

document is defined to be any type of digital data broadly construed,

such as multimedia documents that include text, audio, and video, and

documents that contain programs.”

 
   
  

 

 (Id.,.Pg. 11, lines 14-19) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 5, lines 1-6)

“An initial user inquiry 19 from activating link 1 results in the HTTP

request 20 for a specific document with a specified URL. The ‘URL

specifies the name of the merchant computer. The merchant

computer retrieves the document given the URL at 21, and returns

it to the buyer computer at 22.”

  
 
 

  (Id., Pg. 13, lines 15-20) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 5, lines 51-56)  Each advertisement in the advertisement database (VIS) contains a

link that represents a given product from a given merchant. When a
user clicks on the link, a URL is generated which allows the user to

enter purchase information and direct a request for a specific object

to the merchant offering the object represented by the link, allowing

the object to be located and sent back to the user upon payment.

Thus, the object identified in the advertisement has a unique network

address for the object assigned to it:

 

  
  
  

  

   

 
“Figure 9 shows digital advertisements 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, and 44

that were found in response to the query initiated by button 40. A

scroll bar 45 shows that there are additional digital advertisements

that are not ‘shown. When link 46 is activated, the missing account

information document shown in Figure 10 is returned by the

merchant computer.

 

  
  

  Figure 10 shows that the merchant computer has partial

information on the buyer's account. Message 47 shows that the

merchant computer already knows the buyer's account number.

Purchase button 48 will send the optional user reference string
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in dialog box 50 to the merchant computer described by the

URL behind button 48 and purchase the product

corresponding to digital advertisement 39. Cancel link 49 will

return the user to the document shown in Figure 2.

When purchase button 48 is activated, a document 51 is sent

by the merchant computer and displayed by the buyer

computer as shown in Figure 11.”

(Id., Pg. 17, line 18 — Pg. 18, line 12) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 87,
lines 20-38)

NCSA MOSEIOI DOCUITIBM VIBW

fie gprlms [(5rlyato 41!?/101819

Documanf Tina; quay Rnnnltjz novia raviév

Do e um gm UR L; nu;-=ru an x‘La-l:u.ru1I.'.ad ur-51 (cumin-o.mu1

QUERY RESULTS: movie review

1. Dec. 2 1991 um :73 unen §1,go"° 3_9
In ‘A Dnnuoxoua Manon.’ Debra ‘lungs: ui-nu dvuply law the drab :31: at
kittbl “Win. 3 nhunuac annoceat lung tn A null cuztonua town.

(‘519 Application/Gifford, Fig. 9)

Digital Copyright License Purchase .

In ox-zthange lo: the specified fee you will bu lie-mud to: individual use at the
ccovrbalrtod unto:-hl‘

cnnm a chug: of $1.00 m your VISA 42:2 1501 zooo 1456"”
Burt.-hue: "48

Cu-moi "“9

(‘S19 Application/Gifford, Fig. 10)
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initiating, in

response to
the first

signal,
communicati

on between
the user

‘ device and a

second

computer

system;

NCSA Mosaic: Document View

file gptians _/fa riyats gnnotara

Document Title: >1 mncznous uouu

Document URL: nun://ourca.:c...i:.oaur-qtnerdm-mu;

A DANGEROUS WOMAN
Ev JMSBT 555.1-In
'-‘ht New Yeti; ‘I-‘in-=9 (Copyright. 19?-3 The Inn! tori ‘Nan

(‘519 Application/Gifford, Fig. 11)

Claim‘Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim element does

not require that the user_device communicate directly with the second

computer system, but rather encompasses the user device communicating

with the second computer system indirectly via other devices or systems

(including through thefirst computer system).

PAYNE:

Payne teaches initiating communication between the user device and

the payment computer (second computer system) in response to the

buyer selecting a product (the first signal):

“The user browses through the advertising document and

eventually requests a product (step 32). This results in the

buyer computer sending payment URL A to the payment

computer (step 34).” ‘

(Payne, Col. 5, lines 27-30)

“In this alternative embodiment, payment URL A contains the

same contents as above. The buyer computer then sends the

payment URL A it has received from the merchant computer

to the payment computer.”

(Id.,' Col. 5, lines 52-56)

Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

“In addition, the shopping system will need to include easy—to-use

facilities for a user to purchase desired products using a merchant

independent payment method.-In addition the network sales will need

APPENDIX A — Page 26
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 to allow new buyers and merchants to enter the market.”

(‘519 Application, Pg. 1, lines 19-22) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1,

lines 20-24) ‘

  “An unavoidable property of public computer networks is that they are

comprised of switching, transmission, and host computer components

controlled by many individuals and organizations.”  
 (Id., Pg. 3, lines 11-14) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines 63-66) 
 
 

 “Figure 12 shows an alternative method of processing a sales

transaction. In this method when the user requests a purchase at 52,

the buyer computer constructs a payment order at 53 and sends it for

approval to the payment computer at 54. The payment computer

authorizes the payment order at 55; and when the payment order is

authorized, returns an unforgable certificate at 56 that the payment

order is valid. Means of creating such unforgable certificates are

described in authenticator method number one below. If at step 55 the

payment order is not authorized, a rejection message is sent at 56 and
the sales transaction is terminated.” ‘

 

   
  
  
  
  

  
 

 (Id., Pg. 18, lines 13-24) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 7, lines 39-49)

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): The claim does not

require that the “display information ” be displayed by the user device.

The claim does not require that the second computer system send the

display information directly to the user device; it may be sent via other

devices or system systems (including, e.g., the first computer system).

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

using the
second

computer

system for

sending
second

display
information

to the user

device,

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

  

PAYNE:

Payne teaches having the payment computer (second computer

system) send (second) display information to the buyer computer

(user device):  

 
 

 

 “FIG. 6 is a screen snapshot of a confirmation document that

the payment computer sends to the buyer computer in FIG. 2.”
 

 (Payne, Col. 4, lines 8-10) 
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URL-.’ 3'3!!! it!--V-Int--fyqflnffrt

You have iflund. 4: Mt: tan: enquire: paymnz.
»Bi'='=¢h§i.m'.!‘au¢
bunciipklonsioind bl'EX"VQa.'I£:'tI'|.l LrelelcIllaaulli (:5?!

Lu‘ ‘puma as-. one l¢.‘u'.t‘.I.u end!» in tax: at Eur‘yank uzcuunrrnlnn AI; iii gun Ila. nathmul ll l4¢B9ll'..2,. you :In—‘t.l£:s1.l.Il an
.u.=a-LL21 and 01- can ta ‘(Elf ptmknum

'=I;I3?Im’ I In --"nu."-.1M: again"-
‘ rim M1!-.v.rt 't:.t:-na.a=n.x;tLvn.

(Id., Fig. 6)

“FIG. 9 is a screen snapshot of a document that the payment

computer sends to the buyer computer in FIG. 2 and that

provides an option either to repurchase or to use a previously

purchased access.”

(1117,, Col. 4, lines 15-19)

5339 gptioas Lfsv:g;a.'a gunman:

‘am.-mi Pnyniant

Doewmm Ln: ntta:Il:fiYI¢i*t~I!'P¢¢ifilrKE|€-V'l*°fi3"Pl¥!PE|It

Opon Market Payment

tau nun nlmtnd an firm that gun In-In m.-rchnsnd ticcitlr.
hxchncz Iva: tnrcnlnt
bnlariptlna: 1.1:! fin amen lrtich
noun; Lasurs curnney)

‘thin could iznuoalhmanll ya: man III: to buy tin llnnaczthl In‘ 1:13;; luv: hlflplntdBr tcctdcm.
cm:

¢ éo ltlro-oily to no _;Iq~r«-Jun: it-I
- ca uland. ltd buy can turn Join:

“VVhen the payment computer receives the payment URL it

verifies whether the payment URL authenticator was created from
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  am ~ -» ' xxx... 1» - ' -=- ;/*d as’.

  the contents of the payment URL using the cryptographic key

(step 36). Ifnot, the payment computer sends a document to the

buyer computer indicating that access to the network sales

system is denied (step 38). Otherwise, the payment computer

detennines whether the expiration time has past (step 40). If it has,

the payment computer sends a document to the buyer

computer indicating that the time has expired (step 41).

Otherwise, the payment computer checks the buyer computer

network address to see if it matches the one specified in the

payment URL (step 42). If it does not match, the payment

computer sends a document to the buyer computer indicating

that access to the network payment system is denied (step 43).

Otherwise, the payment computer sends a payment

confirmation document to the buyer computer, the payment

confirmation document including an "open" link and a

"continue" link (step 44).

 

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 

 An example of a confirmation document is shown in FIG. 6.
The confirmation document asks the user to click on a "continue"

button if the user already has an account with the payment

computer, or to click on an "open" button if the user does not

already have an account and wishes to open one.”

 

  
  

 
(Id., Col. 5, line 57 - Col. 6, line 14)

Payne/’519 Apiplication/Gifford  
“The payment computer authorizes the payment order at 55; and when

the payment order is authorized, returns an unforgable certificate at 56
that the payment order is valid. Means of creating such unforgable
certificates are described in authenticator method number one below.

If at step 55 the payment order is not authorized, a rejection message
is sent at 56 and the sales transaction is tenninated.”

  
  

  
 
 

(‘519 Application, Pg. 18, lines 17-24) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 7,

lines 43-49)

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedgs The claim language “a

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

wherein the

second list ofat least one commercial service” encompasses any information
display directly or indirectly indicating even a single commercial service. This

infonnation claim does not require that the list ‘itselfbe displayed. The “commercial
includes a service ” recited in this claim element need not be the commercial service

list of at least

one
recited earlier in this claim (element 3).
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commercial PAYNE:

service; Payne teaches sending display information including providing an
option of opening an account or completing a payment service (at
least one commercial service):

“If it does not match, the payment computer sends a document to

the buyer computer indicating that access to the network payment

system is denied (step 43). Otherwise, the payment computer
sends a payment confirmation document to the buyer

computer, the payment confirmation document including an

"open" link and a "continue" link (step 44).

An example of a confirmation document is shown in FIG. 6. The

confirmation document asks the user to click on a "continue"

button if the user already has an account with the payment

computer, or to click on an "open" button if the user does not

already have an account and wishes to open one.” 6

., Col. 6, lines" 1-14)

“If the user clicks on the "continue" button (step 60), the

buyer computer sends payment URL B to the payment

computer (step 62), payment URL B being similar to payment

URL A but_also indicating that the user already has an

account. The payment computer then instructs the buyer

computer to provide the account name and password (steps 64 -
and 66), and the buyer computer prompts the user for this

information by creating an account name prompt (example shown

in FIGQ8) and a similar password prompt. The user enters the
information (step 68) and the buyer computer sends the

account name and password to the payment computer (step
70).”

(Id., Col. 6, lines 31-42)
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ran, have sauna an in: en: uggau-u

hunimuxma "banana:_!Vn9:I!IlIE9.'€-

. 3.3.‘ am: 33 amen-22 uim‘. in :94 van i=.,If&.s._n-1: tar ’uavu:n7n:h,3IIn:|n an '
run! N llxlr gbqt BI ‘gaaulr gtllizilix

win In wzmmcz caennu

um gamut: trgnastl

(Id., Fig. 6)
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accepting a Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedls This claim does not

second signal require that the user input be to the user device. A
in response

to a user £A_Y_NF_3;

input to Payne teaches allowing a user to select an option to open an account

select a or complete a payment (selecting a commercial service):

commercial _
Service from “If it does not match, the payment computer sends a document to

the list; and the buyer computer indicating that access to the network payment
system is denied (step 43). Otherwise, the payment computer

sends a payment confirmation document to the buyer

computer, the payment confirmation document including an

"open" link and a "continue" link (step 44).

An example of a confirmation document is shown in FIG. 6. The
confirmation document asks the user to click on a "continue"

button if the user already has an account with the payment

computer, or to click on an "open" button if the user does not

already have an account and wishes to open one.”

(Payne, Col. 6, lines 1-14) ,
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c¢mr;:c:‘a:‘p:yIn=e:rtURL1T:is:ia;i1::t6payrflt:It _ _ H

AUR1.Aaua'!3om1ic:;¢ammann:aomsén¢:msE
yuexin i
  

 
  

 

mmm tonwmc-r scam nvw
fiacunteni in buyer cnmpulzx

  
_ trlompum’“sun”«:36

ia&rmn1:in¢s’Iu;pa.yu:.-.11: mrnpmet  

 
(Id., Figs. 2C, 2D) 
 

 “If the user clicks on the "continue" button (step 60), the

buyer computer sends payment URL B to the payment

computer (step 62), payment URL B beingsimilar to payment

URL A but also indicating that the user already has an

account. The payment computer then instructs.the buyer
computer to provide the account name and password (steps 64

and 66), and the buyer computer prompts the user for this

information by creating an account name prompt (example shown

in FIG. 8) and a similar password prompt. The user enters the

information (step 68) and the buyer computer sends the
account name and password to the payment computer (step

70).”

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
 (Id., Col. 6, lines 31-42) 
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completing a
commercial

transaction

relating to
the selected

commercial

service.

:75? 3' ii

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): The claim does not

require this completing ofa commercial transaction to involve the user of

V the user device.

PAYNE:

Payne further teaches completing the opening of an account (at least

one commercial service), and further teaches completing a purchase

with that account (another commercial service):

“If the user clicks on the "open" button (step 46), the buyer

computer sends payment URL C to the payment computer
(step 48), payment URL' C being similar to payment URL A

but also indicating that the user does not yet have an account.

The payment computer creates a new account document (step

50) and sends it to the buyer computer (step 52). An example of
a new account document is shown in FIG. 7. When the user

receives the new account document he enters the new account

name, an account password, a credit card number, the credit card

expiration date, and security infonnation suchas the maiden name

of the user's mother (step 54), and presses a "submit" button (not

shown in FIG. 7). The buyer computer sends the new account

information to the payment computer (step 56), which enters

the new account in the settlement database (step 58).”

(Payne, Col. 6, lines 15-30)

“If the user clicks on the "continue" button (step 60), the

buyer computer sends payment URL B to the payment

computer (step 62), payment URL B being similar to payment

URL A but also indicating that the user already has an

' account. The payment computer then instructs the buyer
computer to provide the account name and password (steps 64

and 66), and the buyer computer prompts the user for this

information by creating an account name prompt (example shown

in FIG. 8) and a similar password prompt. The user enters the

information (step 68) and the buyer computer sends the

account name and password to the payment computer (step

70).”

(Id., Col. 6, lines 31-42)

“The payment computer verifies whether the user name and

password are correct (step 72). If they are _not correct, the
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  payment computer sends a document to the buyer computer

indicating that access to the network sales system is denied (step
74). Otherwise, the payment computer determines whether

additional security is warranted, based on, e.g., whether the

payment amount exceeds a threshold (step 73). If additional

security is warranted, the payment computer creates a challenge
form document and sends it to the buyer computer (step 75). The

user enters the security information (step 77), the buyer computer

sends the security information to the payment computer (step 79),

and the payment computer determines whether the security

information is correct (step 81). If it is not correct, the payment
computer sends a document to the buyer computer indicating that

access to the network sales system is denied (step 83).

   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

   
 

 

If the security information is correct, or if additional security was

not warranted, the payment computer checks the settlement

database to determine whether the user has unexpired access

to the domain identifier contained in the payment URL (step

82). If so, the payment computer sends to the buyer computer a
document providing an option either to repurchase or to use the

previously purchased access (step 84). An example of such a

document is shown in FIG. 9. The user can respond to the recent

purchase query document by choosing to access the previously

purchased document (step 85) or to go ahead and buy the currently
selected product (step 86).

 

   
   
   
  
  
  

  
 

If the user chooses to access the previously purchased document,

the buyer computer skips to step 92 (see below). If the user ‘

chooses to buy the currently selected product, the payment

computer calculates an actual payment amount that may

differ from the payment amount contained in the payment

URL (step 87). For example, the purchase of a product in a certain

domain may entitle the user to access other products in the domain
for free or for a reduced price for a given period of time.

 
   

  

  
  

  
 

The payment computer then verifies whether the user account has

sufficient funds or credit (step 76). If not, the payment computer

sends a document to the buyer computer indicating that the user

account has insufficient funds (step 78). Otherwise, the payment

computer creates an access URL (step 80) that includes a
merchant computer identifier, a domain identifier, a product
identifier, an indication of the end of the duration time for which

access to the product is to be granted, the buyer network address,

and an access URL authenticator that is a digital signature based
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on a cryptographic key. The access URL authenticator is a hash of

other information in the access URL, the hash being defined by a

key shared by the merchant and the operator of the payment

- computer. The payment computer then records the product

identifier, the domain, the user account, the merchant account,

the end of duration time, and the actual payment amount in

the settlement database (step 88).

The payment computer then sends a redirect to access URL to the

buyer computer (step 90), which sends the access URL to the

merchant computer (step 92). The merchant computer verifies
whether the access URL authenticator was created from the

contents of the access URL using the cryptographic key (step 94).

If not, the merchant computer sends a document to the buyer

computer indicating that access to the product is denied (step 96).

Otherwise, the merchant computer verifies whether the duration

time for access to the product has expired (step 98). This is done

because the buyer computer can request access to a purchased

product repeatedly. If the duration time has expired, the merchant

computer sends a document to the buyer computer indicating that

the time has expired (step 100). Otherwise the merchant

computer verifies that the buyer computer network address is

the same as the buyer network address in the access URL (step

101), and if so, sends a fulfillment document to the buyer

computer (step 102), whichis displayed by the buyer computer

(step 104).” '

(Id., Col. 6, line 43 — Col. 7, line 50)
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merchant computer 14 paymcm computer 16

bu)-ct computtt and:
access URL to
rncrcham computet

mcrchinl eomwur sends
doaumcm to buyer cmnpmct
indicaling than mm: to ma
produ-:1 is dcnicd

rncnchanl computzr vcrifics
whclhev access URL mrhenlicxmr
was crcav.-xi fmm comcmr. :0!
access URL using a crypmgnphic
key

98

- - = cnmpuicnttucs
whelhenhedmaxiomimc
hasexpénd

to buyct mmpuler innicming that the
amnion um: has cxpired

K.‘ M!
umtlnu rsmnpama xfuifzra much: bu-yet
tomalllet nzfwnti .::!¢$ mints En:

La)

1eO5lL§rH€fiifi_§illfl§a§ld¢t£'B€Et' -- ~ullowzd

‘bi ¢Q§!D11Itdi:‘_:ia3=‘$ »fulfllirasun mum:

K104

(Id., Figs. 2H, 21)
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yavigara gnnotake

l.c'dc.'nut an we lnzunct: Library or consp-

Lflndwfimmokannulhmydcurmam
attains

‘mar: or Attic’:-

(Id., Fig. 10)

2. The PAYNE: _ .

method of Payne teaches a payment computer (second computer) that performs

claim 1, object routing:

wherein the : _

Second . ' jmjr-meiai: ¢!fii§Ev;.iIEf’sl:hEI‘Jf3
Computer : in

system A «A ifinzn
includes an ‘ ' "5

Object roam 5dIn§i!i.:rinx?.t31znEaa::§ in
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X :ins:iiis1Te:

_ :eu3wnne§:E:3Efii3g'i2ge. '
imtirmn

' ljaynjtllt': "71. ct A
to buyer

(Payne, Figs. 2F, 2G)

Target URL (url)
This is the real URL (usually on the nicnchnnfs machine} when the client will be

redirected alter the payment under is processed.

(Id., Appendix E, page beginning with.“Encoding payment orders in

URLs,” Exh. Pg. 128)

Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

“An unavoidable property of public computer networks is that they are

comprised of switching, transmission,’ and host computer components

controlled by many individuals and organizations.”

(‘519 Application, Pg. 3, lines 11-14) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1,

lines 63-66)

“A Network Payment System

A network payment system 300 as shown in Figure 13, employs a

public packet-switched network 69 to interconnect a plurality of client

computers 70 and 71, and a plurality of payment computers "such as

72,‘each payment computer having an account database 73, a ’

settlement database 74, an authorized addressdatabase 75, a sender
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  credential database 76, a financial system interface 77, and a real-time

authorization interface 78.” '
 
 

 
 

(Id., Pg. 19, lines 15-23) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 7, line 66 — Col. 8,

line 6) 
 

 /77 

  
 

, / 78 A , Financial
Real-Time Financial System
Authorization Network Settlement.

(Credit Card, Debit Card, Interface 
etc.)
 

 

 
 

  Payme nt
Computer

 
 (‘S19 Application/Gifford, Fig. 13) 

 
 

Request is routed by Payment Computer over Interface (78, above) to

real time financial authorization network, namely the payment

computer provides an information channel for identifying and

accessing a collection of information involved in a transaction,

namely information regarding a user’s account:

 
 

  
 
 

“A real-time authorization request message is sent at 86 to the external

financial system over interface 78. If the external financial system

approves authorization request 86, an authorization message is

returned at 87. If request 86 is not approved, the external financial

system sends a rejection message to the payment computer at 87.”

 

  
 

  (Id., Pg. 23, lines 1-7) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 9, lines 14-20)’
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PAYMENT

coupuren FINANCIAL
AUTHORIZANON

NETWORK

/81
Payment Order

:------------------>

l

82-—-- verify Authenticator

83 ——Check for Address Restrictions

34-—Check for Replay and Spencfing Limits

35 _____Constmct Message for

Realmme Authorization / 33
l Authorization Request
 

I

Authorization Number 3

4-——'—-———-—-4:-—

I 37

(‘519 Application/Gifford, Fig. 14)

“At 88 the payment order is committed to execution and is recorded in

settlement database 74. Recorded with the payment order in database

74 are portions of authorization message 87 that show that the

payment computer contacted the remote financial system. The amount

of the payment order is added to running temporal spending records in

database 73, and an authorization message is sent to the client

computer at 90. The authorization message includes the payment
order.”

(Id., Pg. 24, lines 16-24) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 9, lines 53-61)

3. The PAYNE:

method of Payne further discloses a second computer system that includes a

claim 1, virtual information store.
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wherein the

second

computer

system
includes a

virtual

information

store.

Payne discloses the use of an associative array (i.e., a TCL associative

array, which _stores the signature hash) to store information entries
and‘ attributes in a virtual information store associated with a

payment computer (second computer system):

“The payment computer is programmed to receive the payment

message, to cause.an access message to be created to enable the

user to access the product, and to record a purchase transaction
record in the settlement database.”

(Payne, Col. 3, lines 47-51)

“Payment computer 16 also has access to a shopping cart

database 21 in which a "shopping cart" of products that a user

wishes to purchase can be maintained as the user shops prior to

actual purchase of the contents of the shopping cart.”

(Id., Col. 5, lines 11-15)

The va1ue_array contains the necessary name—va1ue pairs to handle paymen

set value_array(domain) ...domain... (a domain is a security 6
of the thing purchased. it is also used to detect duplic
purchases, so it should be unique to separately buyable

set value_array(desc) ...item description...
set value_arraylamt) ...monetary amount...
set value_array(cc) ...currency code... (OPTIONAL. but US i
set value_array(expire) ...seconds of access... (OPTIONAL, defa

is 30 days at the moment)
set value_array(ur1) ...URL of the thing bought...

(In the shopping cart case, this should be the URL of_
the relevant catalog page)

(Id., Appendix’ E, Pg. 6, Exh. Pg. 130)

In particular, in the example TCL code immediately above, the set

value_array(desc) instruction stores the “item description” in the

associative array “value__array” using the attribute “desc.” A TCL

associative array is an information store (i.e., the array stores data,

such as the item description, in a table, which is indexed by the

attribute “desc.”) The “set” instruction adds the information entries

and attributes to the associative array. Therefore, Payne discloses

storing information entries and attributes in a virtual information

store associated with a payment computer.
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Encoding acces in URLs 
 
 
 ' An access URL1ookxliL'cthis: A,.;. ,*....~-‘

hL up: I /1u‘:1;\2l’IcI1'xi. . I00 . com./BE'1a51': : fi&1d1=valn.e1& E1t:‘1(.l2:va].u-_-2 .’ rt-_-:11-u1. 1  

  
In any of the Reid vnlucs. (Ix: following characters an-. escaped: ‘+’. '&r', '='. ' ‘. and
anything less than 020.0. 

 The URL fields encode the derail: of the access
 

 
 
 Expire (expi re)

This fields specifies the expiration time for me aczcsr. in seconds since January
1. 1970 UK:  

 
 

  I? Address I 111))
specifics the ip addrcs from which zhc request must come
 

 
 

 
 Sigmtuxe (hacks)

Th: signature (hash) is compumé nuhc MD5 hash of (key. fieldstring }. wlmc
fieldstring is everything after the colon. The key is a secretkcy shared between
Open Market and me merchant. The ipaa-3: is the IP address or the client
aucmpting occurs and domain is In: access domain. ‘In: signuurc prevents
user lzlnpering of the azccss URL.

  
  
 ‘me effect is to grant access to 1 specified domain, from n specified client IP address»

For an (optional) period ol‘tin1c.'  
 |s‘drsirn‘|, any nddilinnnl ?n:'r,mn:|rinn can ‘ht: cnnodstd intnn 5NTf'.l?.i5 URL. 
 
 
 Uscr ID(id)

The urjquc [Dar lh: buyer. {mm the field ;3rir.ci[-.al_id or the principal Izlble. in me
paymmt dnmbnac. This [kid will be included in an access URI. if the name value
pair idz‘! was in the payment URL.

  
 

 
 

 
 User Naznelname) " _

The print name 01‘ Inc tuycr. Iron: the ncm pr1ncip:1l_na:ne from the principal tame
in the payment database. This field will he included in nu access URL if the name
value pair id=? was in the payment URL.

  
  

  (Id., Appendix E, Pg. 9, Exh. Pg. 136)

It is suggested. that object have a.
name. This name could he ‘stated in the object in scone
repraaentatimis. or stored in A database accessible to the

server, for cxnnrple. Any" references within then’: object
should be parsed in the context of the official name. In the

presence of a directory service. the ofticial name will
notznally In the .::egial:.ered trauma of the object. Hpwevar, :1 name:
in any schenze will do, so long as 5.: is completely specified-

  
  

  
  

  (Id., Appendix D, Pg. 5, Exh. Pg. 106)

Payge/’519 Application/Gifford

 

 
 “The invention relates to a network sales system for enabling

users to purchase products using a plurality of buyer computers

that communicate over a network with a plurality of merchant

computers. Each merchant computer has a database of digital
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 advertisements. Each digital advertisement includes a price

and a product abstract. Buyer computers request, display, and

respond to digital advertisements from merchant computers.”  

  (‘519 Application, Pg. 6, line 21 — Col. 7, line 3) (similarly, see Gifford,
Col. 3, lines 15-21)  

 
 

“A digital advertisement includes a product description and a

price. In digital advertisement database 65 prices and

descriptions may be stored separately, and one price may apply

to many product descriptions.”

  
  

 
 
 

(Id., Pg. 10, line 23 — Col. 11, line 2) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 4,

lines 53-56) -  

  Further, Payne/’519 Application/Gifford discloses a similar virtual
information store(s) on the payment computer, for storing

information about accounts and purchases:
 

  
 

G

‘. . . each payment computer [has] an account database 73, a

settlement database 74, an authorized address database 75, a

sender credential database 76, a financial system interface 77,
and a real-time authorization interface 78. The interfaces 77 and 78

may be implemented by a single communications line.”

 
  

  

 

(Id., page 19, lines 19-24) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 8, lines 2-7)

 The account database, for example, has information entries and

attributes regarding a user’s account, such as spending limits and

amount spent, as well as identifiers for the account and its location,
even if outside the network:

 

  
 

 
 

“Account database 73 maintains temporal spending amounts,

such as the amount spent in the current day, and also

maintains temporal spending limits. The account database may

also maintain a translation between principal identifiers and
external account identifiers. Settlement database 74 records

committed payment orders along with any authorization

information for the orders that was obtained from interface 78.”

  
  
  

  

 (Id., Pg. 20, lines 5-12) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 8, lines 13-20)

   
  

 
 

16 4. The PAYNE:

method of Payne further discloses a payment computer (second computer) that
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claim 1,

-wherein the

second

computer

system
includes a

value-added

network

switch.

utilizes a VAN switch, namely, when a user selects a web page

control, a request is sent to switch from a web application to a

transactional application to process and act in response to a user

request.

Payne/’519 Application./Gifford

“An unavoidable property ofpublic computer networks is that they are

comprised of switching, transmission, and host computer components

controlled by many individuals and organizations.” '

(‘519 Application, Pg. 3, lines 11-14) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1,

lines 63-66)

“A Network Payment System

A network payment system 300 as shown in Figure 13, employs a

public packet-switched network 69 to interconnect a plurality of client

computers 70 and 71, and a plurality of payment computers such as

72, each payment computer having an account database 73, a

settlement database 74, an authorized address database 75, a sender

credential database 76, a financial system interface 77, and a real-time
authorization interface 78.”

(Id., Pg. 19, lines 15-23) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 7, line 66 — Col. 8,

line 6)

/ 77
Financial

System
Settlement

Interface

/78
Real-Time Financial

Authorization Network

(credittard, Debit Card,
etc.) ‘

Payment
Computer

(‘519 Application/Gifford, Fig. 13)
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Request is routed by Payment Computer over Interface (78, above) to
real time financial authorization network:  
 

 “A real-time authorization request message is sent at 86 to the external

financial system over interface 78. If the external financial system

approves authorization request 86, an authorization message is

returned at 87. If request 86 is not approved, the external financial

system sends a rejection message to the payment computer at 87.”

 

  
  (Id., Pg. 23, lines 1-7) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 9, lines 14-20) 

  Payne discloses a number of different applications that are performed

in response to user input:  

  

 
PAYMENT REAL-TIME

COMPUTER FINANCML

~ AUTHORIZATION  
NETWORK

 
  

81 A
/

Payment Order

1

82-——- Verify Authenticator

as --Check for Address Restrictions

34-—-Check for Replay and Spending Limits

 

   
  
  

  

  

 
 

35 ___Construct Message for
Real-Time Authorization 88

I Authorization Request_ _

I

Authorization Nmnber i
 mAe._

I 37

  
  
 (‘519 Application/Gifford, Fig. 14)
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   “At 88 the payment order is committed to execution and is recorded in

settlement database 74. Recorded with the payment order in database

74 are portions of authorization message 87 that show that the

payment computer contacted the remote financial system. The amount

of the payment order is added to running temporal spending records in

database 73, and an authorization message is sent to the client
computer at 90. The authorization message includes the payment
order.”

 

  
  
  

(Id., Pg. 24, lines 16-24) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 9, lines 53-61) 
  Payne/’519 Application/Gifford also discloses, as an alternative,

executing a computer program in lieu of performing a transaction

using documents passed between computers:
 

  

 
 

 “In an alternate embodiment, document 22 is executed at 23 as a

program. A program is defined as a set of instructions that can

exhibit conditional behavior based upon user actions or the

environment of the buyer computer. As is known to those skilled in

the art, there are many techniques for representing programs as data.

The program can be interpreted or it can be directly executed by the

buyer computer. The program when executed will cause the buyer

computer to interact with the user leading to the user purchase

request 24, and the purchase message 25.”

  
  
  

  
  (‘519 Application, Pg. 13, line 24 — Pg. 14, line 8) (similarly, see

Gifford, Col. 5, line 60 — Col. 6, line 2) 

 
 

Thus, Payne explicitly or inherently discloses a VAN switch on the

second computer system.
 
  

  Additionally, such a switch is inherent in Payne’s disclosure ofclicking

on web page links to invoke applications. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

5. The PAYNE:

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

method of Payne teaches using an “existing financial system network” with

claim 1, information about existing accounts, which inherently would involve

wherein the the use of existing, or “legacy” databases containing such
second ' information.

computer

system Page/’519 Application/Gifford

includes a _

legacy “For wide acceptance the retail mechanism will need to be a logical

database. evolution of existing credit-card, debit-card, and Automated Clearing
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House facilities, while for acceptance the wholesale mechanism will
need to be an evolved version of corporate electronic funds transfer.”

(‘519 Application, Pg. 2, lines 8-13) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines
36-40) 4

“The prior art network based sales systems are not designed to allow
users to use their existing credit card and demand deposit accounts for
payment . . .”-

(Id., Pg. 2, lines 18-20) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines 45-48)

“Accordingly, therefore, it is a primary objective of this invention

to provide a user interactive network sales system in which the

user can freely use any merchant of choice and utilize existing

financial instruments for payment.” _. 3

(Id., Pg. 2, line 23 — Col. 3, line 2) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines
50-53)

“A further object of the invention is to allow users in an untrusted

network enviromnent to use conventional financial instruments

without requiring modification to existing financial system networks.”

(Id., Pg. 5, lines 12-15) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 2, lines 46-49)

“The payment system accomplishes settlement by sending messages
into an existing financial system network.”

(Id., Pg. 8, lines 3-5) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 3, lines 46-48)

Alternatively, in view of[Payne’s/Gifford ’s] disclosure ofusing his
system with existingfinancial networks, it would have been obvious to

one skilled in the art that Payne's invention would have been used to A

access any conventional databases, e.g., a “legacy” database. »

See, e.g., Ex. 2, ‘506 patent file history, April 2, 2007 Office Action, Exh.

Pg. 250 (“[Prior art reference] teaches invoking/switching to one of
internal applications for accessing external databases . . . . It would have

been obvious to one skilled in the art that [prior art reference] would have

been used to access any conventional databases, e.g., legacy database”)

18 6. The PAYNE:
method of Payne teaches using the HTTP protocol, HTML, and URLs to control
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claim 1,
wherein the

control

includes a

web page
control.

access to, and display of, web pages (web page control):

“The software architecture underlying the particular

preferred embodiment is based upon the hypertext

conventions of the World Wide Web. Appendix A describes the

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) document format used

to represent digital advertisements, Appendix B describes the

HTML forms fill out support in Mosaic 2.0, Appendix C is a

description of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

between buyer and merchant computers, Appendix D describes
how documents are named with Uniform Resource Locators

(URLs”) in the network of computers, and Appendix E describes

the authentication of URLs using digital signatures.”

(Payne, Col. 10, lines 9-20)

The user browses through the advertising document and
eventually requests a product.

(Id., Col. 5, lines 26-27)

HTML ” '

H 'r'l"cxl Markup l.nngua£:.:f_-— H"l"ML'i.5 :iSGM.L DTD. In pmclicai terms. HTI‘-vI1.is a
$1 §x.‘dt;Lon of styles used to , rm: mg: vaticms cm‘np.m:;nxs of ‘A World With:E ’ . '.IClJfi‘|¢fil.

(Id., Appendix A, Exh. Pg. 38)

set va1uu_axray(ur‘.) . ..UPd.. of the‘ thing bought. ..
{In the shopping cart case, this should be the URL of
the relevant catalcg page:

(Id., Appendix E, page entitled “Shopping Cart Mechanism; how to

write payment and shopping cart URLs,” Exh. Pg. 130)

Further, the documents shown in the ‘519 Application, Figures 2-5

and 8-11 are shown as NCSA MOSAIC pages. MOSAIC was a well-

known web browser, and would have been known as such to one of

ordinary skill in the art. Thus, the various controls shown in the ‘519

Application, Figs. 2-5 and 8-11 are web page controls. (See ‘519

Application, Figs. 2-5 and 8-11.)

The documents shown in the Payne patent itself, Figs; 5-14 are similar

to the Mosaic documents shown in the ‘519 Application, and would

have been understood as such by one of ordinary skill in the art,

particularly in view of Payne’s description of MOSAIC HTML forms

above, and in Appendix B. (See Payne, Figs. 5-14.)
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Thus, the “open” and “continue” links shown in Payne, Fig. 6 are web
page controls:

 
  

  “Otherwise, the payment computer sends a payment confirmation
document to the buyer computer, the payment confirmation

document including an "open" link and a "continue" link (step 44).
 

  

 An example of a confirmation document is shown in FIG. 6. The
confirmation document asks the user to click on a "continue" button

if the user already has an account with the payment computer, or to

click on an "open" button if the user does not already have an

account and wishes to open one.”

 
  

  
 
 

(Id., Col. 6, lines 5-15)

 fie Qptlaar flaviaata Annotate 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

{manna Tim: can luitot Puma:

UR; "|uFlII‘F-'YVI'H¥~‘¢f0$!l’kD&.£I1"°I"lP5"I3‘}""W

Opm M-utirym-.-tr

You haw sateen: 1: in: can rmauru pagan:
uaeauumnue ihrdhlut
boontpuhaxtlnd D-Ll) c-nu-cu Aftlnln
Ian-nat:z.Ium cwtwacn

xtawloa-r-amumu-nu canvas 1.1!-we-wv-cm-1' 9-not o-av-u-‘u,5n-onaInn- I-
nIr::m-a'rIr:nAmuuvuI. uymmmH|nI|:|emIr.:.)-w:uIuI.n~z4nuumixucmrucuescetnuunvuancnaa-uunrpuesoo.

 

 
  
   

  
 

  
  

 
 

- we-=~»~ --um

vius Jayson: traunctian.
suture: iuonotntimn an the mount nun tumnnaicnnnrhmunvsganu pa-mud nouns. '

 
 
  

  
O;-1: max, Inc.

(M, Fig. 6) 
  
 
 

Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

 “The software architecture underlying the particular preferred

embodiment is based upon the hypertext conventions of the World 
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 Wide Web. Appendix A describes the Hypertext Markup Language

(HTML) document‘ format used to represent digital advertisements,

Appendix B describes the HTML forms fill out suppoit in Mosaic 2.0,

Appendix C is a description of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol

.(HTTP) between buyer and merchant computers, and Appendix D
describes how documents are named with Uniform Resource

. Locators (URLs) in the network of computers. A document is

defined to be any type of digital data broadly construed, such as

multimedia documents that include text, audio, and video, and

documents that contain programs.”

  
 
  
  

  
   
  

  
(‘519 Application, Pg. 11, lines 7-19) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 4,

line 61 — Col. 5, line 6)

  “In the case of link 2, a short audio segment is retrieved from a

merchant computer and played. In the case of link 3, the query that

can be entered into the query dialog box 4 is sent to a merchant

computer, and a document is retrieved from the merchant computer

and" displayed.”

  
  
 
 

(Id., Pg. 12, lines 1-6) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 5, lines 13-17)

“For example, if link 5 is activated the missing payment information

document shown in FIG. 4 is retrieved from the merchant computer
V and displayed.” ' ‘

 
  
  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

(Id., Pg. 12, lines 15-18) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 5, lines 27-29)

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

require that the two corporate networks be operated by separate
corporations.

 
 

7. The

method of

claim 1,
wherein the

first

computer

system is in a
first

corporate
network and

wherein the

second

computer

system is in a
second

corporate

 
 

 
 

PAYNE:

Payne teaches using different corporate networks for the merchant

computer (first computer system) and payment computer (second

computer system):

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

“With reference to FIG. 1, a network sales system in accordance

with the present invention includes a buyer computer 12

operated by a user desiring to buy a product, a merchant

computer 14, which may be operated by a merchant willing to

sell products to the buyer or by a manager of the network sales

system, a payment computer 16 typically operated by a

manager of the network sales system, and a creation computer
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. .4...

network. 20 typically operated by the merchant. The buyer, merchant,

payment, and creation computers are all inter-connected by a

computer network 10 such as the Internet.”

(Payne, Col. 4, lines 35-45)

Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

“In addition, the shopping system will need to include easy-to-use

facilities for a user to purchase desired products using a merchant

independent payment method. In addition the network sales will need

to allow new buyers and merchants to enter the market.”

(‘519 Application, Pg. 1, lines.19-22) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1,
lines 20-24) ‘ .

“Accordingly, therefore, it is a primary objective of this invention

to provide a user interactive network sales system in which the

user can freely use any merchant of choice and utilize existing

financial instruments for payment.” 2

(Id., Pg. 2, line 23 — Pg. 3, line 2) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines

50-53)

“An unavoidable property of public computer networks is that they are-
comprised of switching, transmission, and host computer components

controlled by many individuals and organizations.”

(Id., Pg. 3, lines 11-14) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines 63-66)

“In existing credit card payment systems, a credit card's issuing
bank takes on the fraud risk associated with misuse of the card

when a merchant follows established card acceptance protocols.

Acceptance protocols can include verifying a card holder's

signature on the back of their card and obtaining authorization for

payments over a certain value. However, in network based

commerce a merchant can not physically examine a purchaser's

credit card, and thus the fraud risk may revert to the merchant in

so-called "card not present" transactions. Many merchants can not

qualify to take this risk because of their limited financial

resources. Thus the invention isimportant to allow many

merchants to participate in network based commerce.

Other objects of the invention include utilizing existing financial
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8. The

method of

claim 7,
wherein the

first

corporate

network is

operated by a
first business

entity and
wherein the

second

corporate

network is

operated by a
second

business

entity.

instruments such as credit cards, debit cards, and demand

deposit accounts for merchant payments.”

(Id., Pg. 4, lines 8-23) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 2, lines 16-32)

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

prohibit the user devicefrom being operated or owned by thefirst
business entity or the second business entity.

PAYNE:

Payne teaches having a merchant (first business entity) avoid risk by

allowing for a purchase transaction to be pre-approved or otherwise

verified by the corporate entity making the payment (second business

entity) to the merchant:

“With reference to FIG. 1, a network sales system in accordance

with the present invention includes a buyer computer 12

operated by a user desiring to buy a product, a merchant

computer 14, which may be operated by a merchant willing to

sell products to the buyer or by a manager of the network sales

system, a payment computer 16 typically operated by a

manager of the network sales system, and a creation computer

20 typically operated by the merchant. The buyer, merchant,
payment, and creation computers are all inter—connected by a

computer network 10 such as the Internet.”

(Payne, Col. 4,‘lines 35-45)

Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

“In addition, the shopping system will need to include easy-to-use

facilities for a user to purchase desired products using a merchant

independent payment method. In addition the network sales will need

to allow new buyers and merchants to enter the market.”

(‘519'Application, Pg. 1, lines 19-22) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1,

lines 20-24)

“In existing credit card payment systems, a credit card's issuing bank
takes on the fraud risk associated with misuse of the card when a

merchant follows established card acceptance protocols. Acceptance

protocols can include verifying a card holder's signature on the back of

their card and obtaining authorization for payments over a certain

value. However, in network based commerce a merchant can not
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 physically examine a purchaser's credit card, and thus the fraud risk

may revert to the merchant in so—called "card not present" transactions.

Many merchants can not qualify to take this risk because of their

limited financial resources. Thus the invention is important to allow
many merchants to participate in network based commerce.

 
  

 

 
 Other objects of the invention include utilizing existing financial

instruments such as credit cards, debit cards, and demand deposit
accounts for merchant payments.”

  
 

 (Id., Pg. 4, lines 8-23) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 2, lines 16-32)

  “An unavoidable property of public computer networks is that they are

comprised of switching, transmission, and host computer components

controlled by many individuals and organizations.”  
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

(Id., Pg. 3, lines 11-14) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines 63-66)

 

 
 

 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

9. The PAYNE:

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

method of Payne teaches using an “existing financial system network” with
claim 1, information about existing accounts, which explicitly or inherently
wherein the would involve the use of a “legacy” computing system.

-second .

computer Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

system

includes a “For wide acceptance the retail mechanism will need to be a logical
legacy evolution of existing credit-card, debit-card, and Automated Clearing
computing House facilities, while for acceptance the wholesale mechanism will
system. need to be an evolved version of corporate electronic funds transfer.”

  (‘519 Application, Pg. 2, lines 8-13) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines
36-40) ' '  

 “The prior art network based sales systems are not designed to allow
users to use their existing credit card and demand deposit accounts for
payment . . .”

 
  
 (Id., Pg. 2, lines 18-20) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines 45-48) 
 
 

“Accordingly, therefore, itis a primary objective of this invention

to provide a user interactive network sales system in which the

user can freely use any merchant of choice and utilize existing
financial instruments for payment.” ~
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  (Id., Pg. 2, line 23 — Pg. 3, line 2) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines

50-53)  

 
 

 “A further object of the invention is to allow users in an untrusted

network environment to use conventional financial instruments

without requiring modification to existing financial system networks.”

  (Id., Pg. 5, lines 12-15) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 2, lines 46-49) 

 “The payment system accomplishes settlement by sending messages
into an existing financial system network.” 
 

 
(Id., Pg. 8, lines 3-5) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 3, lines 46-48)

 Alternatively, in view of[Payne’s/Gifford ’s] disclosure of using his

system with existingfinancial networks, it would have been obvious to

one skilled in the art that Payne's invention would have been used to 4

access any conventional computing systems, e.g., “legacy” computing

systems.

   

  See, e.g., Ex. 2, ‘S06 patent file history, April 2, 2007 Office Action, Exh.

Pg. 250 (“[Pn'or art reference] teaches invoking/switching to one of

internal applications for accessing external databases . . . . It would have

been obvious to one skilled in the art that [prior art reference] would have

been used to access any conventional databases, e.g., legacy database.”)

   

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

10. The PAYNE:

 
 

 

method of Payne explicitly or inherently discloses that the user device includes a
claim 1, web browser.

wherein the _

user device “This invention relates to user-interactive network sales systems for

includes a implementing an open marketplace for goods or services over 
 web browser. computer networks such as the Internet.”

 
 
 (Payne, Col. 1, lines 15-17)

  “The buyer, merchant, payment, and creation computers are

all inter-connected by a computer network 10 such as the
Internet.”  
 

 (Id., Col. 4, lines 43-45) 
 

 
 “The user browses through the advertising document and

eventually requests a product (step 32). This results in the buyer
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computer sending payment URL A to the payment computer (step

34).” 

 
 

(Id., Col. 5, lines 27-30)

“The software architecture underlying the particular

preferred embodiment is based upon the hypertext

conventions of the World Wide Web. Appendix A describes the

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) document fonnat used

to represent digital‘ advertisements, Appendix B describes the
HTML forms fill out support in Mosaic 2.0, Appendix C is a

description of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

between buyer and merchant computers, Appendix D describes
how documents are named with Unifonn Resource Locators

(URLs”) in the network of computers, and Appendix E describes

the authentication of URLs using digital signatures.”

  
  
  

  
  

  
  

  

  i(1¢, Col. 10, lines 9-20)

  Further, the documents shown in the ‘519 Application, Figures 2-5

and 8-11 are shown as NCSA MOSAIC pages. MOSAIC was a well-

known web browser, and would have been known as such to one of

ordinary skill in the art. Thus, the MOSAIC documents displayed on

the buyer computer, shown in Figs. 2-5 and 8-11, would necessarily

be" shown on a web browser. (See ‘519 Application, Figs. 2-5 and 8-

11; see also similar figures in Payne.)

  
 

  
  
  
  

 
 

The documents shown in the Payne patent itself, Figs. 5-14 are similar

to the Mosaic documents shown in the ‘519 Application, and would

have been understood as such by one of ordinary skill in the art,‘
particularly in view of Payne’s description of MOSAIC HTML forms

above, and in Appendix B. (See Payne, Figs. 5-14.)

 

  
 

  Therefore, Payne explicitly or inherently discloses a web browser
‘included in the user device.
 
 

  
 

 

Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

 “The sofiware architecture underlying the particular preferred
embodiment is based upon the hypertext conventions of the World

Wide Web. Appendix A describes the Hypertext Markup Language

(HTML) document fonnat used to represent digital advertisements,

Appendix B describes the HTML forms fill out support in Mosaic 2.0,

Appendix C is a description of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol
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1 1. The

method of

claim 10,
wherein the

display
information

includes web

page content.

(HTTP) between buyer and merchant computers, and Appendix D
describes how documents are named with Uniform Resource Locators

(URLs) in the network of computers. A document is defined to be any

type of digital data broadly construed, such as multimedia documents

that include text, audio, and video, and documents that contain

programs.”

(‘519 Application, Pg. 11, lines 7-19) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 4,

line 61 - Col. 5, line 6)

PAYNE:

Payne teaches using the HTTP protocol, HTML, and URLs to control

access to, and display of, web pages (web page content):

“The software architecture underlying the particular

preferred embodiment is based upon the hypertext
conventions of the World Wide Web. Appendix A describes the

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) document format used

to represent digital advertisements, Appendix B describes the

HTML forms fill out support in Mosaic 2.0, Appendix C is a

description of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

between buyer and merchant computers, Appendix D describes
how documents are named with Uniform Resource Locators

(URLs”) in the network of computers, and Appendix E describes

. the authentication of URLs using digital signatures.”

(Payne, Col. 10, lines 9-20)

HTBJL

H“:CrTc2cI Markup Lnnguaggf- i-("["M'L is aSGML D71). in practical tcnns. HTML is aco tian ml‘ styles nsad In km: this was-isms cmn[au;'mtms ofa World Wide
Web dizucnnmm,

A (Id., Appendix A, Exh. Pg. 38) ~

.. .URL. of the thing bought. ..
this should be the URL of

set value_array(url1
(In the shopping cart :ase.
the relevant catalog page)

(Id., Appendix E, page entitled “Shopping Cart Mechanism; how to

write payment and shopping cart URLs,” Exh. Pg. 130)

Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

“The software architecture underlying the particular preferred
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 embodiment is based upon the hypertext conventions of the World

Wide Web. Appendix A describes the Hypertext Markup Language

(HTML) document format used to represent digital advertisements,

Appendix B describes the HTML forms fill out support in Mosaic 2.0,

Appendix C is a description of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol

(HTTP) between buyer and merchant computers, and Appendix D
describes how ‘documents are named with Uniform ‘Resource Locators

I (URLs) in the network of computers. A document is defined to be any

type of digital data broadly construed, such as multimedia documents

that include text, audio, and video, and documents that contain

, programs.”

 

  
  
  
 (‘519 Application, Pg. 11, lines 7-19) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 4,

line 61 — Col. 5, line 6)
 

  

 “In the case of link 2, a short audio segment is retrieved from a
merchant computer and played. In the case of link 3, the query that

can be entered into the query dialog box 4 is sent to a merchant

computer, and a document is retrieved from the merchant computer

and displayed.”

 
  

  (Id., Pg. 12, lines 1-6) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 5, lines 13-17)

  “For example, if link 5 is activated the missing payment information
document shown in FIG. 4 is retrieved from the merchant computer

and displayed.”

 

  I (Id., Pg. 12, lines 15-18) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 5, lines 27-29)

  Further, the documents shown in the ‘519 Application, Figures 2-5

and 8-11 are shown as NCSA MOSAIC pages. MOSAIC was a well-

known web browser, and would have been known as such to one of

ordinary skill in the art. Thus, the MOSAIC documents displayed on

the buyer computer, shown in Figs. 2-5 and 8-11, are web page

content. (See ‘519 Application, Figs. 2-5 and 8-11; see also similar

figures in Payne.) ‘

  
  
  

  
  
 

The documents shown in the Payne patent itself, Figs. 5-14 are similar

to the Mosaic documents shown in the ‘519 Application, and would

have been understood as such by one of ordinary skill in the art,

particularly in view of Payne’s description of MOSAIC HTML forms

above, and in Appendix B. (See Payne, Figs. 5-14.)

 
  

  
  Therefore, Payne explicitly discloses web pagecontent.
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12. The

method of Payne teaches sending display information including providing an

claim 1, option of opening an account for payment, or making a payment
wherein the using such an account (payment service):
list of at least

one “If it does not match, the payment computer sends a document to

commercial the buyer computer indicating that access to the network payment
service ~ system is denied (step 43). Otherwise, the payment computer

includes a sends a payment confirmation document to the buyer

payment computer, the payment confirmation document including an

service "open" link and a "continue" link (step 44).

An example of a confirmation document is shown in FIG. 6. The
confirmation document asks the user to click on a "continue"

button if the user already has an account with the payment

computer, or to click on an "open" button if the user does not

already have an account and wishes to open one.”

(Payne, Col. 6, lines 1-14)

“If the user clicks on the "open" button (step 46), the buyer

computer sends payment URL C to the payment, computer

(step 48), payment URL C being similar to payment URL A

' but alsoindicating that the user does not yet have an account.

The payment computer creates a new account document (step

50) and sends it to the buyer computer (step 52). An example of
a new account document is shown in FIG. 7. When the user

receives the new accountdocument he enters the new account

name, an account password, a credit card number, the credit card

expiration date, and security information such as the maiden name

of the user's mother (step 54), and presses a "submit" button (not

shown in FIG. 7). The buyer computer sends the new account

information to the payment computer (step 56), which enters

the new account in the settlement database (step 58).”

(Id., Col. 6, lines 15-30)

“If the user clicks on the "continue" button (step 60), the

buyer computer sends payment URL B to the payment

computer (step 62), payment URL B being similar to payment

URL A but also indicating that the user already has an

account. The payment computer then instructs the buyer

computer to provide the account name and password (steps 64

and 66), and the buyer computer prompts the user for this
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information by creating an account name prompt (example shown
in FIG. 8) and a similar password prompt. The user enters the
information (step 68) and the buyer computer sends the
account name and password to the payment computer (step
70).”

  
  
 (Id., Col. 6, lines 31-42)- 

 
 

“The payment computer verifies whether the user name and

password are correct (step 72). If they are not correct, the

payment computer sends a document to the buyer computer

indicating that access to the network sales system is denied (step
74). Otherwise, the payment computer determines whether

additional security is warranted, based on, e.g., whether the
payment amount exceeds a threshold (step 73). If additional

security is warranted, the payment computer creates a challenge
form document and sends it to the buyer computer (step 75). The
user enters the security information (step 77), the buyer computer
sends the security information to the payment computer (step 79),
and the payment computer determines whether the security
information is correct (step 81). If it is not correct, the payment
computer sends a document to the buyer computer indicating that

access to the network sales system is denied (step 83).

 
  

 

 

   

 

  

  
 

If the security information is correct, or if additional security was
not warranted, the payment computer checks the settlement

database to determine whether the user has unexpired access
to the domain identifier contained in the payment URL (step
82). If so, the payment computer sends to the buyer computer a
document providing an option either to repurchase or to use the

previously purchased access (step 84). An example of such a

document is shown in FIG. 9. The user can respond to the recent
purchase query document by choosing to access the previously
purchased document (step 85) or to go ahead and buy the currently
selected product (step 86).

 

 

  
   
  
   
  

 
 

If the user chooses to access the previously purchased document,

the buyer computer skips to step 92 (see below). If the user

chooses to buy the currently selected product, the payment
computer calculates an actual payment amount that may

differ from the payment amount contained in the payment
URL (step 87). For example, the purchase of a product in a certain
domain may entitle the user to access other products in the domain
for free or for a reduced price for a given period of time.
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The payment computer then verifies whether the user account has

sufficient funds or credit (step 76). If not, the payment computer

sends a document to the buyer computer indicating that the user

account has insufficient funds (step 78). Otherwise, the payment

computer creates an access URL (step 80) that includes a

merchant computer identifier, a domain identifier, a product

identifier, an indication of the end of the duration time for which

access to the product is to be granted, the buyer network address,

and an access URL authenticator that is a digital signature based

on a cryptographic key. The access URL authenticator is a hash of

other information in the access URL, the hash being defined by a

key shared by the merchant and the operator of the payment

computer. The payment computer then records the product

identifier, the domain, the user account, the merchant account,

the end of duration time, and the actual payment amount in

the settlement database (step 88). ’

The payment computer then sends a redirect to access URL to the

buyer computer (step 90), which sends the access URL to the

merchant computer (step 92). The merchant computer verifies
whether the access URL authenticator was created from the

contents of the access URL using the cryptographic key (step 94).

If not, the merchant computer sends a document to the buyer

computer indicating that access to the product is denied (step 96).

Otherwise, the merchant computer verifies whether the duration

time for access to the product has expired (step 98). This is done

because the buyer computer can request access to a purchased

product repeatedly. If the duration time has expired, the merchant

computer sends a document to the buyer computer indicating that

the time has expired (step 100). Otherwise the merchant

"computer verifies that the buyer computer network address is

the same as the buyer network address in the access URL (step

101), and if so, sends a fulfillment document to the buyer

computer (step 102), which is displayed by the buyer computer

(step 104).”

(Id., Col. 6, line 43 ’ Q01. 7, line 50)

Page/’519 Application/Gifford

“SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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The invention relates to a network sales system for enabling users

to purchase products using a plurality of buyer computers that

communicate over a network with a plurality of merchant

computers. Each merchant computer has a database of digital

advertisements. Each digital advertisement includes a price and a

product abstract. Buyer computers request, display, and respond to

digital advertisements from merchant computers. Users can

purchase products with their buyer computers after they have

specified an account to pay for the purchase. A network

payment service is used to authorize the purchase before

merchant fulfillment is performed.”

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 (‘519 Application, Pg. 6, line 20 — Pg. 7, lines 7) (similarly, see Gifford,

Col. 3, lines 12-25)

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): As “back oflice ” is a

  
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

13. The

 

  
 
  

 
  
 

 

method of business label that does not provide any structural orfunctional

claim 12, limitation on the claimed method, this claim does not limit the method of

wherein a claim 12. This claim does not preclude the user being provided access

user is via an agent ofthe user. '

provided

with access EAR

to a payment Payne teaches providing a user with access to a payment electronic
electronic back office system.
back office

 Applicant describes a user beingprovided access to a payment
electronic back office system asfollows:

system.

  

 
 . "Once Bank POSvc application 510 has been activated, user I 00

will be able to’ connect to Bank services and utilize the

application to perform banking transactions, _tl_z_u§ accessing data

from a host or data repository 5 75 in the Bank “Back Office. ”

  
  
  

 (‘506 Patent, Col. 7, lines 32-36)(em'phasis added)  

 Payne/’519 A9“plication/Gifford

 Similarly, Payne/’519 Application/Gifford teaches that using the

payment application, the user accesses data from an existing financial

network that is used to perform payment services:
 

  
 
 

 

 “The prior art network based sales systems are not designed to allow

users to use their existing credit card and demand deposit accounts

for payment . . .”
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14. An

apparatus for

providing a
service over

a digital

network, the

apparatus

comprising:

(‘519 Application, Pg. 2, lines 18-20) (similarly, see-Gifford, Col. 1,

lines 45-48)

“A further object of the invention is to allow users in an untrusted
network environment to use conventional financial instruments

without requiring modification ‘to existing financial system
networks.”

(Id., Pg. 5, lilies 12-15) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 2, lines 46-49)

“The payment system accomplishes settlement by sending messages

into an existing financial system network.”

(Id., Pg. 8, lines 3-5) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 3, lines 46-48)_

PAYNE: V

Payne discloses an apparatus for providing a service over a digital
network:

“Network sales system”

(Payne, Title)

“A network-based sales system includes at least one buyer

computer for operation by a user desiring to buy a product, at least

one merchant computer, and at least one payment computer. The

buyer computer, the merchant computer, and the payment

computer are interconnected by a computer network. . . .”

(Id., Abstract)

“This invention relates to user-interactive network sales systems

for implementing an open marketplace for goods or services over

computer networks such as the Internet.”

(Id., Col. 1, lines 14-16)

“The software architecture underlying the particular preferred

embodiment is based upon the hypertext conventions of the World

Wide Web. Appendix A describes the Hypertext Markup Language.

(HTML) document format used to represent digital advertisements,

Appendix B describes the HTML forms fill out support in Mosaic 2.0,

Appendix C is a description of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol

(HTTP) between buyer and merchant computers, and Appendix D
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a p1'0C6SSOI';

describes how documents are named with Uniform Resource Locators.

(URLs) in the network of computers. A document is defined to be any

type of. digital data broadly construed, such as multimedia documents

, that include text, audio, and video, and documents that contain

programs.”

(‘519 Application, Pg. 11, lines 7-19) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 4,

line 61 — Col. 5, line 6)

PAYNE:

Payne discloses multiple computers which are capable of processing

instructions, and therefore inherently discloses processors:

“In another aspect, the invention features a network-based link

message system that includes at least one client computer for
operation by a client user and at least one server computer for

operation by a server user. The client computer and the server

computer are interconnected by a computer network. The client

computer is programmed to send an initial link message to the

' server computer. The server computer is programmed to receive

the initial link message from the client computer and to create,

based on information contained in the initial link message, a

A session link message that encodes a state of interaction between

the client computer and the server computer. The session link

message includes a session link authenticator, computed by a

cryptographic function of the session linkcontents, for

authenticating the session link message. The server computer is

programmed to cause the session link message to be sent to the

client computer. The client computer is programmed to cause

the session link message to be sent to a computer in the

network that is programmed to authenticate the session link

message by examining the session link authenticator and that

is programmed to respond to the session link message based on

the state of the interaction between the client computer and the

server computer.”

(Payne, Col. 2, lines 43-65)

“In another aspect, the invention features a network payment

system that includes at least one buyer computer for operation by a

user desiring to buy a product and at least one payment computer

for processing payment messages from the buyer computer.”

(Id., Col. 3, lines 38-42)
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a machine-

readable

storage
device

including one
or more

instructions

executable

by the

processor for

providing a
commercial

service over

a digital

network;

“If the user requests that the entire contents of the shopping cart

be purchased (step 124) the buyer computer causes the payment

URL for the shopping can to be activated (step 126) and the

payment URL is processed in a manner analogous to the
processing of payment URLs for individual products

(beginning with step 36 in FIG. 2).”

(Id., Col. 8, lines 25.-31)

PAYNE:

Payne discloses computers which have access to databases for storage

of information (storage devices), and further discloses those

computers (processors) executing instructions for providing a

commercial service over a digital network:

“In another aspect, the invention features a network-based link
message system that includes at least one client computer for
operation by a client user and at least one server computer for

operation by a server user. The client computer and the server

computer are interconnected by a computer network. The client

computer is programmed to send an initial link message to the

server computer. -The server computer is programmed to receive

the initial link message from the client computer and to create,

based on information contained in the initial link message, a

session link message that encodes a state of interaction between

the client computer and the server computer. The session link

message includes a session link authenticator, computed by a

cryptographic function of the session link contents, for

authenticating the session link message. The server computer is

programmed to cause the session link message to be sent to the

client computer. The client computer is programmed to cause

the session link message to be sent to a computer in the

network that is programmed to authenticate the session link

message by examining the session link authenticator and that

is programmed to respond to the session link message based on

the state of the interaction between the client computer and the

server computer.”

(Payne, Col. 2, lines 43-65)

“In another aspect, the invention features a network payment

system that includes at least one buyer computer for operation by a

user desiring to buy a product and at least one payment computer
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 for processing payment messages from the buyer computer.”  (Id., Col. 3, lines 38-42)

 

 
  

 

n

16 F "

sculcmeul database 
f 12 10

 
 

 shopping can database 

 
 

 advertising
document
dalabase

     
 
  
 

advenisemem
database

 
 (Id., Fig. 1) 

 “Creation computer 20 creates a digital advertisement database
18 that stores advertising documents (which may for example

be in the form of summaries of"newspaper or newsletter articles,

accompanied by prices) and product fulfillment items (which may

be the products themselves if the products can be transmitted

over the network, or which may be hard goods identifiers if the

products are hard goods, i.e., durable products as opposed to

information products). Creation computer 20 transmits contents

of the advertising document database 18 to merchant

computer 14 to enable the merchant computer to cause

advertisements and products to be sent to buyers. Merchant

computer 14 maintains advertising documents locally in

advertising document database 15.”

 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

  
 

(Id., Col. 4, lines 52-65)

 
 

 

Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

 “A digital advertisement includes a product description and a

price. In digital advertisement database 65 prices and descriptions

may be stored separately, and one price may apply to many

product descriptions.”
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(‘519 Application, Pg. 10, line 23 — Pg. 11, line 2) (similarly, see

Gifford, Col. 4, lines 43-56) 

  
 
 sending first

display
information

from a first

computer

system to a

user device,

See element 2, above.

 
 

  

  
 

   
 

wherein the

first display
information

includes a

control.

associated

with a

commercial

service;

See element 3, above.

 
 

  
  
  

  
  
   

 
accepting a

first signal in

response to a

user input to
activate the

control; and

See element 4, above.

 
 

  
  

  initiating, in

response to
the first

signal,
communicati

on between

the user

device and a

second

computer

system,

 
 

See element 9, above.

 
  

  
  

  
  
  

   
 
  
 

 

  
 

wherein the

second ‘

computer

system acts

See element 10, above.
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information

to the user
device,

wherein the

second

display
information

includes a

list of at least
one

commercial

service;

See element 11, above.

wherein the

second

computer

system

further acts

to accept a

second signal

in response
to a user

input to
select a

commercial

service from

the list; and

to complete a
commercial

transaction

relating to
the selected

commercial

service;

associating

an object

identity with
information

See element 12, above.

See element 13, above.

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This and thefollowing
three claim elements are not tied to any other claim element in this claim.

See element 5, above.
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entries and

attributes, 

 
 

wherein the

object

identity

represents a

networked

object;

  See element 6, above.

 
 

  
  
   

 

storing said
information

entries and

said

attributes in a

virtual

information

store; and

See element 7, above.

 

  
  
  

  
 
 assigning a See element 8, above.

unique
network

address to

said object

identity.

   
 

   
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

15. A PAYNE:

 

  

machine- Payne discloses computers which have access to databases for storage
readable of information (storage devices), and further discloses computers

storage which are capable of processing instructions, and therefore inherently

device discloses processors for providing a commercial service over a digital V
including network: ‘
instructions

executable‘ “Network sales system”

by a 
 
 
 processor for (Payne: Title)

providing a

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

commercial « ,

Service Over “A network-based sales system includes at least one buyer

a digital computer for operation by a user desiring to buy a product, at least
network the one merchant computer, and at least one payment computer. The
machine: buyer computer, the merchant computer, and the payment
readable computer are interconnected by a computer network. . . .”

 St°“‘g° (1.1, Abstract)
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including one
or more

instructions

for:

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

“This invention relates to user-interactive network sales systems

for implementing an open marketplace for goods or services over

computer networks such as the Internet.”

(Id., Col. 1, lines 14-16) 

 
 

 “A user at a buyer computer asks to have advertisements

displayed, and the buyer computer requests advertisements from a

merchant computer, which sends the advertisements to the

buyer computer.” i

 

  
 (Id., Col. 1, lines 24-27) 

 
 

“In another aspect, the invention features a network-based link

message system that includes at least one client computer for

operation by a client user and at least one server computer for

operation by a server user. The client computer and the server

computer are interconnected by a computer network. The client

computer is programmed to send an initial link message to the

server computer. The server computer is programmed to receive

the initial link message from the client computer and to create,

based on information contained in the initial link message, a

session link message that encodes a state of interaction between

the client computer and the server computer. The session link

message includes a session link authenticator, computed by a

cryptographic function of the session link contents, for

authenticating the session link message. The server computer is

programmed to cause the session link message to be sent to the

client computer. The client computer is programmed to cause

the session link message to be sent to a computer in the '

network that is programmed to authenticate the session link

message by examining the session link authenticator and that

is programmed to respond to the session link message based on

the state of the interaction between the client computer and the

server computer.”

 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

  

 (Id., Col. 2, lines 43-65) 
 
 

 
 “The client computer is programmed to display the product

descriptions, to receive a request from the client user to display a

product corresponding to a product description displayed by the

client computer, and to cause a product hypertext link derived
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from a purchase transaction record to be activated.”

(Id., Col. 3, lines 29-34)

“In another aspect, the invention features a network payment
system that includes at least one buyer computer for operation by a

user desiring to buy a product and at least one payment computer

for processing payment messages from the buyer computer.”

(Id., Col. 3, lines 38-42)

“Creation computer 20 creates a digital advertisement database

18 that stores advertising documents (which may for example
be in the form of summaries of newspaper or newsletter articles,

accompaniedby prices) and product fulfillment items (which may

be the products themselves if the products can be transmitted over

the network, or which may be hard goods identifiers if the

products are hard goods, i.e., durable products as opposed to

information products). Creation computer 20 transmits contents
of the advertising document database 18 to merchant

computer 14 to enable the merchant computer to cause

advertisements and products to be sent to buyers. Merchant

computer 14 maintains advertising documents locally in

advertising document database 15.”

(Id.,' Col. 4, lines 52-65)

“With reference to FIG. 2, a purchase transaction begins when a

user at buyer computer 12 requests advertisements (step 24)

and buyer computer 12 accordingly sends an advertising

document URL (universal resource locator) to merchant

computer 14 (step 26). The merchant computer fetches an

advertising document from the advertising document database

(step‘28) and sends it to the buyer computer (step 30). An

example of an advertising document is shown in FIG. 5. Details of

URLs and how they are used are found in the microfiche

Appendix G.”

(Id., Col. 5, lines 16-25)

“If the user requests that the entire contents of the shopping cart be

purchased (step 124) the buyer computer causes the payment

URL for the shopping cart to be activated (step 126) and the

payment URL is processed in a manner analogous to the

processing of payment URLs for individual products
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(beginning with step 36 in FIG. 2).”

(Id., Col. 8, lines 25-31)

K I3 /, Ia‘ I6 K 

 
 

 

 creation computer
 advertising

document
database

 
 

 
 

 
 digital

advertisement
database

 

 FIG. 1

(Id., Fig. 1)

Payne/’519i Application/Gifford

“The sofiware architecture underlying the particular preferred

embodiment is based upon the hypertext conventions of the World

Wide Web. Appendix A describes the Hypertext Markup Language

_ (HTML) document format used to represent digital advertisements,

Appendix B describes the HTML forms fill out support in Mosaic 2.0,

Appendix C is a description of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol

(HTTP) between buyer and merchant computers, “and Appendix D
describes how documents are named with Uniform Resource Locators

(URLs) in the network of computers. A document is defined to be any

type of digital data broadly construed, such as multimedia documents

that include text, audio, and video, and documents that contain

programs.”

(‘519 Application, Pg. 11, lines 7-19) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 4,

line 61 — Col. 5, line 6)

“FIG. 2 shows an overview screen that has been retrieved from a

merchant computer by a buyer computer and displayed by the buyer

computer.”

(Id., Pg. 11, lines 20-22) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 5, lines 7-9)

“A digital advertisement includes a product description and a
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price. In digital advertisement database 65 prices and descriptions

may be stored separately, and one price may apply to many
product descriptions.”

 
  
 (Id., Pg. 10, line 23 — Pg. 11, line 2) (similar! , see Gifford, Col. 4, lines

43-56)  
 

 

 sending first See element 2, above.

display

information
from a first

computer

system to a

user device,

  
 

  
 

  

 
 

 
 
 

 wherein the

first display
information

includes a

control

associated

with a

commercial

service;

See element 3, above.

 

  
  
  

  
 
   

 

accepting a See element 4, above.

first signal in

response to a

user input to
activate the

control ;

 

  
 

  
  

 
initiating, in

response to
the first

signal,
communicati

on between

the user

device and a

second

computer

system,

See element 9, above.
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wherein the See element 10, above.
second

computer

system acts
to send

second

display
information

to the user

device,

wherein the See element 11, above.
second

display
information

includes a

list of at least
one

commercial

service;

wherein the See element 12, above.
second

computer

system
further acts

to accept a

second signal

in response
to a user

input to
select a

commercial

service from

the list;

and to See element 13, above.

complete a
commercial

transaction

relating to
the selected

commercial

service;
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aeféfitfi. A V .

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This and the following
three claim elements are not tied to any other claim element in this claim.

 
 

  
 

 

associating

an object

identity with  
 
 

 

information Lsge_eIe_n:er:;§i_z;Invg
entries and

attributes, 

   
 

wherein the

object '

identity

represents a

networked

object;

See element 6, above.

 

 

  
 
 
 

 

  storing said See element 7, above.
information

entriesand

said

attributes in a

virtual

information

store; and _

 

 

   
  
  

 
  

 

assigning a

unique
network

address to

said object

identity.

See element 8, above. 
 
 

   
  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

16. A method

for providing
a commercial

service over

a digital

network, the

method

comprising:

PAYNE:

Payne discloses a method for providing a commercial service over a

digital network:

  “Network sales system”

 
 
 

 
 

(Payne, Title)

“A network-based sales system includes at least one buyer

computer for operation by a user desiring to buy a product, at least

one merchant computer, and at least one payment computer. The

buyer computer, the merchant computer, and the payment

computer are interconnected by a computer network. . . .”

   
  

  

 (Id., Abstract) 
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“This invention relates to user-interactive network sales systems

for implementing an open marketplace for goods or services over

computer networks such as the Internet.”  
 (Id., Col. 1, lines 14-16) 

 
 
 

Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

 “The software architecture underlying the particular preferred

embodiment is based upon the hypertext conventions of the World

Wide Web. Appendix A describes the Hypertext Markup Language

(HTML) document format used to represent digital advertisements,

Appendix B describesthe HTML fonns fill out support in Mosaic 2.0,

Appendix C is a description of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol

(HTTP) between buyer and merchant computers, and Appendix D
describes how documents are named with Uniform Resource Locators

(URLs) in the network of computers. A document is defined to be any

type of digital data broadly construed, such as multimedia documents

that include text, audio, and video, and documents that contain

programs.”

 

   
  
  
  
  

  
   
  

 
 

(‘519 Application, Pg. 11, lines 7-19) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 4,
line 61 - Col. 5, line 6)
  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

using first Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

computing prohibit the user devicefrom being operated or owned by thefirst

resources . business entity. Nor does itprohibit the user device beingpart of thefirst

operated by a computing resources. Thus, for example, the user may be thefirst

business entity and may operate computing resources that include the
user device.

first business

entity to send

first display
information

to a user

device,

 
 
 

 

 

 
  

PAYNE: .

Payne discloses sending display information from a" payment

computer (using first computing resources provided by a first

business entity) to a buyer computer (user device):  
 
 

 

 “If it does not match, the payment computer sends a document to

the buyer computer indicating that access to the network payment

system is denied (step 43). Otherwise, the payment computer

sends a payment confirmation document to the buyer

computer, the payment confirmation document including an

"open" link and a "continue" link (step 44).
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An example of a confirmation document is shown in FIG. 6. The

confirmation document asks the user to click on a "continue"

button if the user already has an account with the payment

computer, or to click on an "open" button if the user does not

already have an account and wishes to open one.”

(Payne, Col. 6, lines 1-14)

my.-maxnpunzr 12

pagumnzutmpuzuszndspngxwxcm
cmfimunionaotmscmm pagemuqacxrzpzylnzznawnfurnzmn

C)
an4=aaIirnA=lEd.(URJ’. B!

Ixxya-:auq:napao'mn-uURLBoo
poymen:a3mpufl¢:;I:\,mmI:lIKL Bissfitniw -
myizltuljfilzhhmalsaizuiimuaumlm
nneosmldnuexisl

buyer a7ru'.IuItHn1dI:wy;1I‘ra)lAU'RL Cw puma:
ountp~un':']:=Iyl‘Bt!I1U'RLCuJzIg1j!grno}:ay1naJIURLA umnbolncieaanmuanteaoumdocsnux
Jae-flu

|il3?a££iRE!¢-Waiiadlnfiilunmm
V niomrncnuolntylscnurpmzr

(Id., Fig. 2C)
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LI: ware

- nstnxlruynnixepsneifies .-s==.-grim-If-g1>.£-*'I‘!I‘!.e.-.1;

Qua In-kl! Puymu-II:

nu MIMI lilflehii In in: 52...: zililillcfl puynm:
Ittcnhbczinlt II-rcclut
nouulvlshaxmua Mu ounu-in Lfllclt
5|-v‘nal:3<.I=fW ==='rIm=_1l

='l!l4_DQU!II:&IIn%l1l!llOlXfl!Il¢lI“H4'l'N"I‘JOi¢iIlU¢|'$7-!I‘D?i$‘ut"yaw-manna-ncpu-an. up-un.anm.uuunmmz,pue:n-t.-oun.c-
wukucmrvfitkwumlnpuwhuzxkxvnuwrgroocz

In not-n-«M Gnnljdh
eanzsfiui van uncut tux!-ueziaa.

(Id._, Fig. 6)

wherein the PAYNE:

first display The document sent from the payment computer includes controls

information either for opening an account (first control) or finalizing a
includes first transaction to receive an online document (second control);
and second .

controls; “If it does not match, the payment computer sends a document to

the buyer computer indicating that access to the network payment

system is denied (step 43). Otherwise, the payment computer

sends a payment confirmation document to the buyer

computer, the payment confirmation document including an

"open" link and a "continue" link (step 44).

An example of a confirmation document is shown in FIG. 6. The

confirmation document asks the user to click on a "continue"

button if the user already has an account with the payment

computer, or to click on an "open" button if the user does not

already have an account and wishes to open one.”

(Payne, Col. 6, lines 1-14)
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  file _Qfi!lorir:' __t§IMdM10gait-‘ya?!

nocunmi open urn: For-out p

mung-3; gm hI1Nf(V!)‘l!n§wE‘f‘.‘$!YB!‘. x-~;=.-rib-.s=1f-Hr-fixeeai §

Opm Infill -Puynnmz

Mu law nunncuul -2 in: 13.4: ngxihux angina;

   
 

 

 
 
 
  

 

  

 
 

|Iucmna::'nu flattens:
IauupI.'Inn.uund mu ouv.-«.1 Lftlclt
illbufll :2<.3I(W =n'rI§.r,|r)  
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0;-as Ii.-tic, tutu
 

 
  
 

 
 
 

 

IOIHMI
 

FIG. 8

(Id., Fig. 6)

l Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

require that the user input be to the user device. There is no requirement

that thefirst control and second control be independent in any way. For

example, the two controls may be contained in the some object. Also,

there is no requirement that the user input activating thefirst control not
also activate the second control.

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

accepting a

first signal in

response to a

user input to
activate the

first control;

 PAYNE:

Payne teaches accepting a first signal from a user to activate a
control:  

 “If the user clicks on the "open" button (step 46), the buyer

computer sends payment URL C to the payment computer

(step 48), payment URL C being similar to payment URL A

but also indicating that the user does not yet have an account.

The payment computer creates a new account document (step

50) and sends it to the buyer computer (step 52). An example of

a new account document is shown in FIG. 7. When the user
receives the new account document he enters the new account

name, an account password, a credit card number, the credit card

expiration date, and security information such as the maiden name
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of the user's mother (step 54), and presses a "submit" button (not

shown in FIG. 7). The buyer computer sends the new account

information to the payment computer (step 56),‘ which enters
the new account in the settlement database (step 58).”

 

  
 (Payne, Col. 6, lines 15-30) 
 

  
hugercornazmr ;cn.x£a;n1mv:mURI..C toga:-‘men:
¢vm1pmcnp:xyI'nrmURLCiuin1ih-mpaymmt '
URLA Imxboinnficaacsnman acoounldocsnor.
yauin. ‘

  
 (Id., Fig. 2c) 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

first

performing,

in response
to the first

signal, a first
commercial

service

associated

with the first

control,

PAYNE: »
Payne teaches that a first commercial service (opening an account) is

performed in response to a first control:

 
 
 
 
 

  

“If the user clicks on the "open" button (step 46), the buyer

computer sends payment URL C to the payment computer

(step 48), payment URL C being similar to» payment URL A

but also indicating that the user does not yet have an account.

The payment computer creates a new account document (step

50) and sends it to the buyer computer (step 52). An example of
a new account document is shown in FIG.’ 7. When the user

receives the new account document he enters the new account

name, an account password, a credit card number, the credit card

expiration date, and security information such as the maiden name

i of the user's mother (step 54), and presses a "submit" button (not

shown in FIG. 7). The buyer computer sends the new account

information to the payment computer (step 56), which enters

the new account in the settlement database (step 58).”

 
 

 
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

  

 (Payne, Col. 6, lines 15-30) 
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cazsannalitmdoc-mttata buye:
acrsxptaca-nnzytrraucnufumzxinn
xSc::nn:::ain:ixnhorp:n!ix§('lIRL C)
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zuxsropensnew mucosa‘ tunesmum:P H '(mu.-rained lnrunnarouu) '
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uacouudotaekist

-lruyer czwwzncr u1I$:vn'&yxncnI URL Ctnptrtncvu
.aum:4.uer:p:ymanUHLCiuim'fl::lapa3uuamUktabmakwirnfiumsdxmmucoumdocsmt
yuuisl

524 r
: 505$”? aflfli VIEW  -

documemus buys Iuamputnt

FEG. 2C

wherein the . Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedlr This claim does not

first prohibit the user devicefrom being operated or owned by thefirst

performing is business entity. Nor does itprohibit thefirst performing to be

accomplishe accomplished under control ofbusiness entities in addition to the first

d under the business entity.
control of the

first business Em

entity Payne teaches that the first performing is accomplished by the first

interacting business entity (payment computer) interacting with the user device:
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with the user

device; “If the user clicks on the "open" button (step 46), the buyer

computer sends payment URL C to the payment computer

(step 48), payment URL C being similar to payment URL A

but also indicating that the user does not yet have an account.

The payment computer creates a new account document (step

50) and sends it to the buyer computer (step 52). An example of
a new account document is shown in FIG. 7. When the user

receives the new account document he enters the new account

name, an account password, a credit card number, the credit card

expiration date, and security information such as the maiden name

of the user's mother (step 54), and presses a "submit" button (not

shown in FIG. 7). The buyer computer sends the new account

information to the payment computer (step 56), which enters

the new account in the settlement database (step 58).”

(Payne, Col. 6, lines 15-30)

huyc1mm;mzr12

pngmeruuornpuasztuspgyzmm
confirmation txaac-autos: to buyer
mmpmat Pflfiftallcanflrnmim
docnnzmiucli upm linifllfil. C)
and I:uniiou:4i:a.~(1J“.kL B}

60

Usctcondutnuvdmpnyncu V(uszralmad lnxuunoaocnij '
- (52

b‘Jye|>1ti=p:nusc:uI:yxfi‘turi3!URLBto
uymuuawunpmwuzlm Blsézufln: '-
puyIn::nL3RLAI7mnl:oEi-ueullnxunnncauufloucadst

'Im_vcr cIa1I=|:mKi-3:116-)n§nnI:hIURL C:-apnymcnt
mcmpuaa-:p:y1uanUIlLCiuimi!xup:y-roan .URLA auatsointicamdxumnanounudocsnnx
jyuelisl

\ .A: r. 50
paying:-. uznwuncs .'

S2 ncwactca-.u dowrnctn
‘ plymemcnrruvznustuas new swam-.-at

dtxxxmzmlolzuyacua-rpuizt

FIEG. 2C
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Wyn Wampum xnd: an-:a::n'|.m1ialbrmuinn In gmxnzru oampmzr

fiiwc. 1”S6135 l‘|¢W®§l.hI

(Id., Figs.l2C, 21))

accepting a Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedz: This claim does not

second signal require -that the second signal be sent or accepted near in time to thefirst
in response signal. Thus, a user given two options might choose one on Monday, and
to a user a second on Wednesday, and meet this claim. Also, this claim does not

input to ‘ require that the user input be to the user device.
activate the

second PAYNE:

control; Payne further teaches accepting a second signal (clicking continue) to
activate a second control:

“If the user clicks on the "continue" button (step 60), the

buyer computer sends payment URL B to the payment

computer (step 62), payment URL B being similar to payment

URL A but also indicating that the user already has an

account. The payment computer then instructs the buyer

computer to provide the account name and password (steps 64

and 66), and the buyer computer prompts the user for this

information by creating an account name prompt (example shown

in FIG. 8) and a similar password prompt. The user enters the

information (step 68) and the buyer computer sends the

account name and password to the payment computer (step

70).”

(Payne, Col. 6, lines 31-42)

second Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedzs This claim does not
performing, require that the secondperforming be done near in time to thefirst

in response performing.
to the second

signal, a  
second Payne teaches a second “performing” of a commercial service,

commercial namely providing the document requested once it has been paid for
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service from the buyer’s account:

associated

with the _

second “If the user clicks on the "continue" button (step 60), the

control, buyer computer sends payment URL B to the payment

computer (step 62), payment URL B being similar to payment

URL A but also indicating that the user already has an

account. The payment computer then instructs the buyer computer

to provide the account name and password (steps 64 and 66), and

the buyer computer prompts the user for this information by

creating an account name prompt (example shown in FIG. 8) and a

similar password prompt. The user enters the information (step 68)

and the buyer computer sends the account name and password to

the payment computer (step 70).”

(Payne, Col. 6, lines 31-42)

“The payment computer then sends a redirect to access URL to the

buyer computer (step 90), which sends the access URL to the
merchant computer (step 92). The merchant computer verifies
whether the access URL authenticator was created from the

contents of the access URL using the cryptographic key (step

94). If not, the merchant computer sends a document to the

buyer computer indicating that access to the product is denied

(step 96).

Otherwise, the merchant computer verifies whether the

duration time for access to the product has expired (step 98).

This is done because the buyer computer can request access to
a purchased product repeatedly. If the duration time has

expired, the merchant computer sends a document to the

buyer computer indicating that the time has expired (step

100). Otherwise the merchant computer verifies that the buyer

computer network address is the same as the buyer network

address in the access URL (step 101), and if so, sends a

fulfillment document to the buyer computer (step 102), which

is displayed by the buyer computer (step 104).”

(Id., Col. 7, lines 31-50)
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merchant compute: verifies
W3“ -‘°"‘P"‘" ‘W55 whether access URL aulhenlicator
“W-'35 URL '° was created from contcms of

"‘“°'W“ “°'“F“‘“ access URL using a cryptographic
key

merchant computer sends
document to buyer compute:
indicnling that accas to the
product is denied

wthe duration tim:
has expired

men: am computer sc - ---z mm
to buyer computer indicating that the
duration time has expired

mcmlnni that lhzhnyci
cuI_n3)m::' met-work niches: mumtn the
netnuyknidgcss spadfizd in lhencnas URL

umctam cucnpam sums docmusm
we buyer mmum dun access is an

buyer cce:mn>&‘pm:;fulfilimczn aocammt

(Id., Figs. 2H, 21)

wherein the Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

second prohibit the user devicefrom being operated or owned by the second

performing is business entity. Nor does itprohibit thefirst computing resources being

accomplishe used as part ofthis secondperforming. Nor does it prohibit the second
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(1 under the business entityfrom interacting with the user device via thefirst business

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

control of a entity. Nor does itprohibit the secondperforming to be accomplished

second under control ofbusiness entities in addition to the second business entity.
business

entity P;4LN_E£

operating Payne teaches that the second performing (verifying rights and
second providing access to a requested document) is accomplished under the

computing control of a second business entity (the merchant computer)
resources and operating second computing resources and interacting with the user

interacting device (the buyer computer):
with the user

device;

 

 
 

  
“With reference to FIG. 1, a network sales system in accordance

with the present invention includes a buyer computer 12 operated

by a user desiring to buy a product, a merchant computer 14,

which may be operated by a merchant willing tosell products to

the buyer or by a manager of the network sales system, a payment

computer 16 typically operated by a manager of the network

sales system, and a creation computer 20 typically operated by the

merchant. The buyer, merchant, payment, and creation computers

are all inter-connected by a computer network 10 such as the
Internet.”

   
  
  
  
  
  

  
 

 (Payne, Col. 4, lines 35-45) 
 
 

“The payment computer then sends a redirect to access URL to the

buyer computer (step 90), which sends the access URL to the

merchant computer (step 92). The merchant computer verifies
whether the access URL authenticator was created from the

contents of the access URL using the cryptographic key (step

94). If not, the merchant computer sends a document to the

buyer computer indicating that access to the product is denied

(step 96). '

 

  
  
  

  
 

 
 Otherwise, the merchant computer verifies whether the duration

time for access to the product has expired (step 98). This is done

because the buyer computer can request access to a purchased

product repeatedly. If the duration time has expired, the merchant

computer sends a document to the buyer computer indicating that

the time has expired (step 100). Otherwise the merchant

computer verifies that the buyer computer network address is

the same as the buyer network address in the access URL (step

101), and if so, sends a fulfillment document to the buyer

computer (step 102), which is displayed by the buyer computer
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(Id., Col. 7, lines 31-50)

buycz flompmcf sends
access URL to

mcxcham computer

merchant computer sends
document to buyer compuzer
indicaling that access to the
produt: is dcnicd

mm-ham compute: vclifics
whcthcr access URL amhenlicaxur
was named from comcms of

access URL using a crypmgraphic
Ixcy

w111: dumion aim:
has expired

to buyer compmer indicagin that the
duration time has expired

merchant campmervcrifz: muxflmbwu
cwrwmgxnmnwkadfirmmnznhnmc
ncti-vrkoddussspadfitdiuxhzarcaxx URL

Amutrzmcmngmlnnzsdsaownxm
wlnuy-uucotmumthuasccss is not

hltwrcpmufissfulfiumcatdmnaaan
\ . .

(14,, Figs. 2H, 21)
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associating Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This and the following

an object three claim elements are not tied to any other claim element in this claim.

identity with '

information  

entries and

attributes,

wherein the See element 6, above.

object

identity

represents a
networked

object;

storing said See element 7, above.
information

entries and

said

attributes in a
virtual

information

store; and

assigning a See element 8, above.

unique
network

address to

said object

identity.

17. The Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

_ method of prohibit the user devicefrom being operated or owned by the second

claim 16, business entity. Nor does itprohibit thefirst computing resources being

further used as part ofthz's secondperforming. Nor does it prohibit the second

comprising: business entityfrom interacting with the user device via thefirst business

exchanging entity. Nor does it prohibit the secondperforming to be accomplished

information under control ofbusiness entities in addition to the second business entity.
between the

first and PAYNE!

second Payne further teaches exchanging information between the merchant

business computer (first business entity) and the payment computer (second

entities in business entity):
order to

complete a “The user then requests purchase of an advertised product, and the
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transaction in buyer computer sends a purchase message to the merchant

response to computer. The merchant computer constructs a payment order

one or more that it sends to the payment computer, which authorizes the

of the purchase and sends an authorization message to the merchant
signals. computer. When the merchant computer receives the

authorization message it sends the product to the buyer computer.”

(Payne, Col. 1, lines 27-35)

Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

“The merchant computer then attempts to construct a payment order at

26 using the information it has gathered about the user. The buyer

computer may have previously supplied certain credentials using fill

out forms or other account identification means such as providing the

network address of the buyer computer in the normal course of

communication. If the merchant computer is able to construct a

complete payment order at 26 the payment order is sent to a

payment computer for authorization at 27. If a payment order can

be constructed, processing continues at 28.”

(‘519 Application, Pg. 14, lines 9-18) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 6,
lines 3-13)

“In a variation, the merchant computer at 59 checks to ensure the
payment order has not been previously used. This can be

accomplished by checking with a payment computer or maintaining a

merchant computer database of previously accepted payment orders.

The unforgable certificate created at step 56 does not need to include
the user account information. This variation is useful if the user wishes

to make purchases and remain anonymous to the merchant.”

(Id., Pg. 19, lines 7-14) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 7, lines 56-63)

18. The Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedz.‘ This claim does not

method of prohibit this transaction consisting ofthefirst performing step and/or

claim 16, secondperforming step. Nor does itprohibit the user device beingpart of

wherein a thefirst computer resources and/or the second computing resources. This

three-way claim does not require that the transaction be achieved directly between

transaction is the recited resources and device,‘ i. e., it may be indirect using one or

achieved more intermediaries. Nor does itrequire a two-way exchange between

between the thefirst computing resources and second computing resources.
first

computing  
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 Payne further teaches an embodiment where there is a three-way  

  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

  

  
  
 

  

  

resources,

the second transaction between the merchant computer (first computing

computing resources), the payment computer (second computing resources) and

resources and the buyer computer (user device):
the user

deVjce_ “The user then requests purchase of an advertised product, and the

buyer computer sends a purchase message to the merchant

computer. The merchant computer constructs a payment

order that it sends to the payment computer, which authorizes

the purchase and sends an authorization message to the

merchant computer. When the merchant computer receives the

authorization message it sends the product to the buyer computer.”

(Payne, Col. 1, lines 27-35)

 “With reference to FIG. 1, a network sales system in accordance

with the present invention includes a buyer computer 12

operated by a user desiring to buy a" product, a merchant

computer 14, which may be operated by a merchant willing to

sell products to the buyer or by a manager of the network sales ,

system, a payment computer 16 typically operated by a

manager of the network sales system, and a creation, computer

20 typically operated by the merchant. The buyer, merchant, A

payment, and creation computers are all inter—connected by a .

computer network 10 such as the Internet.”

(Payne, Col. 4, lines 35-45)

(I2 10 I6

1    
merchant computer

(Id., Fig. 1)

 
 

Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

“The merchant computer then attempts to construct a payment order at
26 using the information it has gathered about the user. The buyer

computer may have previously supplied certain credentials using fill
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out forms or other account identification means such as providing the

network address of the buyer computer in the normal course of

communication. If the merchant computer is able to construct a

complete payment order at 26 the payment order is sent to a payment

computer for authorization at 27. If a payment order can be

constructed, processing continues at 28.”

  
  
  

  
 
 

(‘519 Application, Pg. 14, lines 9-18) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 6,

lines 3-13)  

  “In either case, the flowchart continues in Figure 6 where the payment

computer checksthe authorization of the payment order at 28. If the

payment system authorizes the request, an authorization message at 29

is returned to the buyer computer, and the merchant computer checks
at 30 that the authorization message came from the payment computer

using the authenticator mechanism described below. Assuming that

the authorization message is valid, the merchant computer performs

fulfillment at 30, returning the purchased product in response at 31.”

 
  
 

   

  
 (Id., Pg. 16, lines 5-14) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 6, lines 50-59) 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

PAYNE: 19. The

 

 

 
 
 

method of Payne teaches having a merchant (first business entity with

claim 16, computing resources) avoid risk by: allowing for a purchase

wherein a transaction to be pre-approved or otherwise verified by the corporate

plurality of ' entity making the payment (second business entity with its own

computing computing resources) to the merchant:

 
 
 
 

resources are

used, each on

a separate

corporate

network, and
each

 “With reference to FIG. 1, a network sales system in accordance

with the present invention includes a buyer computer 12 '

operated by a user desiring to buy a product, a merchant

computer 14, which may be operated by a merchant willing to

sell products to the buyer or by a manager ‘of the network sales

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

operated by system, a payment computer 16 typically operated by a
one of a manager of the network sales system, and a creation computer

plurality of 20 typically operated by the merchant. The buyer, merchant,
different payment, and creation computers are all inter-connected by a

business computer network 10 such as the Internet.”

entities. '

(Payne, Col. 4, lines 35-45) 

  
 

“The access URL authenticator is a hash of other information in

the access URL, the hash, being defined by a key shared by the

merchant and the operator of the payment computer.”  
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(Id., Col. 7, lines 24-27)

The disclosure of “sharing” between a merchant and the operator of

the payment computer further implicitly or inherently discloses that

the merchant is not the operator of the payment computer, and thus

that they are separate entities.

Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

“In addition, the shopping system will need to include easy-to-use

facilities for a user to purchase desired products using a merchant

independent payment method. In addition the network sales will need

to allow new buyers and merchants to enter the market.”

(‘519 Application, Pg. 1, lines 19-22) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1,

lines 20-24)

“An unavoidable property of public computer networks is that they are

comprised of switching, transmission, and host computer components

controlled by many individuals and organizations.”

(Id., Pg. 3, lines 11-14) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines 63-66)

“In existing credit card payment systems, a credit cards issuing bank
takes on the fraud risk associated with misuse of the card when a

merchant follows established card acceptance protocols, Acceptance

protocols can include verifying a card holder's signature on the back of

their card and obtaining authorization for payments over a certain

value. However, in network based commerce a merchant can not

physically examine a purchaser's credit card, and thus the fraud risk

may revert to the merchant in so—called "card not present" transactions.

Many merchants can not qualify to take this risk because of their

limited financial resources. Thus the invention is important to allow

many merchants to participate in network based commerce.

Other objects of the invention include utilizing existing financial

instruments such as credit cards, debit cards, and demand deposit

accounts for merchant payments.”

(Id., Pg. 4, lines 8-23) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 2, lines 16-32)
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1. A method

for providing
a service over

a digital

network, the
method

comprising:

 

 
 
 

 

- Ginter discloses a “virtual distribution environment” (VDE) which is a
services-based, controls-based, objects-based, networks-based system
for completing multi-party commercial transactions including on-line -
payments.

Providing Commercial Services Over a Digital Network

- Ginter discloses methods and systems for providing myriad’

commercial services over one or more digital networks forming a
Virtual Distribution Environment (VDE). VDE is services-based (e.g.,
73:46), objects-based, and controls-based. Ginter has more than 600

references to the word “service” (or variants) and identifies hundreds of

different types of services, including services provided by VDE and

services initiated extemally to VDE. They include an unlimited range
of on-line services such as Compuserve (e. g., 243:25, 279247), legal
research services such as LEXIS (272250, 273261), commercial database

services, infonnation delivery services, information clearinghouse
_ services, credit-card, billing, and other financial services (including

VISA, Mastercard and American Express services (229:8-13), audit
services, certification services, CAD/CAM services, service-locator and

information-locator services, software description list services, store-
and-forward services, home banking services, advertising services,
video production services, testing services, smart agent execution
services, electronic negotiation services, VDE-control services

including “services-based” VDE functions (e.g., 59:18, 70:65, 73:46,

87:6), and VDE system and infrastructure services, including network,
channel, communication, database, backup, security, clearinghouse,
object repository, and name services, etc. (E.g., 6:32, 25:43, 26:14,
27:16, 37:26, 40:64, 43:1, 44:60, 51:47, 52:48, 59:18, 70:65, 73:46,

87:6, 88:29-45, 91 :27, 91:44, 94:7, 1_00:38, 115:65-116:48, 123:7-15,
126:8, 129:8, 132:41,223:41, 229:7-13, 232550, 239:38, 240:55, 241 :4,

249:55, 252:39-60, 257:13-21, 264243-45, 279:60, 280:3, 280:23,
314:44). «

Applications and Controls Providing Commercial Services

- Ginter also discloses a wide range of applications and executablefi

 
 

 

 
   

  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  
controls that are available to users to provide an unlimited array of
services, including:

  - VDE-Managed Conventional Applications: real-time interactive
games, teleconferencing or on-line bulletin_boards (14:11), or databases

or software applications which can be selected and licensed using VDE
and then used to obtain data (e.g., actions in a game, communications
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on a bulletin board) via communications managed by VDE, etc.

  - VDE-Management Applications and Controls: VDE “Rights

Applications,” template applications, load modules, objects, containers,

and component assemblies selected and used by a user to help define

the controls governing use of other content (e.g., 286:24-51).

 
  

  
 
 

- A few representative statements in Ginter describing these service-

providing applications are below:
 

  

  

 

VDE-Managed Conventional Applications

 “Information distributed using VDE may take many forms.

...This information may take many forms including: movies,

audio recordings, games, electronic catalog shopping,

multimedia, training materials, E-mail and personal documents,

object oriented libraries, software programming resources,

and reference/record keeping information resources (such as

business, medical, legal, scientific, governmental, and
consumer databases).” (7:42—53).

   
  
  

  

  
 

“Content providers who employ the present invention may

include, for example, software application and game

publishers, database publishers, cable, television, and radio

broadcasters, electronic shopping vendors, and distributors of

information in electronic document, book, periodical, e-mail
and/or other forms.” (13:58-63).

   

  

 - Executable programs obtained using VDE also may be run over the

network using VDE:  
 
 
 

0 “VDE may also be used, for example, for multi-site ‘real-time’

interaction such as teleconferencing, interactive games, or

on-line bulletin boards, where restrictions on, and/or auditing

of, the use of all or portions of communicated information is

enforced.” (1429-16).

 

  
  

  

 0 “Traveling objects can travel "out-of-channel," allowing, for

example, a user to give a copy of a traveling object whose

content is a software program, a movie or a game, to a‘

neighbor” (24:50-56). '

 
  

  0 “Generally, content objects 880 include or provide information

content. This "content" may be any sort of electronic
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information. For example, content may include: computer

software, movies, books, music, information databases,

multimedia information, vi11ual reality information, machine

instructions,_computer data files, communications messages
and/or signals, and other information, at least a portion of which

is used and/or manipulated by one or more electronic appliances.

VDE 100 can also be configured for authenticating, controlling,
and/or auditing electronic commercial transactions and

communications such as inter-bank transactions, electronic

purchasing communications, and the transmission of,

auditing of, and secure commercial archiving of,

electronically signed contracts and other legal documents;

the information used for these transactions may also be termed
"content."” (131:59-132:8).

 

   
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 

 “. . . program or a non-VDE aware application program. The

content of the object created by an author in conjunction with

such programs may include text, formatted text, pictures,

moving pictures, sounds, computer software, multimedia,

electronic games, electronic training materials, various types

offiles, and so on, without limitation.” (255:33-38).

 
  

  
  
  

 
VDE—Management Applications and Controls

- The executable controls created and used with VDE constitute “rights
applications,” which are transactional applications as they are used to
perform and manage transactions:

 
  o “VDE is a secure system for regulating electronic conduct and

commerce. Regulation is ensured by control information put in

place by one or more parties. These parties may include content
providers, electronic hardware manufacturers, financial service

providers, or electronic "infrastructure" companies such as cable

or telecommunications companies. The control information,

implements "Rights Applications." Rights applications "run

on" the "base software" of the preferred embodiment. This

base sofiware serves as a secure, flexible, general purpose

foundation that can accommodate many different rights
applications, that is, many different business models and their

respective participant requirements.” (6:28—40).

   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 
 

 

 “A rights application under VDE is made up of special

purpose pieces, each of which can correspond to one or more

basic electronic processes needed for a rights protection
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"environment. These processes can be combined together like

building blocks to create electronic agreements that can

protect the rights, and may enforce fulfillment of the

obligations, of electronic information users and providers.

One or more providers of electronic information can easily

combine selected building blocks to create a rights application"

that is unique to a specific content distribution model. A group

of these pieces can represent the capabilities needed to fulfill the

agreement(s) between users and providers. These pieces

accommodate many requirements of electronic commerce

including:” (6:4l—54).

- These rights applications and other controls are user selectable as they

are separate from the underlying VDE foundation sofiware:

o “In a VDE, the separation between a rights application and its

foundation permits the efficient selection of sets of control

information that are appropriate for each of many different types

of applications and uses. These control sets can reflect both

rights of electronic community members, as well as obligations

(such as providing a history of one's use of a product or paying

taxes on one's electronic purchases). VDE flexibility allows its
users to electronically implement and enforce common social

and commercial ethics and practices. By providing a unified

control system, the present invention supports a vast range of

possible transaction related interests and concerns of individuals,

communities, businesses, and governments. Due to its open

design, VDE ...” (7210-23).

“For example, the template concept may be used to provide

individual, overall frameworks for organizations and individuals

that create, modify, market, distribute, consume, and/or

otherwise use movies, audio recordings and live

performances, magazines, telephony based retail sales,

catalogs, computer software, information data bases,

multimedia, commercial communications, advertisements,

market surveys, infomercials, games, CAD/CAM services for

numerically controlled machines, and the like.” (27:9-17).

“In order to provide a manageable user interface to the content

available to VDE repository end users 3310 and to provide

administrative information used in_ the determination of control

information packaged in VDE content containers shipped to end

users 3310, the repository in this example includes a content
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 catalog 3322. In addition, the catalog may also indicate the

forms of electronic agreement and/or agreement VDE

template applications (offering optional, selectable control

structures and/or one or more opportunities to provide
related parameter data) that are available to end users 3310

through the repository for given pieces of content in deciding,

for example, options and/or requirements for: what type(s) of

information is recorded during such content's use, the charge for

certain content usage activities, differences in charges based on

whether or not certain usage information is recorded and/or

made available to the repository and/or content provider, the

redistribution rights associated with such content, the reporting

frequency for audit transmissions, the forms of credit and/or

currency that may be used to pay certain fees associated with use

of such content, discounts related to certain volumes of usage,

discounts available due to the presence of rights associated with

other content from the same and/or different content providers,

sales, etc. Furthermore, a VDE repository content catalog
3322 may indicate some or all of the component assemblies

that are required in order to make use of content such that

the end user's system and the repository can exchange

messages to help ensure that any necessary VDE component

assemblies or other VDE control information is identified,
and if necessary and authorized, are delivered along with

such content to the end user (rather than, for example, being I

requested later afier their absence has been detected during a

registration and/or use attempt).” (286:14-52).

  
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  

  

  “In this example, if an end user does not have a relationship

established with a financial provider (who has authorized the

content providers whose content may be obtained through use of

the repository to make use of their currency and/or credit toipay
for any usage fees associated with such provider's content)

and/or if an end user desires a new source of such credit, the

end user may request credit from the repository

clearinghouse system 3302B. If an end user is approved for

credit, the repository may extend credit in the form of credit

amounts (e.g. recorded in one or more UDEs) associated with a

budget method managed by the repository. In this example,

the clearinghouse of the repository supports a billing system

with a paper system for resolving amounts owed through the

mail, a credit card system for resolving amounts owed

through charges to one or more credit cards, and an

electronic funds transfer system for resolving such amounts
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 through direct debits to a bank account.” (288:43-67). 
 The Claimed Steps Providing a Service Over a Network

- As explained below, Ginter discloses at least seven categories of use

scenarios (which are not mutually exclusive) performing the business
method recited in this claim:

 
  

1. VDE Object Repositories: Any end user’s VDE device (e.g.,
Figs. 7-8) is provided with the ability to select (e.g., Figs. 72B-

72D) between various available objects (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31),
which selection activates various controls and causes ’

communications with one or more VDE content repositories

(first computer system) which in turn may communicate with

other "repositories and/or content or service providers (second
computer system) which in turn may communicate directly or

indirectly with the user device. (E.g., Figs. 78, 84 (Internet
Repository 3404) and 86/86A).

 
  
  
  

  
  
 Other VDE Multi-Party Transactions: Any VDE content user, _

creator, or distributor engages in multi-faceted and at least two-

way and two-party transactions (e.g., Fig. 35) both when

creating multi-party VDE controls protecting content (e.g., Figs.

5, 30-31) and also requesting to “consume” VDE-protected

objects (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31, 41a-41d), as when registering for an

object (Fig. 43), or opening an object (Fig. 49), or reading an

object (Fig. 50), or accessing an object (Fig. 54)—all of which
activate multiple VDE-controlled controls and transactions such

as a “meter method,” “billing method,” and “budget method”
(e.g., Figs. 3, 41a-41d, 45-48). These transactions often involve

three or more separate parties (and their separate computing

systems), and communications over each of three or more legs
of a communication web (e.g., a user of content communicates

with two different sources of content, and those two sources

communicate with each other) as part of a transaction. (E.g.,

Figs. 41a-41d, 72B-72D, 77, 79, 87,).

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  

  

 

 . VDE Display Unit: Where a user’s display device has its own»

VDE protection, the remainder of the user’s available computing

resources qualify as the first computer system able to send

display and other infonnation to that user device, while any and

all other VDE nodes not operated by the user, such as any VDE

object repository or content provider or service provider qualify

as a second computer system. (E.g., Figs. 7, 8, 70, 72B-72D).
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 4. VDE Docking Terminal: Where the user’s device docks with a

business (e.g., retailer’s or bank’s) terminal, that terminal

qualifies as the first computer system, while any and all other

VDE nodes not operated by the terminal’s operator, such as any

VDE object repository or content provider or service provider

contacted as part of a transaction involving the user, qualify as a

second computer system. (E.g., Figs. 7, 8, 71, 72B—72D).

  
  

  
 

 
 VDE Server With User Workstations: Ginter discloses

corporate workstations as user devices connected over a LAN or

other network to a VDE server (which qualifies as a first

computer system). “The VDE server could perform all secure

‘ VDE processing, and release resulting content and other

information to the workstations on-the network.” (222:40-47).

In this scenario, any VDE objects repository or other VDE node

outside the corporation qualifies as a second computer system in

communication with the user devices (via the first computer 7

system). (222221-223243; Fig. 8).

 
   

  
  

  
  

 VDE Smart Objects: VDE smart objects pennit multi-party

transactions involving a user device and at least two remote

VDE sites (computer systems) (E.g., Figs. 72B)-72D, 74).
 
  
 
 

 Interactive N—Party Applications: The interactive VDE-

controlled games, teleconferencing and bulletin board services

disclosed in Ginter provide multi-site interaction and thus

retrieves data from one or more other computer systems (both

control data over the VDE network and data unique to the

controlled content but still managed by VDE). (E.g., 14:9-14

(“VDE may also be used, for example, for multi-site "real-time"

interaction such as teleconferencing, interactive games, or on- ’

line bulletin boards, where restrictions on, and/or auditing of, the

use of all or portions of communicated information is

enforced.”)). A

  
 
  
  
  
  
  

  
 Fig. 78 VDE Object Repositopv Description

- Ginter has a long and detailed disclosure of its VDE object repository,

including the following excerpt which is quoted at length here (and

incorporated by reference throughout this claim chart) as it helps put in
context some of the other VDE disclosures referencedin this claim

chart:
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 “Example--VDE Protected Content Repository 

  As the "Digital Highway" emerges, there is increased discussion

concerning the distribution of content across networks and, in

particular, public networks such as the Internet. Content may be

made available across public networks in several ways
including:

 
  
  
  

 
 

"mailing" content to a user in response to a request or advance

purchase (sending a token representing the commitment of
electronic funds or credit to purchase an item);

 
  
 
 

 supporting content downloadable from an organization's own

content repository, such a repository comprising, for example, a

store of products (such as software programs) and/or a store of

information resources, normally organized into one or more
databases; and

 
  
  
  

 
 

 

 supporting a public repository into which other parties can

deposit their products for redistribution to customers (normally
by making electronic copies for distribution to a customer in

response to a request). ‘
  
  

 
 

 

 One possible arrangement of VDE nodes involves use of one or

more "repositories." A repository, for example, may serve as a
location from which VDE participants may retrieve VDE

content containers. In this case, VDE users may make use of

a network to gain access to a "server" system that allows one

or more VDE users to access an object repository containing
VDE content containers. '

   
 

  
 

  
 

Some VDE participants may create or provide content and/or

VDE content container objects, and then store content and/or

content objects at a repository so that other participants may

access such content from a known and/or efficiently organized

(for retrieval) location. For example, a VDE repository (portion
of a VDE repository, multiple VDE Object Repositories, and/or

providers of content to such repositories) may advertise the

availability of certain types of VDE protected content by
sending out email to a list of network users. If the network users

have secure VDE subsystems in their electronic appliances, they
may then choose to access such a repository directly, or

through one or more smart "agents and, using an application
program for example, browse (and/or electronically search)
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through the offerings of VDE managed content available at

the repository, download desirable VDE content containers,

and make use of such containers. If the repository is successful

in attracting users who have an interest in such content, VDE

content providers may determine that such a repository is a

desirable location(s) to make their content available for easy

access by users. If a repository, such as CompuServe, stores

content in non-encrypted (plaintext) form, it may encrypt

"outgoing" content on an "as needed" basis through placing such
content in VDE content containers with desired control

information, and may employ VDE secure communications

techniques for content communication to VDE participants.

 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

  

 VDE Object Repositories may also offer other VDE services.

For example, a repository may choose to offer financial

services in the form of credit from the repository that may be

used to pay fees associated with use of VDE objects obtained

from the repository. Alternatively or in addition, a VDE

repository may perform audit information clearinghouse services

on behalfof VDE creators or other participants (e. g. distributors,

redistributors, client administrators,.etc.) for usage information

reported by VDE users. Such services may include analyzing

such usage information, creating reports, collecting payments,
etc.

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

A public repository system may be established and

maintained as a non-profit or for—profit service. An

organization offering the service may charge a service fee,

for example, on a per transaction basis and/or as a percentage of

the payments by, and/or cost of, the content to users. A

repository service may supply VDE authoring tools to content

creators, publishers, distributors, and/or value adding providers

such that they may apply rules and controls that define some or

all of the guidelines managing use of their content and so that

they may place such content into VDE content container objects.

 

   
  

  
  
  
  

 
 

 A repository may be maintained at one location or may be

distributed across a variety of electronic appliances, such as

a variety of servers (e.g. video servers, etc.) whichmay be at

different locations but nonetheless constitute a single resource. _

A VDE repository arrangement may employ VDE secure

communications and VDE node secure subsystems ("protected

processing environments"). The content comprising a given

collection or unit of information desired by a user may be
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_representing an analysis of the company (such as a
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 spread across a variety of physical locations. For example,

content representing a company's closing stock price and the

activity (bids, lows, highs, etc.) for the stock might be located

at a World Wide Web server in New York, and content  
 
  
 discussions of the company's history, personnel, products,

markets, and/or competitors) might be located on a server in

Dallas. The content might be stored using VDE mechanisms to

secure and audit use. The content might be maintained in clear

fo_rm if sufficient other forms of security are available at such

one or more of sites (e. g. physical security, password, protected

operating system, data encryption, or other techniques adequate

for a certain content type). In the latter instances, content may be

at least in part encrypted and placed in VDE containers as it

streams out of a repository so as to enable secure

communication and subsequent VDE usage control and usage
consequence management.

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

 
 

 

 A user might request information related to such a company

including stock and other information. This request might, for

example, be routed first through a directory or a more

sophisticated database arrangement located in Boston. This

arrangement might contain pointers to, and retrieve content

from, both the New York and Dallas repositories. This

information content may, for example, be routed directly to

the user in two containers (e.g. such as a VDE content

container object from Dallas and a VDE content container object‘
from New York). These two containers may form two VDE

objects within a single VDE container (which may contain two

content objects containing the respective pieces of content from

Dallas and New York) when processed by the user's electronic

appliance. Alternatively, such objects might be integrated

together to form a single VDE container in Boston so that

the information can be delivered to the user within a single

container to simplify registration and control at the user's

site. The information content from both locations may be stored

as separate information objects or they may be joined into a

single, integrated information object (certain fields and/or

categories in an information form or template may be filled in by

one resource and other fields and/or categories may be filled by

information provided by a different resource). A distributed

database may manage such a distributed repository resource -

environment and use VDE to secure the storing,

communicating, auditing, and/or use of information through
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VDE‘s electronic enforcement of VDE controls. VDE may then
be used to provide both consistent content containers and
content control services.  
 

  An example of one possible repository arrangement 3300 is

shown in FIG. 78. In this example, a repository 3302 is

connected to a network 3304 that allows authors 3306A,

3306B, 3306C, and 3306D; a publisher 3308; and one or

more end users 3310 to communicate with the repository

3302 and with each other. A second network 3312 allows the

publisher 3308, authors 3306E and 3306F, an editor 3314,
and a librarian 3316 to communicate with each other and

with a local repository 3318. The publisher 3308 is also

directly connected to author 3306E. In this example, the authors

3306 and publisher 3308 connect to the repository 3302 in order

to place their content into an environment in which end users

3310 will be able to gain access to abroad selection of content
from a common location.

   
  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  

  
 

  
 

In this example, the repository has twomajor functional areas: a

content system 3302A and a clearinghouse system 3302B. The

content system 3302A is comprised of a user/author registration

system 3320, a content catalog 3322, a search mechanism

3324, content storage 3326, content references 3328, and a

shipping system 3330 comprised of a controls packager 3322, a

container packager 3334, and a transaction system 3336. The

clearinghouse system 3302B is comprised of a user/author
registration system 3338; template libraries 3340; a control

structure library 3342; a disbursement system 3344; an

authorization system 3346 comprised of a financial system

3348 and a content system 3350; a billing system 3352

comprised of a paper system 3354, a credit card system 3356,

and an electronic funds transfer (EFT) system 3358; and an audit

system 3360 comprised of a receipt system 3362, a response

system 3364, a transaction system 3366, and an analysis system

3368.” (279:5—281:53).

 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedls This claim does not

prohibit the user devicefrom beingpart ofthefirst computer’ system.

This claim does not require that the display information be sent directly

from thefirst computer system to the user device; 1'. e., it may be sent

sending first

display
infonnation

from a first
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computer indirectly _via some other system or device. The claim does not require
system to a that the “display information ” be displayed by the user device.’
user device,

' User Device

- Ginter discloses a wide range of VDE user devices for accessing VDE

services and VDE-managed services, including all sorts of computers
and other electronic appliances:

“‘Rights operating system’ 602 in this example can work with

many different types of appliances 600. For example, it can

work with large mainframe computers, "minicomputers"
and "microcomputers" such as personal-computers and
portable computing devices. It can also work in control

boxes on the top of television sets, small portable "pagers,"

desktop radios, stereo sound systems, telephones, telephone

switches, or any other electronic appliance.” (59:5-13; see

also 4:60, 32:59-63, 251 :61-67, Fig. 7 (“electronic appliance

600), Fig. 8 (600), Fig. 70, Fig. 71).

“FIG. 7 shows an example of an electronic appliance 600

including SPU 500. Electronic appliance 600 may be
practically any kind of electrical or electronic device, such as:

a computer

a T.V. "set top" control box

a pager

a telephone

a sound system

a video reproduction system

a video game player
a "smart" credit card

Electronic appliance 600 in this example may include a

keyboard or keypad 612, a voice recognizer 613, and a display

614. A human user can input commands through keyboard 612

and/or voice recognizer 613, and may view information on

display 614. Appliance 600 may communicate with the outside

' Where appropriate, Requester has included in this Appendix notes on claim construction that Requester believes
are consistent with the broadest reasonable interpretation standard afforded claims during reexamination. The cited

prior art either anticipates or renders obvious each claim (see specific SNQs in Section IV of the Request), even if
the claims are read more narrowly than Requester has proposed. Requester does not admit that any interpretations
of any of the claims or constructions of claim terms that may be set forth herein would also be proper in the
Litigations or in other court proceedings that do not apply the “broadest reasonable interpretation” standard applied
during reexamination. See MPEP § 2258.I.G. 1

APPENDIX B — Page 12
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world ‘through any of the connections devices normally used

within an electronic appliance.” (58:13-32).

- Ginter discloses user devices having displays, such as televisions or

VDE-protected monitors, connected to other user devices running VDE,

such as set-top TV or cable control boxes or video-game player or

VDE-protected processing units. (See 32:59-63, 58:13-32, 59:5-13,

251:61-67; Fig. 70).

- Ginter discloses that a display monitor itself (e.g., display 600(3) in

Fig. 70) can be a separate VDE-protected device:

a “Various security and/or performance advantages may be

realized by employing a distributed VDE design within a single

VDE installation. For example, designing a hardware based

VDE secure subsystem into an electronic appliance VDE display

device, and designing said subsystem's integration with said '

display device so that it is as close as possible to the point of

display, will increase the security for video materials by making

it materially more difficult to "steal" decrypted video

information as it moves from outside to inside the video system.

Ideally, for example, a VDE secure hardware module would be

in the same physical package as the actual display monitor, such

as within the packaging of a video monitor or other display

device, and such device would be designed, to the extent

commercially practical, to be as tamper resistant as reasonable.”

(3816-19; see also 224:46-62, Fig. 70 (600(3))).

APPENDIX B — Page 13
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STORAGE

MECHANISM I

Sending Display‘ Information (With Control (see element # 72 below”
From First Com uter S stem to User Device

- For each of the above seven use scenario categories, Ginter discloses a
first computer system sending a user device display information with a
control.

- VDE Object Repositories: Any end user’s VDE device (Figs. 7-8) is

provided with selections of objects (Figs. 5, 30-31) leading it to

communicate with one or more VDE content repositories (first

computer system) which in turn communicates with other repositories

and/or content or service providers (second computer system). (See

Figs. 72B-72D; 78, 84 (Internet Repository 3404) and 86/86A, 286:14-

52, 288243-28915.).

‘-‘The clearinghouse may, in addition or alternatively, send an

administrative object to the end user's electronic appliance

600 that instructs the electronic appliance to display one or

more messages to the user. These messages may inform the

user about certain conditions and/or they may request additional

information from the user. For example, the message may

instruct the end user to contact the clearinghouse directly by

telephone or otherwise to resolve an indicated problem, enter a
PIN, or it may instruct the user to contact a new service

APPENDIX B — Page 14
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company to re-register the associated VDE object. Alternatively,

the message may tell the end user that she needs to acquire new

usage permissions for the object, and may inform the user of

cost, status and other associated information.” (160:18-31).

 
  

  
 
 

 

 — In the following example, the user first is provided with a choice

between different sources of content, and then afier that selection leads

to the selected remote source, that source provides the user with a
selection of objects to select:

 

  
  

 o “Other important "pop-up" user interface 686 functions include «

dialogs which enable flexible browsing through libraries of

properties or objects available for licensing or purchase,

either from locally stored VDE protected objects and/or

from one or more various, remotely located content

providers. Such function may be provided either while the

user's computer is connected to a remote distributor's or

clearinghouse's electronic appliance 600, or by activating an

electronic connection to a remote source after a choice (such

as a property, a resource location, or a class of objects or

resources is selected). A browsing interface can allow this

electronic connection to be made automatically upon a user

selection of an item, or the connection itself can be explicitly

activated by the user. See FIG. 72D for an example of such a
"browsing" dialog.” (236:60-237:6). '

   
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

  

  
  
 

-‘ The VDE repository (which could be CompuServe (279:49)) itself can

be a commercial service that may charge a fee. (280:25). The

repository of Fig. 78 may be distributed, e.g., among repositories in

Dallas, New York, and Boston, and controlled by a distributed database.

(280334.-281 :22). E.g., the user/author registration system 3320 (which
sends the author a request to register (281 :59-282:2), user templates

(282:32) and authoring soflware (283:3) and one or more component

assemblies for user to select (283130) for registering author’s content
with the repository. '

 

   

  
  
  

  
 
 

- The VDE object repository may be the network server for a Local

Area Network. (See, e.g., 223:4-25; Fig. 8).
 

  

 
 

 - Ginter Figs. 86 and 86A show content creator 102 communicating

content and controls for VDE transactions with (1) corporate content

repository 702 inside of corporation 700 (see 313:57—314:24), (2) users‘

112a, 112b, and 112c outside of that corporation (see 312:22—52) (and

possibly requiring them to deal with other parties to complete a
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  transaction (see 312149-52), (3) commercial content repository 200g

(3l2:53-3l3:15), and (4) users 112d, 112e, and 112f via commercial

content repository 200g. Corporation 700 has two repositories, and user

1 12g gets permissions at repository 704 and content at repository 702.

(314:10-24). '
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Other VDE Multi-Part Transactions: Any VDE content user, creator,

or distributor engages in multi-faceted and at least two-way and two-

party transactions (e.g., Fig. 35) both when creating multi—party VDE

controls protecting content (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31) and also requesting to

“consume” VDE-protected objects (e. g., Figs. 5, 30-31, 4la—41d), as

when registering for an object (Fig. 43), or opening an object (Fig. 49),
or reading an object (Fig. 50), or accessing an object (Fig. 54)—all of
which activate multiple VDE-controlled controls and transactions such

as a “meter method,” “billing method,” and “budget method” (e. g., Figs.

3, 41 a-41d, 45-48). These transactions often involve three or more

separate parties (and their separate computing systems), and

communications over each of three or more legs of a communication

web (e.g., a user of content communicates with two different sources of

content, and those two sources communicate with each other) as part of

a transaction. (E.g., Figs. 41a-41d, 72B-72D, 77, 79, 87). E.g., VDE

administrator provides VDE services from independent financial

clearinghouse 116a. (254:7-31).

   
  
  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

  
 a “user might be given the choice of a variety of meter/billing

methods, such as: payment by VISA or MasterCard;

choosing between billing based upon the quantity of material
retrieved from an infonnation database, based on the time of
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use, and/or both. The user might be offered a discount on time

and/or quantity billing if he is willing to allow certain details

concerning his retrieval of content to be provided to third

parties (e.g., for demographic purposes).” (157:28—36).

— VDE Display Unit: Where a user’s display device has its own VDE

protection, the remainder of the user’s available computing resources

qualify as the first computer system able‘ to send display and other

information to that user device, while any and all other VDE nodes not

operated by the user, such as any VDE repository or content provider or

service provider qualify as second computer system. (See Figs. 7, 8, 70,

72B-72D).

- VDE Server With User Workstations: Ginter discloses corporate
workstations as user devices connected over a LAN or other network to

a VDE server (which qualifies as a first computer system). In this

scenario, any VDE objects repository or other VDE node outside the

corporation qualifies as a second computer system in communication

with the user devices (via the first computer system). E.g.:

0 “Networking SPUS 500 and/or VDE Electronic Appliances 600

In the context of many computers interconnected by a local

or wide area network, it would be possible for one or a few

of them to be VDE electronic appliances 600. For example, a

VDE-capable server might include one or more SPUS 500. This

centralized VDE server could provide all VDE services

required within the network or it can share VDE service

with VDE server nodes; that ‘is, it can perform a few, some,

or most VDE service activities. For example, a user's non-VDE

"computer could issue a request over the network for VDE-t

protected_content. In response to the request, the VDE server

could comply by accessing the appropriate VDE object 300,

releasing the requested content and delivering the content over

the network 672 to the requesting user. Such an arrangement

would allow VDE capabilities to be easily integrated into

existing networks without requiring modification or replacement

of the various computers and other devices connected to the .
networks.

For example, a VDE server having one or more protected

processing environments 650 could communicate over a

network with workstations that do not have a protected

processing environment. The VDE server could perform all

secure VDE processing, and release resulting content and

APPENDIX B -— Page 17
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other information to the workstations on the network. This

arrangement would require no hardware or software
modification to the workstations.

As discussed above in connection with FIG. 8, multiple VDE

electronic appliances 600 may communicate with one

another over a network 672 or other communications path.

Such networking of VDE electronic appliances 600 can provide

advantages. Advantages include, for example, the possibility of

centralizing VDE resources, storing and/or archiving metering

information on a server VDE and delivering information and

services efficiently across the network 672 to multiple electronic

appliances 600.

For example, in a local area network topology, a "VDE

server" electronic appliance 600 could store VDE—protected
information and make it available to one or more additional

electronic appliances 600 or computers that may
communicate with the server over network 672. As one

example, an object repository 728 storing VDE objects could

be maintained at the centralized server, and each of many

networked electronic appliance 600 users could access the

centralized object repository over the network 672 as needed.

When a user needs to access a particular VDE object 300, her

electronic appliance 600 could issue a request over network 672

to obtain a copy of the object. The "VDE server" could deliver

all or a portion of the requested object 300 in response to the

request. Providing such a centralized object repository 728

would have the advantage ofminimizing mass storage

requirements local to each electronic appliance 600 connected to

the network 672, eliminate redundant copies of the same

information, ease information management burdens, provide

additional physical and/or other security for particularly

important VDE processes and/or information occurring at. the

server, where providing such security at VDE nodes may be

commercially impractical for certain business models, etc. '

It may also be desirable to centralize secure database 610 in

a local area network topology. For example, in the context of a
local area network, a secure database 610 server could be

provided at a centralized location. Each of several electronic

appliances 600 connected to a local area network 672 could
issue requests for secure database 610 records over the

network, and receive those records via the network. The
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records could be provided over the network in encrypted form.

"Keys" needed to decrypt the records could be shared by

transmitting them across the network in secure communication .

exchanges. Centralizing secure database.610 in a network 672

has potential advantages of minimizing or eliminating secondary

storage and/or other memory requirements for each of the

networked electronic appliances 600, avoiding redundant

information storage, allowing centralized backup services to be

provided, easing information management burdens, etc.”

(222221-223:43; Fig. 8).

- VDE Docking Terminal: Where the user’s device docks with a

retailer’s or bank’s terminal, that terminal qualifies as the first computer

system, while any and all other VDE nodes not operated by the

terrninal’s operator, such as any VDE repository or content provider or

service provider qualify as second computer system. (See Figs. 7, 8, 71,

7213-7213)‘.

- Ginter discloses use of portable electronic appliances, either as a

standalone user device or to be connected to a separate host system

device, such as a computer or television or video arcade game:

a ‘.‘Portable,Electronic Appliance: Electronic appliance 600

provided by the present invention may be portable. FIG. 71

shows one example of a portable electronic appliance 2600.

Portable appliance 2600 may include a portable housing 2602

that may be about the size of a credit card in one example.

Housing 2602 may connect to the outside world through, for

example, an electrical connector 2604 having one or more

electrical contact pins (not shown). Connector 2604 may

electrically connect an external bus interface 2606 internal to

housing 2602 to a mating connector 2604a of a host system

2608. External bus interface 2606 may, for example, comprise a

PCMCIA (or other standard) bus interface to allow portable

appliance 2600 to interface with and communicate over a bus

2607 of host system 2608. Host 2608 may, for example, be

almost any device imaginable, such as a computer, a pay

telephone, another VDE electronic appliance 600, a television,

an arcade video game, or a washing machine, to name a few

examples.” (226246-63; see generally 226144-235:7 (describing

myriad uses for VDE portable appliances and their host

appliances)).
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- For example, the user device may be a portable transaction card (e.g.,

smart card) or portable appliance (with display (Fig. 71)) that docks

with an electronic appliance, such as a retail establishment’s or bank’s

(228:45) terminal with a docking station (first computer system) or
host’s portable device (231 :49-51), which in turn has an on-line

connection to a financial clearinghouse and/or merchant and/or

government organization (second computer system), to perform

merchant, banking, and on-line financial transactions, including two-

way communications, including menu-driven (231 :10—1 1)

communications with business organizations concerning a transaction,

and may during the same session communicate with a VDE

administrator (232:12-38) to allow the transaction to proceed. (39:17-

40:4, 226:45-235:7; Fig. 71). '

- These portable uscr dcviccs may have their own “display devices.”

(228:10; Fig. 71). Portable electronic appliance.’s “Display 2618 may

be used to display information from SPU 500, CPU 2616 and/or host

2608.” (228:20-21).

- In one example, the user’s portable electronic appliance temporally

docks with a retail establishment’s VDE appliance for purposes of

conducting a two-way retail transaction via communication with either

the retailer’s app:

0 “In one embodiment, the portable appliance 2600 could

support secure (in this instance encrypted and/or authenticated)

two-way communications with a retail terminal which may

contain a VDE electronic appliance 600 or communicate

with a retailer’s or third party provider's VDE electronic

appliance 600. During such a secure two-way communication

between, for example, each participant's secure VDE subsystem,

portable appliance 2600 VDE secure subsystem may provide
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authentication and appropriate credit or debit card information to

the retail terminal VDE secure subsystem. During the same or

different communication'session, the terminal could similarly,

securely communicate back to the portable appliance 2600 VDE

secure subsystem details as to the retail transaction (for example,

what was purchased and price, the retail establishment's digital

signature, the retail terminal's identifier, tax related information,

etc.).” (230:22-39).

   
  
  
  

  
 - The host terminal may be menu driven, allowing the user to select the

type of transaction desired: '  
 
 

 

 o “Retail, clearinghouse, or other commercialorganizations may

maintain and use by securely communicating to appliance 2600

one or more of generic classifications of transaction types (for

example, as specified by govemment-taxation rules) that can be

used to automate the parsing of information into records and/or

for database information "roll-ups" for; and/or in portable

appliance 2600 or one or more associated VDE nodes. In such

instances, host 2608 may comprise an auxiliary terminal, for

example, or it could comprise or be incorporated directly within

a commercial establishments cash registers or other retail

transactions devices. The auxiliary terminal could be menu

and/or icon driven, and allow very easy user selection of

categorization. It could also provide templates, based on

transaction type, that could guide the user through specifying

useful or required transaction specific information (for example,

purpose for a business dinner and/or who» attended the dinner).

For example, a user might select a business icon, then select

from travel, sales, meals, administration, or purchasing icons for

example, and then might enter in very specific information

and/or a key word, or other code that might cause the

’ downloading of a transaction's detail into the portable appliance

2600. This information might also be stored by the commercial .

establishment, and might also be communicated to the

appropriate government and/or business organizations for

‘validation of the reported transactions ....” (230:66-231 :24).

 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

  
 

- The retailer’s auxiliary terminal (first computer system) to which the

user’s portable device docks, itself can communicate on-line, in real

time, with a commercial establishment (second computer system) to
authorize the transaction: ’

  o “In a retail "establishment, the auxiliary terminal host 2608 might
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 take the form of a portable device presented to the user, for

example at the end of a meal. The user might place his portable

appliance 2600 into a smart card receptacle such as a PCMCIA

slot, and then enter whatever additional information that might

appropriately describe the transaction as well as satisfying

whatever electronic appliance 600 identification procedure(s)

required. The transaction, given the availability of sufficient

credit, would be approved, and transaction related information

would then be communicated back from the auxiliary terminal

directly into the portable appliance 2600. This would be a highly

convenient mode of credit usage and record management. The

portable device auxiliary terminal might be "on-line," that is

electronically communicating back to a commercial

establishment and/or third party information collection

point through the use of cellular, satellite, radio frequency,

or other communications means. The auxiliary terminal might,
afier a check by a commercial party in response to receipt of

certain identification infomration at the collection point,

communicate back to the auxiliary terminal whether or not to

accept the portable appliance 2600 based on other infonnation,

such as a bad credit record or a stolen portable appliance 2600.

Such a portable auxiliary terminal would also be very useful at

other commercial establishments, for example at gasoline

stations, rental car return areas, street and stadium vendors,

bars, and other commercial establishments where efficiency

would be optimized by allowing clerks and other personnel to

consummate transactions at points other than traditional cash

register locations.” (231 :49-232:1 1).

 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 

- The portable appliance may communicate with a VDE administrator
during the same session to get approval for the transaction. (232: 12-

38).

 
  
 

 
 - VDE Smart Objects: VDE smart objects permit multi-party

transactions involving a user device and at least two remote VDE sites

(computer systems) (Figs. 72B-72D, 74).
 

 

  - Ginter discloses the use of “smart objects” to locate and retrieve data
from remote databases:
  

 
 

“. . .provide smart object agents that can carry requests, data,

and/or methods, including budgets, authorizations, credit or
currency, and content. For example, smart objects may travel to
and/or from remote information resource locations and fulfill
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 requests for electronic information content. Smartobjects can,

for example, be transmitted to a remote location to perform a

specified database search on behalf of a user or otherwise

"intelligently" search remote one or more repositories of

information for user desired information. After identifying

desired information at one or more remote locations, by for

example, performing one or more database searches, a smart

object may return via communication to the user in the form of a

secure "retum object" containing retrieved information. A user

may be charged for the remote...” (37:3-17, 237:8-24; see Figs.

73-74).

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 

 “Research can be automatically managed using VDE. Smart
objects can be, used to securely search out, pay for if necessary,
and retrieve information from VDE enabled information

resources on the infonnation highway. Examples of such

resources might include LEXIS, Westlaw, and other related

legal databases. Once the information is retrieved, it may be

securely embedded in the VDE content client container.”

(273357-64)

   
  
   
  

 
  
   

VDE SITE WW}! AGENTEXECIITIDN SERVICE AND
SOFTWARE DESCRIPYIONLISV DAVABASE

VX SITE WITH AGENT
EXECUTDN SEVICE AND
SOFTWARE ESCRIPTIOMUS‘! DATABISE   

 
   
 

SMART OB-IECV
£700 '0 SECGNDVDE

SITE N-TEN FAILURE ONFIRSV VDE SITE
 
  101!

SMARV $JEC7WITH DESREDINFORMATION
RETURNS Y0SENIJER

     
    
  

   

  

SIARY OBJECT
SENV ‘IO VDE SITE

DESIRED SERVICES   

VDE SITE WITH
INFORIATION LOCATDRSERVICE   

 
stun! OFJECV SENT TO DEIERIAIIIELOCAYION OF DATABASE TO USE

USER VDE SITE

  3010

- nteractive N-Party Applications: The interactive VDE-controlled

games, teleconferencing and bulletin boards disclosed in Ginter

provides rnulti-site interaction and thus retrieves data (both control data

over the VDE network and data unique to the controlled content but still

managed by VDE) from one or more other computer systems. (E. g.,
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H

14:9-14 (“VDE may also be used, for example, for multi-site "real-time

interaction such as teleconferencing, interactive games, or on-line

bulletin boards, where restrictions on, and/or auditing of, the use of

all or portions of communicated information is enforced.”)).

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): The claim does not

require that the control itselfbe displayed The control may be
associated with more than one commercial service. The “commercial

service ” recited in this claim element need not be a commercial service

listed in a later step (element 80) ofthis claim.

A Control Associated with a Commercial Service

- At the heart of Gi'1nter’s VDE system are “controls” (also called

“rules” and “control structures”) created by VDE users, using other

VDE controls, and then used by VDE to control the same or other users’

use of VDE-protected objects and services. The word “control” (or

variants) appears 1,939 times in Ginter (including 1,640 instances of the

word “control” and 115 instances of “controls”). Figs. 5A and 5B hint

at the wide variety of controls that are associated with any VDE object.

(See generally 54:22-55:13, 56:31-57:29, 81:10-85:32, 124165-126263,

Figs. 30-31). E.g.: '

0 “A rights application under VDE is made up of special purpose

pieces, each of which can correspond to one or more basic

electronic processes needed for a rights protection environment.

These processes can be combined together like building blocks

to create electronic agreements that can protect the rights, and

may enforce fulfillment of the obligations, of electronic

information users and providers. One or more providers of

electronic information can easily combine selected building

blocks to create a 11' ghts application that is unique to a specific

content distribution model. A group of these pieces can

represent the capabilities needed to fulfill the agreement(s)

between users and providers. These pieces accommodate many

requirements of electronic commerce includingz. . .” (6:41 -54).

“For example, the template concept may be used to provide

individual, overall frameworks for organizations and individuals

that create, modify, market, distribute, consume, and/or H

otherwise use movies, audio recordings and live performances,

magazines, telephony based retail sales, catalogs, computer

sofiware, information data bases, multimedia, commercial

communications, advertisements, market surveys, infomercials,
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games, CAD/CAM services for numerically controlled

machines, and the like.” (27:9-17).

 
  

INFORMATION CONTENT 304
TEXT, AUDIO.VIDEO. SOFTWARE   

 
 
 
 

NT
CONTAINER

INFORMATION OGJTENT
   

BUDGETS I05
LIMITATIONS ON ACTNTTTE5

APPLY TO ONE OR IMNY
USE IN SECURITY

MANY PARAAKTER TYPES
INTEGQATED WITH BILLING
POSITIVE CONTROL PATH

‘ ERIIISSIONS RECORD B08
RIGHTS:

USAGE
 

 
 Y A
 
  PERMISSIIDIS RECORD806

BUDGETS
E

 DISTRIBUTIONADWNISTRATION
METHOD REDUIREIENTS
METHDD OPTIONSKEYS

  
   

  
       1‘AAOTHER METHODS

H11)

 
  
  

OTHER METHODSIDDO
METER. BILLING, AUDIT, ENCRYPT,
DECRYFT, ACCESS. EXTRACT. EMBED,  REGISTER FINGERPRINT, OBSCURE.
SERVICES, PRCICE S5. CONTENT,NFORMATTON

  

 
  
 

— Every control mentioned in Ginter is associated with a commercial

service. VDE itself is a commercial service, providing transaction

management, control, security, auditing, and other related services.

Many VDE controls are also associated with some third—pa1ty

commercial service as well, such as the providers or distributors or

clearinghouses of VDE-protected content, including independent

financial services providers. (See generally Figs. 1-2, 77-87).

 
 

  
  
  
 
 

Display Information Including a Control

— Most of the controls disclosed in Ginter are activated by users entering

requests via a user device in response to displayed information

communicated via VDE from elsewhere. For example, Ginter discloses

in connection with Figs. 72B-72D displaying various content and action

choices to a user, and the user’s selection of any of those choices
activates one or more ‘.‘controls” associated with the user’s selection.

Examples of controls include transaction limits as shown in Figs. 72B,

.72C, and any of the types of controls identified in Figs. 5A/5B (and/or

at 54:22-55:13, 56:31-57:29, 81:10-85:32, 124:65-126:63) can be

associated with any of the content objects shown in Fig. 72D. A user

selecting any object (e. g., any listed in Fig. 72D), begins a path of

execution of multiple controls, typically involving multiple parties.
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FIG. 72B

YOU HAVE REQUESTED THESE CANCEL S

A PROPERTIES:

‘°°"E' T""Es"m' 2662

FIG. 72C

SET LIMITS:

SESSION DOLLAR LIMIT: 5

TRANSACTION DOLLAR LIMIT: 5 2653
7 CANCEL

TIME LIMIT (IN MINUTES): 70
UNIT LIMIT:

HELP!
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YOU HAVE REOUESYED TI-ESE PROPERYES:  

PROPERTY mo YOUR 0087: 5750

PRCPERW: .. .: PJMJSHER:

CHJCKJQIES 8IoGRA.. 25-3K3 WARNER NEWNEDIA
_ 7 W5, wnm_M_'V we vwulsn NEW Menu

BUGS BUNNY PEG . WARNER NEW MEDIA RECORE
BUGS BU!m‘I..PEG. . WARNER DEVI IIEDIB . QEECRO

cm. n.-a.s_ma:om.a.. _ wnszuzn mu um» secmn

mt mrsnv BICGRAR. ' uwmak MSW menu FERCENI ;2_5o
> uucxs Mum :u.. wmvszr. raw Nam» mNu1e 07.50 coPr<rR::

1 last nwac EIIOGRAPDL, WARNER New uziw spzcuu £25.75 msznu
LOOVEY IUHES 503148 WARNER AEW «E01! I OBJECY $2009.07 ‘LL

sm.Iuns_ u;oumeeuoc:r.. uyraw... .

- Each item of content identified in Fig. 72D, for example, is protected

by an object’s VDE controls protecting that content (see Figs. 5, 30-31).

When a user requests to use (“consume”) such VDE—protected objects,

that constitutes a request to register for the object (Fig. 43), or open it

(Fig. 49), or read it (Fig. 50), or access it (Fig. 54)——all of which

activate multiple VDE-controlled transactions such as executing a

“meter method,” “billing method,” and “budget method” (see Figs. 3,

45-48). These transactions ofien involve three or more separate parties

(and their separate computing systems) to the transaction, and ofien

involve communications over each of three legs of a communication

triangle (i.e., a user of content communicates with two different sources

of content, and those two sources also communicate) all as part of a

transaction. (See Figs. 41a-4ld, 72B-72D, 77, 79, 87). E.g. (see

168:61-172:54):
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— VDE management transactions rely on VDE controls including VDE

Rights Applications and executable “components” thereof (e.g.,
component assemblies and load modules)) and/or VDE Application

Templates. (E.g., 4:25, 4:42, 5:7, 6:28-54, 7:8, 7:57, 40:14, 40:64,

132:4, 147267, 177:56, 178:1). These user-selectable controls are

separate from the underlying VDE foundation software. (E.g., 7:10-23,
27:9-17, 286:14-52, 288:43-289:5).

- Ginter discloses myriad ways in which VDE sites may send menus of
selections or other such display information to a user device so that the

user can select or choose objects or controls. E.g., a user may select

from a list of resource locations or classes, which choice automatically

connects the user to a remote source where the user is presented with

browsing interface with choices of objects:

0 “Other important "pop—up" user interface 686 functions include -

dialogs which enable flexible browsing through libraries of

properties or objects available for licensing or purchase,

either from locally stored VDE protected objects and/or from

one or more various, remotely located content providers.

Such function may be provided either while the user's

computer is connected to a remote distributor's or

clearinghouse's electronic appliance 600, or by activating an
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electronic connection to a remote source after a choice (such

as a property, a resource location, or a class of objects or

resources is selected). A browsing interface can allow this

electronic connection to be made automatically upon a user

selection of an item, or the connection itself can be explicitly

activated by the user. See FIG. 72D for an example of such a

"browsing" dialog.” (236:60-237:7, Fig. 72D).

- Various VDE methods invoked when a user seeks to consume VDE-

protected content send options to be displayed on the display of a user’s

electronic appliance, from which the user selects to control the desired

transaction. For example, REGISTER method displays “registration

options from method options”:

“The steps shown in FIG. 43a may be, for example, performed

at a user VDE node in response to some action by or on behalf

ofthe user. For example the user may ask to access an object

that has not yet been (or is not now) properly registered to
her. At this stage, the REGISTER method 2400 may

allow the user to select Register options from the set of

method options allowed by PERC 808 accessed at block 2410

(block 2422). As one simple example, the PERC 808 may

permit the user to pay by VISA or MasterCard but not by

American Express; block 2422 may display a prompt asking '

the user to select between paying using her VISA card and

paying using her MasterCard (block 2424). The REGISTER

method 2400 preferably validates the user selected registration

options and requires the user to select different options if the

initial user options were invalid (block 2426, "no" exit to

decision block 2428). Once the user has made all required

registration option selections and those selections have been

validated ("yes" exit to decision block 2428), the REGISTER

method 2400 may write an User Registration Table (URT)

corresponding to this object and this user which embodies the

user registration selections made by the user along with other

registration information required by PERC 808 and/or the

Register MDE (blocks 2430, 2432).” (175:8-l2, 36-55, Fig.

43a).

- In Ginter, the user is provided with user interface mechanisms to select

between multiple control objects, and user interface mechanisms to

select between multiple types of content. For example, a VDE

repository (e.g., Fig. 78) may be accessed over a network using a web

browser and the user may browse through a catalog of content choices
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and select content,’afier which a separate content system 3302A

(281 :39-44, Fig. 78) locates the content. (287216-67). E.g.:

0 “In order to make use of the repository, the end user may operate

application software. In this example, the end user may either

make use of a standard application program (e.g. a World Wide

Web browser such as Mosaic), or they may make use of

application software provided by the repository after completion

of the registration process. If the end user...” (287: 1 6-21).

- Further examples of display information including controls include:

0 “FIG. 72B shows an example of a "pop-up" user interface 686

dialog that is activated when an action by the user has been

"trapped," in this case to warn the user about the amount of

expense that will be incurred by the user's action, as well as to

alert the user about the object 300 which has been requested

and what that particular object will cost to use. In this

example, the interface dialog provides a button allowing the user

to request further.detailed information about the object,

including full text descriptions, a list of associated files, and

perhaps a history ofpast usage of the object including any

residual rights to use the object or associated discounts. The

"Cancel" button 2660 in FIG. 72B cancels the user's trapped

request. "Cancel" is the default in this example for this dialog

and can be activated, for example, by the return and enter keys

‘ on the user's keyboard 612, by a "mouse click" on that button,

by voice command, or other command mechanisms. The

"Approve button" 2662, which must be explicitly selected by a

mouse click or other command procedure, allows the user to

approve the expense and proceed. The "More options"

control 2664 expands the dialog to another level of detail

which provides further options, an example of which is

shown in FIG. 72C. FIG. 72C shows a secondary dialog that is

presented to the user by the "pop-up" user interface 686 when

the "More options" button 2664 in FIG. 72B is selected by the

user. As shown, this dialog includes numerous buttons for

obtaining further information and performing various tasks.

In this particular example, the user is permitted to set "limits"

such as, for example, the session dollar limit amount (field

2666), a total transaction dollar limit amount (field 2668), a time

limit (in minutes) (field 2670), and a "unit limit" (in number of

units such as paragraphs, pages, etc.) (field 2672). Once the

user has made her selections, she may "click on" the OKAY
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 button (2674) to confirm the limit selections and cause them

to take effect. Thus, pop-up user interface dialogues can be

provided to specify user preferences, such as setting limits on

budgets and/or other aspects of object content usage during any
one session or over a certain duration of time or until a certain

point in time. Dialogs can also be provided for selecting object

related usage options such as selecting meters and budgets to be

used with one or more objects. Selection of options may be

applied to types (that is classes) of objects by associating the

instruction with one or more identifying parameters related

to the desired one or more types. User specified configuration
information can set default values to be usedvin various

situations, and can be used to limit the number or type of

occasions on which the user's use ofan object is intenupted by a

"pop-up" interface 686 dialog. For example, the user might

specify that a user request for_ VDE protected content should be

automatically processed without interruption (resulting from an

exceptions action) if the requested processing of information

will not cost more than $25.00 and if the total charge for the

entire current session (and/or day and/or week, etc.) is not

greater than $200.00 and if the total outstanding and unpaid

charge for use hasn't exceeded $2500.00.” (23624-49). P

  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

- The system may display notices that the user needs to replenish his

budget, and provide an “Acquire Budget” control button to do so:

  0 “Pop-up user interface dialogs may also be used to notify the

user about significant conditions and events. For example,

interface 686 may be used to inform a user that a budget value is

low and needs replenishing,...” (236:49—56; see Fig. 72D

“Acquire Budget. ..” button).

 

  
 

 
 “Some VDE managed content provided to end users 3310

through the repository may be stored in content storage. Other

information may be stored elsewhere, and be referenced

through the content references. In the case where content

references are used, the repository‘ may manage the user

interactions in such a manner that all repository content,

whether stored in content storage or elsewhere (such as at

another site), is presented for selection by end users 3310 in

a uniform way, such as, for example, a consistent or the '

same user interface. If an end user requests delivery of

content that is not stored in content storage, the VDE

repository may locate the actual storage site for the content
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using-information stored in content references (e.g. the

network address where the content may be located, a URL, a

filesystem reference, etc.) Afier the content is located, the

content may be transmitted across the network to the

repository or it may be delivered directly from where it is

stored to the requesting end user.” (285:57-286:13).

“Once an end user has connected to the VDE repository and

authentication has occurred, the user may begin manipulating

and directing their user interface software to browse‘

through a repository content catalog 3322 (e.g. lists of

publications, software, games, movies, etc.), use the search

mechanism to help locate content of interest, schedule content

for delivery, make inquiries of account status, availability of

usage analysis information, billing information, registration and

account profile information, etc. If a user is connecting to obtain

content, the usage requirements for that content may be

delivered to them. If the user is connecting to deliver usage

information to the repository, infonnation related to that

transmission may be delivered to them. Some of these processes

are_ described in more detail below. In this example, when an

end user requests content from the VDE repository (e.g. by

selecting from a menu of available options), the content

system 3302A locates the content either in the content

references and/or in content storage. If the transaction is

authorized,.... When the container and any transactions related to

delivery have been completed, the container is transmitted

across the network to the end user.” (287:49-288:24).

“Application of content control information normally occurs

securely within one or more VDE secure sub-system PPEs 650. ,

This process may employ a VDE template that enables a user,

through easy to use GUI user interface tools, to specify VDE
content control information for certain or all embedded

content, and which may include menu driven, user selectable

and/or definable options, such as picking amongst

alternative control methods (e.g. between different forms of

metering) which may be represented by different icons picturing

(symbolizing) different control functions and apply such

functions to an increment of VDE secured content, such as an

embedded object listed on an object directory display.”

(296216-28).

- Additional disclosures: user selects from different protection models
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available on same installation (17:27, 18:43, 19:38); user menus (26:27-

45); selection ofmethod types (e.g. functionality) and rights through

menu choices such as multiple choice, icon, selection, and/or prompting

for method parameter data (such as identification information, prices,

budget limits, dates) (e.g., 26:46-55, 154:47-64); menu-driven terminals

(231 :10); user’s object authoring software presents menus of different

methods to include in the object (254:66—255:3 0), electronic negotiation

and formation of agreements via plural users’ selections of choices for

terms. (19:16-57, 38:60-39:2, 247210-42).

‘Hf’

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

require that the user input be to the user device. For example, the user

device may be a VDE-protected display monitor and the user might use

a keyboard to activate the control.

- Ginter discloses several mechanisms for linking signals from" a user

application to a transaction services and applications by, e.g., routing

information and objects between the two, and creating “channels” (a

task processing mechanism) for linking user-initiated events and service

requests to the executable transactional methods (applications) needed

to service those requests (1 10:41-1 12:27, 113:66—115:30; and see Figs.

-41a-41d and 168:61-172:54).

'- All VDE controls are activated (selected, initiated and executed)

directly or indirectly by user actions in directly selecting controls or in

selecting objects thereby triggering the activation of associated controls.

(See, e.g., Figs. 41a-41d, 168:61-172:54). Controls are designed to be

activated by users; in part by being designed to be separate from the

underlying VDE foundation sofiware:

o “In a VDE, the separation between a rights application and its

foundation permits the efficient selection of sets of control

information that are appropriate for each of many different types

of applications and uses. These control sets can reflect both

rights of electronic community members, as well as obligations

(such as providing a history of one‘s use of a product or paying

taxes on one‘s electronic purchases). VDE flexibility allows its

users to electronically implement and enforce common social

and commercial ethics and practices. By providing a unified

control system, the present invention supports a vast range of

possible transaction related interests and concerns of individuals,

communities, businesses, and governments. Due to its open

design, VDE ...” (7:10-23). '
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“In the preferred embodiment, ROS 602 responds to an "event"

by performing a process in response to the event. ROS 602

. dynamically creates active processes and tasks in response to

the occurrence of an event. For example, ROS 602 may

create and begin executing one or more component

‘assemblies 690 for performing a process or processes in

response to occurrence of an event. The active processes and

tasks may terminate once ROS 602 has responded to the event.

This ability to dynamically create (and end) tasks in response to

events provides great flexibility, and also permits limited

execution resources such as those provided by an SPU 500 to

perform a virtually unlimited variety of different processes in

different contexts.” (167: 1 8-30).

“Generally, "user—initiated" events are happenings

attributable to a user (or a user application). A common

"user--initiated" event is a user's request (e.g., by pushing a

keyboard button, or transparently using redirector 684) to

access an object 300 or other VDE-protected information.

"System-initiated" events are

ROS 602 provided by the preferred embodiment responds to an

event by specifying and beginning processes to process the

event. These processes are, in the preferred embodiment, based
on methods 1000. Since there are an unlimited number of

different types of events, the preferred embodiment supports

an unlimited number of different processes to process events.

This flexibility is supported by the dynamic creation of
component assemblies 690 from independently deliverable

modules such as method cores 1000', load modules 1100, and

data structures such as UDES 1200.” (167:39-61).

“The OPEN method process starts with an "open event." This

open event may be generated by a user application, an

operating system intercept or various other mechanisms for

capturing or intercepting control. For example, a user

application may issue a request for access to a particular content

stored within the VDE container. As another example, another

method may issue a command.” (181 :22—28).

- Ginter discloses express user activation of VDE controls (e.g., an

“Approve” button) to request a transaction such as a request to create a

budget for obtaining digital content information. (See generally Figs.
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72B, 72c).

- For example, Ginter discloses using World Web Protocols (100:31-37)

to send signals to a Web server in response to a user using Web browser

software to indicate a request, such as a requested activation of a

control. E.g., the user accesses the VDE repository’s web server over a

network and uses a web browser to operate the selection mechanisms

(e. g., to browse the content catalog). Under HTTP, this sends requests
to the Web server. ’

- The New York and Dallas Web Servers example quote above at claim

element no. 70 (“Fig 78 VDE Object Repository Description”).

(280:43-281 :2). -

o “Other important "pop-up" user interface 686 functions include

dialogs which enable flexible browsing through libraries of

properties or objects available for licensing or purchase,

either from locally stored VDE protected objects and/or

from one or more various, remotely located content

providers. Such function may be provided either while the

user's computer is connected to a remote distributor's or

clearinghouse's electronic appliance 600, or by activating an

electronic connection to a remote source after a choice (such

as a property, a resource location, or a class of objects or

resources is selected). A browsing interface can allow this

electronic connection to be made automatically upon a user

selection of an item, or the connection itself can be explicitly

activated by the user. See FIG. 72D for an example of such a

"browsing" dialog.” (236260-237:6).

Clairn Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

require any relationship between any ofits “associating, ” “storing”

and “assigning” steps, on the one hand, and the remaining steps in the

claim, on the other hand.

- Ginter discloses that each VDE object (regardless of where it is stored)

has a unique VDE identifier (i.e., object identity). E.g.:

o “Object ID field 466(4) in the example uniquely identifies the

registered VDE object 300.” (155229-30)

- Each load module (small units of executable code that may be

asssembled by VDE users into component assemblies (controls)) may

be individually named and uniquely addressable within a global name
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space. (84:52-56).

- Additionally, other information fields (e.g., content creator) and

attributes (e.g., attribute field) may also be associated with the VDE

object, and stored in a secure database (whether on a VDE repository or

lookup system.) (See Fig. 31).

SITE RECORD NUMBER

OBJECT TYPE

CREATOR ID

OBJECT ID
OBJECT

456(5) POINTER INTO SUBJECT ‘ T0 SUBJECTTABLE 462 TABLE RECORD(S)
460(N)

ATTRlBUTE(S)

TAG T0 SUBJECT TABLE
RECORD

- Ginter describes some of these Fig. 31 table entries as follows:

o “460 as having a plurality of object registration records 460(1),

460(2),. ..These records correspond to VDE objects 300(1),

300(2),...stored within object repository 728. FIG. 31 shows

an example format for an object registration record 460 provided

by the preferred embodiment. Object registration record 460(N)

may include the following fields:

site record number field 466(1)

object type field 466(2)

creator ID field 466(3)

object ID field 466(4)
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A x:« o¢ ‘ e at » -3% ,3 3

a reference field 466(5) that references subject table 462'

an attribute field 466(6) '

a minimum registration interval field 466(7)

a tag 466(8) to a subject table record, and

a check value field 466(9).

_ . ‘

The site record number field 466(1) specifies the site record

number for this object registration record 460(N). In one

embodiment of secure database 610, each record stored within

the secure database is identified by a site record number. This

site record number maybe used as part of a database lookup

process in order to keep track of all of the records within the
secure database 610.

Object type field 466(2) may specify the type of registered VDE

object 300 (e.g., a content object, an administrative object, etc.).

Creator ID field 466(3) in the example may identify the creator

of the corresponding VDE object 300. .

Object ID field 466(4) in the example uniquely identifies the
registered VDE object 300.” (155:1—30).

“FIG. 30 shows an example of how these various tables may

interact with one another to provide a secure database lookup
mechanism.” (154:65-67). '

- VDE objects are networked in that they are accessible via networks to

which the VDE system has access. E.g.:

o “the VDE repository may locate the actual storage site for the

content using information stored in content references (e.g. the

network address where the content may be located, a URL, a

filesystem reference, etc.)” (286:1—5).

- Ginter discloses that “information entries” and attributes are stored in

a virtualinformation store (e.g., a VDE repository and attendant content

storage systems, including an object registration table 460 in Fig. 31 and

described at 151143-152:l0, that “incorporates by reference” the objects

(see Figs. 30-31)).

- These VDE repository information stores are virtual because they
contain references to remote physical storage locations:
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“Some VDE managed content provided to end users 3310

through the repository may be stored in content storage. Other

information may be stored elsewhere, and be referenced

through the content references. In the case where content

references are used, the repository may manage the user

interactions in such a manner that all repository content,

whether stored in content storage or elsewhere (such as at

another site), is presented for selection by end users 3310 in

a uniform way, such as, for example, a consistent or the

same user interface. If an end user requests delivery of

content that is not stored in content storage, the VDE

repository may locate the actual storage site for the content

using information stored in content references (e.g. the
network address where the content may be located, a URL, a

filesystem reference, etc.) Afier the content is located, the

content may be transmitted across the network to the

repository or it may be delivered directly from where it is

stored to the requesting end user.” (285:57-286:l3).

“Once an end user has connected to the VDE repository and
authentication has occurred, the user may begin manipulating

and directing their user interface software to browse

through a repository content catalog 3322 (e.g. lists of

publications, software, games, movies, etc.), use the search

mechanism to help locate content of interest, schedule content

for delivery, make inquiries of account status, availability of

usage analysis information, billing information, registration and

account profile infonnation, etc. If a user is connecting to obtain

content, the usage requirements for that content may be '

delivered to them. If the user is connecting to deliver usage

information to the repository, information related to that

transmission may be delivered to them. Some of these processes

are described in more detail below. In this example, when an

end user requests content from the VDE repository (e.g. by

selecting from a menu of available options), the content

system 3302A locates the content either in the content

references and/or in content storage. If the transaction is

authorized,.... When the container and any transactions related to

delivery have been completed, the container is transmitted

across the network to the end user.” (287:49—288:24).

- To the extent that “object” in this claim is broad enough to encompass

a service, Ginter further discloses a virtual information store for
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services, namely an RPC Services Table:

 o “Remote (and local) procedure calls may be dispatched by a

RPC Manager 732 using an "RPC Services Table." An RPC

Services Table describes where requests for specific services

are to be routed for processing. Each row of an RPC Services

Table in the preferred embodiment contains a services ID, the

location of the service, and an address to which control will

be passed to service a request. An RPC Services Table may
also include control information that indicates which instance of

the RPC dispatcher controls the service. Both RPC Manager 732

and any attached SPEs 503 and HPES 655 "may have symmetric

copies of the RPC Services Table. If an RPC service is not found

in the RPC services tables, it is either rejected or passed to

external services manager 772 for remote servicing. Assuming

RPC manager 732 finds a row corresponding to the request in an

RPC Services Table, it may dispatch the request to an

appropriate RSI. The receiving RSI accepts a request from the

RPC manager 732 (which may have looked up the request in an

RPC service table), and processes that request in accordance

with internal priorities associated with the specific service.”

(90:16-29). ‘

 

  
  
  
  

  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  
  

   
  
  
  

 
 

“SPE RPC Manager 550 and its integrated service manager uses

two tables to dispatch remote procedure calls: an RPC services

table, and an optional RPC dispatch table. The RPC services

table describes where requests for specific services are to be

routed for processing. In the preferred embodiment, this table is

- constructed in SPU RAM 534a or NVRAM 534b, and lists each

RPC service "registered" within SPU 500. Each row of the RPC

services table contains a service ID, its location and address, and

a control byte’. In simple implementations, the control byte

indicates only that the service is provided internally or

externally. In more complex implementations, the control byte

can indicate an instance of the service (e.g., each service may

have multiple "instances" in a multi-tasking environment). ROS

RPC manager 732 and SPE 503 may have symmetric copies of

the RPC services table in the preferred embodiment. If an RPC

service is not found in the RPC services table, SPE 503 may

either reject it or pass it to ROS RPC manager 732 for service.”

(115266-1l6:l7).

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

  
 

- Ginter discloses using this virtual information store mechanism to

route Remote Procedure Calls from service requestors to service
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providers:

“RPC manager 732 manages the RPC interface. It receives

service requests in the form of one or more "Remote Procedure

Calls" (RPCS) from a service requester, and routes the service

requests to a service provider(s) that can service the request. For

example, when rights operating system 602 receives a request

from a user application via user API 682, RPC manager 732

may route the service request to an appropriate service through

the "RPC service interface" ("RSI"). The RSI is an interface

between RPC manager 732, service requesters, and a resource

that will accept and service requests.” (87:45-55).

- Ginter discloses that a VDE object available on a VDE network is

assigned a network address, URL, and/or file system reference to locate

the physical location at which the object’s contents are stored. Ginter
also discloses that this address alone is sufficient to locate the user-

requested content which indicates that this address is unique (under the

broadest reasonable construction) to that requested content. E.g.:

o “If an end user requests delivery of content that is not stored in

content storage, the VDE repository may locate the actual

storage site for the content using information stored in content

references (e.g. the network address where the content may
be located, a URL, a filesystem reference, etc.). After the

content is located, the content may be transmitted across the
network to the repository or it may be delivered directly from

where it is stored to the requesting end user. In some

circumstances (e.g. when container modification is required,

when encryption must be changed, if financial transactions are

required prior to release, etc.), further processing may be

required by the repository in order to prepare such VDE

managed content and/or VDE content container for transmission

to an end user. ” (285:67-286:13).

- Each VDE site may have its own unique ID providing a unique
address:

o “The PPE site ID uniquely identifies the PPE 650. The site ID

is preferably unique so as to uniquely identify the PPE 650

and distinguish that PPE from all other PPEs. The site ID in

the preferred embodiment provides a unique address that

may be used for various purposes, such as for example to
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 provide "address privacy" functions”. (21 1:17-22). 
 
 

 

 - Each load module (small units of executable code that may be

asssembled by VDE users into component assemblies (controls)) may
be individually named and uniquely addressable within a global name
space. (84:52-56, 138:21-24).

 
  
  

 
 

 

 - VDE maintains mappings between VDE IDs and addresses and

routing information for processing resources and between Service IDs

and routing information for services:
 

  

 
 

o “The Name Services Manager 752 supports three subservices:
user name services, host name services, and services name .

services. User name services provides mapping and lookup
between user name and user ID numbers, and may also support
other aspects of user-based resource and information security.

Host name services provides mapping and lookup between the
names (and other information, such as for example address,

communications connection/routing information, etc.) of

other processing resources (e.g., other host electronic

appliances) and VDE node IDs. Services name service provides
a mapping and lookup between services names and other

pertinent information such as connection information (e.g.,

remotely available service routing and contact information)
and service IDs.” (99:49-54).

Claim Construction Note (_B_roadlv Construed): This claim element
‘ does not require that the user device communicate directly with the

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

   
  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

initiating, in

response to

the first second computer system, but rather encompasses the user device

signal, communicating with the second computer system indirectly via other
communicatio devices or systems (including through thefirst computer system).
n between the

user device

and a second

computer

system;

 
 

- Ginter discloses that user activation of controls leads to

communication between the user device and other computer systems,
including computer systems other than the one that sent the control to

the user device. Ginter discloses that its wide range of disclosed

commercial services (see # 70) may be performed under control of any
of a wide range of second business entities and second computer
systems. This is true for all seven categories of use scenarios identified
above.

  
  

  — VDE Object Repositories: Any user who selects an object causes

communication with one or more VDE content repositories, including a

repository that sent the user the obj ect/control (first computer system)  
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  but also other repositories and/or content or service providers (second

computer system). (See Figs. 78, 84 (Internet Repository 3404) and

86/86A, 72B-72D).
 

  

 
 

 

 - For example, Ginter discloses presenting the user with choices

between different sources of content, and then afier that selection leads

to the selected remote source, that source provides the user with a

selection of objects to select. The user, of course, is free to choose a

control associated with a first business entity and-computer system and
then sometime later chose a control associated with a second business

entity and computer system:

  
 
   
  
  
 

“Other important "pop-up" user interface 686 functions include

dialogs which enable flexible browsing through libraries of

properties or objects available for licensing or purchase,

either from locall-y stored VDE protected objects and/or

from one or more various, remotely located content

providers. Such function may be provided either while the

user's computer is connected to a remote distributor's or

clearinghouse's electronic appliance 600, or by activating an

electronic connection to a remote source after a choice (such

as a property, a resource location, or a class of objects or

resources is selected). A browsing interface can allow this

electronic connection to be made automatically upon a user

selection of an item, or the connection itself can be explicitly

activated by the user. See FIG. 72D for an example of such a

"browsing" dialog.” (236:60—237:6).

 

   
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
   
 

  
 

- For example, either the New York’ repository or the Dallas repository

qualifies as the second computer system, each of which interacts with

the user device by sending it the user-requested information, in the New

York and Dallas Web Servers example quoted above atclaim element

no. 70 (“Fig. 78 VDE Object Repository Description”). (280:43—281 :2).

 

   

 
 
 

 

 - More generally, Ginter discloses that objects only virtually stored at a

repository may be sent from the actual remote source directly to the user

device, or alternatively sent to the repository:
 

  

 
 

 

 “Some VDE managed content provided to end users 3310

through the repository may be stored in content storage. Other

information may be stored elsewhere, and be referenced

through the content references. In the case where content

references are used, the repository may manage the user

interactions in such a manner that all repository content,
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whether stored in content storage or elsewhere (such as at

another site), is presented for selection by end users 3310 in

a uniform way, such as, for example, a consistent or the

‘same user interface. If an end user requests delivery of

content that is not stored in content storage, the VDE

repository may locate the actual storage site for the content

using information stored in content references (e.g. the

network address where the content may be located, a URL, a

filesystem reference, etc.) After the content is located, the

content may be transmitted across the network to the

repository or it may be delivered directly from where it is

stored to the requesting end user.” (285:57-286:13).

- More generally, in response to the user request for specific

information (i.e., a specific transaction application), the content

packager and shipping system of the repository’s content system 3302A

will obtain the requested content, along with the required controls, and

deliver the resulting container object to the user (287263 -288:24), and
the required VDE modules (e.g., credit card system) will be called as

well. In other words, the Web server is used to browse for and select

available content, and then VDE content system 3302A takes over to

locate and deliver the content, and handle payment therefor. (288225-

289:4). E.g.:

“. . .stored in the content catalog 3322, the end user's account

profile, and/or the author's account profile to determine the

precise nature of container format and/or control information

that may be required to create a VDE content container to fiilfill

the end user's request. The shipping system then accesses the

clearinghouse system 3302B to gather any necessary additional

control structures to include with the container, to determine any

characteristics of the author's and/or end user's account profiles

_ that may influence either the transaction(s) associated with

delivering the content to the end user or with whether the

transaction may be processed. If the transaction is authorized,

and all elements necessary for the container are available, the

controls packager forms a package of control information

appropriate for this request by this end user, and the container

packager takes this package of control information and the

content and forms an appropriate container (including any

pennissions that may be codeliverable with the container,

incorporating any encryption requirements, etc.) If required by

the repository or the author's account profile, transactions related

to delivery of content are recorded by the transaction system of
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the shipping system. When the container and any transactions

related to delivery have been completed, the container is

transmitted across the network to the end user.” (288:1-24).

o “For example, if an end user has requested and obtained a VDE
content container from the repository, that container is typically

shipped to the end user along with control structures appropriate

to the content, the author's requirements and account profile, the

end user's account profile, the content catalog 3322, and/or the

circumstances of the delivery (e. g. the first delivery from a

particular author, a subscription, a marketing promotion,

presence and/or absence of certain advertising materials, -

requests formulated on behalf of the user by the user's local

VDE instance, etc.) Even though, in this example, the

repository...” (289:3-23).

- For example, one disclosed way in which a user can replenish his

budget (e.g., by clicking the Fig. 72D “Acquire Budget” button (see

236:49:56), is to contact a VDE repository. The repository’s

clearinghouse system then offers the user several choices for

replenishing his budget by getting new or additional credit from any of

several financial service providers:

o “As indicated above, end users 3310 in this example will
periodically contact the VDE repository to transmit content

usage information (e.g. related to consumption of budget,

recording of other usage activities, etc.), replenish their
budgets,‘....” (289:5-9).

o “In this example, if an end user does not have .a relationship

established with a financial provider (who has authorized the"

content providers whose content may be obtained through use of

' the repository to make use of their currency and/or credit to pay

for any usage fees associated with such provider's content)

and/or if an end user desires a new source of such credit, the end

user may request credit from the repository clearinghouse

system 3302B. If an end user is approved for credit, the

repository may extend credit in the form of credit amounts

(e.g. recorded in one or more UDEs) associated with a

budget method managed by the repository. Periodically,

usage information associated with such a budget method is

transmitted by the end user to the audit system of the repository.

After such a transmission (but potentially before the connection

is terminated), an amount owing is recorded for processing by
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the billing system, and in accordance with the repository's

business practices, the amount of credit available for use by the

end user may be replenished in the-same or subsequent

transmission. In this example, the clearinghouse of the

repository supports a billing system with a paper system for

resolving amounts owed through the mail, a credit card

system for resolving amounts owed through charges to one

or more credit cards, and an electronic funds transfer

system for resolving such amounts through direct debits to a

bank account.” (288:43-67).

“The response system 336_4 [of the VDE repository, see Fig. 78]

is used to send information to the end user to, for example,

replenish a budget, deliver usage controls, update permissions

information, and to transmit certain other information and/or

messages requested and/or required by an end user in the course

of their interaction with the clearinghouse.” (290210-11).

- For example, any of the VDE Object Repositories shown in Fig. 78
qualifies as this claim’s second computer system:

“An example of one possible repository arrangement 3300 is

shown in FIG. 78. In this example, a repository 3302 is

connected to a network 3304 that allows authors 3306A,

3306B, 3306C, and 3306D; a publisher 3308; and one or more

end users 3310 to communicate with the repository 3302 and

with each other. A second network 3312 allows the publisher

3308, authors 3306E and 33069 an editor 3314, and a librarian

3316 to communicate with each other and with a local

repository 3318. The publisher 3308 is also directly connected

to author 3306E. In this example, the authors 3306 and

publisher 3308 connect to the repository 3302 in order to

place their content into an environment in which end users

3310 will be able to gain access to a broad selection of
content from a common location.” (281:23-36; see also 287:1-

7 (“what other clearinghouses may be used by the end user
in the course of interacting with content obtained from the

repository,. . .”)).

- For example, the second computer system can be that of the

corporation 700 in Ginter Figs. 86 and 86A, or any of the other VDE

appliances shown in Fig. 86/86A outside of corporation 700. (See

312:49-314:24).
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 Other VDE Multi-Part Transactions: Any VDE content user, creator,

or distributor engages in multi-faceted and at least two-way and two-

party transactions (e.g., Fig. 35) both when creating multi-party VDE

controls protecting content (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31) and also requesting to

“consume” VDE-protected objects (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31, 41a-41d), as

when registering for an object (Fig. 43), or opening an object (Fig. 49),

or reading an object (Fig. 50), or accessing an object (Fig. 54)—all of

which activate multiple VDE-controlled controls and transactions such

as a “meter method,” “billing method,” and “budget method” (e.g., Figs.
3, 41a-41d, 45-48). These transactions ofien involve three or more '

separate parties (and their separate computing systems), and

communications over each of three or more legs ofa communication

web (e.g., a user of content communicates with two different sources of

content, and those two sources communicate with each other) as part of

a transaction. (E.g., Figs. 41a-41d, 72B-72D, 77, 79, 87).

 

   

   
  
  
  
  

  
  

   

 

   
 

 

- Figs. 41a-41d depict multiple methods (transactional applications) at V
different VDE nodes communicating among each other via requests,

responses, replies, etc. to perform various transactions concerning the

distribution and consuming of content and tracking and payment

therefor. (168:6l-l72:54). Ginter discloses that each of the multiple

parties may communicate with each of the others, directly or via an

intermediary. E.g.: '

   
  

  
  0 “FIG. 410 shows the extension the control mechanism described

in FIGS. 41a-41b to three nodes (600A, 600B, 600C). Each

request-response pair operates in the manner as described for

FIG. 41b, with several pairs_linked together to form a chain of  
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 600C. This mechanism may be used to extend the chain of

handling and control to an arbitrary number of VDE nodes using

any configuration of nodes. -For example, VDE node 600C might

communicate directly to VDE node 600A and communicate

directly to VDE 600B, which in turn communicates with VDE

node 600A. Altemately, VDE node 600C might communicate

directly with VDE node 600A, VDE node 600A may

communicate with VDE node 600B, and VDE node 600B may

communicate with VDE node 600C.” (169:57-170:4).

  
  

  
  
 
  

  — In connection with its Fig. 79, Ginter discloses multiple VDE users be

presented with two more choices of controls to select in order to access

content from the same or different creators. And most of these choices

involve multi-party transactions, both preceding the user’s choosing

particular controls and as a result of the user choosing to access or use

the content under particular controls. More specifically, several of the
business entities ((see Fig. 79 which shows User B communicating with

Creator B, Distributor C and Distributor B, and Distributor C

communicating with Creator B and Distributor B. User D and User E
and User/Distributor A and Distributor B also communicate with

multiple providers of objects whom communicate with each other.

(298:33-309:33). E.g.:

 
  

  
  

  
  
  

  
  

  
 
 

 - User B has six different controls from which to choose in order to

access and use content from Creator B (see 305:24-41, 308:53-309:33).
These choices between controls are also choices between which

business entities to include in a multi-party VDE transaction. And,
several of these business entities have themselves transacted with each

other, e.g., to create the controls, and will be part of the transaction

chosen by the User B, such as Distributor A and Creator B (303:65-

304242), and Distributor C and Creator B, and Distributor B and

Distributor C, and Distributor A and User/Distributor A (via

User/Distributor B). (302:32-303:3).

   
  

  
  
   
  

 - User/Distributor A can choose between Distributor A and Creator B,

to access content provided by Creator B (304166-3 05:23) (“In this

example, user/distributor A may have a choice between paying a

"rental" fee through a chain of handling passing through distributor A,

and a fee based on the quantity of decryption through a chain of

handling direct to creator B.”) If User/Distributor A chooses to activate

the control provided by Distributor A, then User/Distributor A will

collect usage information, and send that to Distributor A, who in tum

will send payments to Creator B, all using VDE, thereby forming a
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multi-party transaction. (303 :65—3 04:39).

- User D can choose between Client Administrator or User/Distributor

C. (306:65-307:16).

CREA ‘OR A

- Fig. 77 illustrates the peer-to-peer, and N-party transactions, services

and communications that attend VDE-protected use of VDE-protected

objects and content. (See 253:22-254:34). For example, Fig. 77 shows

VDE Users communicating with both Client Administrator and

Financial Clearinghouse, and Client Administrator communicating with

Financial Clearinghouse:

0 “Independent financial providers can play an important role in

VDE 100. The VDE financial provider role is similar to the role

played by organizations such as VISA in traditional distribution

scenarios. In any distribution model, authorizing payments for

use of products or services and auditing usage for consistency

and irregularities, is critical. In VDE 100, these are the roles

filled by independent financial providers. The independent
financial providers may also provide audit services to content

providers. Thus, budgets or limits on use, and audits, or

records of use, may be processed by ‘(and may also be put in

place by) clearinghouses 116, and the clearinghouses may

then collect usage payments from users 112. Any VDE user

112 may assign the right to process information or perform
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services on their behalf to the extend (sic) allowed by senior

control information. The arrangement by which one VDE

participant acts on behalf of another is called a "proxy." Audit,

distribution, and other important rights may be "proxied" if

permitted by the content provider. One special type of "proxy" is
the VDE administrator 1 16b.” (254:8-25). '

  
  
  

 
 
 FIG. 77
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- Similarly, Fig. 87 shows client users interacting with clearinghouse

116 (first computer system) and (via the client’s administrator 700) with

content redistributor 106a (second computer system), and that the

clearinghouse and content redistributor communicate with each other as

well. (314:26-44).
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 - For example, the secondcomputer system can be that of VISA,

MasterCard, American Express or any other “independent financial

providers” referenced by Ginter for “authorizing payments for use of

products or services and auditing usage.” (254:7-15; see also 52:4-6,

229:8-13, 264:37-48). A user activating a control for use of controlled

content may automatically cause a payment transaction with such a

financial provider. (288:25—61, 301-:44-60). '

 

   
  

  
  

 
 

 

 - For example, the second computer system can be that of any business

entity(ies) with which a VDE user negotiates, using the communication
of VDE controls, with plural users’ selections of choices for terms for

the agreement (E.g., 19:16-57, 38:60-39:2, 247210-42). Ginter discloses

such negotiations involving electronic VDE‘ communications between

multiple commercial parties, as shown, e.g., in Figs. 2, 2A, 77-87.
(253:22-317:20).

   
   
  

  
 

- Users can use the selection mechanism to request to use, and use, each

of the above-identified types of transactional applications to perform an
interactive real-time transaction, be it using VDE—retrieved executable

applications (interactive games, databases, other software, etc.) in their
normal manner perhaps under control of VDE, or using VDE objects or

modules to perform real-time services (e.g., accessing desired content

and having credit debited based on use or using retrieved control objects

to govern the use of content (and in the process retrieve data, such as
budget data). (see, e.g., Fig. 3 and 55:48-56:30) such as debit or credit

services). As another example, when a user requests to access

controlled content within an object, the object (application), using VDE,

will perform the Open method (see Fig. 49 and 181:13-182:16) which
retrieves various administrative data from the secure database 610 to

allow the transaction to proceed.
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 - Ginter discloses that a‘ selection of an item during a browsing
operation may automatically cause a connection to the source of the
selected content:  
 

  
 

e “Other important "pop-up" user interface 686 functions include

dialogs which enable flexible browsing through libraries of

properties or objects available for licensing or purchase, either

from locally stored VDE protected objects and/or from one or

more various, remotely located content 65 providers. Such

function may be provided either while the user's computer is
connected to a remote distributor's or clearinghouse's electronic

appliance 600, or by activating electronic connection to a

remote source after a choice (such as a property, a resource

location, or a class of objects or resources is selected). A

browsing interface can allow this electronic connection to be

made automatically upon a user selection of an item, or the

connection itself can be explicitly activated by the user. See

FIG. 72D for an example of such a "browsing" dialog.”

(236:60—237:7). '

 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

  0 “FIG. 54 is a flowchart of an example of program control steps
performed by-an ACCESS method 2000. As described above, an

ACCESS method may be used to access content embedded in

an object 300 so it can be written to, read from, or otherwise

manipulated or processed. In ..., in the general case, an

ACCESS method 2000 must go through a more complicated

procedure in order to obtain the object. For example, some

objects (or parts of objects) may only be available at remote

sites or may be provided in the form of a real-time download

or feed (e.g., in the case of broadcast transmissions). Even if the

object is stored locally to the VDE node, it may be stored as a

secure or protected object so that it is not directly accessible to a

calling process. ACCESS method 2000 establishes the

connections, routings, and security requisites needed to

access the object. ACCESS method 2000 reads the ACCESS

method MDE from the secure database, reads it in accordance

-with the ACCESS method DTD, and loads encrypted content

source and routing information based on the MDE (blocks

2010, 2012). This source and routing information specifies

the location of the encrypted content. ACCESS method 2000
then determines whether a connection to the content is available

(decision block 2014). This "connection" could be, for example,
an on-line connection to a remote site, a real-time information

feed, or a path to a secure/protected resource, for example. If the
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connection to the content is not currently available ("No" exit of

decision block 2014), then ACCESS method 2000 takes steps to
open the connection (block 2016)....” (18929-56).

 
  
 - VDE Display Unit: Where a user’s display device has its own VDE

protection, the remainder of the user’s available computing resources
qualify as the first computer system able to send display and other

information to that user device, while any and all other VDE nodes not

operated by the user, such as any VDE repository or content provider or
service provider qualify as second computer system with which the user

device communicates. (See Figs. 7, 8, 70, 72B-72D).

  
  
  

  

   
 
 

- Where the VDE user’s device is a VDE display unit (e.g., Fig. 70, item
600(3)), then the first computer system can be the user’s VDE central

processing unit (e.g., Fig. 70, item 600(1)), and the second computer
system can be any other VDE unit (e.g., of a content creator, distributor,

repository, clearinghouse, financial service provider, VDE

administrator, etc.) with which VDE user communications to perform a
transaction or obtain a commercial service. (See 38:6-19; see also
224246-62).

 

  
  

  

  — VDE Server With User Workstations: Similarly, where the user

device is a corporate workstation (222:40-47), then the first computer
system can be the VDE server connected to that workstation over a

network, and the second computer system can be any other VDE unit

(e.g., of a content creator, distributor, repository, clearinghouse,
financial service provider, VDE administrator, etc.) with which VDE

user communications (via the VDE server) to perform a transaction or

obtain a commercial service. (222:2l-223243; Fig. 8).

  
  
  

  
 - VDE Docking Terminal: Where the user’s device docks with a '

retailer’s or bank’s terminal, that terminal qualifies as the first computer
system, while any and all other VDE nodes not operated by the '

termina1’s operator, such as any VDE repository or content provider or
service provider qualify as second computer system with which the user

device communicates. (See Figs. 7, 8, 71, 72B-72D).

  
 
  
  

  
 
 

 

 - In a VDE docking station embodiments, the first computer system

may be the VDE terminal of the bank, retailer, or other business entity

with which the user’s VDE appliance docks, while the second computer
system-may be that of any third-party financial service provider, or

VDE repository or clearinghouse, or VDE content creator or distributor

which the retailer/bank and/or user must interact in order to perform
merchant, banking, and on-line financial transactions, including two-
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way communications, including menu-driven (231110-l 1)

communications with business organizations concerning a transaction,

and may during the same session communicate with a VDE

administrator (232212-38) to allow the transaction to proceed (39:17- _
40:4, 226:45-235:7; Fig. 71).

- More specifically, the retailer’s auxiliary terminal (first computer

system) to which the user’s portable device docks, itself can

communicate on-line, in real time," with a commercial establishment

(second computer system) to authorize the transaction. (232:l2-38).

- .VDE Smart Objects: VDE smart objects permit multi-party

transactions involving a user device and at least two remote VDE sites

(computer systems). The second computer system can be that of any

business entity(ies) with which a “smart object” interacts on behalf of

the end user. (E.g., 273:57-64, Fig. 74).

- nteractive N-Party Applications: The interactive VDE-controlled

games, teleconferencing and bulletin boards disclosed in Ginter

provides multi-site interaction and thus retrieves data (both control data

over the VDE network and data unique to the controlled content but still

managed by VDE) from one or more other computer systems. (E.g.,

14:9-14 (“VDE may also be used, for example, for multi-site "real-time"

interaction such as teleconferencing, interactive games, or on-line

bulletin boards, where restrictions on, and/or auditing of, the use of

all or portions of communicated information is enforced.”)).

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): The claim does not

require that the “display information ” be displayed by the user device.

The claim does not require that the second computer system send the

display information directly to the user device,‘ it may be sent via other

devices or system systems (including, e.g., thefirst computer system).

— Ginter discloses various scenarios in which a first computer system

will provide the user with a control whose activation initiates a second

computer system to send the user device a list of at least one

commercial service. For example, a user may select from a list of

resource locations or classes, which choice automatically connects the

user to a remote source where the user is presented with browsing

interface with choices of objects. See Fig. 72D and:

0 “Other important "pop—up" user interface 686 functions include

dialogs which enable flexible browsing through libraries of

properties or objects available for licensing or purchase,
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either from locally stored VDE protected objects and/or from

one or more various, remotely located content providers.

Such function may be provided either while the user's

computer is connected to a remote distributor's or

clearinghouse's electronic appliance 600, or by activating an

electronic connection to a remote source after a choice (such

as a property, a resource location, or a class of objects or

resources is selected). A browsing interface can allow this

electronic connection to be made automatically upon a user

selection of an item, or the connection itself can be explicitly

activated by the user. See FIG. 72D for an example of such a

"browsing" dialog.” (236:60—237:7).

 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

 
 - Much of the content selected in this manner constitutes executable

objects and thus qualifies as transactional applications. Examples of

executable content accessible via the content catalog include VDE

template applications, component assemblies needed to make use of

content, and executable content itself (such as interactive games,

software, etc.). (286214-52). In addition, selectionsby the user invoke

different VDE applications, such as the EFT system or credit card

system, etc.

 

   
  
 

  
- Further examples of service selection display mechanisms include:

  0 “FIG. 72B shows an example of a "pop-up" user_interface 686

dialog that is activated when an action by the user has been

"trapped," in this case to warn the user about the amount of

expense that will be incurred by the user's action, as well as to

alert the user about the object 300 which has been requested

and what that particular object will cost to use. In this

example, the interface dialog provides a button allowing the user

to request further detailed information about the object,

including full text descriptions, a list of associated files, and

perhaps a history of past usage of the object including any

residual rights to use the object or associated discounts. The

"Cancel" button 2660 in FIG. 72B cancels the user's trapped

request. "Cancel" is the default in this example for this dialog

and can be activated, for example, by the retum and enter keys

on the user's keyboard 612, by a "mouse click" on that button,

by voice command, or other command mechanisms. The

"Approve button" 2662, which must be explicitly selected by a

mouse click or other command procedure, allows the user to

approve the expense and proceed. The "More options"

control 2664 expands the dialog to another level of detail
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which provides further options, an example of which is

shown in FIG. 72C. FIG. 72C shows a secondary dialog that is

presented to the user by the "pop—up" user interface 686 when

the "More options" button 2664 in FIG. 72B is selected by the

user. As shown, this dialog includes numerous buttons for

obtaining further information and performing various tasks.

In this particular example, the user is permitted to set "limits"

such as, for example, the session dollar limit amount (field

2666), a total transaction dollar limit amount (field 2668), a time

limit (in minutes) (field 2670), and a "unit limit" (in number of

units such as paragraphs, pages, etc.) (field 2672). Once the

‘ user has made her selections, she may "click on" the OKAY

button (2674) to confirm the limit selections and cause them

to take effect. Thus, pop-up user interface dialogues can be

provided to specify user preferences, such as setting limits on

budgets and/or other aspects of object content usage during any

one session or over a certain duration of time or until a certain
point in time. Dialogs can also be provided for selecting object

related usage options such as selecting meters and budgets to be

_ used with one or more objects. Selection of options may be

applied to types (that is classes) of objects by associating the

instruction with one or more identifying parameters related

to the desired one or more types. User specified configuration
information can set default values to be used in various

situations, and can be used to limit the number or type of

occasions on ‘which the user's use of an object is interrupted by a

"pop-up" interface 686 dialog. For example, the user might

specify that a user request for VDE protected content should be

automatically processed without interruption (resulting from an

exceptions action) if the requested processing of information

will not cost more than $25.00 and if the total charge for the

entire current session (and/or day and/or week, etc.) is not

greater than $200.00 and if the total outstanding and unpaid

charge for use hasn't exceeded $2500.00.” (235:59-236:49).

“In order to make use of the repository, the end user may operate

application sofiware. In this example, the end user may either

make use of a standard application program (e.g. a World Wide

Web browser such as Mosaic), or they may make use of

application sofiware provided by the repository afier completion

of the registration process. If the end user...” (287: 16-21).

- The system may display notices that the user needs to engage various

services, such as a service to replenish his budget, and provide one or
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  more control buttons to allow that:

0 “Pop-up user interface dialogs may also be used to notify the

user about significant conditions and events. For example,

interface 686 may be used to inform a user that a budget value is

low and needs replenishing,...” (236249-56; see Fig. 72D

“Acquire Budget. . .” button).

  
  
 
 

 

 - Additional disclosures: user selects from different protection models

available on same installation (17:27, 18:43, 19:38); user menus (26:27-

45); selection of method types (e.g. functionality) and rights through

menu choices such as multiple choice, icon, selection, and/or prompting

for method parameter data (such as identification information, prices,

budget limits, dates) (e.g., 26:46-55, 154:47-64); menu-driven terminals

(231 :10); user’s object authoring-soflware presents menus of different

methods to include in the object (254:66_-255:30), electronic negotiation
and formation of agreements via plural users’ selections of choices for

tenns (19:16-57, 38:60-39:2, 247:10-42).

 

   
  
  
  
   
  

 Claim Construction Note {Broadly Construed): The claim language  
 

 

 
 

 

wherein the  
 
 

  

 
 

 
 
 

second list ofat least one commercial service ” encompasses any information

display directly or indirectly indicating even a single commercial service. This

information claim does not require that the list itselfbe displayed. The “commercial
service ” recited in this claim element need not be the commercial

service recited earlier in this claim (element 72).

includes a list

of at least one

commercial

service; - Ginter discloses that each of the “second computer systems” identified

above for the seven use scenario categories will send to the user device
display information that includes identification of one or more

commercial services. As noted above, these commercial services may

be particular VDE controls, or VDE-system services, or third-party

services including independent financial service providers, etc.

  
  
 - VDE Object Repositories: VDE Object Repositories send user

devices display infonnation from which they can choose between a

selection of objectsand other commercial services. (See Figs. 72B-

72D, 78, 84 (Internet Repository 3404) and 86/86A).

  
 

  
 
 

- For example, Ginter discloses presenting the user with a catalog, menu

or other list of choices between different objects or sources of content,

and then afler that selection leads to the selected remote source, that

source provides the user with a selection of objects or content to select.

The user, of course, is fi'ee to choose a control associated with a first

business entity and computer system and then sometime later chose a
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  control associated with a second business entity and computer system:

c “Other important "pop-up" user interface 686 functions include

dialogs which enable flexible browsing through libraries of

properties or objects available for licensing or purchase,

either from locally stored VDE protected objects and/or

from one or more various, remotely located content

providers. Such function may be provided either while the

user's computer is connected to a remote distributor's or

clearinghouse's electronic appliance 600, or by activating an
electronic connection to a remote source after’ a choice (such

as a property, a resource location, or a class of objects or

resources is selected). A browsing interface can allow this

electronic connection to be made automatically upon a user

selection of an item, or the connection itself can be explicitly

activated by the user. See FIG. 72D for an example of such a

"browsing" dialog.” (236:60-237:6).

  
  

  
  
  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  

  
 

- For example, either the New York repository or the Dallas repository
qualifies as the second computer system, each of'which interacts with

the user device by sending it the user-requested information, in the New
York and Dallas Web Servers example quoted above at claim element

no. 70 (“Fig. 78 VDE Object Repository Description”). (280:43—281 :2).

 

  
 
  
 

o “Some VDE managed content provided to end users 3310

through the repository may be stored in content storage. Other

information may be stored elsewhere, and be referenced through .
the content references. In the case where content references are

used, the repository may manage the user interactions in such a

manner that all repository content, whether stored in content

storage or elsewhere (such as at another site), is presented

for selection by end users 3310 in a uniform way, such as, for

example, a consistent or the same user interface. If an end

user requests delivery of content that is not stored in content

storage, the VDE repository may locate the actual storage site

for the content using information stored in content references

(e.g. the network address where the content may be located, a

URL, a filesystem reference, etc.) After the content is located,

the content may be transmitted across the network to the

repository or it may be delivered directly from where it is stored

to the requesting end user.” (285257-286:‘13).

   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
   
 
 

 

 “Once an end user has connected to the VDE repository and

authentication has occurred, the user may begin manipulating 
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and directing their user interface software to browse

through a repository content catalog 3322 (e.g.' lists of

publications, software, games, movies, etc.), use the search

mechanism to help locate content of interest, schedule content

for delivery, make inquiries of account status, availability of

usage analysis information, billing information, registration and '

account profile information, etc. If a user is connecting to obtain

content, the usage requirements for that content may be

delivered to them. If the user is connecting to deliver usage

information to the repository, information related to that

transmission may be delivered to them. Some of these processes

are described in more detail below. In this example, when an

end user requests content from the VDE repository (e.g. by

selecting from a menu of available options), the content

system 3302A locates the content either in the content

references and/or in content storage. If the transaction is

authorized,.... When the container and any transactions related to

delivery have been completed, the container is transmitted

across the network to the end user.” (287:49-288:24).

“For example, if an end user has requested and obtained a VDE

content container from the repository, that container is typically

shipped to the end user along with control structures appropriate
to the content, the author's requirements and account profile, the

end user's account profile, the content catalog 3322, and/or the

circumstances ofthe delivery (e. g. the first delivery from a

particular author, a subscription, a marketing promotion,

presence and/or absence of certain advertising materials,

requests formulated on behalf of the user by the user's local

VDE instance, etc.) Even though, in this example, the

repository...” (289:3-23).

’- For example, one disclosed way in which a user can replenish his

budget (e.g., by clicking the Fig. 72D “Acquire Budget” button (see

236:49:56), is to contact a VDE repository. The repository’s

clearinghouse system then offers the user multiple services for

replenishing his budget by getting new or additional credit from any of

several financial service providers. (See, e.g., 289:5-9, 288:43-67, and

290: 10-1 1).

- Other VDE Multi-Party Transactions: Any _VDE content user, creator,
or distributor engages in multi-faceted and at least two-way and two-

party transactions (e.g., Fig. 35) both when creating multi-party VDE

controls protecting content (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31) and also requesting to
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§:v:9’< ' 0 tie?

“consume” VDE-protected objects (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31, 41 a-41d), as

when registering for an object (Fig. 43), or opening an object (Fig. 49),

or reading an object (Fig. 50), or accessing an object (Fig. 54)—all of

which activate multiple VDE-controlled controls and transactions such '

as a “meter method,” “billing method,” and “budget method” (e.g., Figs.
3, 41 a-41d, 45-48). These transactions ofien involve three or more

separate parties (and their separate computing systems), and

communications over each of three or more legsof a communication
web (e.g., a user of content communicates with two different sources of

content, and those two sources communicate with each other) as part of

a transaction. (E.g., Figs. 4la—41d, 72B-72D, 77, 79, 87).

 
  
  
  

  
  
  

  

  
 

- Figs. 41 a-41d depict multiple methods (transactional applications) at

different VDE nodes communicating among each other via requests,

responses, replies, etc. to perform various transactions concerning the

distribution and consuming of content and tracking and payment

therefor. (168:61—l72:54). Ginter discloses that each of the multiple

parties may communicate with each of the others, directly or via an

intermediary. E.g.:

 

   
  
  
  

 0 “FIG. 41c shows the extension the control mechanism described

- in FIGS. 41a-41b to three nodes (600A, 600B, 600C). Each

request-response pair operates in the manner as described for

FIG. 41b, with several pairs linked together to form a chain of

control and handling between several VDE nodes 600A, 600B,

600C. This mechanism may be used to extend the chain of

handling and control to an arbitrary number of VDE nodes using

any configuration of nodes. For example, VDE node 600C might

communicate directly to VDE node 600A and communicate

directly to VDE 600B, which in turn communicates with VDE

node 600A. Altemately, VDE node 600C might communicate

directly with VDE node 600A, VDE node 600A may

communicate with VDE node 600B, and VDE node 600B may
communicate with VDE node 600C.” (169157-1 70:4).

  

   
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
   
 
 

 

 - Each of the “second computer systems” identified above for this

category of scenarios is as able as the “first computer system” to send

the user device a catalog, menu or other list of object, control or other

service choices. For example, in connection with Fig. 79:

 
  

 
 
 

 

 - After User B engages in communications negotiating controls with

each of the other parties, user B is presented with six different services
and controls from which to choose in order to access and use content
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from Creator B. (see 305:24—4l, 308:53-309233).

- The same is true for User/Distributor A:

0 “In this example, user/distributor A may have a choice between

paying a "rental" fee through a chain of handling passing

through distributor A, and a fee based on the quantity of

decryption through a’ chain of handling direct to creator B.”
(304:66—305:23).

- If User/Distributor A chooses the services of Distributor A, then

User/Distributor A will collect usage information, and send that to

Distributor A, who in turn will send payments to Creator B, all using

VDE, thereby forming a multi-party transaction. (303:65-304:39).

- For example, the second computer system can be that of VISA,

MasterCard, American Express or any other “independent financial

providers” referenced by Ginter for “authorizing payments for use of

products or services and auditing usage.” (254:7-15; see also 52:4-6,

264137-48, 229:8-13). A user activating a control for use of controlled

content may automatically cause a payment transaction with such a

financial provider. (301 :44-60; 288:25-61).

- Users can use the selection mechanism to request to use, and use, each

of the above-identified types of transactional applications to perform an

interactive real-time transaction, be it using VDE-"retrieved executable

applications (interactive games, databases, other software, etc.) in their

normal manner perhaps under control of VDE, or using VDE objects or

modules to perform real-time services (e.g., accessing desired content

and having credit debited based on use or using retrieved control objects

to govern the use of content (and in the process retrieve data, such as

budget data). (see, e.g., Fig. 3 and 55:48-56:30) such as debit or credit

services). As another example, when a user requests to access

controlled content within an object, the object (application), using VDE,

will perform the Open method (see Fig. 49 and 181113-l82:l6) which
retrieves various administrative data from the secure database 610 to

allow the transaction to proceed. E.g.:

0 “Application of content control information normally occurs

securely within one or more VDE secure sub-system PPEs 650.

This process may employ a VDE template that enables a user,

through easy to use GUI user interface tools, to specify VDE
content control information for certain or all embedded

content, and which may include menu driven, user selectable
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 and/or definable options, such as picking amongst

alternative control methods (e.g. between different forms of

metering) which may be represented by different icons picturing

(symbolizing) different control functions and apply such

functions to an increment of VDE secured content, such as an

embedded object listed on an object directory display.”

(296216-28).

   
  
  

  
 — Van'ous'VDE methods send service options to be displayed on the

display of a user’s electronic appliance, from which the user selects to

control the desired transaction. For example, REGISTER method

displays “registration options from method options”:

 

   

  0 “The steps shown in FIG. 43a may be, for example, performed

at a user VDE node in response to some action by or on behalf

of_the user. For example the user may ask to access an object

. that has not yet been (or is not now) properly registered to

her. At this stage, the REGISTER method 2400 may

allow the user to select Register options from the set of

method options allowed by PERC 808 accessed at block 2410

(block 2422). As one simple example, the PERC 808 may

permit the user to pay by VISA or MasterCard but not by

American Express; block 2422 may display a prompt asking

' the user to select between paying using her VISA card and

paying using her MasterCard (block 2424). The REGISTER

method 2400 preferably validates the user selected registration

options and requires the user to select different options if the

initial user options were invalid (block 2426, "no" exit to

decision block 2428). Once the user has made all required

registration option selections and those selections have been

validated ("yes" exit to decision block 2428), the REGISTER

method 2400 may write an User Registration Table (URT)

corresponding to this object and this user which embodies the

user registration selections made by the user along with other

registration information required by PERC 808 and/or the

Register MDE (blocks 2430, 2432).” (175:8-12, 36-55).

   

  
  

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 

 

- Ginter discloses that a selection of an object associated with a service

during a browsing operation may automatically cause a connection to
that service:

 
  

 
 
 

0 “Other important "pop-up" user interface 686 functions include

dialogs which enable flexible browsing through libraries of

properties or objects available for licensing or purchase, either
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from locally stored VDE protected objects and/or from one or

more various, remotely located content 65 providers. Such

function may be provided either while the user's computer is

connected to a remote distributor's or clearinghouse's electronic

appliance 600, or by activating electronic connection to a

remote source after a choice (such as a property, a resource

location, or a class of objects or resources is selected). A

browsing interface can allow this electronic connection to be

made automatically upon a user selection of an item,'or the

connection itself can be explicitly activated by the user. See

FIG. 72D for an example of such a "browsing" dialog.”

(236260-237:7; see 189:9-56).

  
   
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
 
 
 

— VDE Display Unit: Where a user’s display device has its own VDE

protection, the remainder of the user’s available computing resources

qualify as thefirst computer system able to send display and other

information to that user device, while any and all other VDE nodes not

operated by the user, such as any VDE repository or content provider or

service provider qualify as second computer system with which the user

device communicates. (See Figs. 7, 8, 70, 72B-72D).

  
  
  
  
 

  — Where the VDE user’s device is a VDE display unit (e.g., Fig. 70, item

600(3)), then the first computer system can be the user’s VDE central

processing unit (e.g., Fig. 70, item 600(1)), and the second computer
' system can be any other VDE unit (e.g., of a content creator, distributor,

repository, clearinghouse, financial service provider, VDE

administrator, etc.) with which VDE user communications to perform a
transaction or obtain a commercial service. (See 38:6-19; see also

224246-62).

  
  

  
  
 

 
 - VDE Server With User Workstations: Similarly, where the user

device is a corporate workstation (222:40-47), then the first computer
system can be the VDE server connected to that workstation over a

network, and the second computer system can be any other VDE unit

(e.g., of a content creator, distributor, repository, clearinghouse,

financial service provider, VDE administrator, etc.) with which VDE

user communications (via the VDE server) to perform a transaction or

obtain a commercial service. (222:2l-223:43; Fig. 8).

   
  
  
  

  

 
 

 - VDE Docking Terminal: Where the user’s device docks with a

retailer’s or bank’s terminal, that terminal qualifies as the first computer

system, while any and all other VDE nodes not operated by the

terminal’s operator, such as any VDE repository or content provider or

service provider qualify as second computer system with which the user
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 device communicates. (See Figs. 7, 8, 71, 72B-72D).

- In a VDE docking station embodiments, the first computer system

may be the VDE terminal of the bank, retailer, or other business entity

with which the user’s VDE appliance docks, while the second computer

system may be that of any third-party financial service provider, or

VDE repository or clearinghouse, or VDE content creator or distributor

which the retailer/bank and/or user must interact in order to perform

merchant, banking, and on-line financial transactions, including two-

way communications, including menu-driven (231210-1 1)

communications with business organizations concerning a transaction, '

and may during the same session communicate with a VDE

administrator (232: 12-3 8) to allow the transaction to proceed (39:17-

40:4, 226:45-235:7; Fig. 71). '

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 - More specifically, the retailer’s auxiliary terminal (first computer

system) to which the user’s portable device docks, itself can I

communicate on-line, in real time, with a commercial establishment

(second computer system) to authorize the transaction:

  
  
  
 0 “In a retail establishment, the auxiliary terminal host 2608 might

take the form of a portable device presented to the user, for

example‘ at the end of a meal. The user might place his portable

appliance 2600 into a smart card receptacle such as a PCMCIA

slot, and then enter whatever additional information that might

appropriately describe the transaction as well as satisfying

whatever electronic appliance 600 identification procedure(s) r

required. The transaction, given the availability of sufficient

credit, would be approved, and transaction related information

would then be communicated back from the auxiliary terminal
directly into the portable appliance 2600. This would be a highly

convenient mode of credit usage and record management. The

(portable device auxiliary terminal might be "on-line," that is

electronically communicating back to a commercial

establishment and/or third party information collection

point through the use of cellular, satellite, radio frequency,

or other communications means. The auxiliary terminal might,
afier a check by a commercial party in response to receipt of

certain identification information at the collection point,

communicate back to the auxiliary terminal whether or not to

accept the portable appliance 2600 based on other information,

such as a bad credit record or a stolen portable appliance 2600.

Such a portable auxiliary terminal would also be very useful at

other commercial establishments, for example at gasoline
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stations, rental car return areas, street and stadium vendors,

bars, and other commercial establishments where efficiency

would be optimized by allowing clerks and other personnel to ‘

consummate transactions at points other than traditional cash

register locations.” (23 1:49-232:1 1). The portable appliance

may communicate with a VDE administrator during the same

session to get approval for the transaction. (232:12-38).

  
  
  

  
   
 
 

 

 - VDE Smart Objects: VDE smart objects permit multi—party

transactions involving a user device and at least two remote VDE sites

(computer systems). The second computer system can be that of any

business entity(ies) with which a “smart object” interacts on behalf of

the end user. (E.g., 273:57-64, Fig. 74).‘

 

  

   - nteractive N-Party Applications: The interactive VDE-controlled

games, teleconferencing and bulletin boards disclosed in Ginter

provides multi-site interaction and thus retrieves data (both control data
over the VDE network and data unique to the controlled content but still

managed by VDE) from one or more other computer systems. (E.g.,
14:9-_l,4 (“VDE may also be used, for example, for multi-site "real-time"

interaction such as teleconferencing, interactive games, or on-line

bulletin boards, where restrictions on, and/or auditing of, the use of all

or portions of communicated information is enforced.”)).

 

   

  
  
  
  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

require that theuser input be to the user device. For example, the user

device may be a VDE display unit and the user might use some other

input unit such as a keyboard or mouse to select a commercial service.

accepting a

second signal

in response to

a user input to
select a

commercial

service from

the list; and '

 
 
 

- See claim element 77, above. As explained above, Ginter discloses

that the user selections of a_commercial service (as described above)

send signals to other VDE devices (e.g., parts of a distributed VDE

repository) over a network or networks, such as the Internet (see, e.g.,
18:45, 24:58, 36:12, 279:9, 310:7) or various other networks. E.g.:

 

  
  

 
 

0 “This contact may, for example, be established automatically or

in response to a user command. It may be initiated across the

electronic highway 108, or across other communications

networks such as a LAN, WAN, two-way cable or using

portable media exchange between electronic appliances.”

(159:1-5).

   
  
  
  

 
 

 

 “A repository may be maintained at one location or may be

distributed across a variety of electronic appliances, such as a 
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 variety of servers (e.g. video servers, etc.) which may be at

different locations but nonetheless constitute a single resource.

A VDE repository arrangement may employ VDE secure

communications and VDE node secure subsystems 40

("protected processing environments"). The content comprising

a given collection or unit of information desired by a user may

be spread across a variety of physical locations.” (280334-43;

see also 12:2-5, 86:2-7, 281-16-22 (each referring to use of

distributed database to store control infonnation)).

 

   
  
  
  
  

  
 
 

 

 “The VDE repository stores Content References in order to

locate the remote content being requested, and presents that

available remote content for selection for by user in the same

fashion as locally stored content: “Some VDE managed content

provided to end users 3310 through the repository may be stored

in content storage. Other information may be stored

elsewhere, and be referenced through the content references.

In the case where content references are used, the repository
may manage the user interactions in such a manner that all

repository content, whether stored in content storage or ,

elsewhere (such as at another site), is presented for selection

by end users 3310 in a uniform way, such as, for example, a

consistent or the same user interface. If an end user requests

delivery of content that is not stored in content storage, the VDE

repository may locate the actual storage site for the content

using information stored in Content references (e. g. the network

address where the content may be located, a URL, a .
filesystem reference, etc.) After the content is located, the

content may be transmitted across the network to the

repository or it may be delivered directly from where it is

stored to the requesting end user. In some circumstances (e.g.

when container modification is required, when encryption must

be changed, if financial transactions are required prior to

release, etc.), further processing may be required by the

repository in order to prepare such VDE managed content
and/or VDE content container for transmission to an end

user.” (285:58-286:l3).

   
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
   
  

  
 

“In Fig. 78, for example, there are two repositories each part of a

different network: “An example of one possible repository

arrangement 3300 is shown in FIG. 78. In this example, a

repository 3302 is connected to a network 3304 that allows.

authors 3306A, 3306B, 3306C, and 3306D; a publisher 3308;
and one or more end users 3310 to communicate with the
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x . gr.

repository 3302 and with each other. A second network 3312

allows the publisher 3308, authors 3306E and 33069 an editor

3314, and a librarian 3316 to communicate with each other and

with a local repository 3318. The publisher 3308 is also

directly connected to author 3306E. In this example, the

authors 3306 and publisher 3308 connect to the repository

3302 in order to place their content into an environment in

which end users 3310 will be able to gain access to a broad

selection of content from a common location.” (281:23-36).

 
   
  
  
  
 
  
  
 

“In this example, when an end user requests content from the

VDE repository (e.g., by selecting from a menu of available

options), the content system 3302A locates the content either in

the content references and/or in content storage. The content

system 3302A may then refer to information stored in the

content catalog 3322, the end user's account profile, and/or the

author's account profile to determine the precise nature of

container format and/or control information that may be required
to create a VDE content container to fulfill the end user's

request. The shipping system then accesses the clearinghouse

system 3302B to gather any necessary additional control

structures to include with the container, to determine any

characteristics of the author's and/or end user's account profiles

that may influence either the transaction(s) associated with

delivering the content to the end user or with whether the

transaction may be processed. If the transaction is authorized,

and all elements necessary for the container are available, the

controls packager forms a package of control information

appropriate for this request by this end user, and the container

packager takes this package of control information and the

content and forms an appropriate container (including any

permissions that may be codeliverable with the container,

incorporating any encryption requirements, etc.)” (287:63—

288: 1 9).

   
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

   
  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedl: The claim does notcompleting a

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

commercial require this completing ofa commercial transaction to involve the user
transaction ofthe user device.

relating to the

selected - Ginter discloses completion of transactions related to user-selected

eommercia1 commercial services, including on-line services such as Compuserve

(e.g., 243:25, 279247), legal research services such as LEXIS (272250,

273:61), commercial database services, information delivery services,

service.
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 information clearinghouse services, credit-card, billing, _and other
financial services (including VISA, Mastercard and American Express
services (22938-13), audit services, certification services, CAD/CAM

services, service-locator and inforrnation-locator services, software

description list services, store-and-forward services, home banking

services, advertising services, video production services, testing
services, smart agent execution services, "electronic negotiation services,

VDE-control services including “services-based” VDE functions (e.g.,
59: 18, 70:65, 73:46, 87:6), and VDE system and infrastructure services,

including network, charmel, communication, database, backup, security,
clearinghouse, object repository, and name services, etc. (E.g., 6:32,
25:43, 26:14, 27:16, 37:26, 40:64, 43:1, 44:60, 51:47, 52:48, 59:18,

70:65, 73:46, 87:6, 88:29-45, 91 :27, 91 :44, 94:7, l00:38, 115165-

116:48, l23:7—15, 126:8, 129:8, 132:41, 223:41, 229:7-13, 232:50,

239238, 240:55, 241:4, 249:55, 252:39—60, 257:13-21, 264243-45,

279:60, 280:3, 280:23, 314:44).

   
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 

- For example, any selection of an object associated with a commercial

service that involves access or reading of controlled content, requires

completion of several VDE-control transactions (e.g., methods). E.g.:
 

  0 “FIG. 54 is a flowchart of an example of program control steps

performed by an ACCESS method 2000. As-described above, an

ACCESS method may be "used to access content embedded in

an object 300 so it can be written to, read from, or otherwise

manipulated or processed. In ...-, in the general case, an

ACCESS method 2000 must go through a more complicated

procedure in order to obtain the object. For example, some

objects (or parts of objects) may only be available at remote

sites or may be provided in the form of a real-time download

or feed (e.g., in the case of broadcast transmissions). Even if the

object is stored locally to the VDE node, it may be stored as a

secure or protected object so that it is not directly accessible to a

calling process. ACCESS method 2000 establishes the

connections, routings, and security requisites needed to

access the object. ACCESS method 2000 reads the ACCESS

method MDE from the secure database, reads it in accordance

with the ACCESS method DTD, and loads encrypted content

source and routing information based on the MDE (blocks

2010, 2012). This source and routing information specifies

the location of the encrypted content. ACCESS method 2000

then determines whether a connection to the content is available

(decision block 2014). This "connection" could be, for example,

an on-line connection to a remote site, a real-time information
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 feed, or a path to a secure/protected resource, for example. If the
connection to the content is not currently available ("No" exit of

decision block 2014), then ACCESS method 2000 takes steps to
open the connection (block 2016)....” (18919-56).

 
 

  '— For example, REGISTER method displays “registration options from
method options”: . '
  
 
 

 

 

 0 “The steps shown in FIG. 43a may be, for example, performed

at a user VDE node in response to some action by or on behalf

of the user. For example the user may ask to access an object

that has not yet been (or is not now) properly registered to
her. At this stage, the REGISTER method 2400 may

allow the user to select Register options from the set of

method options allowed by PERC 808 accessed at block 2410

(block 2422). As one simple example, the PERC 808 may
permit the user to pay by VISA or MasterCard but not by

American Express; block 2422 may display a prompt asking
the user to select between paying using her VISA card and
paying using her MasterCard (block 2424). The REGISTER

method 2400 preferably validates the user selected registration
options and requires the user to select different options if the
initial user options were invalid (block 2426, "no" exit to

decision block 2428). Once the user has made all required
registration option selections and those selections have been

validated ("yes" exit to decision block 2428), the REGISTER

method 2400 may write an User Registration Table (URT)
corresponding to this object and this user which embodies the

user registration selections made by the user along with other

registration information required by PERC 808 and/or the

Register MDE (blocks 2430, 2432).” '(17S:8-12, 36-55, Fig.
43a).

 
  

  
  

   
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  
  

 
 

 

 - Ginter discloses completing each of the commercial transactions

related to the selected commercial service. Each type of commercial
service and transaction noted above allows the user to complete a
commercial transaction. E.g., using VDE to:

 

  0 “complete[] a successful VDE negotiation” (300:9);  
 

«O “transactions related to delivery have been completed” (288:23);
 

  
 

5 “completion of the registration process” (287:21);
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“a completed electronic contract” (24343);

“A complete VDE process to service a ‘use event’ may typically

be constructed as a combination of methods” (178:26—27);

“a completed shipment of an administrative object” (152:51);

‘ “Upon the completion of the test” (315: 1 5).

- Ginter discloses that any VDE node (including any designated ‘as a
second computer in the above discussion of claim 1) can include a

processor (e.g., Fig. -8, 9) programmed to store and use “routing
infonnation” to locate, access, and transmit objects including executable
objects (including services).

- A remote procedure call (RPC) manager (550 (Fig. 13) and 732 (Fig.

12)) routes service calls and requests to internal and external services,

and performs “message routing.” (See, e.g., 1 15:30—116:48, 79:39-42).
Additionally, mail filters may “route objects” to/from the world outside
ofVDE. (104:57-64).

— Ginter discloses several mechanisms for linking signals from a user

application to a transaction services and applications by, e.g., routing

infonnation and objects between the two, and creating “channels” (a

task processing mechanism) for linking user-initiated events and service

requests to the executable transactional methods (applications) needed

to service those requests (110:41‘-112:27, 113:66-115:30; and see Figs.
41a-41d and 168:6]-172:54).

- Ginter discloses storing and using “routing infonnation” to locate and

retrieve the contents of an_ object to be accessed by a user:

0 “The External Services Manager 772 [Fig. 12] provides protocol

support capabilities to interface to external service providers.

External services manager 772 may, for example, obtain

external service routing information from name services

manager 752, and then initiate contact to a particular

external service (e.g., another VDE electronic appliance 600,

a financial clearinghouse, etc.) through communications

manager 776. External services manager 772 uses a service.”

(100:6.-13).

“ACCESS method 2000 reads the ACCESS method MDE from

the secure database, reads it in accordance with the ACCESS
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 method DTD, and loads encrypted content source and routing.

information based on the MDE (blocks 2010, 2012). This

source and routing information specifies the location of the

encrypted content. ACCESS method 2000 then determines

whether a connection to the content is available (decision block

2014). This "connection" could be, for example, an on-line

connection to a remote site, a real-time information feed, or

a path to a secure/protected resource, for example.” (189243-

53).

  
  

  
  

  
 - “Access method” locates the objects transparently to the user so that

the user need not know whether the object is local or remote. (189:9-

31; see Fig. 54).

 

  

 - An object repository manager (770 (Fig. 12)) routes requests from
objects:
  
  
 

0 “In this integration scenario, file system 687 of the preexisting

operating system is used for all accesses to‘ secondary storage.

However, VDE objects 300 may be stored on secondary storage

in the form of external object repository 728, file system 687, or

remotely accessible through communications manager 776.

When object switch 734 wants to access external object

repository 728, it makes a request to the object repository

manager 770 that then routes the request to object

repository 728 or to redirector 692 (which in turn accesses the

object in file system 687).” (97:12—22).

   
  
  
  
  
   
  

 - Ginter discloses storing and using “routing information” to locate the

correct destination to which to transmit an outgoing object: 
  0 “Outgoing administrative object manager 754 receives

administrative objects from object switch 734, object repository

manager 770 or other source for transmission to another VDE

electronic appliance. Outgoing administrative object manager

754 takes care of sending the outgoing object to its proper

destination. Outgoing administrative object manager 754

may obtain routing information from name services

manager 752, and may use communications service 776 to send

the object. Outgoing administrative object manager.” (100:48-

57).

   
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

 - A counterpart Incoming administrative object manager routes
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 incoming objects. (100265-101 :2). 

  - Ginter also routes objects comprising data streams:

  
 

0 “Object switch 734 handles, controls and communicates (both

locally and remotely) VDE objects 300. In the preferred

embodiment, the object switch may include the following
elements:

 

  

  
 

  
 

a stream router 758;

a real time stream interface(s) 760 (which may be connected to

real time data feed(s) 694);

a time dependent stream interface(s) 762;

a intercept 692;

r a container manager 764;

one or more routing tables 766; and

buffering/storage 768.

 

   
  
  
  
  

 
 

 Stream router 758 routes to/from "real time" and "time

independent" data streams handled respectively by real time

stream interface(s) 760 and time dependent stream interface(s)

762. Intercept 692 intercepts I/O requests that involve real-time

information streams such as, for example, real time feed '694.

The routing performed by stream router 758 may be

determined by routing tables 766.” (88:48-67).

 

   
  
   
  

 
 
 

 

3. The

method of

claim 1,
wherein the

second

computer

system

includes a

virtual

information

store.

 

 
 
 

 

- Ginter discloses that any ofthe second computer systems identified
above may be a VDE repository or other VDE node with the tables and

virtual storage systems identified as “virtual information store.”
 
 
 

 
See element 76, above.

   
  

  
  
 

 
 
 

 

  
 

 
 
 
 

4. The

method of

claim 1,

wherein the

second

computer

Value-Added Network

 
 
 
 

- Ginter discloses that the VDE architecture provides a value added

network comprising an “electronic commerce marketplace” (21 :31),

“distributed electronic management system” (9:17, 1 1:7), “value chain

business model” (10:29), “single electronic world” (8:64), and “general
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purpose electronic transaction/distribution control system” (11:25-30)

that provides security, auditing, billing, payment and other services.

- Ginter expressly refers to “value adding providers”:

0 “A repository service may supply VDE authoring tools to

content creators, publishers, distributors, and/or value adding

providers such that they may apply rules and controls that

define some or all of the guidelines managing use of their

content and so that they may place such content into VDE

content container objects.” (280227).

— An exemplary VDE repository accessible over a network is illustrated

in Ginter, Fig. 78, which comprises one or more computers that provide

search, retrieval, payment (e.g., credit card 3356 and EFT system 3358),

and delivery services (shipping system) (280:34-42). '

Value-Added Network Switch

- Ginter discloses several types of switches as part of its VDE value-
added network, including electronic switch 200a (52:63-67 and Fig. 1)
and object switch 734 (Fig. 10, 12). E.g.:

0 “Object Switch 734

Object switch 734 handles, controls and communicates (both

. locally and remotely) VDE objects 300. In the preferred

embodiment, the object switch may include the following
elements:

a stream router 758;

a real time stream interface(s) 760 (which may be connected to

real time data feed(s) 694);

a time dependent stream interface(s) 762;

a intercept 692; '

a container manager 764;

one or more routing tables 766; and

buffering/storage 768.

Stream router 758 routes to/from "real time" and "time

independent" data streams handled respectively by real time

stream interface(s) 760 and time dependent stream interface(s)

762. Intercept 692 intercepts I/O requests that involve real-time

information streams such as, for example, real time feed 694.
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 The routing performed by stream router 758 may be
determined by routing tables 766. Buffering/storage 768

provides temporary store-and-forward, buffering and related

services. Container manager 764 may (typically in conjunction
with SPE 503) perform processes on VDE objects 300 such as

constructing, deconstructing, and locating portions of objects.”

(88:47-89:5). -

 

   
  
  
  

 
 

 

 “When object switch 734 wants to access external object

repository 728, it makes a request to the object repository

manager 770 that then routes'the request to object

repository 728 or to redirector 692 (which in turn accesses the

object in file system 687.” (97:12-22).
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5. The

method of

claim 1,
wherein the

second

computer

system

includes a

legacy
database.

- Ginter’s VDE is designed to workwith pre-existing content including
a wide range of legacy databases, including those associated with legal
research:

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

0 “Research can be automatically managed using VDE. Smart

objects can be, used to securely search out, pay for if necessary,
and retrieve information from VDE enabled information

resources on the information highway. Examples of such

resources might include LEXIS, Westlaw, and other related

legal databases. Once the information is retrieved, it may be
securely embedded in the VDE content client container.” 
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 (273257-64). 

  “Information distributed using VDE may take many forms.

...This information may take many forms including: movies,
audio recordings, games, electronic catalog shopping,
multimedia, training materials, E-mail and personal documents,

object oriented libraries, software programming resources, and

reference/record keeping information resources (such as

business, medical, legal, scientific, governmental, and
consumer databases).” (7:42-53). .

 

   
  
  

  
  

 
 

 

 “Content providers who employ the present invention may

include, for example, software application and game publishers,
database publishers, cable, television, and radio broadcasters,

electronic shopping vendors, and distributors of information in

electronic document, book, periodical, e-mail and/or other
forms.” (-13:58-63).

 

   

  
  

 
 

“Generally, content objects 880 include or provide information
content. This "content" may be any sortof electronic

information. For example, content may include: computer
software, movies, books, music, information databases,

multimedia information, virtual reality information, machine

instructions, computer data files, communications messages
and/or signals, and other information, at least a portion of which

is used and/or manipulated by one or more electronic appliances.
VDE 100 can also be configured for authenticating, controlling,
and/or auditing electronic commercial transactions and

communications such as inter—bank transactions, electronic

purchasing communications, and the transmission of, auditing

of, and secure commercial archiving of, electronically signed
contracts and other legal documents; the information used for

these transactions may also be termed "content."” (131 :59-

132:8).

  

   
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
   
  

 
 

 

 — The New York and Dallas Web Servers example quoted above at
claim element no. 70 (“Fig. 78 VDE Object Repository Description”).
(280:43-281 :2).

 
  

 
 

 
 - The VDE object_repository may be CompuServe (279:49) or other

existing commercial service that charges a fee. (280:25).

_- Ginter discloses that VDE nodes storing or virtually storing protected
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objects, including VDE Object Repositories, may be servers and in

particular may be Web servers. (279:22-28, 280234-65.; see generally

"(for example uses of VDE repository): 279:22-292262). A user may

use Web applications to request content that is located on such servers,

for example using the Mosaic web browser. (280:34-59; 287: 1 6-21).

E.g.:

0 “In order to make use of the repository, the end user may
operate application software. In this example, the end user may

either make use of a standard application program (e.g. a

World Wide Web browser such as Mosaic), or they may make

use of application software provided by the repository after

completion of the registration process. If the end user chooses to

make use of the application sofiware provided by the repository,

they may be able to avoid certain complexities of interaction that

may occur if a standard package is used.” (287: 1 6-25).

- The New York and Dallas Web Servers example quoted above at_
claim element no. 70 (“Fig. 78 VDE Object Repository Description”).

(280234-59). 2 -

- Any VDE object may be formatted to be accessed using WWW

protocols, HTTP, URL and HTML: '

0 “If External Services Manager 772 is used to access VDE
objects, many different techniques are possible. For example, the

VDE objects may be formatted for use with the World Wide

Web protocols (HTML, HTTP, and URL) by including

relevant headers, content tags, host ID to URL conversion (e.g.,

using Name Services Manager 752) and an HTTP-aware

instance of Services Transport Layer 786.” (100231-37).

“If an end user requests delivery of content that is not stored in

content storage, the VDE repository may locate the actual
storage site for the content using information stored in content

references (e.g. the network address where the content may be

located, a URL, a filesystem reference, etc.).” (285:67-286:5),

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedzs This claim does not
require that the two corporate networks be operated _by separate

corporations. — '

- Ginter discloses that multiple corporations (see, e.g., 700 (Fig. 86)
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first corporate may use VDE:
network and

wherein the ' “Content providers who employ the present invention may

second include, for example, software application and game publishers,
computer database publishers, cable, television, and radio broadcasters,

system is in a electronic shopping vendors, and distributors of information in

second electronic document, book, periodical, e-mail and/or other

corporate . forms. Corporations, government agencies, and/or individual
network. "end-users" who act as storers of, and/or distributors of,

electronic information, may also be VDE content providers.”

(13:58—66; see also 39:54, 253132, 265:4], 274231-40, 311:13—

314:24, and Figs. 85-86).

“VDE distributors 106 may also include "end-users" who

provide electronic information to other end-users. For example,

FIG. 77 shows a further example of a virtual distribution

environment 100 chain of handling and control provided by the I

present invention. As compared toFIG. 2, FIG. 77 includes a

new "client administrator" participant 700. In addition, FIG. 77

shows several different content users 1 12(1), 112(2), . . . , 112(n)

that may all be subject to the "jurisdiction" of the client

administrator 700. Client administrator 700 may be, for

example, a further rights distributor within a corporation or

other organization that distributes rights‘ to employees or other

organization participant units (such as divisions, departments,

networks, and or groups, etc.) subject to organization-specific
"rules and control information." The client administrator 700

may fashion rules and control information fordistribution,

subject to "rules and control" specified by creator 102 and/or

distributor 106.” (253222-39).

“Creators of VDE protected content may interact with other

VDE participants in many different ways. A VDE creator 102

may, for example, distribute content and/or content control

information directly to users, distribute content and/or content

control information to commercial content repositories,
distribute content and/or content control information to

corporate content repositories, and/or distribute content and/or

content control information to other VDE participants.” (31221-

10).

- For each of the seven use scenario categories discussed above with a
first computer system and a second computer system, Ginter discloses
that these may be operated by any of the wide range of VDE users,
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 including separate corporations. E.g.: 
 

 
 0 “VDE can be used to protect the rights of parties who create

electronic content such as, for example: records, games, movies,
newspapers, electronic books and reference materials, personal

electronic mail, and confidential records and_ communications.

The invention can also be used to protect the rights of parties
who provide electronic products, such as publishers and

distributors; the rights of parties who provide electronic credit

and currency to pay for use of products, for example, credit

clearinghouses and banks; the rights to privacy of parties who

use electronic content (such as consumers, business people,

governments); and the privacy rights of parties described by

electronic information, such as privacy rights related to

information contained in a medical record, tax record, or

personnel record.

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

In general, the present invention can protect the rights of parties
who have: 
 

 
 

 

 (a) commercial interests in electronically distributed

inforrnation—-the present invention can help ensure, for example,
that parties, will be paid for use of distributed information in a

manner consistent with their agreement;
  
  
 
 
 

 (b) proprietary and/or confidentiality interests in electronic
inforrnation--the present invention can, for example, help ensure
that data is used only in authorized ways;

 

  

  
 

(c) interests in electronic credit and electronic currency storage,

communication, and/or use--this can include electronic cash,

banking, and purchasing; and
 

  

  (d) interests in electronic information derived, at least in part,
from use of other electronic information.” (4:17-44).
 

  “Such a form factor is conveniently portable, and may be

insertable into a wide array of computers and consumer

appliances, as well as receptacles at commercial establishments

such as retail establishments and banks, and at public

communications points, such as telephone or other

telecommunication "booths."” (228242-47).

 

   
  

  - VDE concerns communications over networks of virtually any kind. 
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Ginter contains more than 130 references to a network, and shows VDE

Object Repositories and VDE nodes connected to networks (e.g.,

networks 3304 and 3312 (Fig. 78), and network 672 (Fig. 70)). E.g.:

 
  

  0 “VDE allows the owners and distributors of electronic digital

information to reliably bill for, and securely control, audit, and

budget the use of, electronic information. It can reliably detect

and monitor the use of commercial information products. VDE

uses a wide variety of different electronic information delivery

means: including, for example, digital networks, digital

broadcast, and physical storage media such as optical and

magnetic disks. VDE can be used by major network providers,

hardware manufacturers, owners of electronic information,

providers of such information, and clearinghouses that gather

usage information regarding, and bill for the use of, electronic

information.” (3:27-34).

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 

 “Employing VDE as a general purpose electronic

transaction/distribution control system allows users to maintain a

single transaction management control arrangement on each of

their computers, networks, communication nodes, and/or other

electronic appliances.” (11:29-33).

 
   
  

  
 

“VDE control processes such as metering, budgeting, decrypting

and/or fingerprinting, may as relates to a certain user content

usage activity, be performed in a user's local VDE installation

secure subsystem, or said processes may be divided amongst

' plural secure subsystems which may be located in the same user
VDE installations and/or in a network server and in the user

installation.” (17:43-50).

 

  
  

  
 0 “If desired, ROS 602 may independently distribute control

information over very low bandwidth connections that may or

may not be "real time" connections. ROS 602 provided by the

preferred embodiment is "network friendly," and can be

implemented with any level of networking protocol. Some

examples include e-mail and direct connection at approximately

"Layer 5" of the ISO model.” (74:14-20).

  
 
  
  
  
  

 
 

“ROS 602 is services based. The ROS services provided using

a host processor 654 and/or a secure processor (SPU 500) are

linked in the preferred embodiment using a "Remote Procedure

Call" ("RPC") internal processing request structure. Cooperating

processors may request interprocess services using a RPC
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  mechanism, which is minimally time dependent and can be

distributed over cooperating processors on a network of

hosts. The mul_ti-processor architecture provided by ROS 602 is
easily extensible to support any number of host or security

processors.” (73:53).

 

  
  0 “Typically, the end user's electronic appliance 600 may initiate

communications with a clearinghouse (Block 1152). This

contact may, for example, be established automatically or in

' response to a user command. It may be initiated across the

electronic highway 108, or across other communications

networks such as a LAN, WAN, two-way cable or using

portable media exchange between electronic appliances. The

process of exchanging administrative information need not occur

in a single "on line" session, but could instead occur over time

based on a number of different one-way and/or two-way
communications over the same or different communications

means. However, the process 1 150 shown in FIG. 35 is a

specific example where the end user's electronic appliance 600

and the other VDE participant (e.g., a clearinghouse) establish a

two-way real-time interactive communications exchange

across a telephone line, network, electronic highway 108,

etc.” (l59:1-15).

  
  
  

  
  
  

   
  

  
  
  
   
 

  
 

“The same mechanism could be used to communicate with the

existing credit card (e.g. VISA) network by submitting VDE

based charges against the charge account.” (1 78:2-4).

 “For example, a VDE server having one or more protected

processing environments 650 could communicate over a

network with workstations that do not have a protected
processing environment. The VDE server could perform all

secure VDE processing, and release resulting content and other
information to the workstations on the network. This

arrangement would require no hardware or software

modification to the workstations.” (222240-47).

 
   

  

  

  
 

 
 

 “For example, in a local area network topology, a "VDE

server" electronic appliance 600 could store VDE-protected

information and make it available to one or more additional

electronic appliances 600 or computers that may
communicate with the server over network 672. As one

example, an object repository 728 storing VDE objects could be
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 maintained at the centralized server, and each of many
networked electronic appliance 600 users could access the ‘

centralized object repository over the network 672 as needed.

When a user needs to access a particular VDE object 300, her

electronic appliance 600 could issue a request over network 672

to obtain a copy of the object. The "VDE server" could deliver

all or a portion of the requested object 300 in response to the

request. Providing such a centralized object repo'sitory_728

would have the advantage of minimizing mass storage

requirements local to each electronic appliance 600 connected to

the network 672, eliminate redundant copies of the same

information, ease information management burdens, provide
additional physical and/or other security for particularly

important VDE processes and/or information occurring at the

server, where providing such security at VDE nodes may be

commercially impractical for certain business models, etc.”

(223:4—25).

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedls This claim does not

  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

   
  

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

8. The

 
 
 

 
 

 
  
 

 
 

 

  
 
 

 

method of prohibit the user devicefrom being operated or owned by thefirst
claim 7, business entity or thesecond business entity.
wherein the ' ’

first eerperate - Ginter broadly discloses that any business entities can communicate

network is over networks under VDE control. Thus, the first corporate network

operated by a can be operated by any VDE content creator, VDE content distributor,

first business or VDE content end user, including any VDE financial services

entity and provider, as can the second corporate network. E.g.:
wherein the -

second 0 “In this FIG. 2 example, information relating to content use is,

corporate as shown by arrow 114, reported to a financial clearinghouse
network is 116. Based on this "reporting," the financial clearinghouse 116

Operated by a V may generate a bill and send it to the content user 112 over a
second "reports and payments" network 118. Arrow 120 shows the

business content user 112 providing payments for content usage to the

entity_ financial clearinghouse 116. Based on the reports and
payments it receives, the financial clearinghouse 116 may

provide reports and/or payments to the distributor 106. The

distributor 106 may, as shown by arrow 122, provide reports
and/or payments to the content creator 102. The

clearinghouse 116 may provide reports and payments

directly totthe creator 102. Reporting and/or payments may be

done differently. For example, clearinghouse 116 may directly

or through an agent, provide reports and/or payments to each of

VDE content creators 102, and rights distributor 106, as well as
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reports to content user 112.

The distributor 106 and the content creator 102 may be the same

person, or they may be different people. For example, a musical

performing group may act as both content creator 102 and

distributor 106 by creating and distributing its own musical

recordings. As another example, a publishing house may act as

a distributor 106 to distribute rights to use works created by an

author content creator 102. Content. creators 102 may use a

distributor 106 to efficientlymanage the financial end of content
distribution.

The "financial clearinghouse" 116 shown in FIG. 2 may also be

a "VDE administrator." Financial clearinghouse 116 in its VDE

administrator role sends "administrative" information to the

VDE participants. This administrative information helps to keep

the virtual distribution environment 100 operating properly. The

"VDE administrator" and financial clearinghouse roles may

be performed by different people or companies, and there

can be-more than one of each.” (53:54-54:21).

- For example any VDE user may be using an appliance on his or her
business entity’s corporate network, with a VDE object repository on

that network (e.g., 3318 (Fig. 78) or 702 or 704 (Fig. 86) and using .

VDE to communicate with some other corporate network.

- For example, the first or second business entity can be whoever

operates the Boston database arrangement and/or other VDE repository

that displays to the user a catalog of objects including the objects

available at the New York and Dallas repositories in the World Wide

Web server example at 280:43-281 :2.

- For example, the first or second business entity might be whoever
operated repository 3302 in the example of Ginter Fig. 78, which can

present a user with a display such as that of Fig. 72D with multiple
controls leading to multiple remote sources. (236260-237:6).

- More generally, the first or second business entity in Ginter can be any

entity operating a virtual content repository which may store some user-

requested objects locally but only have pointers to other remotely stored

objects. (285:57-286213). ' ‘ ' '

- The Ginter VDE repository (e.g., Fig. 78) itself is a commercial

service which could be CompuServe (279:49) or other business entity
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 which may charge a fee. (280:25). 
- The first or second business entity can be any of the repositories
shown in Ginter Figs. 86 and 86A. (See 312:49-314:24).
 
 
 

 

 - For example, the first or second business entity can be any business
entity(ies) with which a VDE user negotiates, using the communication
of VDE controls, with plural users’ selections of choices for terms for

the agreement. (E.g., 19:16-57, 38:60-39:2, 247110-42). Ginter

discloses such negotiations involving electronic VDE communications

between multiple commercial parties, as shown, e.g., in Figs. 2, 2A, 77-
87. (253:22-317:20).

   
  
  
  

 
 

- For example, the first or second business entity can be any business
entity(ies) with whom user is communicating as part of a VDE-
controlled “multi-site ‘real-time’ interaction such as

teleconferencing, interactive games, or on-line bulletin boards,

where restrictions on, and/or_auditing of, the use of all or portions of
communicated information is enforced.” (1419-16). A

 
  
  

 - For example, the first or second business entity can be any business
entity(ies) with which a “smart object” interacts on behalf of the end

user. (E.g., 273:57-64, Fig. 74).

 

  - In VDE docking station embodiments, the first business entity may be
the bank, retailer, or other business entity controlling the VDE terminal
with which the user’s VDE appliance docks, while the second business

entity may be any third-party financial service provider, or VDE

repository or clearinghouse, or VDE content creator or distributor which

the retailer/bank and/or user must interact in order to perform merchant,

banking, and on-line financial transactions, including two—way
communications, including menu-driven (231 :10-1 1) communications

with business organizations concerning a transaction, and may during
_the same session communicate with a VDE administrator (232: 12-38) to
allow the transaction to proceed. (39:17-40:4, 226:45-235:7; Fig. 71).

   
  

  
  
  

  
  
 
 
 

- Where the VDE user’s device is a VDE display unit (e.g., Fig. 70, item
600(3)), then the first business entity can be whatever business entity
controls the user’s VDE central processing unit (e.g., Fig. 70, item.

600(1)), and the second business entity can be any business entity
controlling any other VDE unit (e.g., of a contentcreator, distributor,

repository, clearinghouse, financial service provider, VDE

administrator, etc.) with which VDE user communications to perform a

transaction or obtain a commercial service. (See 38:6-19; see also
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224246-62).

- Similarly, where the user device is a corporate workstation (222:40-

47), then the first business entity is whichever one operates that

corporate network having the VDE server connected to that workstation

over a network, and the second business entity can be any other

business entity operating a VDE unit (e.g., of a content creator,

distributor, repository, clearinghouse, financial service provider, VDE

administrator, etc.) with which VDE user communications (via the VDE

server) to perform a transaction or obtain a commercial service.

(222221-223:43; Fig. 8). 4

- Ginter discloses that a VDE node, in particular a clearinghouse, need

not have special security hardware, but rather can be a computing

system running VDE protection software:

0 “In some embodiments and where commercially acceptable,

certain VDE participants, such as clearinghouses that normally

maintain sufficiently physically secure non-VDE processing

environments, may be allowed to employ HPEs [Host

Processing Environments] rather VDE hardware elements

and interoperate, for example, with VDE end-users and content

providers. VDE components together comprise a configurable,
consistent, secure‘ and "trusted" architecture for distributed,

asynchronous control of electronic content and/or appliance

usage. VDE supports a "universe wide" environment for

electronic content delivery, broad dissemination, usage

reporting, and usage related payment activities.” (1323-13).

“HPES 655 may be provided in two types: secure and not secure.

For example, it may be desirable to provide non-secure versions

of HPE 655 to allow electronic appliance 600 to efficiently run

non-sensitive VDE tasks using the full" resources of a fast

general purpose processor or computer.” (78:6-10).

“In the preferred embodiment, an SPE 503 is supported by the

hardware resources of an SPU 500. An.HPE 655 may be

supported by general purpose processor resources and rely

on software techniques for security/protection. HPE 655 thus

gives ROS 602 the capability of assembling and executing

certain component assemblies 690 on a general purpose CPU

such as a microcomputer, minicomputer, mainframe

computer or supercomputer processor.” (103:8-l6).
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- Ginter discloses that VDE nodes holding or pointing to protected

content, including VDE Object Repositories, may be servers and in

particular may be Web servers. (279:22-28, 280:34-65; see generally

(for example uses of VDE repository): 279222-292262). A user may

use Web applications to request content that is located on such servers,

for example using the Mosaic web browser. (280:34—59; 287:l6-21).

0 “In order to make use of the repository, the end user may

operate application sofiware. In this example, the end user may

either make use of a standard application program (e.g. a

World Wide Web browser such as Mosaic), or they may make

use of application sofiware provided by the repository after

completion of the registration process. If the end user chooses to

make use of the application software provided by the repository,

they may be able to avoid certain complexities of interaction that

may occur if a standard package is. used.” (287:l6-25).

- In the example below, a New York Web server has a VDE repository

(see Fig. 78), and thus is accessed with a Web browser to select the

content desired by the user:

- The New York and Dallas Web Servers example quoted above at

claim element no. 70 (“Fig. 78 VDE Object Repository Description”).
(280234-59).

- Any VDE object may be formatted to be accessed using WWW

protocols, HTTP, URL and HTML:

0 “If External Services Manager 772 is used to access VDE

objects, many different techniques are possible. For example, the

VDE objects may be formatted for use with the World Wide

Web protocols (HTML, HTTP, and URL) by including

relevant headers, content tags, host ID to URL conversion (e.g.,

using Name Services Manager 752) and an HTTP-aware

instance of Services Transport Layer 786.” (l00:31-37).

“If an end user requests delivery of content that is not stored in

content storage, the VDE repository may locate the actual

storage site for the content using information stored in content

references (e.g. the network address where the content may be

located, a URL, a filesystem reference, etc.).” (285:67-286:5).

— As quoted above (from col. 287), Ginter expressly discloses using a

Web browser to operate selection mechanisms providing choices of
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- Ginter discloses that VDE nodes holding or pointing to protected

content, including VDE Object Repositories, may be servers and inmethod of

claim 10,

wherein the

display
information

includes web

page content.

12. The

method of

claim 1,

wherein the

list of at least
one

commercial

service

includes a

payment
service.

particular may be Web servers. (279222-28, 280:34-65; see generally

(for example uses of VDE repository): 279:22-292:62). A user may
use Web applications to request content that is located on such servers,

for example using the Mosaic web browser. (280234-59; 287216-21).

“In order tomake use of the repository, the end user may

operate application software. In this example, the end user may

either make use of a standard application program (e.g. a

World Wide Web browser such as Mosaic), or they may make

use of application software provided by the repository after

completion of the registration process. If the end user chooses to

make use of the application software provided by the repository,

they may be able to avoid certain complexities of interaction that

may occur if a standard package is used.” (287:16-25; see also

280:34-59, 100:3]-37, 285:67-286:5).

- Ginter discloses a wide range of payment services, and giving users

the ability to select between different payment services. E.g.:

“VDE can, for example, securely control electronic currency,

payments, and/or credit management (including electronic

credit and/or currency receipt, disbursement, encumbering,

and/or allocation) using such a "secure subsystem."... also

securely supports the payment of money owed (including

money owed for content and/or appliance usage) by one or

more parties to one or more other parties, in the form of

electronic credit and/or currency.” (9:24-40).

“Not only can electronically reported transaction related

information be trusted under the present invention, but payment

may be automated by the passing of payment tokens through

a pathway of payment (which may or may not be the same as a

pathway for reporting). Such payment can be contained within

a VDE container created automaticallyby a VDE

installation in response to control information (located, in the

preferred embodiment, in one or more permissions records)

stipulating the "withdrawal" of credit or electronic currency

(such as tokens) from an electronic account (for example, an

account securely maintained by a user's VDE installation secure
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  subsystem) based upon usage of VDE controlled electronic

content and/or appliances (such as governments, financial

credit providers, and users).” (14:51-65).  
  
 

“support provider revenue information resulting from customer

use of content and/or appliances, and/or provider and/or end-

user payment of taxes, through the transfer of credit and/or

electronic currency from said end-user and/or provider to a
government agency, might occur "automatically" as a result of

such received control information causing the generation of a
VDE content container whose content includes customer content

usage information reflecting secure, trusted revenue summary

information and/or detailed user transaction listings (level of

detail might depend, for example on type or size of transaction--

A information regarding a bank interest payment to a customer or a a

transfer of a large (e.g. over $10,000) might be, by law,

automatically reported to the government). Such summary
and/or detailed information related to taxable events and/or

currency, and/or creditor currency transfer, may be passed

along a pathway of reporting and/or payment to the government

in a VDE container.” (30:9-27).

   
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

  
“For example, content usage payment may be automatically

made, either through a clearinghouse, or directly, to
different content providers for different potions (sic).”

' (32:28-30).

  
  

  

 
 

 “VDE firrther supports automated passing of electronic

currency and/or credit information, including payment

tokens (such as in the form of electronic currency or credit)

or other payment information, through a pathway of payment,

which said pathway may or may not be the same as a pathway

for content usage information reporting. Such payment may be

placed into a VDE container created automatically by a VDE

‘installation in response to control information stipulating the

"withdrawal" of credit or electronic currency from an electronic

credit or currency account based upon an amount owed resulting

from usage of VDE controlled electronic content and/or

appliances. Payment credit or currency may then be

automatically communicated in protected (at least in part

encrypted) form through telecommunication of a VDE

container to an appropriate party such as a clearinghouse,

provider of original property content or appliance, or an .
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13. The

method of

claim 12,
wherein a

user is

provided with
access to a

payment

electronic

back office

system.

APPENDIX B - GINTER

agent for such provider (other than a clearinghouse).”
(35:24-41).

- For example, a user’s portable VDE device can be used to transfer 1
funds from the user’s bank account to another account. (233 :44-
234:31). ’

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): As “back oflice” is a
business label that does notprovide any structural orfunctional‘

limitation on the claimed method, this claim does not limit the method of
claim 12. This claim does notpreclude the user beingprovided access
via an agent (e.g., “intelligent agent”) ofthe user.

- Ginter discloses the user directly or indirectly accessing (broadly
construed) the user’s account at a VDE repository and/or bank and/or

credit card company, which account could of course ‘be maintained in a

company’s back office location. (See, eg, 29:20-28, 52:11-13, 171 :56-

172:54, 233:45-63, 287:49-62, 288225-43, 288:43-289:11). E.g.:

0 “An end user may make use of credit and/or currency securely
stored within the end user's VDE installation secure subsystem

to pay for charges related to use of VDE content received from

the repository, and/or the user may maintain a secure credit

and/or currency account remotely at the repository,

including a "virtual" repository where payment is made for

the receipt of such content by an end user. This later approach

may provide greater assurance for payment to the repository

and/or content providers particularly if the end user has only an
HPE based secure subsystem. If an end user electronic credit

and/or currency account is maintained at the repository in this

example, charges are made to said account based on end user

receipt of content from the repository. Further charges to such a

remote end user account may be made based on end user usage

of such received content and_based upon content usage 2

information communicated to the repository clearinghouse

system 3302B.” (288:25-43). '

“Once an end user has connected to the VDE repository and

authentication has occurred, the user may begin manipulating
and directing their user interface software to browse through _

a repository content catalog 3322 (e. g. lists of publications,’

software, games, movies, etc.), use the search mechanism to

help locate content of interest, schedule content for delivery,

make inquiries of account status, availability of usage
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analysis information, billing information, registration and

account profile information, etc.” (287:49-62).

 

 
 “For example, AUDIT method 2520 at this point could call an

external process to perform, for example, an electronic funds

transfer against the user's bank account or some other bank

account. The AUDIT administrative response can, if desired,

call an external process that interfaces VDE to one or more

existing computer systems. The external process could be

passed the user's account number, PIN, dollar amount, or any
other- information configured in, or associated with, the VDE

audit trail being processed. The external process can
communicate with non-VDE hosts and use the information

passed to it as part of these communications. For example, the

external process could generate automated clearinghouse
(ACH) records in a file for submittal to a bank. This

mechanism would provide the ability to automatically credit or
debit a bank account in any financial institution. The same

mechanism could beused tocommunicate with the existing
credit card (e.g. VISA) network by submitting VDE based

charges against the charge account.” (177:54-178:4).

 

  
  
  

  
  

 

  
   
  

  
  

 
 
 
 

See element 93, above.

 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 

14. An

apparatus for

providing a
service over a

digital

network, the

apparatus

comprising:

- Ginter discloses a “virtual distribution enviromnent” (VDE) which is a

services-based, controls-based, objects-based, networks-based system
for completing multi-party commercial transactions including on-line
payments.

 

 
 

 
 

- Ginter discloses at least seven categories of scenarios including this
recited type of apparatus:
 

   
1. VDE Object Repositories: Any end user’s VDE device (e.g.,

Figs. 7, 8) is provided with the ability to select (e.g., Figs. 72B-

72D) between various available objects (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31),
which selection activates various controls and causes '

communications with one or more VDE content repositories

(first computing resources) which in turn may communicate

with other repositories and/or content or service providers

(second computing resources) which in turn may communicate

directly or indirectly with the user device. (E.g., Figs. 78, 84

(Internet Repository 3404) and 86/86A).

 
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
2. Other VDE Multi-Party Transactioris: Any VDE content user,
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creator, or distributor engages in multi-faceted and at least two-

way and two-party transactions (e.g., Fig. 35) both when

creating multi-party VDE controls protecting content (e.g., Figs.

5, 30-31) and also requesting to “consume” VDE-protected

objects (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31, 41a-41d), as when registering for an

object (Fig. 43), or opening an object (Fig. 49), or reading an ‘

object (Fig. 50), or accessing an object (Fig. 54)—all of which

activate multiple VDE-controlled controls and transactions such

as a “meter method,” “billing method,” and “budget method”

(e.g., Figs. 3, 41a-41d, 45-48). These transactions often involve

three or more separate parties (and their separate computing

systems), and communications over each of three or more legs

of a communication web (e.g., a user of content communicates
with two different sources of content, and those two sources

communicate with each other) as part of a transaction. (E.g.,

Figs. 41a-41d, 72B-72D, 77, 79, 87).

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
   
  

  VDE Display Unit: Where a user’s display device has its own
VDE protection, the remainder of the user’s available computing

resources qualify as the first computing resources able to send
display and other information to that user device, while any and

all other VDE nodes not operated by the user, such as any VDE

repository or content provider or service provider qualify as a

second computing resources. (E.g., Figs. 7, 8, 70, 72B-72D).

 

  
  
 
 

  VDE Docking Terminal: Where the user’s device docks with a

business (e.g., retailer’s or bank’s) terminal, that terminal

qualifies as the first computing resources, while any and all

other VDE nodes not operated by the terminal’s operator, such

as any VDE repository or content provider or service provider

contacted as part ofa transaction involving the user, qualify as a

second computing resources. (E.g., Figs. 7, 8, 71, 72B-72D).

 

   
  
  

 
 
 

 VDE Server With User Workstations: Ginter discloses

corporate workstations as user devices connected over a LAN or

other network to a VDE server (which qualifies as a first

computer system). “The VDE server could perform all secure

VDE processing, and release resulting content and other .

information to the workstations on the network.” (222:40-47).

In this scenario, any VDE objects repository or other VDE node

outside the corporation qualifies as a second computer system in

communication with the user devices (via the first computer

system). (222221-223243; Fig. 8).
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 6. VDE Smart Objects: VDE smart objects pennit multi-party

transactions involving a user device and at least two remote

VDE sites (computing resources) (E.g., Figs. 72B-72D, 74).

  
 

 
 

 . Interactive N-Party Applications: The interactive VDE-

controlled games, teleconferencing and bulletin board services

disclosed in Ginter provide multi-site interaction and thus

retrieves data from one or more other computing resources (both

control data over the VDE network and data unique to the

controlled content but still managed by VDE). (E.g., 14:9-14

(“VDE may also be used, for example, for multi-site "real-time"
interaction such as teleconferencing, interactive games, or on-

line bulletin boards, where restrictions on, and/or auditing of,

the use of all or portions of communicated information is

enforced.”)). ’

 

   
  

  
  
  

  

  
 

  - Ginter discloses that its VDE electronic appliances have at least one
processor. (See, e. g., Figs. 8 (CPU 654), 9 (microprocessor 520), 70

(SPUs and CPU), 71 (SPU and CPU)). ‘

95 a processor;  
  
  

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

- Each disclosed processor operates by executing instructions stored on

some machine-readable storage device. Ginter discloses many

examples of a machine readable medium having data representing

sequences of instructions (e.g., a Protected Processing Environment

a machine-

readable

storage device

including one

 
  
  

 

 
 

or more executing “load modules.”). See generally Ginter, Figs. 8-12. E.g.:
instructions '

executable by 0 “Secondary storage 652 in this example stores code and data

the processor used by CPU 654 and/or SPU 500 to control the overall

for providing operation of electronic appliance 600. For example, FIG. 8

 
 
 
 

shows that "Rights Operating System" ("ROS") 602 (including a

portion 604 of ROS that provides VDE functions and a portion

606 that provides other OS functions) shown in FIG. 7 may be

stored on secondary storage 652. Thus, the code that is

executed to perform VDE and other OS functions 604, 606,

and secure files 610 (as well as VDE objects 300) associated

with those functions may be stored in secondary storage

652.” (60:50-66).

a commercial

service over a

digital

network;

  
 

  
  “The degree of overall security of the VDE system is primarily

dependent on the degree of tamper resistance and

_ concealment of VDE control process execution and related

data storage activities. Employing special purpose

semiconductor packaging techniques can significantly contribute
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to the degree of security. Concealment and tamper-resistance

in semiconductor memory (e.g., RAM, ROM, NVRAM) can

be achieved, in part, by employing such memory within an SPU

package, by encrypting data before it is sent to external memory

(such as an external RAM package) and decrypting encrypted
data within the CPU/RAM package before it is executed.”

(21 :8-20).

 

   

   
  
 

 
 

 “Stored in each SPU 500 and/or electronic appliance

secondary memory 652 may be, for example, an instance of

ROS 602 software, application programs 608, objects 300

containing VDE controlled property content and related

information, and management database 610 that stores both

information associated with objects and VDE control
information. ROS 602 includes software intended for

execution by SPU microprocessor 520 for, in part,

controlling usage of VDE related objects 300 by electronic

appliance 600. As will be explained, these‘SPU programs

include "load modules" for performing basic.control

functions. These various programs and associated data are

executed and manipulated primarily by microprocessor

520.” (63:57-64:2). '

 

   
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

  
 

 
 

 “In the preferred embodiment, SPU 500 uses three general

kinds of memory: (1) internal ROM 532; (2) internal RAM

534; and (3) external memory (typically RAM and/or disk

supplied by a host electronic appliance). The internal ROM

532 and RAM 534 within SPU 500 provide a secure

operating environment and execution space. Because of cost

limitations, chip fabrication size, complexity and other

limitations, it may not be possible to provide sufficient memory
. within SPU 500 to store all information that an SPU needs to

process in a secure manner. Dueto the practical limits on the

amount of ROM 532 and RAM 534 that may be included within

SPU 500, SPU 500 may store information in memory

external to it, and move this information into and out of its

secure internal memory space on an as needed basis. ....”

(67:23-38).

 

   
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
 
 
 

  See element 71, above.  sending first

display
information

from a first
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computer

system to a

user device,

wherein the

first display
information

includes a

control

associated

with a

commercial

service;

accepting a-

first signal in

response to a

user input to
activate the

control; and

initiating, in

response to
the first

signal,
communicatio

n between the

user device

and a second

computer

system,

wherein the

second

computer

system acts to

send second

display
information to

the user

device,

wherein the

second

APPENDIX B - GINTER

See element 72, above.

See element 73, above.

See element 78, above.

See element 79, above.

See element 80, above.
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display
information

includes a list

of at least one

commercial

service; ”

wherein the

second

computer

system further

acts to accept
a second

signal in

response to a

user input to
select a

commercial

service from

the list; and

to complete a
commercial

transaction

relating to the
selected

commercial

service;

associating an

object identity
with

information

entries and

attributes,

wherein the

. object identity

represents a
networked

object;

storing said
information-

APPENDIX B — GINTER

See element 81, above.

See element 82, above.

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This and thefollowing

three claim elements are not tied to any other claim element in this
claim.

See element 74, above.

See element 75, above.

See element 76, above.
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entries and

said attributes

in a virtual

information

store; and

assigning a

unique
network

address to

said object

identity.

15. A

machine-

readable

storage device

including
instructions

executable by

a processor

for providing
a commercial

service over a

digital

network, the

machine-

readable

storage device

including one
or more

instructions

for:

APPENDIX B - GINTER

See element 77, above.

- Ginter discloses a “virtual distribution environment” (VDE) which is a

services-based, controls-based, objects-based, networks-based system

for completing multi-party commercial transactions including on-line
payments.

machine-readable storage device including instructions executable by a

processor

See elements 96 and 97, above.

providing a commercial service over a digital network

See element 70, above.

- Ginter discloses at least seven categories of scenarios including the

type of business method that would be performed by execution of this

type of recited stored instructions:

1. VDE Object Repositories: Any end user’s VDE device (e.g.,

Figs. 7-8) is provided with the ability to select (e.g., Figs. 72B-

72D) between various ava_ilable objects (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31),
which selection activates various controls and causes

communications with one or more VDE content repositories

(first computer system) which in turn may communicate with

other repositories and/or content or service providers (second
computer system) which in turn may communicate directly or

indirectly with the user device. (E.g., Figs. 78, 84 (Internet

Repository 3404) and 86/86A).

Other VDE Multi-Party Transactions: Any VDE content user,

creator, or distributor engages in multi-faceted and at least two-

way and_two-party transactions (e.g., Fig. 35) both when
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creating multi-party VDE controls protecting content (e.g., Figs.

5, 30-31) and also requesting to “consume” VDE—protected

objects (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31, 41a-41d), as when registering for an

object (Fig. 43), or opening an object (Fig. 49),“ or reading an
object (Fig. 50), or accessing an object (Fig._ 54)—all of which

activate multiple VDE-controlled controls and transactions such

as a “meter method,” “billing method,” and “budget method”

(e.g., Figs. 3, 41a-41d, 45-48). These transactions often involve

three or more separate parties (and their separate computing

systems), and communications over each of three or more legs

of a communication web (e.g., a user of content communicates

with two different sources of content, and those two sources

communicate with each other) as part of a transaction. (E.g.,

Figs. 41a-41d, 72B-72D, 77, 79, 87,).

  

  
  

 

  
 

  
  
  

  
 3. VDE Display Unit: Where a user’s display device has its own

VDE protection, the remainder of the user’s available computing

resources qualify as the first computer system able to send

display and other information to that user device, while any and

all other VDE nodes not operated by the user, such as any VDE

object repository or content provider or service provider qualify

as a second computer system. (E.g., Figs. 7, 8, 70, 72B—72D).

  
 
  
  
  
  
 

VDE Docking Terminal: Where the user’s device docks with a

business (e.g., retailer’s or bank’s) terminal, that terminal

qualifies as the first computer system, while any and all other

VDE nodes not operated by the terminal’s operator, such as any

VDE object repository or content provider or service provider
contacted as part of a transaction involving the user, qualify as a
second computer system. (E.g., Figs. 7, 8, 71, 72B—72D).

 

   

  
 

 
 

 VDE Server With User Workstations: Ginter discloses

corporate workstations as user devices connected over a LAN or

other network to a VDE server (which qualifies as a first

computer system). “The VDE server could perform all secure

VDE processing, and release resulting content and other

information to the workstations on the network.” (222:40-47).

In this scenario, any VDE objects repository or other VDE node

outside the corporation qualifies as a second computer system in

communication with the user devices (via the first computer

system). (222221-223143; Fig. 8).

 

   
  
  
  
  
  

  6. VDE Smart Objects: VDE smart objects permit multi-party
transactions involving a user device and at least two remote
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VDE sites (computer systems) (E. g., Figs. 72B—72D, 74).

Interactive N-Party Applications: The interactive VDE-

controlled games, teleconferencing and bulletin board services

disclosed in Ginter provide multi-site interaction and thus

retrieves data from one or more other computer systems (both

control data over the VDE network and data unique to the

controlled content but still managed by VDE). (E.g., 14:9-14

(“VDE may also be used, for example, for multi-site "real-time"

interaction such as teleconferencing, interactive games, or on-

line bulletin boards, where restrictions on, and/or auditing of,

the use of all or portions of communicated information is

enforced.”)).

sending first See element 71, above.

display
information

from a first

computer

system to a

user device,

wherein the See element 72, above.

first display
information

includes a

control

associated

with a

commercial

service;

accepting a See element 73, above.

first signal in

response to a

user input to
activate the

control;

initiating, in See element 78, above.

response to
the first

signal,
communicatio
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 n between the

user device

and a second

computer

system,

 
 

  

   
 
  
 

wherein the

second

computer

"system acts to
send second

display
information to

the user

device,

See element 79, above.

 
   

  

  
 
  wherein the See element 80, above.

second

display
information

includes a list

of at least one

commercial

service;

  
 
 

 
 

  

  
  
   wherein the Sée element 81, above.

second

computer

system further

acts to accept
a second

signal in

response to a

user input to
select a

commercial

service from

the list;

   

  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  

  
  
   

 

and to

complete a
commercial

transaction

relating to the

See element 82, above.
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selected

commercial

service;

 

 
   

 

associating an See element 74, above.
object identity
with ‘V

information

entries and

attributes,

 
  
 

   
 

wherein the

object identity

represents a
networked

object;

See element 75, above.

 

  
  
   

 

storing said
information

entries and

said attributes

‘ in a virtual

information

store; and

See element 76, above.

 

  
  

  
  

  
 

assigning a

unique
network

address to

said object

identity.

See element 77, above. 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

— Ginter discloses a “virtual distribution environment” (VDE) which is a

services-based, controls-based, objects-based, networks-based system

for completing multi-party commercial transactions including on-line
payments.

providing a commercial service over a digital network

16. A method

for providing
a commercial

service over a

digital

network, the
method

comprising:

 

 
 

 
 

 
  See element 70, above.  

- Ginter discloses at least seven categories of scenarios performing this
recited business method:  
  1. VDE Object Repositories: Any end user’s VDE device (eg,  
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Figs. 7-8) is provided with the abilityto select (e.g., Figs. 72B-

72D) between various available objects (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31),
which selection activates various controls and causes

communications with one or more VDE content repositories

(first computer system) which in turn may communicate with

other repositories and/or content or service providers (second

computer system) which in turn may communicate directly or

indirectly with the user device. (E.g., Figs. 78, 84 (Internet

Repository 3404) and 86/86A).

 
  
  
  

  
  
 
 

 Other VDE Multi-Party Transactions: Any VDE content user,

creator, or distributor engages in multi-faceted and at least two-

way and two-party transactions (e.g., Fig. 35) both when

creating multi-party VDE controls protecting content (e.g., Figs.

5, 30-31) and also requesting to “consume” VDE-protected , .

objects (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31, 41a-41d), as when registering for an

object (Fig. 43), or opening an object (Fig. 49), or reading an

object (Fig. 50), or accessing an object (Fig. 54)—al1 of which

activate multiple VDE-controlled controls and transactions such

as a “meter method,” “billing method,” and “budget method”

(e.g., Figs. 3, 41a-41d, 45-48). These transactions ofien involve

three or more separate parties (and their separate computing

systems), and communications over each of three or more legs

of a communication web (e.g., a user of content communicates

‘with two different sources of content, and those two sources

communicate with each other) as part of a transaction. (E.g.,

Figs. 41a-41d, 72B-72D, 77, 79, 87).

 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 VDE Display Unit: Where a user’s display device has its own

VDE protection, the remainder of the user’s available computing
resources qualify as the first computer system able to ‘send

display and other information to that user device, while any and

all other VDE nodes not operated by the user, such as any VDE

object repository or content provider or service provider qualify

as a second computer system. (E.g., Figs. 7, 8, 70, 72B-72D).

  
  

  4. VDE Docking Terminal: Where the user’s device docks with a

business (e.g., retailer’s or bank’s) terminal, that terminal

qualifies as the first computer system, while any and all other

VDE nodes not operated by the terminal’s operator, such as any

VDE object repository or content provider or service provider

contacted as part of a transaction involving the user, qualify as a

second computer system. (E.g., Figs. 7, 8, 71, 72B-72D).
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5. VDE Server With User Workstations: Ginter discloses

corporate workstations as user devices connected over a LAN or

other network to a VDE server (which qualifies as a first

computer system). “The VDE server could perform all secure

VDE processing, and release resulting content and other

information to the workstations on the network.” (222240-47).
In this scenario, any VDE objects repository or other VDE node

outside the corporation qualifies as a second computer system in

communication with the user devices (via the first computer

system). (222221-223:43; Fig. 8).

VDE Smart Objects: VDE smart objects permit multi-party
transactions involving a user device and at least two remote

VDE sites (computer systems) (E.g., Figs. 72B-72D, 74).

Interactive N-Party Applications: The interactive VDE-

controlled games, teleconferencing and bulletin board services

disclosed in Ginter provide multi-site interaction and thus

retrieves data from one or more other computer systems (both ~

control data over the VDE network and data unique to the’
controlled content but still managed by VDE). (E.g., 14:9-14

(“VDE may also be used, for example, for multi-site "real-time"

interaction such as teleconferencing, interactive games, or on-

line bulletin boards, where restrictions on, and/or auditing of, the
use of all or portions of communicated information is

enforced.”)).

using first Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

computing prohibit the user devicefrom being operated or owned by thefirst
resources business entity. Nor does itprohibit the user device beingpart of the
operated by a first computing resources. Thus, for example, the user may be thefirst
first business ‘ business entity and may operate computing resources that include the
entity to send user device.

first display

information to ELDJ

a user device,
See element 71, above.‘

Display Information Sent to User Device

See element 71, above.

first computing resources operated by a first business entity
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- Ginter’s first computing resources can be any appliance or computing

system, or combination of appliance and computing systems, operated

by any VDE participant, including any VDE content creator, VDE

content distributor, VDE content end user, or any VDE financial

services provider. The display information can be any VDE object,

instructions, user interface element. or other information described in

Ginter being communicated to VDE users.

  
   
  

 
 

 - For example, the first business entity can be whoever operates the

Boston database arrangement and/or other VDE repository that displays

to the user a catalog of objects including the objects available at the

New York and Dallas repositories in the New York and Dallas Web

Servers example quoted above at claim element no. 70 (“Fig. 78 VDE

Object Repository Description”). (280:43-281 :2).

 

   
  

  
 
 

 

 — For example, the first business entity might be repository 3302 in the

example of Ginter Fig. 78, which can present a user with a display such

as that of Fig. 72D with multiple controls leading to multiple remote
sources:

0 “An example of one possible repository arrangement 3300 is

shown in FIG. 78. In this example, a repository 3302 is

connected to a network 3304 that allows authors 3306A,

3306B, 3306C, and 3306D; a publisher 3308; and one or more
end users 3310 to communicate with the repository 3302 and

with each other. A second network 3312 allows the publisher

3308, authors 3306E and 33069 an editor 3314, and a librarian
3316 to communicate with each other and with a local

repository 3318. The publisher 3308 is also directly connected

to author 3306E. In this example, the authors 3306 and

publisher 3308 connect to the repository 3302 in order to

place their content into an environment in which end users

3310 will be able to gain access to a broad selection of

content from a common location.” (281 :23-36; see also

' (28721-7) (“what other clearinghouses may be used by the

end user in the course of interacting with content obtained

from the repository,. . .”

  
 
  
  
  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
 

“Other important "pop-up" user interface 686 functions include

dialogs which enable flexible browsing through libraries of

properties or objects available for licensing or purchase,

either from locally stored VDE protected objects and/or

from one or more various, remotely located content

providers. Such function may be provided either while the
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user's computer is connected to a remote distributor's or

clearinghouse's electronic appliance 600, or by activating an

electronic connection to a remote source after a choice (such

as a property, a resource location, or a class of objects or

resources is selected). A browsing interface can allow this

electronic connection to be made automatically upon a user

selection of an item, or the connection itself can be explicitly

activated by the user. See FIG. 72D for an example of such a

"browsing" dialog.” (236:60-237:6).

- More generally, the first business entity in Ginter can be any entity

operating a virtual content repository which may store some user-

requested objects locally but only have pointers to other remotely stored

objects:

0 “Some VDE managed content provided to end users 3310

through the repository may be stored in content storage. Other

information may be stored elsewhere, and be referenced

through the content references. In the case where content

references are used, the repository may manage the user

interactions in such a manner that all repository content,

whether stored in content storage or elsewhere (such as at

another site), is presented for selection by end users 3310 in

a uniform way, such as, for example, a consistent or the

same user interface. If an end user requests delivery of

content that is not stored in content storage, the VDE

repository may locate the actual storage site for the content

using information stored in content references (e.g. the

network address where the content may be located, a URL, a

filesystem reference, etc.) After the content is located, the

content may be transmitted across the network to the

repository or it may be delivered directly from where it is

stored to the requesting end user.” (285:57-286:13).

- The Ginter VDE repository (e.g., Fig. 78) itself is a commercial

service which could be CompuServe (279149) or other first or second

business entity which may charge a fee. (280225).

- The first business entity can be any of the repositories shown in Ginter

Figs. 86 and 86A. (See 312:49-314224).

— For example, the first business entity can be any business entity(ies)

with which a VDE user negotiates, using the communication of VDE

controls, with plural users’ selections of choices for terms for the
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 agreement (E.g., 19:16-57, 38:60-39:2, 247210-42). Ginter discloses

such negotiations involving electronic VDE communications between

multiple commercial parties, as shown, e.g., in Figs. 2, 2A, 77-87.

(253:22-31720).

 

  
 
 

 - For example, the first business entity can be any business entity(ies)

with whom user is communicating as part of a VDE-controlled “multi-

site ‘real-time’ interaction such as teleconferencing, interactive

games, or on‘-line bulletin boards, where restrictions on, and/or

auditing of, the use of all or portions of communicated information is
enforced.” .(l4:9-16).

 

   

  
 
 

 - For example, the first business entity can be any business entity(ies)

with which a “smart object” interacts on behalf of the end user. (E. g.,

273:57—64, Fig. 74).
 

  - In VDE docking station embodiments, the first business entity may be
the bank, retailer, or other business entity controlling the VDE terminal

with which the user’s VDE appliance docks, while the second business

entity may be any third-party financial service provider, or VDE

repository or clearinghouse, or VDE content creator or distributor which

the retailer/bank and/or user must interact in order to perform merchant,

banking, and on-line financial transactions, including two-way

communications, including menu-driven (231 :10-1 1) communications

with business organizations concerning a transaction, and may during
the same session communicate with a VDE administrator (232: 12-3 8) to

allow the transaction to proceed. (39:17-40:4, 226245-235:7; Fig. 71).

  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  
 - More specifically, the retailer’s auxiliary terminal (first computer

system) to which the user’s portable device docks, itself can

communicate on-line, in real time, with a commercial establishment

(second computer system) to authorize the transaction:

 

   

 
  
 

0 “In a retail establishment, the auxiliary terminal host 2608 might

take the form of a portable device presented to the user, for
example at the end of a meal. The user might place his portable

appliance 2600 into a smart card receptacle such as a PCMCIA

slot, and then enter whatever additional information that might

appropriately describe the transaction as well as satisfying

whatever electronic appliance 600 identification procedure(s)

required. The transaction, given the availability of sufficient

credit, would be approved, and transaction related information

would then be communicated back from the auxiliary terminal

directly into the portable appliance 2600. This would be‘a highly
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 convenient mode of credit usage and record management. The

portable device auxiliary terminal might be "on—line," that is

electronically communicating back to a commercial

establishment and/or third party information collection

point through the use of cellular, satellite, radio ‘frequency,

or other communications means. The auxiliary terminal might,

afier a check by a commercial party in response to receipt of

certain identification information at the collection point,

communicate back to the auxiliary terminal whether or not to

accept the portable appliance 2600 based on other information,

such as a bad credit record or a stolen portable appliance 2600.

Such a portable auxiliary terminal would also be very useful at
other commercial establishments, for example at gasoline
stations, rental car return areas, street and stadium vendors,

bars, and other commercial establishments where efficiency

would be optimized by allowing clerksand other personnel to

consummate transactions at points other than traditional cash

register locations.” (231:49-232:1 1). ‘

 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  
 
 

- The portable appliance may communicate with a VDE administrator

_ duringthesame session to get approval for the transaction. (232212-

38).

 

  
 - Where the VDE user’s device is a VDE display unit (e.g., Fig.’ 70, item

600(3)), then the first business entity can be whatever business entity

controls the user’s VDE central processing unit (e.g., Fig. 70, item

600(1)), and the second business entity can be any business entity

controlling any other VDE unit (e.g., of a content creator, distributor,

repository, clearinghouse, financial service provider, VDE

administrator, etc.) with which VDE user communications to perform a

transaction or obtain a commercial service. (See 38:6-19; see also

224246-62).

  
  
  
  
  
  

  - Similarly, where the user device is a corporate workstation (222240-

47), then the first computer system can be the VDE server connected to

that workstation over a network, and the second computer system can

be any other VDE unit (e.g., of a content creator, distributor, repository,

clearinghouse, financial service provider, VDE administrator, etc.) with

which VDE user communications (via the VDE server) to perform a

transaction or obtain a commercial service. (222121-223:43; Fig. 8).

 

   
  
  
  

  
  
 

 

wherein the

first display
infonnation

 
 

display information includes controls
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See element 72, above.

display information includes first and second controls

- Ginter’s first and second controls can be any VDE object, instructions,
user interface element or other information described in Ginter

communicated to VDE users, from which users can choose.

- Ginter discloses that a VDE repository may send plural controls

instructing a user’s device to display messages to the user:

0 “The clearinghouse may, in addition or alternatively, send an

administrative object to ‘the end user's electronic appliance"
600 that instructs the electronic appliance to display one or

more messages to the user. These messages may inform the

user about certain conditions and/or they may request additional
information from the user. For example, the message may

instruct the end user to contact the clearinghouse directly by

telephone or otherwise to resolve an indicated problem, enter a

PIN, or it may instruct the user to contact a new service

company to re-register the associated VDE object.

Alternatively, the message may tell the end user that she

needs to acquire new usage permissions for the object, and

may inform the user of cost, status and other associated

information.” (160:18-31).

- Ginter discloses plural controls being associated with each object or

set of content that a user may be desire to access. (E.g., Figs. 5A, 5B,

« 30-31; 6:41-54, 27:9-17, 54:22-55:13, 56:31-57:29, 81:10-85:32,

124:65-126:63).

- Most of the controls disclosed in Ginter are provided with other

alternative controls to be chosen and activated by users entering

requests via a user device in response to displayed information

communicated via VDE from elsewhere. For example, Ginter discloses

in connection with Figs. 72B-72D displaying various content and action

choices to a user, and the user’s selection of any of those choices
activates one or more “controls” associated with the user’s selection.

Examples of controls include transaction limits as shown in Figs. 72B,

72C, and any of the types of controls identified in Figs. 5A/5B (and/or_

at 54:22-55:13, 56:31-57:29, 81:10-85:32, 124265-126:63) can be

associated with any of the content objects shown in Fig. 72D. A user

selecting any object (e.g., any listed in Fig. 72D), begins a path of

execution of multiple controls, possibly involving multiple parties.
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- Each item of content identified in Fig. 72D, for example, is protected

by an object’s VDE controls protecting that content (see Figs. 5, 30-31).

When a user requests to use (“consume”) such VDE-protected objects,

that constitutes a request to register for the object (Fig. 43), or open it

(Fig. 49), or read it (Fig. 50), or access it (Fig. 54)——all of which

activate multiple VDE—controlled transactions such as executing a

“meter method,” “billing method,” and “budget method” (see Figs. 3,

45-48). These transactions often involve three or more separate parties

(and their separate computing systems) to the transaction, and ofien

involve communications over each of three legs of a communication

triangle (i.e., a user of content communicates with two different sources

of content, and those two sources also communicate) all as part of a

transaction. (See Figs. 41a-41d, 72B-72D, 77, 79, 87).

- Figs. 41 a-41d depict multiple methods (transactional applications) at

different VDE nodes communicating among each other via requests,

responses, replies, etc. to perform various transactions concerning the

distribution and consuming of content and tracking and payment

therefor. (168261-172:54).

- Ginter discloses myriad ways in which VDE sites may send menus of

selections or other such display information to a user device so that the

user can select or choose objects or controls.

- A user may select froma list of resource locations or classes, which
choice automatically connects the user to a remote source where the '

user is presented with browsing interface with choices of objects:

0 “Other important "pop—up" user interface 686 functions include

dialogs which enable flexible browsing through libraries of

properties or objects available for licensing or purchase,

either from locally stored VDE protected objects and/or from

one or more various, remotely located content providers.

Such function may be provided either while the user's

computer is connected to a remote distributor's or

clearinghouse's electronic appliance 600, or by activating an

electronic connection to a remote source after a choice (such
as a property, a resource location, or a class of objects or

resources is selected). A browsing interface can allow this

electronic connection to be made automatically upon a user

selection of an item, or the connection itself can be explicitly

activated ‘by the user. See FIG. 72D for an example of such a

"browsing" dialog.” (23_6:60—237:7, Fig. 72D).
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 - Various VDE methods invoked when a user seeks to consume VDE-

protected content send options to be displayed on the display of a user’s
electronic appliance, from which the user selects to control the desired

transaction. For example, REGISTER method displays “registration
options from method options”: '

 
 

  
0 “The steps shown in FIG. 43a may be, for example, performed

at a user VDE node in response to some action by or on behalf

of the user. For example the user may ask to access an object

that has not yet been (or is not now) properly registered to

her. At this stage, the REGISTER method 2400 may
allow the user to select Register options from the set of

method options allowed by PERC 808 accessed at block 2410

(block 2422). As one simple example, the PERC 808 may
permit the user to pay by VISA or MasterCard but not by

American Express; block 2422 may display a prompt asking

the user to select between paying using her VISA card and

paying using her MasterCard (block 2424). The REGISTER

method 2400 preferably validates the user selected registration

options and requires the user to select different options if the

initial user options were invalid (block 2426, "no" exit to

decision block 2428). Once the user has made all required
registration option selections and those selections have been

validated ("yes" exit to decision block 2428), the REGISTER

method 2400 may write an User Registration Table (URT)

corresponding to this object and this user which embodies the

user registration selections made by the user along with other

registration information required by PERC 808 and/or the

Register MDE (blocks 2430, 2432).” (175:8-12, 36-55, Fig.
43a).

  
  
  

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  
  

  
 

- In Ginter, the user is provided with user interface mechanisms to select

between multiple control objects, and user interface mechanisms to

select between multiple types of content. For example, a VDE

repository (e.g., Fig. 78) may be accessed over a network using a web

browserand the user may browse through a catalog of content choices
and select content, after which a separate content system 3302A

(281:39-44, Fig. 78) locates the content. (287:l6-67). E.g.:

 

   
  

  

 

  0 “In order to make use of the repository, the end user may operate

application software. In this example, the end user may either

make use of a standard application program (e.g. a World Wide

Web browser such as Mosaic), or they may make use of

application soflware provided by the repository afier completion
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 ofthe registration process. If the end user...” (287216-21). 
 - Further examples of display information including multiple controls

include:  
 
 0 “FIG. 72B shows an example of a "pop-up" user interface 686

dialog that is activated when an action by the user has been

"trapped," in this case to warn the user about the amount of

expense that will be incurred by the user's action, as well as to

alert the user about the object 300 which has been requested

and what that particular object will cost to use. In this
example, the interface dialog provides a button allowing the user

to request further detailed information about the object,

including full text descriptions, a list of associated files, and

perhaps a history of past usage of the object including any

residual rights to use the object or associated discounts. The
"Cancel" button 2660 in FIG. 72B cancels the user's trapped
request. "Cancel" is the default in this example for this dialog

and can be activated, for example, by the return and enter keys

on the user's keyboard 612, by a "mouse click" on that button,

by voice command, or other command mechanisms. The

"Approve button" 2662, which must be explicitly selected by a

mouse click or other command procedure, allows the user to

approve the expense and proceed. The "More options"

control 2664 expands the dialog to another level of detail

which provides further options, an example of which is

shown in FIG. 72C. FIG. 72C shows a secondary dialog that is

presented to the user by the "pop-up" user interface 686 when

the "More options" button 2664 in FIG._72B is selected by the .

user. As shown, this dialog includes numerous buttons for

obtaining further information and performing various tasks.

In this particular example, the user is permitted to set "limits"

such as, for example, the session dollar limit amount (field

2666), a total transaction dollar limit amount (field 2668), a time

limit (in minutes) (field 2670), and a "unit limit" (in number of

units such as paragraphs, pages, etc.) (field 2672). Once the

user has made her selections, she may "click on" the OKAY

button (2674) to confirm the limit selections and cause them

to take effect. Thus, pop-up user interface dialogues can be

provided to specify user preferences, such as setting limits on

' budgets and/or other aspects of object content usage during any
one session or over a certain duration of time or until a certain

point in time. Dialogs can also be provided for selecting object

related usage options such as selecting meters and budgets to be
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  used with one or more objects. Selection of options may be

applied to types (that is classes) of objects by associating the

instruction with one or more identifying parameters related

to the desired one or more types. User specified configuration
information can set default values to be used in various

situations, and can be used to limit the number or type of

occasions on which the user's use of an object is interrupted by a

"pop-up" interface 686 dialog. For example, the user might

specify that a user request for VDE protected content should be

automatically processed without interruption (resulting from an

exceptions action) if the requested processing of information

-will not cost more than $25.00 and if the total charge for the

entire current session (and/or day and/or week, etc.) is not

greater than $200.00 and if the total outstanding and unpaid

charge for use hasn't exceeded $2500.00.” (236:4-49).

   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 - The system may display notices that the user needs to replenish his

budget, and provide an “Acquire Budget” control button to do so:
 
 
  
 

0 “Pop-up user interface dialogs may also be used to notify the

user about significant conditions and events. For example,

interface 686 may be used to inform a user that a budget value is

low and needs replenishing,...” (236:49-56; see Fig. 72D

“Acquire Budget. . .” button).

   
  

  o “Some VDE managed content provided to end users 3310

through the repository may be stored incontent storage. Other

information may be stored elsewhere, and be referenced

through the content references. In the case where content

references are used, the repository may manage the user

interactions in such a manner that all repository content,

whether stored in content storage or elsewhere (such as at

another site), is presented for selection by end users 3310 in

a uniform way, such as, for example, a consistent or the

same user interface. If an end user requests delivery of

content that is not stored in content storage, the VDE

repository may locate the actual storage site for the content

using information stored in content references (e.g. the

network address where the content may be located, a URL, a

filesystem reference, etc.) Afier the content is located, the

content may be transmitted across the network to the

repository or it may be delivered directly from where it is

stored to the requesting end user.” (285257-286:13).
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 “Once an end user has connected to the VDE repository and

authentication has occurred, the user may begin manipulating
and directing their user interface softwareto browse

through a repository content catalog 3322 (e.g. lists of

publications, software, games, movies, etc.), use the search

mechanism to help locate content of interest, schedule content

for delivery, make inquiries of account status, availability of
usage analysis information, billing information, registration and

account profile information, etc. If a user is connecting to obtain

content, the usage requirements for that content may be

delivered to them. If the user is connecting to deliver usage
information to the repository, information related to that

transmission may be delivered to them. Some of these processes
are described in more detail below. In this example, when an

end user requests content from the VDE repository (e.g. by
selecting from a menu of available options), the content
system 3302A locates the content either in the content

references and/or in content storage. If the transaction is

authorized,.... When the container and any transactions related to

delivery have been completed, the container is transmitted

across the network to the end user.” (287:49-288:24).

  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

   
  

  
 
 

 

 “Application of content control information normally occurs
securely within one or more VDE secure sub-system PPEs 650.

This process may employ a VDE template that enables a user,
through easy to use GUI user interface tools, to specify VDE
content control information for certain or all embedded

content, and which may include menu driven, user selectable

and/or definable options, such as picking amongst
alternative control methods (e.g. between different forms of

metering) which may be represented by different icons picturing
(symbolizing) different control functions and apply such
functions to an increment of VDE secured content, such as an

embedded object listed on an object directory display.”
(296:16-28). A

 

  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  

   - Additional disclosures: user selects from different protection models
available on same installation (17:27, 18:43, 19:38); user menus (26:27-

45); selection of method types (e. g. functionality) and rights through

menu choices such as multiple choice, icon, selection, and/or prompting
for method parameter data (such as identification information, prices,
budget limits, dates) (e.g., 26:46-55, 154247-64); menu-driven terminals

(231 :10); user’s object authoring software presents menus of different

methods to include in the object (254:66—255:30), electronic negotiation
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and formation of agreements via plural users’ selections of choices for

terms. (19:16-57, 38:60-39:2, 247:10-42).

Sending Display Information (With Multiple Controls) From First

' Computing Resources to User Device 4

  

 - For each of the above seven scenario categories, Ginter discloses first

computing resources sending a user device display information with
multiple controls. '

 

  

 - VDE Object Repositories: Any end user’s VDE device (Figs. 7-8) is

provided with selections of objects (Figs. 5, 30-31) leading it to

communicate with one or more VDE content repositories (first
computer system) which in turn communicates with other repositories

and/or content or service providers (second computer system). (See

Figs. 72B-72D, .78, 84 (Internet Repository 3404) and 86/86A).

  
  
 o “The clearinghouse may, in addition or alternatively, send an

administrative object to the end user's electronic appliance

600 that instructs the electronic appliance to display one ‘or

more messages to the user. These messages may inform the

user about certain conditions and/or they may request additional

information from the user. For example, the message may

instruct the end user to contact the clearinghouse directly by

telephone or otherwise to resolve an indicated problem, enter a
PIN, or it may instruct the user to contact a new service

company to re-register the associated VDE object. Alternatively,

the message may tell the end user that she needs to acquire new

usage permissions for the object, and may inform the user of

cost, status and other associated information.” (160: 1 8-31).

 

   
  
  

  
  

  

  
  
  

  
 
 

 

 - In the following example, the user first is provided with a choice

between different sources of content, and then after that selection leads

to the selected remote source, that source provides the user with a

selection of objects to select:

 

  
  

 o “Other important "pop-up" user interface 686 functions include

dialogs which enable flexible browsing through libraries of

properties or objects available for licensing or purchase,

either from locally stored VDE protected objects and/or

from one or more various, remotely located content

providers. Such function may be provided either while the

user's computer is connected to a remote distributor's or

clearinghouse's electronic appliance 600, or by activating an
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electronic connection to a remote source after a choice (such

as a property, a resource location, or a class of objects or 4
resources is selected). A browsing interface can allow this

electronic connection to be made automatically upon a user

selection of an item, or the connection itself can be explicitly

activated by the user. See FIG. 72D for an example of such a

"browsing" dialog.” (236:60-237:6).

  
  

  

  
 - The VDE repository (which could be CompuServe (279:49) itself can

be a commercial service that may charge a fee." (280225). The

repository of Fig. 78 may be distributed, e.g., among repositories in

Dallas, New York, and Boston, and controlled by a distributed database.

(280234-281 :22). E.gL, the user/author registration system 3320 (which

sends the author a request to register (281 :59-282:2), user templates

(282:32) and authoring sofiware (283:3) and one "or more component
assemblies for user to select (283:30) for registering author’s content

with the repository.

  
 
  
  
   
  

  
 

- The VDE object repository may be the network server for a Local

Area Network. (See, e.g., 223:4-25; Fig. 8). 
 
  
 o “In order to provide a manageable user interface to the content

available to VDE repository end users 3310 and to provide
administrative information used in the determination of control

information packaged in VDE content containers shipped to end

users 3310, the repository in this example includes a content

catalog 3322. In addition, the catalog may also indicate the

forms of electronic agreement and/or agreement VDE

template applications (offering optional, selectable control

structures and/or one or more opportunities to provide

- related parameter data) that are available to end users 3310

through the repository for given pieces of content in deciding,

for example, options and/or requirements for: what type(s) of

information is recorded during such content's use, the charge for

certain content usage activities, differences in charges based on

whether or not certain usage information is recorded and/or

made available to the repository and/or content provider, the

redistribution 11' ghts associated with such content, the reporting

frequency for audit transmissions, the forms of credit and/or

currency that may be used to pay certain fees associated with use

of such content, discounts related to certain volumes of usage,

discounts available due to the presence of rights associated with

other content from the same and/or different content providers,

sales, etc. Furthermore, a VDE repository content catalog
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 3322 may indicate some or all of the component assemblies

that are required in order to make use of content such that

the end user's system and the repository can exchange '

messages to help ensure that any necessary VDE component

assemblies or other VDE control information is identified,

and if necessary and authorized, are delivered along with

such content to the end user (rather than, for example, being

requested later after their absence has been detected during a

registration and/or use attempt)” (286:14—52).

 

  
  
  

  
  

  
 o “In this example, if an end user does not have a relationship

established with a financial provider (who has authorized the

content providers whose content may be obtained through use of

the repository to make use of their currency and/or credit to pay

for any usage fees associated with such provider's content)

and/or if an end user desires a new source of such credit, the

end user may request credit from the repository

clearinghouse system 3302B. If an end user is approved for
credit, the repository may extend credit in the form of credit

amounts (e.g. recorded in one or more UDEs) associated with a

budget method managed by the repository. In this example,

the clearinghouse of the repository supports a billing system

with a paper system for resolving amounts owed through the

mail, a credit card system for resolving amounts owed

through charges to one or more. credit cards, and an

electronic funds transfer system for resolving such amounts

through direct debits to a bank account.” (288:43-67). '

  
 
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

  
 - Ginter Figs. 86 and 86A shows content creator 102 communicating

content and controls for VDE transactions with (1) corporate content

repository 702 inside of corporation 700 (see 313:57-314:24), (2) users

112a, 112b, and 112c outside of that corporation (see 312122-52) (and

possibly requiring them to deal with other parties to complete a

transaction (see 312:49-52), (3) commercial content repository 200g

(312:53-313:15), and (4) users 112d, 112e, and 112fvia commercial

content repository 200g. Corporation 700 has two repositories, and user

112g gets permissions at repository 704 and content at repository 702.
(314: 10-24).

  
 
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 

- Other VDE Multi-Party Transactions: Any VDE content user, creator,

or distributor engages in multi—faceted and at least two-way and two-

party transactions (e.g., Fig. 35) both when creating multi-party VDE

controls protecting content (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31) and also requesting to

“consume” VDE—protected objects (e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31, 41a—41d), as
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when registering for an object (Fig. 43), or opening an object (Fig. 49),

or reading an object (Fig. 50), or accessing an object (Fig. 54)—all of
which activate multiple VDE-controlled controls and transactions such

as a “meter method,” “billing method,” and “budget method” (e.g., Figs.
3, 41a-41d, 45-48). These transactions often involve three or more

separate parties (and their separate computing systems), and

communications over each of three or more legs of a communication

web (e.g., a user of content communicates with two different sources of

content, and those two sources communicate with each other) as part of

a transaction. (E.g., Figs. 41a—41d, 77, 79, 87, 72B-72D). E.g., VDE

administrator provides VDE services from independent financial

clearinghouse 116a. (25427-31).

  
  
  

  
  
  

  
  
 - VDE Display Unit: Where a user’s display device has its own VDE

protection, the remainder of the user’s available computing resources

qualify as the first computer system able to send display and other

information to that user device, while any and all other VDE nodes not

operated by the user, such as any VDE repository or content provider or

service provider qualify as second computer system. (See Figs. 7, 8, 70,
72B-72D).

 
  

  
  

  
 - VDE Server With User Workstations: Ginter discloses corporate

workstations as user devices connected over a LAN or other network to

a VDE server (which qualifies as a first computer system). In this

scenario, any VDE objects repository or other VDE node outside the

corporation qualifies as a second computer system in communication

with the user devices (via the first computer system). E.g.:

  
  

  o “Networking SPUS 500 and/or VDE Electronic Appliances 600

In the context of many computers interconnected by a local

or wide area network, it would be possible for one or a few

of them to be VDE electronic appliances 600. For example, a

VDE-capable server might include one or more SPUs 500. This

centralized VDE server could provide all VDE services

required within the network or it can share VDE service

with VDE server nodes; that is, it can perform a few, some,

or most VDE service activities. For example, a user's non-VDE

computer could issue a request over the network for VDE-

protected content. In response to the request, the VDE server

could comply by accessing the appropriate VDE object 300,

releasing the requested content and delivering the content over

the network 672 to the requesting user. Such an arrangement

would allow VDE capabilities to be easily integrated into

existing networks without requiring modification or replacement
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‘another over a network 672 or other communications path.

"networked electronic appliance 600 users could access the

all or a portion of the requested object 300 in response to the

' the network 672, eliminate redundant copies of the same
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 of the various computers and other devices connected to the
networks. ‘
 
 

 
 

 

For example, a VDE server having one or more protected -

processing environments 650 could communicate over a

network with workstations that do not have a protected

processing environment. The VDE server could perform all

secure VDE processing, and release resulting content and

other information to the workstations on thenetwork. This
arrangement would require no hardware or software
modification to the workstations. '

 
 

  
 

  
  As discussed above in connection with FIG. 8, multiple VDE

electronic appliances 600 may communicate with one

  
 Such networking of VDE electronic appliances 600 can provide

advantages. Advantages include, for example, the possibility of

centralizing VDE resources, storing and/or archiving metering

information on a server VDE and delivering information and

services efficiently across the network 672 to multiple electronic

appliances 600.

 

   

   

  For example, in a local area network topology, a "VDE

server" electronic appliance 600 could store VDE-protected
information and make it available to one or more

additional electronic appliances 600 or computers that may
communicate with the server over network 672. As one

example, an object repository 728 storing VDE objects could

be maintained at the centralized server, and each of many

  
  

  

  
 centralized object repository over the network 672 as needed.

When a user needs to access a particular VDE object 300, her

electronic appliance 600 could issue a request over network 672

to obtain a copy of the object. The "VDE server" could deliver

 
  

  
  
 request. Providing such a centralized object ‘repository 728

would have the advantage of minimizing mass storage

requirements local to each electronic appliance 600 connected to

 

   
  
 information, ease information management burdens, provide

additional physical and/or other security for particularly

important VDE processes and/or information occurring at the

server, where providing such security at VDE nodes may be

commercially impractical for certain business models, etc.
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It may also be desirable to centralize secure database 610 in

a local area network topology. For example, in the context of a

local area network, a secure database 610 server could be

provided at a centralized location. Each of several electronic

appliances 600 connected to a local area network 672 could

issue requests for secure database 610 records over the

network, and receive those records via the network. The

records could be provided over the network in encrypted form.

"Keys" needed to decrypt the records could be_shared by

transmitting them across the network in secure communication

exchanges. Centralizing secure database 610 in a network 672

has potential advantages of minimizing or eliminating secondary

storage and/or other memory requirements for each of the

networked electronic appliances 600, avoiding redundant

information storage, allowing centralized backup services to be

provided, easing information management burdens, etc.”
(222221-223:43; Fig. 8).

- VDE Docking Terminal: Where the user’s device docks with a

retailer’s or bank’s terminal, that terminal qualifies as the first computer

system, while any and all other VDE nodes not operated by the

terminal’s operator, such as any VDE repository or content provider or

service provider qualify as second computer system. (See Figs. 7, 8, 71,

72B-72D). E.g., Ginter discloses use of portable electronic appliances,

either as a standalone user device or to be connected to a separate host

system device, such as a computer or television or video arcade game:

o “Portable Electronic Appliance: Electronic appliance 600

provided by the present invention may be portable. FIG. 71

shows one example of a portable electronic appliance 2600.

Portable appliance 2600 may include a portable housing 2602

- that may be about the size of a credit card in one example.

Housing 2602 may connect to the outside world through, for

example, an electrical connector 2604 having one or more

electrical contact pins (not shown). Connector 2604 may

electrically connect an external bus interface 2606 internal to

housing 2602'to a mating connector 2604a of a host system

2608. External bus interface 2606 may, for example, comprise a

PCMCIA (or other standard) bus interface to allow portable

appliance 2600 to interface with and communicate over a bus

2607 of host system 2608. Host 2608 may, for example, be

almost any device imaginable, such as a computer, a pay

telephone, another VDE electronic appliance 600, a television,
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an arcade video game, or a washing machine, to name a~few

examples.” (226:46-63; see generally 226:44-235:7 (describing

myriad uses for VDE portable appliances and their host

appliances)).

- For example, the user device may be a portable transaction card (e. g.,

smart card) or portable appliance (with display (Fig. 71)) that docks

with an electronic appliance, such as a retail establishment’s or bank’s

(228:45) terminal with a docking station (first computer system) or '
host’s portable device (231 :49-51), which in turn has an on-line

connection to a financial clearinghouse and/or merchant and/or

government organization (second computer system), to perform

merchant, banking, and on-line financial transactions, including two-

way communications, including menu-driven (231110-11) _

communications with business organizations concerning a transaction, A

and may during the same session communicate with a VDE

administrator (232: 12-38) to allow the transaction to proceed. (39:17-
40:4, 226:45-235:7; Fig. 71).

- These portable user devices may have their own “display devices.”

(Fig. 71; 228:10). Portable electronic appliance’s “Display 2618 may

be used to display information from SPU 500, CPU 2616 and/or host
2608.” (228:20—2l).

— In one example, the user’s portable electronic appliance temporarily

docks with a retail establishment’s VDE appliance for purposes of

conducting a two-way retail transaction via communication with either

the retailer’s app:

“In one embodiment, the portable appliance 2600 could

support secure (in this instance encrypted and/or authenticated)

two-way communications with a retail terminal which may

contain a VDE electronic appliance 600 or communicate

with a retailer's or third party provider's VDE electronic

appliance 600. During such a secure two-way communication

between, for example, each participant's secure VDE subsystem,

portable appliance 2600 _VDE secure subsystem may provide ‘

authentication and appropriate credit or debit card information to

the retail terminal VDE secure subsystem. During the same or

different communication session, the terminal could similarly,

securely communicate back to the portable appliance 2600 VDE

secure subsystem details as to the retail transaction (for example,

what was purchased and price, the retail establishment's digital

signature, the retail terminal's identifier, tax related information,
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 etc.).” (23 0222-3 9).

The host terminal may be menu driven, allowing the user to select the
type of transaction desired:

 

 
 

o “Retail, clearinghouse, or other commercial organizations may

maintain and use by securely communicating to appliance 2600

one or more of generic classifications of transaction types (for
example, as specified by government taxation rules) that can be

used to automate the parsing of information into records and/or

for database information "roll-ups" for; and/or in portable
appliance 2600 or one or more associated VDE nodes. In such

instances, host 2608 may comprise an auxiliary terminal, for

example, or it could comprise or be incorporated directly within
a commercial establishments cash registers or other retail

transactions devices. The auxiliary terminal could be menu

and/or icon driven, and allow very easy user selection of

categorization. It could also provide templates, based on

transaction type, that could guide the user through specifying

usefiil or required transaction specific information (for example,

purpose for a business dinner and/or who attended the dinner).

For example, a user might select a business icon, then select

from travel, sales, meals, administration, or purchasing icons for
example, and then might enter in very specific information

and/or a key word, or other code that might cause the

downloading of a transaction's detail into the portable appliance

2600. This information might also be stored by the commercial

establishment, and might also be communicated to the

appropriate government and/or business organizations for

validation of the reported transactions ....” (230266-23 1 :24).

   
  
  

  

   

   
 

   

  
   

 

  
  
  

  
 - The retailer’s auxiliary terminal (first computer system) to which the

user’s portable device docks, itself can communicate on-line, in real

time, with a commercial establishment (second computer system) to

authorize the transaction. (See, e.g., 231:49-232211, 232:12-38).

  
 
  
 
 

 

 - VDE Smart Objects: VDE smart objects permit multi-party
transactions involving a user device and at least two remote VDE sites

(computer systems) (Fig. 74, 72B—72D). Ginter discloses the use of

“smart objects” to locate and retrieve data from remote databases. (See,

e.g., 37:3-17, 237:8-24; see Figs. 73-74). E.g.:

  
  

 o “Research can be automatically managed using VDE. Smart
objects can be, used to securely search out, pay for if necessary,  
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 and retrieve information from VDE enabled information

resources on the information highway. Examples of such

resources might include LEXIS, Westlaw, and other related

legal databases. Once the information is retrieved, it may be

securely embedded in the VDE content client container.”

(273:57-64).

 

   
  
  

 - nteractive N-Party Applications: The interactive VDE-controlled

games, teleconferencing and bulletin boards disclosed in Ginter

provides multi-site interaction and thus retrieves data (both control data

over the VDE network and data unique to the controlled content but still _

managed by VDE) from one or more other computer systems. (E.g.,

14:9-14 (“VDE may also be used, for example, formulti-site "real-time"

interaction such as teleconferencing, interactive games, or on-line

bulletin boards, where restrictions on, and/or auditing of, the use of all
or portions of communicated information is enforced.”)).

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
 
 

  

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedgs This claim does not

require that the user input be to the user device. For example, the user

device may be a VDE display unit and the user might use some other

input unit such as a keyboard or computer mouse to activate the

control. There is no requirement that thefirst control and second

control be independent in any way. For example, the two controls may

be contained in the same object. Also, there is no requirement that the

user input activating thefirst control not also activate the second
control.

accepting a

first signal in

’ response to a

user input to
activate the

first control;

 
 

   
  
  

See element 73, above.

 
 

 

 
  
 
 
 

 

 

— Ginter discloses a wide range of commercial services performed in

response to a request of a user via activation of a control associated with
that commercial service. '

first

performing, in

response to

 

 
 
 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

the first

signal, a first - Every control mentioned in Ginter is associated with a commercial
commercial service and every commercial service is controlled by various controls.

service VDE itself is a commercial service, providing transaction management,

associated control, security, auditing, and other related services. Many VDE

wjth'the first controls are also associated with some third-party commercial service as

well, such as the providers or distributors or clearinghouses of VDE-

protected content, including independent financial services providers.

(See Figs. 1-2, 77-87).

control,

 

 

 
 

 - Ginter discloses methods and systems for providing myriad

commercial services over one or more digital networks forming a 
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Virtual Distribution Environment (VDE). VDE is services-based (e.g.,
73:46), objects-based, and controls-based. Ginter has more than 600

references to the word “service” (or variants) and identifies hundreds of

different types of services, including services provided by VDE and

services initiated externally to VDE. They include an unlimited range

of on-line services such as Compuserve (e.g., 243:25, 279:47), legal

research services such as LEXIS (272:50, 273:61), commercial database

services, information delivery services, information clearinghouse

services, credit-card, billing, and other financial services (including

VISA, Mastercard and American Express services (229:8-13), audit

services, certification services, CAD/CAM services, service-locator and

information-locator services, sofiware description list services, store-

and-forward services, home banking services, advertising services,

video production services, testing services, smart agent execution

services, electronic negotiation services, VDE—control services

including “services-based” VDE functions (e.g., 59:18, 70:65, 73:46,

87:6), and VDE system and infrastructure services, including network,

channel, communication, database, backup, security, clearinghouse,

object repository, and name services, etc. (E.g., 6:32, 25:43, 26:14,

27:16, 37:26, 40:64, 43:1, 44:60,.51:47, 52:48, 59:18, 70:65, 73:46,

87:6, 88:29-45, 91:27, 91:44, 94:7, 100:38, 115:65-116248, 123:7-15,

126:8, 129:8,132:41, 223:41, 229:7—13, 232:50, 239:38, 240255, 241:4,

249:55, 252:39-60, 257:13-21, 264:43-45, 279260, 280:3, 280:23,

314:44).

 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
 

  
 

See element 72, above.
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedzs This claim does not

prohibit the user devicefrom being operated or owned by thefirst

business entity. Nor does it prohibit thefirst performing to be

accomplished under control ofbusiness entities in addition to thefirst

business entity.

wherein the

first

performing is

accomplished
under the

control of the

first business

entity 1

interacting
with the user

device;

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 

 - Each VDE content creator, distributor, repository, clearinghouse, and

financial service provider provides a commercial service (e.g., making

content or credit available pursuant to VDE-specified and/or VDE-

negotiated VDE controls at VDE-enforced prices). Ginter discloses that

such commercial services may be performed under control of the

business entity (e.g., the entity operating the VDE repository) that sent
the control to the user. Ginter discloses that such commercial services

may be performed under control of any of a wide range of such first

business entities. Indeed, this is the core purpose of Ginter, to allow

VDE participants to control the performance of VDE services, using

VDE controls, and it applies to each of the seven user scenarios
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identified above. (See generally 1:47-47:62).

- Fig. 77 shows VDE User One communicating with both Client

Administrator and Financial Clearinghouse, and Client Administrator

communicating with Financial Clearinghouse. (See 253:24-31; see also

Fig. 2). E.g.: '

0 “In this FIG. 2 example, information relating to content use is,

as shown by arrow 114, reported to a financial clearinghouse

116. Based on this "reporting," the financial clearinghouse 116

may generate abill and send it to the content user 112 over a

"reports and payments" network 118. Arrow 120 shows the

content user 112 providing payments for content usage to the

financial clearinghouse 116. Based on the reports and

payments it receives, the financial clearinghouse 116 may

provide reports and/or payments to the distributor 106. The

distributor 106 may, as shown by arrow 122, provide reports

and/or payments to the content creator 102. The

clearinghouse 116 may provide reports and payments

directly to the creator 102. Reporting and/or payments may be

done differently. For example, clearinghouse 116 may directly

, or through an agent, provide reports and/or payments to each of

VDE content creators 102, and rights distributor 106, as well as

reports to content user 112.

The distributor 106 and the content creator 102 may be the same

person, or they may be different people. For example, a musical

performing group may act as both content creator 102 and

distributor 106 by creating and distributing its own musical

recordings. As another example, a publishing house may act as

a_ distributor 106 to distribute rights to use works created by an

author content creator 102. Content creators 102 may use a

distributor 106 to efficiently manage the financial end of content
distribution.

The "financial clearinghouse" 116 shown in FIG. 2 may also be

a "VDE administrator." Financial clearinghouse 116 in its VDE
administrator role sends "administrative" information to the

VDE participants. This administrative information helps to keep

the virtual distribution environment 100 operating properly. The

"VDE administrator" and financial clearinghouse roles may

be performed by different people or companies, and there

can be more than one of each.” (53:54-54:21).
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- For example, Ginter discloses presenting the user with choices

between different sources of content, and then after that selection leads

to the selected remote source, ‘that source provides the user with a_
selection of objects to select. The user, of course, is free to choose, as

recited in ‘506 claim 16, a control associated with a first business entity

and then sometime later chose a control associated with a second

business entity. (See, e.g., 236:60-237:6).

- For example, either the entity controlling the New York repository or

the entity controlling the Dallas repository qualifies as the second

business entity, each of which interacts with the user device by sending

it the user—requested information, in the New York and Dallas Web

Servers example quoted above at claim element no. 70 (“Fig. 78 VDE

Object Repository Description”). (280:43-281 :2).

- More generally, Ginter discloses that objects only virtually stored at a

repository may be sent from the actual remote source directly to the user

device, or alternatively sent to the repository. (See, e.g., 285257-

286:13). _ -

- For example, any business entity operating any of the VDE Object

Repositories shown in Fig. 78'qualifies as this claim’s second business

entity. (See, e.g., 281 :23-36, 287:1-7).

- Figs. 79-87 illustrate the wide range of business entities that may be‘
controlling a single user transaction. (See generally 299:56-317:20).-

- For example, in Fig. 79, User B may perform a commercial service
associated with Creator A under control of whichever business entities

User B chooses from the options noted in Fig. 79. (298:33-303:40).

- In connection with its Fig. 79, Ginter discloses multiple VDE users be

presented with two more choices of controls to select in order to access
content from the same or different creators. And most of these choices

involve multi-party transactions, both preceding the user’s choosing

particular controls and as a result of the user choosing to access or use

the content under particular controls. More specifically, several of the

business entities ((see shows User B communicating with Creator B,

Distributor C and Distributor B, and Distributor C communicating with
Creator B and Distributor B. User D and User E and User/Distributor A

and Distributor B also communicate with multiple providers of objects

whom communicate with each other. (298233-309:33). » E.g.:

- User B has six different controls fromwwhich to choose in order to

access and use content from Creator B. (see 305124-41, 308153-
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309233). These choices between controls are also choices between

which business entities to include in a multi-party VDE transaction.

And, several of these business entities have themselves transacted with '

each other, e.g., to create the controls, and will be part of the transaction

chosen by the User B, such as Distributor A and Creator B (303:65-

304:42), and Distributor C and Creator B, and Distributor B and

Distributor C, and Distributor A and User/Distributor A (via

User/Distributor B).- (302232-303:3).

- User/Distributor A can choose between Distributor A and Creator B,

to access content provided by Creator B (304166-3 05:23) (“In this

example, user/distributor A may have a choice between paying a

"rental" fee through a chain of handling passing through distributor A,

and a fee based on the quantity of decryption through a chain of

handling direct to creator B.”) If User/Distributor A chooses to activate

the control provided by Distributor'A, then User/Distributor A will

collect usage information, and send that to Distributor A, who in turn

will send payments to Creator B, all using VDE, thereby forming a

multi-party transaction. (303165-304:39).

- User D can choose between Client Administrator or User/Distributor

C. (306:65-307:16).

— Distributor B can choose between Distributor C and Creator C.

(306:5-26, Fig. 79).

- For example, in Fig.) 80, User B may perform a commercial service

associated with Creator A (e.g., access Creator A’s content for a

monthly fee) under the control of Creator A, and under control of

Distributor A, and under control of User/Distributor A, and under

control of User/Distributor B. (299256-303:3).

- For example, the second business entity can be the corporation 700 in

Ginter Figs. 86 and 86A, or whatever business entity(ies) operates the
other VDE-appliances shown in Fig. 86/86A outsideof corporation 700.

(See 312:49-314:24). » ‘

— Fig. 87 shows client users interacting with clearinghouse 116 (first

business entity) and (via the client’s administrator 700) with content

redistributor 106a (second business entity), and that the clearinghouse
and content redistributor communicate with each other as well.

(314:26-44).

- For example, the second business entity can be VISA or MasterCard

or any other “independent financial providers” referenced by Ginter for
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 “authorizing payments for use ofproducts or services and auditing
usage.” (25427-15; see also 52:4-6, 264:37-48). A user activating a

control for use of controlled content may automatically cause a payment
transaction with such a financial provider. (301 :44-60)

 
 

  - For example, the second business entity can be any business entity(ies)

with which a VDE user negotiates, using the communication of VDE

controls, with plural users’ selections of choices for terms for the

agreement. (E.g., 19:16-57, 38:60-39:2, 247110-42). Ginter discloses

such negotiations involving electronic VDE communications between

multiple commercial parties, as shown, e.g., in Figs. 2, 2A, 77-87.

(253:22-317220).

  
  

  
 - For example, the second business entity can be any business entity(ies)

with whom user is communicating as part of a VDE-controlled “multi-

site ‘real-time’ interaction such as teleconferencing, interactive
games, or on-line bulletin boards, where restrictions on, and/or

auditing of, the use of all or portions of communicated information is

enforced.” (14:9—16).

 

   

  
  

 
 

— For example, the second business entity can be any business entity(ies)

with which a “smart object” interacts on behalf of the end user. (E. g.,
273257-64, Fig. 74).

 

  - In a VDE docking station embodiments, the first business entity may

be the bank, retailer, or other business entity controlling the VDE

terminal with which the user’s VDE appliance docks, while the second

business entity may be any third—party financial service provider, or
VDE repository or clearinghouse, or VDE content creator or distributor

which the retailer/bank and/or user must interact in order to perform

merchant, banking, and on-line financial transactions, including two-
way communications, including menu-driven (231110-1 1)

communications with business organizations concerning a transaction,

and may during the same session communicate with a VDE

administrator (232:12-3 8) to allow the transaction to proceed. (39:17-

40:4, 226245-235:7; Fig. 71). More specifically, the retailer’s auxiliary

terminal (first computer system) to which the user’s portable device

~ docks, itself can communicate on-line, in real time, with a commercial

establishment (second computer system) to authorize the transaction.

(See, e.g., 231:49-232111, 232:12-38).

 

   
  

  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

- Where the VDE user’s device is a VDE display unit (e.g., Fig. 70, item

600(3)), then the first business entity can be whatever business entity

controls the user’s VDE central processing unit (e.g., Fig. 70, item
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 600(1)), and the second business entity can be any business entity

controlling any other VDE unit (e.g., of a content creator, distributor,

repository, clearinghouse, financial service provider, VDE

administrator, etc.) with which VDE user communications to perform a

transaction or obtain a commercial service. (See 38:6-19;" see also

224:46-62).

 

   
  
  

 
 

 

 — Similarly, where the user device is a corporate workstation (222240-
47), then the first computer system can be the VDE server connected to

that workstation over a network, and the second computer system can

be any other VDE unit (e.g., of a content creator, distributor, repository,

clearinghouse, financial service provider, VDE administrator, etc.) with

which VDE user communications (via the VDE server) to perform a

transaction or obtain a commercial service. (222121-223:43; Fig. 8).

  
 
  
 

  
 
 

 
 

 

 accepting a Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedgs This claim does not

second signal require that the second signal be sent or accepted near in time to the

in response to first signal. Thus, a user given two options might choose one on

a user input to Monday, and a second on Wednesday, and meet this claim. Also, this
activate the claim does not require that the user input be to the user device. For

second example, the user device may be a VDE display unit and the user might

control; use some other input unit such as a keyboard or computer mouse to
activate the control.

 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
  
 

 
 

 

 - See elements 123 and 128, above. Ginter discloses that an end user

appliance is capable of responding to user inputs to activate objects and

send requests or information in response to such activation.
 

 
   second Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

performing, in require that the secondperforming be done near in time to the first

response to performing.
the second

signal, a
second

commercial
service

associated

with the

second

control,

   
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

- See elements 124, 126, and 128 above. As explained there, Ginter

discloses a wide range of commercial services performed in response to

a request of a user via activation of a control associated with that

commercial service. Each can be performed by a secondbusiness
entity. 

 

  
 
 

 - Each VDE content creator, distributor, repository, clearinghouse, and

financial service provider provides a commercial service (e.g., making

content or credit available pursuant to VDE—specif1ed and/or VDE-

negotiated VDE controls at VDE-enforced prices). And, each

commercial service is associated with VDE controls controlling users’

use of those services. Indeed, this is the core purpose of Ginter, to
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second

computing
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interacting
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allow VDE participants to control the performance of VDE services,

using VDE controls, and it applies to each of the seven user scenarios

identified above. (See generally 1:47-47:62).

Claim Construction Note.(Broadly Construedl: This claim does not
prohibit the user devicefrom being operated or owned by the second
business entity. Nor does it prohibit thefirst computing resources being

used as part ofthis secondperforming. Nor does it prohibit the second

business entityfrom interacting with the user device via thefirst

business entity. Nor does it prohibit the second performing to be

accomplished under control ofbusiness entities in addition to the

second business entity.

See elements 88, 89, 124, 126 and 128, above.

- Each VDE content creator, distributor, repository, clearinghouse, and

financial service provider provides a commercial service (e.g., making

content or credit available pursuant to VDE-specified and/or VDE-

negotiated VDE controls at VDE-enforced prices). Ginter discloses that

such commercial services may be performed under control of any of a

wide range of second business entities. E.g.:

0 “In this FIG. 2 example, information relating to content use is,

as shown by arrow 114, reported to a financial clearinghouse
1 16. Based on this "reporting," the financial clearinghouse 116

may generate a bill and send it to the content user 112 over a

"reports and payments" network 118. Arrow 120 shows the

content user 112 providing payments for content usage to the

financial clearinghouse 116. Based on the reports and

payments it receives, the financial clearinghouse 116 may

provide reports and/or payments to the distributor 106. The

distributor 106 may, as shown by arrow 122, provide reports

and/or payments to the content creator 102. The I

clearinghouse 116 may provide reports and payments

directly to the creator 102. Reporting and/or payments may be

done differently. For example, clearinghouse 116 may directly

or through an agent, provide reports and/or payments to each of

VDE content creators 102, and rights distributor 106, as well as

reports to content user 112.

The distributor 106 and the content creator 102 may be the same

person, or they may be different people. For example, a musical

performing group may act as both content creator 102 and

distributor 106 by creating and distributing its own musical
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 recordings. As another example, a publishing house may act as

a distributor 106 to distribute rights to use works created by an
author content creator 102. Content creators 102 may use a
distributor 106 to efficiently manage the financial end of content
distribution. '

  

  
 

 
 

 The "financial clearinghouse" 116 shown in FIG. 2 may also be
a "VDE administrator." Financial clearinghouse 116 in its VDE
administrator role sends "administrative" information to the ‘

VDE participants. This administrative information helps to keep
the virtual distribution environment 100 operating properly. The
"VDE administrator" and financial clearinghouse roles may
be performed by different people or companies, and there

can be more than one of each.” (53:54-54:21).

   
  
  
  

  
 
 

 

 - For example, Ginter discloses presenting the user with choices
between different sources of content, and then after that selection leads

to the selected remote source, that source provides the user with a
selection of objects to select. The user, of course, is free to choose, as

recited in ‘506 claim 16, a control associated with a first businessentity
and then sometime later chose a control associated with a second

business entity. (See, e.g., 236260-237:6).

 

   
  

  - For example, either the entity controlling the New York repository or
the entity controlling the Dallas repository qualifies as the second

business entity, each of which interacts with the user device by sending
it the user-requested information, in the New York and Dallas Web

Servers example quoted above at claim element no. 70 (“Fig. 78 VDE
Object Repository Description”). (280:43—281 :2).

  

  
  

 
 

 

  
- More generally, Ginter discloses that objects only virtually stored at a
repository may be sent from the actual remote. source directly to the user

device, or alternatively sent to the repository. (See, e. g., 285:57-
286:13). ‘ -

 

  
- For example, any business entity operating any of the VDE Object
Repositories shown in Fig. 78 qualifies as this claim’s second business

entity. (See, e.g., 281 :23-36, 287:1-7).  
 
 

 - Fig. 87 shows client users interacting with clearinghouse 116 (first
business entity) and (via the client’s administrator 700) with content

redistributor 106a (second business entity), and that the clearinghouse
and content redistributor communicate with each other as well.
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 (314:26-44);

 
 

- In connection with its Fig. 79, Ginter discloses multiple VDE users be

presented with two more choices of controls to select in order to access
content from the same or different creators. And most of these choices

involve multi-party transactions, both preceding the user’s choosing

particular controls and as a result of the user choosing to access or use

the content under particular controls. More specifically, several of the

business entities ((see shows User B communicating with Creator B,

Distributor C and Distributor B, and Distributor C communicating with
Creator B and Distributor B. User D and User-E and User/Distributor A

and Distributor B also communicate with multiple providers of objects

whom communicate with each other. (298:33-309233).

 
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 
  
 

- User B has six different controls from which to choose in order to

access and use content from Creator B. (see 305:24-41, 308153-
309:33). These choices between controls are also choices between

which business entities to include in a multi-party VDE transaction.
And, several of these business entities have themselves transacted with

each other, e.g., to create the controls, and will be part of the transaction
chosen by the User B, such as Distributor A and Creator B (303165-

304:42), and Distributor C and Creator B, and Distributor B and

Distributor C, and Distributor A and User/Distributor A (via

User/Distributor B). (302332-303:3).

 

  
  

  
  

  

  
 

- User/Distributor A can choose between Distributor A and Creator B,

to access content provided by Creator B (3 04:66-305:23) (“In this

example, user/distributor A may have a choice between paying a

"rental" fee through a chain of handling passing through distributor A,

and a fee based on the quantity of decryption through a chain of

handling direct to creator B.”) If User/Distributor A chooses to activate

the control provided by Distributor A, then User/Distributor A will

collect usage information, and send that to Distributor A, who in turn

will send payments to Creator B, all using VDE, thereby forming a

multi—party transaction. (303 :65-304:39).

 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

- User D can choose between Client Administrator or User/Distributor
C. (306:65-307:16).  
 

 
 - Fig. 77 shows VDE User One communicating with both Client

Administrator and Financial Clearinghouse, and Client Administrator

communicating with Financial Clearinghouse. (See 253:24-31).
 

  

 - For example, the second business entity can be the corporation 700 in 
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Ginter Figs. 86 and 86A, or whatever business entity(ies) operates the

other VDE appliances shown in Fig. 86/86A outside of corporation 700.

(See 312:49-314:24).

- For example, the second business entity can be VISA or MasterCard

or any other “independent financial providers” referenced by Ginter for

“authorizing payments for use of products or services and auditing

usage.” (254:7-15; see also 52:4-6, 264237-4.8). A user activating a

control for use of controlled content may automatically cause a payment

transaction with such a financial provider. (301 :44—60)

- For example, the second business entity can be any business entity(ies)

with which a VDE user negotiates, using the communication of VDE

controls, with plural users’ selections of choices for terms for the

agreement. (E.g., 19:16-57, 38:60-39:2, 247210-42). Ginter discloses

such negotiations involving electronic VDE communications between

multiple commercial parties, as shown, e.g., in Figs. 2, 2A, 77-87.

(253:22-317220). ‘

- For example, the second business entity can be any business entity(ies)

with whom user is communicating as part of a VDE-controlled “multi-

site ‘real-time’ interaction such as teleconferencing, interactive

games, or on-line bulletin boards, where restrictions on, and/or

auditing of, the use of all or portions of communicated information is

enforced.” (1429-16).

- For example, the second business entity can be any business entity(ies)
with which a “smart object” interacts on behalf of the end user. (E.g.,

273:57-64, Fig. 74).

- In a VDE docking station embodiments, the first business entity may

be the bank, retailer, or other business entity controlling the VDE
terminal with which the user’s VDE appliance docks, while the second

business entity may be any third-party financial service provider, or

VDE repository or clearinghouse, or VDE content creator or distributor

which the retailer/bank and/or user must interact in order to perform

merchant, banking, and on-line financial transactions, including two-

way communications, including menu-driven (231 :10-1 1)

communications with business organizations concerning a transaction,

and may during the same session communicate with a VDE

administrator (232: 12-3 8) to allow the transaction to proceed. (39:17-

40:4, 226:45-235:7; Fig. 71). More specifically, the.retailer’s auxiliary

terminal (first computer system) to which the user’s portable device

docks, itself can communicate on-line, in real time, with a commercial
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establishment (second computer system) to authorize the transaction.

(See, e.g., 23‘1:49—232:1l,232:12-38). 

  - Where the VDE user’s device is a VDE display unit (e.g., Fig. 70, item
600(3)), then the first business entity can be whatever business entity

controls the user’s VDE central processing unit (e.g., Fig. 70, item
600(1)), and the second business entity can be any business entity

controlling any other VDE unit (e.g., of a content creator, distributor,

repository, clearinghouse, financial service provider, VDE

administrator, etc:) with which VDE user communications to perform a
transaction or obtain a commercial service. (See 38:6-19; see also

224:46-62).

 

   
  
  

   
  

 
 

 

 - Similarly, where the user device is’ a corporate workstation (222:40—
47), then the first computer system can be the VDE server connected to

that workstation over a network, and the second computer system can

be any other VDE unit (e.g., of a content creator, distributor, repository,
clearinghouse, financial service provider, VDE administrator, etc.) with

which VDE user communications (via the VDE server) to perform a

transaction or obtain a commercial service. (222221-223:43; Fig. 8).

 

   
  
  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

associating an

object identity
with

information

entries and

attributes,

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedzs This and thefollowing
three claim elements are not tied to any other claim element in this
claim. V

 

  See element 74, above.

 
   

 

wherein the

object identity

represents a
networked

object;

See element 75, above.

 

  
  
 

 

 
 

 storing said
information

entries and

said attributes

in a virtual

information

store; and

See element 76, above.

 
 

  
  

  
 
 assigning a

unique

See element 77, above.
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Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedz.‘ This claim does not

prohibit this exchange ofinformation being a part ofthefirst

performing or secondperforming step. Nor does itprohibit the user
device beingpart ofone oftheibusiness entities. This claim does not

require that the exchanging ofinformation between thefirst and second

business entities be a direct exchange; i. e., it may be indirect using one

or more intermediaries. Nor does it require that the exchange be a two-
way exchange.

See element 13 7, below.

- Ginter discloses that users can perform VDE—managed transactions
involving user communications with two business entities, and

communications between those two entities, in order to complete a
transaction. ’

- For example, Ginter discloses transactions that are multi-party, multi-
site VDE-controlled transactions such as:

0 “teleconferencing, interactive games, or on-line bulletin

boards, where restrictions on, and/or auditing ofi the use of all

or portions of communicated information is enforced.” (14:9-
16).

- For example, Ginter discloses three-way communications among a

user, a repository, and a financial services provider. E.g.:

0 “SPU 500 may also perform secure data management processes

including governing usage of, auditing of, and where

appropriate, payment for VDE objects 300 (through the use of

prepayments, credits, real-time electronic debits from bank

accounts and/or VDE node currency token deposit accounts).”

(61 :30-36).

- For example, Ginter discloses presenting the user with choices

between d_ifferent sources of content, and then afier that selection leads

to the selected remote source, that source provides the user with a
selection of objects to select._ The user, of course, is free to choose, as

recited in ‘506 claim 16, a control associated with a first business entity
and then sometime later chose a control associated with a second
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business entity:

“Other important "pop-up" user interface 686 functions include

dialogs which enable flexible browsing through libraries of

' properties or objects available for licensing or purchase,

either from locally stored VDE protected objects and/or

from one or more various, remotely located content

providers. Such function may be provided either while the

user's computer is connected to a remote distributor's or

clearinghouse's electronic appliance 600, or by activating an

electronic connection to a remote source after a choice (such

as a property, a resource location, or a class of objects or

resources is selected). A browsing interface can allow this

electronic connection to be made automatically upon a user

selection of an item, or the connection itself can be explicitly

activated by the user. See FIG. 72D for an example of such a

"browsing" dialog.” (236:60-237:6).

- Ginter discloses that some of the user-selected content may be stored

locally (236263) e.g., in VDE storage device 600(2) (Fig. 70), operated

by the user’s own business entity, while other user-selected content may

be stored at a VDE repository or other second business entity’s VDE

node. (236264-65). In this situation, the second business entity

necessarily communicates information to the first (user’s) business

entity when interacting with the user’s device.

- Ginter discloses for example that a user may receive user-requested

information directly from New York or Dallas Web Servers (second

business entities) or those entities may relay the information to the

Boston database (first business entity) which in turn interacts with the

user. (280:43-281:2). '

— More generally, Ginter discloses that objects only virtually stored at a

repository may be sent from the actual remote source directly to the user

device, or alternatively sent to the repository and then sent to the user.

(285:57-286:l3). '

- For example, any ofbusiness entities operating any of the VDE Object

Repositories shown in Fig. 78 may relay information to a user and/or to
another repository who transmits it to a user. E.g.:

0 “An example of one possible repository arrangement 3300 is

shown in FIG. 78. In this example, a repository 3302 is

connected to a network 3304 that allows authors 3306A,
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3??

3306B, 3306C, and 3306D; a publisher 3308; and one or more

end users 3310 to communicate with the repository 3302 and

with each other. A second network 3312 allows the publisher

3308, authors 3306E and 33069 an editor 3314, and a librarian

3316 to communicate with each other and with a local

repository 3318. The publisher 3308 is also directly connected

I to author 3306E. In this example, the authors 3306 and

publisher 3308 connect to the repository 3302 in order to

place their content into anenvironment in which end users

3310 will be able to gain access to a broad selection of

content from a common location.” (281 :23-36; see also 287:1-

7 (“what other clearinghouses may be used by the end user

in the course of interacting with content obtained from the

repository,. . .”)).

- For example, the independent financial service provider may

communicate with the VDE repository (25417-15; see also 52:4-6,

264237-48) or a user activating a control for use of controlled content

may automatically cause a payment transaction with such a financial

provider. (301 :44-60).

- In Ginter’s disclosed VDE agreement negotiation scenarios, the

multiple parties communicate their respective controls among each

other, such that different business entities exchange information to

permit a user to complete such a negotiation transaction. (E.g., 19:16-

57, 38:60-39:2, 247210-42; see, e.g., Figs. 2, 2A, 77-87 (253:22-

317:20)). '

- For example, the different business entities contacted by a “smart

object” on behalf of the end user communicate information (e.g., the

smart object itself) between them. (E.g., 273257-64, Fig. 74).

- In a VDE docking station embodiments, the first business entity may

be the bank, retailer, or other business entity controlling the VDE

terminal with which the user’s VDE appliance docks, while the second

business entity may be any third—party financial service provider, or

VDE repository or clearinghouse, or VDE content creator or distributor

with which the retailer/bank and/or user must interact in order to_

perform merchant, banking, and on-line financial transactions, including

two-way communications, including menu-driven (231 :10-1 1)

communications with business organizations concerning a transaction,

and may during the same session communicate with a VDE

administrator (232:12-3 8) to allow the transaction to proceed. (39:17-
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40:4, 226:45-235:7; Fig. 71).

- More specifically, the_retailer’s auxiliary terminal_(first computer

system) to which the user’s portable device docks, itself can
communicate on-line, in real time, with a commercial establishment

(second computer system) to authorize the transaction. E.g._:

“In a retail establishment, the auxiliary terminal host 2608 might

take the form of a portable device presented to the user, for

example at the end of a meal. The user might place his portable

appliance 2600 into a smart card receptacle such as a PCMCIA

slot, and then enter whatever additional information that might

appropriately describe the transaction as well as satisfying *

whatever electronic appliance 600 identification procedure(s)

required. The transaction, given the availability of sufficient

credit, would be approved, and transaction related information

would then be communicated back from the auxiliary terminal

directly into the portable appliance 2600. This would be a highly
convenient mode of credit usage and record management. The

portable device auxiliary terminal might be "on-line," that is

electronically communicating back to a commercial

establishment and/or third party information collection

point through the use of cellular, satellite, radio frequency,

or other communications means. The auxiliary terminal might,

after a check by a commercial party in response to receipt of -

certain identification information at the collection point,

communicate back to the auxiliary terminal whether or not to

accept the portable appliance 2600 based on other information,

such as a bad credit record or a stolen portable appliance 2600.

Such a portable auxiliary terminal would also be very usefirl at

other commercial establishments, for example at gasoline

stations, rental car return areas, street and stadium vendors,

bars, and other commercial.establishments where efficiency

would be optimized by allowing clerks and other personnel to 0
consummate transactions at points other than traditional cash

register locations.” (231 :49-232:1 1).

- The portable appliance may communicate with a VDE administrator

during the same, session to get approval for the transaction. (232212-

38).

- Where the VDE user’s device is a VDE display unit (e.g., Fig. 70, item
600(3)), then the first business entity can be whatever business entity

controls the user’s VDE central processing unit (e.g., Fig. 70, item
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600(1)), and the second business entitycan be any business entity
controlling any other VDE unit (e.g., of a content creator, distributor,

repository, clearinghouse, financial service provider, VDE 1

administrator, etc.) with which VDE user communications to perform a

transaction or obtain a commercial service. (See 38:6-19; see also

224:46-62).

- Similarly, where the user device is a corporate workstation (222:40-

47), then the first computer system can be the VDE server connected to

that workstation over a network, and the second computer system can

be any other VDE unit (e.g., of a content creator, distributor, repository,

clearinghouse, financial service provider, VDE administrator, etc.) with

which VDE user communications (via the VDE server) to perform a

transaction or obtain a commercial service. (222:21-223343; Fig. 8).

18. The

method of

claim 16,
wherein a

three-way
transaction is

achieved

between the

first

computing

resources, the
second

computing
resources and-

the user

device.

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not
prohibit this transaction consisting ofthefirst performing step and/or

secondperforming step. Nor does it prohibit the user device beingpart

ofthefirst computer resources and/or the second computing resources.

This claim does not require that the transaction be achieved directly

between the recited resources and device; i. e., it may be indirect using

one or more intermediaries. Nor does it require a two-way exchange

between thefirst computing resources and second computing resources.

Three-Way Transactions

- Each VDE content creator, distributor, repository, clearinghouse, and

financial service provider provides a commercial service (e.g., making

content or credit available pursuant to VDE-specified and/or VDE-

negotiated VDE controls at VDE-enforced prices). Ginter discloses

using VDE to engage in a wide range of three-way and n-way

transactions among these VDE commercial service providers, including

the transaction of using VDE to negotiate and form VDE-enforced

electronic agreements among three or more parties.) (E.g., 2:56-61,

6:28-34, 8:17-21, 9:37-40, 16:13-20, 19:9-15, 45:23-57, 157:28-36,

248:3 8-40, 249:46-49, 279:18-21, 292265-293:1 8). E.g.:

‘O “VDE agreements may define the electronic commerce

relationship of two or more parties of a value chain, but such

agreements may, at times, not directly obligate or otherwise

directly involve other VDE value chain participants. For

example, an electronic agreement between a content creator and

a distributor may establish both the price to the distributor for a

creator's content (such as for a property distributed in a VDE
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  container object) and the number of copies of this object that this

distributor may distribute to end—users over a given period of
time. In a second agreement, a value chain end-user may be
involved in a three party agreement in which the end-user

agrees to certain requirements for using the distributed product
such as accepting distributor charges for content use and

agreeing to observe the copyright rights of the creator. A third
agreement might exist between the distributor and a financial

clearinghouse that allows the distributor to employ the
clearinghouse's credit for payment for the product if the end-user

has a separate (fourth) agreement directly with the clearinghouse
extending credit to the end-user. A fifth, evolving agreement
may develop between all value chain participants as content

control information passes along its chain of handling. This
evolving agreement can establish the rights of all parties to
content usage information, including, for example, the nature of

information to be received by each party and the pathway of
handling of content usage information and related procedures. A
sixth agreement in this example, may involve all parties to
the agreement and establishes certain general assumptions,
such as security techniques and degree of trustedness (for
example, commercial integrity of the system may require each
VDE installation secure subsystem to electronically warrant that
their VDE node meets certain interoperability requirements). In
the above example, these six agreements could comprise
agreements of an extended agreement for this commercial value

chain instance.” (45:23-57).

 

   
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

 
 

 
 “the use of VDE, electronic commerce can function in the same

way as traditional commerce--that is commercial relationships
regarding products and services can be shaped through the
negotiation of one or more agreements between a variety of
parties.” (2:56_-61).

 

   
  

0 “VDE allows electronic arrangements to be created involving
two or more parties. These agreements can themselves

comprise a collection of agreements between participants in a
Commercial value chain and/or a data security chain model for

handling, auditing, reporting, and payment.” (8117-21).

  
  
 
 

 

 “VDE also securely supports the payment of money owed
(including money owed for content and/or appliance usage) by

one or more parties to one or more other parties, in the form
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 of electronic credit and/or currency.” (9:37-40). 
 “VDE can be configured to meet the diverse requirements of

a network of interrelated participants that may include
content creators, content distributors, client administrators,

end users, and/or clearinghouses and/or other content usage

information users. These parties may constitute a network of

participants involved in simple to complex electronic content

dissemination, usage control, usage reporting, and/or usage

' payment.” (16:13-20).

  
  
  
 

  
 

 
 “These capabilities may constitute one or more "proposed"

electronic agreements (and/or agreement functions available for

selection and/or use with parameter data) that manage the use

and/or the consequences of use of such content and which can

enact the terms and conditions of agreements involving

multiple parties and their various rights and obligations.”

(1929-15).

 

   
  

   
 
 

 

 “VDE is a secure system for regulating electronic conduct and

commerce. Regulation is ensured by control information put in

place by one or more parties. These parties may include content

providers, electronic hardware manufacturers, financial service

providers, or electronic "infrastructure" companies such as cable

or telecommunications companies.” (6:28-34).

 

   
  

  
 
 

 

 “user might be given the choice of a variety of meter/billing

methods, such as: payment by VISA or MasterCard; choosing

between billing based upon the quantity of material retrieved
from an information database, based on the time of use, and/or

both. The user might be offered a discount on time and/or

quantity billing if he is willing to allow certain details

concerning his retrieval of ‘content to be provided to third

parties (e.g., for demographic purposes)” (157:28-36).

 

   
  
  

 
 
 

“FIG. 76A shows a single negotiation process 3172 that takes

any number of PERCs 808 (e.g., supplied by different

parties) as inputs to the negotiation.” (248:38-40).

  
  
 0 “In "trusted negotiator" negotiations, all parties provide their

demands and preferences to a "trusted" negotiator and

agree to be bound by her decision. This is similar to binding

arbitration in today's society.” (249146-49).
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“supporting a public repository into which other parties can

deposit their products for redistribution to customers

(normally by making electronic copies for distribution to a-

customer in response to a request).” (279:l8-21).

  
 

 
 
 

 
 “The VDE content control architecture allows content control

information (such as control information for governing content

usage) to be shaped to conform to VDE control information

requirements ofmultiple parties. Formulating such multiple

party content control information normally involves securely

deriving control information from control information securely

contributed by parties who play a role in a content handling and

control model (e.g. content creator(s), provider(s), user(s),

clearinghouse(s), etc.). Multiple party control information

may be necessary in order to combine multiple pieces of

independently managed VDE content into a single VDE

container object (particularly if such independently managed

content pieces have differing, for example conflicting, content

control information). Such secure combination of VDE managed

pieces of content will frequently require VDE's ability to

securely derive content control information which

accommodates the control information requirements, including

any combinatorial rules, of the respective VDE managed pieces

of content and reflects an acceptable agreement between such

plural control information sets.” (292:65-293218).

   
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 

 

- Any VDE content user, creator, or distributor engages in multi—faceted

and at least two-way and two-party transactions (e.g., Fig. 35) both

when creating multi-party VDE controls protecting content (e. g., Figs.

5, 30-31) and also requesting to “consume” VDE—protected objects

(e.g., Figs. 5, 30-31), as when registering for -an object (Fig. 43), or

opening an object (Fig. 49), or reading an object (Fig. 50), or accessing

an object (Fig. 54)-—all of which activate multiple VDE-controlled

controls and transactions such as a “meter method,” “billing method,”

and “budget method” (e.g., Figs. 3, 45-48). These transactions often

involve three or more separate parties (and their separate computing

systems), and communications over each of three or more legs of a

communication web (e.g., a user of content communicates with two

different sources of content, and those two sources communicate with

each other) as part of a transaction. (E.g., Figs. 4la-4ld, 72B-72D, 77,

79, 87).

 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
- Figs. 4la-4ld depict multiple methods (transactional applications) at
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 different VDE nodes communicating among each other via requests,

responses, replies, etc. to perform various transactions concerning the

distribution and consuming of content and tracking and payment

therefor. (168:61-172:54). Ginter discloses that each of the multiple

parties may communicate with each of the others, directly or via an

intermediary. E.g.:

 

   

  
  0 “FIG. 41c shows the extension the control mechanism described

in FIGS. 41 a-41b to three nodes (600A, 600B, 600C). Each

request-response pair operates in the manner as described for

FIG. 41b, with several pairs linked together to form a chain of

control and handling between several VDE nodes 600A, 600B, V

600C. This mechanism may be used to extend the chain of .
handling and control to an arbitrary number of VDE nodes using

any configuration of nodes. For example, VDE node 600C might
communicate directly to VDE node 600A and communicate ‘
directly to VDE 600B, which in turn communicates with VDE

' node 600A. Altemately, VDE node 600C might communicate

directly with VDE node 600A, VDE node 600A may

communicate with VDE node 600B, and VDE node 600B may

communicate with VDE node 600C.” (169:57-170:4).

  
  
 

  
  
  

  
  

  
  
 
 

- VDE smart objects permit multi-party transactions involving a user

device and at least two remote VDE sites (computer systems) (E.g.,
Figs. 72B-72D, 74).

 

  - The interactive VDE-controlled games, teleconferencing and bulletin

board services disclosed in Ginter provide multi-site interaction and

thus retrieves data from one or more other computer systems (both

control data over the VDE network and data unique to the controlled

content but still managed by VDE). E.g.:

 

  
  
  

 
 

 

 - “VDE may also be used, for example, for multi-site "real-time"

interaction such as teleconferencing, interactive games, or on-line

bulletin boards, where restrictions on, and/or auditing of, the use of all

or portions of communicated information is enforced.” (1429-14).  
 
 

See also element 78, above (under “Other VDE Multi-Party

Transactions”).  

 
 

 
 

 

19. The

method of

claim 16,
wherein a

See elements 88, 89, and 13 7, above.
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 V... ,\‘_ , .... .

1. A method

for providing
a service over

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Popp discloses a method for providing a service over a digital
network:

 

 
 

 
 

 

a digital

network, the “Method and apparatus for managing internet transactions”

method _ 1
comprising: (P°PPv Tm“)

  “An object-oriented approach provides the ability to develop and

manage Internet transactions. Local applications can be

accessed using any workstation connected to the Internet

regardless of the workstation's configuration. Some or all of a

Web page can be generated dynamically using input received

in a returned page,‘ generated at runtime, or retrieved from

an external data source (e.g., database or electronic mail
system). When the Web page definition is rendered, the

information contained in template(s), declaration file(s), and

object(s) are used to generate standard definitions. State

information is maintained across transactions. Using state

information, virtual applications, sessions, transactions, and pages
can be implemented. Self-contained modules, or components,

provide the ability to share implementations and create multi-

content documents. Event objects can be used to assist in event

handling management.”

   
  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
   
  

  (Id., Abstract)

“This invention relates to the development and management of
transactions on the Internet.”

 

 (Id., Col. 1, lines 7-8) 
 -“An Internet client accesses a computer on the network via an

Internet provider. An Internet provider is an organization that

provides a client (e. g., an individual or other organization) with

access to the Internet (via analog telephone line or Integrated

Services Digital Network line, for example)?’ '

 

  
 
 

 

 

 
 

(Id.', Col. 1, lines 11-16)

 
 
 

Claim Construction Note Broadl Construed .' This claim does not

prohibit the user devicefrom beingpart ofthefirst computer system.

This claim does not require that the display information be sent directly‘

 sending first

display
information

 

' Emphases added throughout.

APPENDIX C — Page 1
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from a first from thefirst computer system to the user device; i. e., it may be sent

computer indirectly via some other system or device. The claim does not require

system to a that the “display information” be displayed by the user device.2
user device,

POPP:

Popp discloses sending first display information from a first

computer system to a user device.

“FIG. 3B provides Web pages that are generated using

application 320 and displayed at a client workstation such as
clients 302-308.”

(Popp, Col. 9, lines 10-12)

“Referring to FIG. 3B, the Automobile Shopper application

provides an example of the use of dynamic pages.”

(Id., Col. 9, lines 27-28)

Welconie

Models Price160411; 10191:,

IiV:\Vh\$V usossussw

-- , , §H'.a.¥.se£‘§- 2

(Id., Fig. 3B)

141 Claim Construction Note Broadl Construed : The claim does not

2 Where appropriate, Requester has included in this Appendix notes on claim construction that
Requester believes are consistent with the broadest reasonable interpretation standard afforded

claims during reexamination. The cited prior art either anticipates or renders obvious each claim

(see specific SNQs in Section IV of the Request), even if the claims are read more narrowly than

Requester has proposed. Requester does not admit that any interpretations of any of the claims

or constructions of claim terms that may be set forth herein would also be proper in the

Litigations or in other court proceedings that do not apply the “broadest reasonable

interpretation” standard applied during reexamination. See MPEP § 2258.I.G.
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first display require that the control itselfbe displayed. The control may be
information associated with more than one commercial service. The “commercial

includes a service ” recited in this claim element need not be a commercial service

control listed in a later step (element 149) ofthis claim.
associated

with 'a POPP:

commercial Popp discloses that the first display information includes a control
service; associated with a commercial service.

 “‘Welcome’ page 332 provides input areas that allow the

shopper to identify model, price and type of the car(s) in

which the shopper has some interest.”
 
  

 (Popp, Col. 9, lines 29-31) 
 
 Welconie

 
I ‘ ‘ J ‘ ‘ ' J a — a o If

 n uusswsuns

  
. . . . o . . . p . . . . . no

5 DisRla.¥.ser§-E-ao»4

 
 
 

 

(Id., Fig. 3B)

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

require that the user input be to the user device.

 
  

 

 

 
 

 
 

accepting a

first signal in

response to a

user input to
activate the

control;

 
 

  
 

POPP:

Popp discloses accepting a first signal in response to a user input to
activate the control. 
 
 

 

 
 

“After specifying the characteristics, the shopper submits the

page. In response, the shopper expects a page that displays those

cars that meet the criteria specified by the shopper in "Welcome"

page 332. The response page is based on the particular input
provided by the shopper.

 
  

  

  HTTP Server .314 receives the "Welcome" page. The
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"Welcome" page contains a URL that specifies Automobile

Shoppers application 320. HTTP Server 314 forks a CGI

interface program 322 (e.g., CGIMessenger). CGI program ‘322

identifies the application specified in the URL. CGI program 322

passes the shopper's input contained in the "Welcome" page to the

application 320 running on application server 316 via corporate
network 312.

 

   
  

  
 

 
 

 

 Application 320 receives the user-specified characteristics.

Custom logic associated with Welcome page 332 can be used to

determine the next page to be sent to the shopper.”
 

  (Popp, Col. 9, lines 31-47) 
 
 
 
 Welcome

Models Price ‘ Typeylfilllj  4»a.sa.v¢

 

. . o ¢ 4;

(Id., Fig. 3B) ’

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

require any relationship between any ofits “associating, ” “storing” and

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

associating an

object identity

 
 

 

with “assigning” steps, on the one hand, and the remaining steps in the claim,
information on the other hand.

entries and
attributes, POPP:  

Popp discloses associating object identities (e.g., app_name, with or

without rcv_form or send_form) with information entries and

attributes (e.g., “user-specified characteristics,” objects associated

with a web page.)

 
  
  
  

 “Further, HTTP server 206 can initiate a program identified in the

URL. In the preferred embodiment, the URL specifies

CGIMessenger 210 to service the client request. CGIMessenger

210 uses the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) protocol, for
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example. CGIMessenger 210 can execute on the HTTP server

206 or another server connected to HTTP server 206, for

example. The following provides an example of a URL:
 

  http://www.next.con1/cgi_bin/cgimessenger/app_name/rcv_form/
send_form ‘  
 
 

 -The above example is for illustration only. Any URL format can be

used with the present invention. The URL in the above example has

multiple parts. The first part, "httpz" specifies the protocol to be used.
Other examples ofprotocol include "fipz", "gopher:" and "wais". The
next specifies the Internet domain name of the server. In this
case, the Internet domain name of the HTTP server is

"www.next.com". The next part, "/cgi__bin/cgi__messenger" specifies
the path and filename of the desired resource. The resource can be a

file, form, or program, for example. In this case, the resource is a

common gateway interface program that is used to route requests to

applications. The application that processes the client request is

specified in the URL with the "app_name" specification. The

names of the receiving form (e.g., the form containing the client

request) and the sending form (e.g., a reply to the client request)
can be included in the URL.”

 

   
  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
 

  
 (Popp, Col. 6, line 52 — Col. 7, line 12)

“The application name identifies the application that services the

client request. If an application is specified, CGIMessenger 210

transmits the client request and corresponding information

transmitted from HTTP Server 206 to application 214. Application

214 can execute on the same or different server as CGIMessenger 210
and/or HTTP Server 206, for example.

  
 
   
  

  
 
 

 

(Id., Col. 7, lines 24-35)

 “Application 320 receives the user-specified characteristics.

Custom logic associated with Welcome page 332 can be used to

determine the next page to be sent to the shopper. 
  
 

Objects associated with the next page are initiated. Custom logic

associated with the next page is executed to build a select statement

, to retrieve data from an external data source (e.g., database server '
318). To fetch the data from the external data source, the application

builds a qualifier object, for example. A data source object acts as an

interface to the database. A data source object has fetch, insert,
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 update, and delete operational capabilities.” 
 (Popp., Col. 9, lines 45-55) 
 
 

“Preferably, the objects in an object tree are instantiated based on pre-
defined object classes. Object classes are defined to manipulate and
generate HTML elements in an HTML document. The name of the

object class can mirror the names of the corresponding HTML
element to provide an easy association between the two.”

 
  

  
(Popp, Col. 12, lines 1-6)

 
ROSE:

Rose teaches a system for uniquely naming objects, and having these
uniquely named objects associated with identifying characteristics
having specific values (information entries and attributes).

 

 
  
 

  
 

“Each type of ‘object (termed an object type) has a name, a syntax,
and an encoding. The name is represented uniquely as an
OBJECT IDENTIFIER. An OBJECT IDENTIFIER is an

administratively assigned name. The administrative policies used
for assigning names are discussed later in this memo.” _

 

  
 (Rose, Pg. 4)

  “The syntax for an object type defines the abstract data

structure corresponding to that object type. For example, the
structure of a given object type might be an INTEGER or OCTET

STRING. Although in general, we should permit any ASN.1
construct to be available for use in defining the syntax of an
object type, this memo purposely restricts the ASN.1 constructs

which may be used. These restrictions are made solely for the
sake of simplicity.”

  
  
  
  
 (Id. ) 

  “The encoding of an object type is simply how instances of that
object type are represented using the object's type syntax.”
 

 (141) 

  Rose’s object type itself has various attributes, which themselves
each have values (information entries). Some examples of these are
the “access” and “status” attributes that form part of the object type.
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 The attribute, “Access,” for example may have values of “read-only,
read-write, write-only, or not accessible.” These values, when

entered as an attribute for a given object, constitute “information
entries.”  
 “An object type definition consists of five fields: 
  

 
OBJECT:

 A textual name, termed the OBJECT DESCRIPTOR, for the

object type, along with its corresponding OBJECT IDENTIFIER.
 

  
 

Syntax:

The abstract syntax for the object type. This must resolve to
an instance of the ASN.1 type ObjectSyntax (defined below).  
 Definition: 

 
 

 

 A textual description of the semantics of the object type.

Implementations should ensure that their instance of the object
fi1lfills this definition since this MIB is intended for use in multi-

vendor enviromnents. As such it is vital that objects have
consistent meaning across all machines.

  
  
 

 

Access:

One of read-only, read-write, write-only, or not-accessible.

 

 
Status:

 
 

One of mandatory, optional, or obsolete.”

 
 
 

(14,, Pg. 10)

“An object type is a definition of a kind of managed object; it is
declarative in nature. In contrast, an object instance is an _

instantiation of an object type which has been bound to a value.”  
 (Id., Pgs. 10-11) 

  
 

MCCLOGHRIE 1213:

McCloghrie 1213 discloses means for associating an object identity 

APPENDIX C — Page 7
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with information entries and attributes. In the specification below,

an object identifier unambiguously identifies a resource that is also

associated with additional information entries and attributes (e.g., a
particular integer value represents the uptime of a particular
computer system).

aye0bjectID OBJECT—TYPE
SYNEAX OBJECT IDENTIFIER

RECESS read-only
5?ATUS mandatory

HESCRIPTIGN ‘
“The vendor's authoritative identification of the
natwoxk management subsystem contained in the
entity; This value is allocated within the S3:
enterprises sebtroo £1.3.6.1.4.1l and provides an
‘easy and unambiguous means for determining ‘what
kind oi bow‘ is being managed. Pot example, if
vendor ‘ilintstans. Inc.’ was assigned the
entree 1.3.6.1.4.1.4242, it couéd assign the
identiiie; 1.3.5.L.4.1-4Z€2-1.I to its ‘Fred
Routet'.‘ ’

::= { eyetan 2 }

(McCloghrie 1213, Pg. 14, 1] 6)

aysUpTime OBJECT—TYPE
SYNTAX TimeTickB

ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"The time (in hundredthe of a second) since the
network management portion of the system was last
re-initialized‘?

::= { ayatem 3 }

(Id.)

syscontact OBJECT—TYPE

SYNTAX Dieplaystring (SIZE (0..2SS))
ACCESS read—write

STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"The textual identification of the contact person
for this managed node, together with information
on how to contact this person.“

::= { system 4 }

APPENDIX C —— Page 8
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wherein the POPP: ,

object identity Popp discloses object identities that represent networked objects:
represents a

networked “Further, an internal application is able to access an external

object; data source to store the application's data. State information can

be retained to allow the internal application to allow the

application to maintain open sessions with multiple users capable

of processing multiple transactions in any order.”

(Popp, Col. 8, lines 26-31)

“Control objects are associated with definitional elements to
facilitate the flow of information to and from external data

sources.”

(Id., Col. 8, lines 53-55)

“HTTP Server 314 receives the "Welcome" page. The

"Welcome" page contains a URL that specifies Automobile

Shoppers application 320. HTTP Server 314 forks a CGI

interface program 322 (e. g., CGIMessenger). CGI program 322

identifies the application specified in the URL. CGI program

322 passes the shopper's input contained in the "Welcome"

page to the application 320 running on application server 316

via corporate network 312.”

(Id., Col. 9, lines 37-44) /

“The application sends the qualifier object and fetches all the data

from the database. An array of data is returned from the fetch

operation. For example, the array contains all of the models

of cars that are within the price range and type specifications

provided by the shopper in the "Welcome" page. Using the

data retrieved from database server 318, the application along

with the objects associated with the next Web page generate the

definition for Web page 334.”

(Id., Col. 9, lines 56-63)

ROSE:

Rose teaches an object descriptor or name (object identity)

representing a networked object:

“Each type of object (termed an object type) has a name, a

syntax, and an encoding. The name is represented uniquely as

APPENDIX C — Page 9
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an OBJECT IDENTIFIER. An OBJECT IDENTIFIER is an

administratively assigned name.”

(Rose, Pg. 4)

“A collection of object types is defined in the MIB. Each such

subject type is uniquely named by its OBJECT IDENTIFIER

and also has a textual name, which is its OBJECT '
DESCRIPTOR.”

(Id., Pg. 11)

MCCLOGHRIE 1213:

McCloghrie 1213 teaches that the object identity (e.g., object

identifier) represents a networked object.

In particular, McCloghrie 1213 teaches that “each object has a

name...[that] is an object identifier, an administratively assigned

name, which specifies an object type. The object type together with

an object instance serves to uniquely identify a specific" instantiation

of the object.”

4 . Obj eclts

V Managed objects are accessed via a virtual information st:-ore, termed
the Management Information Base or MIB. Objects in the HIB are

.
. \ .. .8 ». .at;6‘fi.1‘1;i§¢e1.y

V tidied, _ t _ __wbjéc!:_L' For human
convenience, we often use a textual st ng, termed the OBJECT
DESCRIPIOR, to also ‘refer to the object: type.

(McCloghrie 1213, Pg. 10,11 4)3

Thus, the object identity (object identifier) disclosed in McCloghrie
1213 represents a networked object. A

storing said POPP:

information Popp discloses using a database to store information about an

entries and object(s).
said attributes

in a virtua1 “Application 214 executes an interaction" flow to satisfy the user

information ’ request. Application 214 can access an external data source such

store; as database 224. Database 224 can be resident on the same

3 Highlighting added throughout.
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  server as application 214. Alternatively, database 224 can be

resident on a separate server (e.g., a separate database
server).”   

(Popp, Col. 7, lines 31-35)

  “The application can make use of object technology to generate

client responses. For example, the elements of a Web page
definition are objectified. Instances of definitional elements are

instantiated during execution to manage their respective portions
of the Web page. Control objects are associated with
definitional elements to facilitate the flow. of information to

and from external data sources. A special type of control
referred to as a repetition control allows a group to be activated
multiple times. Each activation of a group of definitional

elements generates one occurrence of a repeating portion of the
Web page.”

 
  
  
  
  

  

  
  

 
» (Id., Col. 8, lines 49-59) 

Custom logic associated with the next page is executed to build a
select statement to retrieve data from an external data source

(e.g., database server 318). To fetch the data from the external

data source, the application builds a gualifier object, for
example. A data source object acts as an interface to the

database. A data source object has fetch, insert, update, and
delete operational capabilities. '

 
  

  
  
 The application sends the qualifier object and fetches all the data

from the database. An array of data is returned from the

fetch operation. For example, the array contains all of the

models of cars that are within the price range and type

specifications provided by the shopper in the "Welcome" page.”

  
  
 (Id, Col. 9, lines 48—6l)

 
 

 

 Thus, Popp implicitly or inherently discloses that the information

regarding the various objects would be stored in a virtual information

store, so that they can be accessed in response to a user request.

Alternatively, using a database as an information storefor information

regarding the various objects would have been obvious to one of
ordinary skill in the art.

 

   
  
  

 ROSE: 
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Rose discloses a virtual information store through which managed

objects may be accessed, which includes object types (information

entries) and specific instantiations of those object types (attributes).

“Managed objects are accessed via a virtual information

store, termed the Management Information Base or MIB.

Objects in the MIB are defined using Abstract Syntax Notation

One (ASN.1) [1].”

. (Rose, Pg. 4)

“Each type of object (termed an object type) has a name, a syntax,

and an encoding. The name is represented uniquely as an
« OBJECT IDENTIFIER. An OBJECT IDENTIFIER is an

administratively assigned name. The administrative policies used

for assigning names are discussed later in this memo.”

(Id.)

“The syntax for an object type defines the abstract data

structure corresponding to that object type. For example, the

structure of a given object type might be an INTEGER or OCTET

STRING. Although in general, we should permit any ASN.1

construct to be available for use in defining the syntax of an

object type, this memo purposely restricts the ASN.1 constructs

which may be used. These restrictions are made solely for the

sake of simplicity.”

(Id.)

“The encoding of an object type is simply how instances of that
object type are represented using the object's type syntax.”

(Id.)

“An object type is a definition of a kind of managed object; it is

declarative in nature. In contrast, an object instance is an

instantiation of an object type which has been bound to a value.’

9

(Id., Pgs. 10-11)

MCCLOGHRIE 1213:

McCloghrie 1213 discloses a virtual information store for storing
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information entries and attributes.

As McCloghrie 1213 explains, “[m]anaged objects are accessed via a

virtual information store, termed the Management Information Base

or MIB. Objects in the MIB are defined using Abstract Syntax
Notation One (ASN.1).”

4‘ Objects

Managed objeéts a‘re‘acces_sed_'v:i'a“ai nf6f1nat'i__
theIManagement’-glnformationitBase'._‘pr}lvIIB'., 0 f:
’f:_lfe'Vfiried,.u’aixi,g'_.'j:1'ie su1_J'e‘et-.io'f Nqtatiorifon
defined in the 31-11. In particular, each object has a name,
and an encoding. The name is an object identifier, an
adrninistratively assigned name, which specifies an object type.
object type together with an object instance serves to uniquely
identify a specific instantiation of the object. For human
convenience, are often use a textual string, termed the OBJECT
DESCRIPIDR, to also refer to the object type.

(McCloghrie 1213, Pg. 10, «n 4)

Information entries and attributes are stored in the MIB. For

example, in the specification below, the object identifier {system 7} is

associated with information entries and attributes (e.g., a particular

integer value representing the set of services primarily offered by the

entity). This integer value is “contained in” a virtual information

store described in McCloghrie 1213. ‘
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 sysservices OBJECT—TYPB

SYNTAX INTEGER (0..127)
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION .

"A value which indicates the set of services that
this entity primarily offers.

  

  
  
  

   The value is a sum. This sum initially takes the
value zero, Then, for each layer, L, in the range
1 through 7, that this node perforws transactions
for; 2 raised to (L — 1) is added to the sum. For
example, a node which performs primarily routing
functions would have a value of 4 (2‘(3—1)J. In
contrast, a node which is a host offering
application services would have a value of 72
(2‘(4—1) + 2‘(7-ll). Note that in the context of
the Internet suite of protocols, values should be
calculated accordinglvz

   

  
  
  

  
  
 

   functionality
physical (e.g., repeaters)
datalink/subnetwork [e.g., bridges)
internet (e.g., IP gateways)
end-to—end (elg., IP hosts)
applications (e.g., mail relays)

layer

  
  
 

slat‘-\.«JNl-'
 
 
 For systems including OSI protocols, layers 5 and

6 may also be counted."

:2: { system 7}
 

    

 (Id., Pg. 15, 11 6) 
 
 

 

 In the specification below, the object identifier {system 3} is
associated with information entries and attributes (e.g., a particular
integer value representing the uptime of a particular computer
system). This integer value is “contained in” a virtual information

store described_ in McCloghrie 1213.

 

  
  

  
sysUpTime 0BJBCT—TYPE

SYNTAX TimeTicks

ACCESS read-only
SIhTUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION '

“The time (in hundredths of a second) since the
network management portion of the system was last
re-initialized."

:2: { system 3 }

  
  

  
  
  

 (Id., Pg. 14, 11 6) 
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assigning a POPP:

unique Popp discloses assigning a unique network address (e.g., a URL from

network the URL addressing scheme) to an object identity.
address to

said object “An addressing scheme is employed to identify Internet

identity; resources (e.g., HTTP server, file or program). This addressing
scheme is called Uniform Resource Locator (URL). A URL

contains the protocol to use when accessing the server (e.g.,

HTTP), the Internet domain name of the site on which the

server is running, the port number of the server, and the
location of the resource in the file structure of the server.”

(Popp, Col. 1, lines 61-67)

Popp discloses assigning a unique network address (e.g., an URL

including the object identity) to an object identity: '

“Further, HTTP server 206 can initiate a program identified in the

URL. In the preferred embodiment, the URL specifies

CGIMessenger 210 to service the client request. CGIMessenger

210 uses the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) protocol, for

example. CGIMessenger 210 can execute on the HTTP server

206 or another server connected to HTTP server 206, for

example. The following provides an example of a URL:

http://www.next.com/cgi_bin/cgimessenger/app_name/rcv_form/

send_form

The above example is for illustration only. Any URL format can be

used with the present invention. The URL in the above example has

multiple parts. The first part, "httpz" specifies the protocol to be used.

Other examples of protocol include "fipz", "gopher:" and "wais". The

next part specifies the Internet domain name of the server. In this

case, the Internet domain name of the HTTP server is

"www.next.com". The next part, "/cgi_bin/cgi_messenger" specifies

the path and filename of the desired resource. The resource can be a

file, form, or program, for example. In this case, the resource is a

common gateway interface program that is used to route requests to

applications. The application that processes the client request is

specified in the URL with the "app_name" specification. The names

of the receiving form (e.g., the form containing the client request) and

the sending form (e.g., a reply to the client request) can be included
in the URL.”

(Id., Col. 6, line 52—Col. 7, line 12)
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Additionally, or alternatively, in order to access a given object on the

network, that object would necessarily have a unique address, so that it

could be accessed over the network in response to a given user input.

ROSE:

Rose" teaches a unique object identifier for the object, which may be

associated using the object’s syntax with the object’s network

address. The combination of this unique identifier and the object’s

network address provides a unique network address for a specific '

object:

“Each type of obj_ect (termed an object type) has a name, a

syntax, and an encoding. The name is represented uniquely as
an OBJECT IDENTIFIER. An OBJECT IDENTIFIER is an

administratively assigned name.”

(Rose, Pg. 4)

“3.1. Names

Names are used to identify managed objects. This memo

specifies names which are hierarchical in nature. The OBJECT

IDENTIFIER concept is used to model this notion. An OBJECT

IDENTIFIER can be used for purposes other than naming

managed object types; for example, each international standard

has an OBJECT IDENTIFIER assigned to it for the purposes of

identification. In short, OBJECT IDENTIFIERS are a means

for identifying some object, regardless of the semantics

associated with the object (e.g., a network object, a standards

document, etc.)

An OBJECT IDENTIFIER is a sequence of integers which

traverse a global tree. The tree consists of a root connected to a

number of labeled nodes via edges. Each node may, in turn, have

children of its own which are labeled. In this case, we may term

the node a subtree. This process may continue to an arbitraryI

level of depth.”

(Id., Pgs. 4-5)

“A collection of object types is defined in the MIB. Each such

subject type is uniquely named by its OBJECT IDENTIFIER

and also has a textual name, which is its OBJECT
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 DESCRIPTOR.” 
 (Id., Pg. 11) 

 Rose discloses several ways that object instances, stored in a MIB,
are assigned a network address.
 

  
 

“3.2. Syntax

Syntax is used to define the structure corresponding to object '
types. ASN.1 constructs are used to define this structure, although
the full generality of ASN.1 is not permitted.

 
  
  

 3.2.3. Defined Types

In addition, new application-wide types may be defined, so long as
they resolve into an IMPLICIT1y [sic] defined ASN.1 primitive type,
list, table, or some other application-wide type. Initially, few
application-wide types are defined. Future memos will no doubt

define others once a consensus is reached.
3.2.3.1. NetworkAddress

This CHOICE represents an address from one of possibly several
protocol families. Currently, only one protocol family, the Internet
family, is present in this CHOICE.

3.2.3.2. IpAddress

This application-wide type represents a 32-bit internet address. It is

represented as an OCTET STRING of length 4, in network byte-
order.” '

  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  
 

 

(Id., Pgs. 7-8)

 For example, Rose discloses the object types “atNet Address,”

“atEntry”, and “atTable,” which are assigned network addresses. 

 
 

An object type may be defined in the MIB such that

an instance of that object type represents an

aggregation of information also represented by

instances of some number of "subordinate" object
types. For example, suppose the following object
types are defined in the MIB:

 

  
  
  

 
 

 

OBJECT:

atNetAddress { atEntry 3 }
Syntax:

NetworkAddress
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Definition: _

The network address corresponding to the media-

dependent physical address.
Access:

read~write.
Status:

mandatory.

Then, a fourth object type might also be defined
in the MIB:

OBJECT:

atEntry { atTable l }

Syntax:

AtEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
atlndex

INTEGER,

atPhysAddress
OCTET STRING,
atNetAddress

NetworkAddress

}
Definition:

' An entry in the address translation table.
Access:

read—write.
Status:

mandatory.

Each instance of this object type comprises

information represented by instances of the former
three object types. An object type defined in
this way is called a list.

Similarly, tables can be formed by aggregations of
a list type. For example, a fifth object type

might also be defined in the MIB:

OBJECT:

atTable { at l }

Syntax:

SEQUENCE OF AtEntry
Definition:

The address translation table.

Access:

read—write.
Status:

mandatory.

such that each instance of the atTable object
comprises information represented by the set of
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 atEntry object types that collectively constitute

a given atTable object instance, that is, a given
address translation table.

  Consider how one might refer to a simple object
within a table. Continuing with the previous
example, one might name the object type  

  

 { atPhysAddress } 

 and specify, using a protocol-specific mechanism,
the object instance

{ atNetAddress }
  

 { internet "10.0.0.52" } 

 
 

This pairing of object type and object instance
would refer to all instances of atPhysAddress
which are part of any entry in some address
translation table for which the associated

atNetAddress value is { internet "10.0.0.52" }.

To continue with this example, consider how one

might refer to an aggregate object (list) within a
table. Naming the object type { atEntry } and
specifying, using a protocol-specific mechanism,
the object instance

  
   

  
  
  

  

 
 

{ atNetAddress l = { internet "10.0.0.52" }

 refers to all instances of entries in the table

for which the associated atNetAddress value is {
internet "10.0.0.52" }.  

 (Id., pgs. 11-13.) I 
 

  MCCLOGHRIE 1213 .|alone, or in further view of MILLER|:4
McCloghrie 1213 discloses assigning a unique network address to an
object identity (object identifier).

 
  

 
 

 

 McCloghrie 1213 discloses assigning unique network addresses to

object identities. For instance, the reference describes a table that

uses an IP address assigned to an object identity as an index into the
table.

 

  
 
 

4 Additional references are permitted by MPEP 2131.01" to explain meaning or show inherency
of an element in a cited reference. Here, Miller explains the meaning of “index” in McCloghrie -
1213 and shows that the appending of IP addresses to object identifiers is inherent in McCloghrie
1213.
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-- the IP address table

-- The IP address table contains this entity’s IP addressing
-- information.

.RE .
, . , .. \fi .. . . i‘/OF" 1153551-'EI.1trY

ACCESS not-accessible

STRTUS uandatory
DESCRIPTION

fiThex§ab1é of addressing.infor¢étion relevant to
-EHisxenEity's IP addtesséssfl

:x= ip\20}

SYNTAX IpAddrEntry
ACCESS not—acceasib1e

STATUS mandatory

DESCRIPTION‘ v V

ipAdEntIfIndax
INTEGER,

ipAdEntNetMask
Iphddress,

ipRdEntBcastAddI
INTEGER,

ipAdEntReasmMax5ize
INTEGER (O..65S35)

ACCESS read-only
STATUE mandatory
DESCRIPTION

P’ " I . . n'.b.i".-.'~’I’.éI <§‘-ff!xir‘ij—=3‘s‘s:.ing
.1 .. .. .. .,.fi=-fpréxtésine:-5!1—

.1: { ipAddrEnt.ry 1 }

(McCloghrie 1213, Pg. 31,11 6)

The object type “ipAddrEntry,” described as “[t]he addressing

information for one of this entity’s IP addresses,” uses

“ipAdEntAddr” as an index, which in turn is described as “[t]he IP

address to which this entry’s addressing information pertains.” Id.

In this situation, a unique network address is assigned to the object

identity.

Mark A. Miller, Managing Internetworks with SNMP (1993),

explains that in SNMP (the subject of RFC 1213), using an IP

address as an index requires appending it to an object identifier.
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Miller can be used to explain the meaning of “index” in RFC 1213

and to show that the appending of IP addresses to object identifiers
is inherent in RFC 1213. In particular, Miller provides a

contemporaneous description of appending an IP address to an

object identifier to access an object in the table “ipAddrTable”:

Bcasmddr (4), shown in Figure 4-421.. Next, the destination route is added as
a suffix, that is, a.h.c.d. (More on {P addresses’ and dotted decimal notation

in Section 5.3.) The variable name for ipAdF.ntBcas:Addr. associated with IP

Addmss a.b.c.d would therefore be [I .3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.4.a.b.c.d}.

(Miller, Pg. 138)

McCloghrie 1213 also discloses another similar example. The table

called ipRouteTable serves as an entity’s IP routing table, The table

contains an ipRouteEntry, which is indexed by ipRouteDest. Like

ipAdEntAddr in the prior example, ipRouteDest has an IP address

value, specifically, “the destination IP address of this route.” And, as

in the example above, the IP address is used as an index into a table.
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-— the IP routing table

—- The IP routing table contains an entry for each route
-- presently known to this entity.

ipRout:.eTab1 e OBJECT- TYPE
SYNTAX SEQUENCE OF IpRouteEnt:y
ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"This entity's IP Routing table."
::= { ip 21 }

ipRouteEntry OBJECT—TYPE
SYNTAX IpRouteEntry
ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

“A route to a particular destination."
INDEX ( ipfioutebest }
::= { ipRouteTab1e 1 }

‘IpRouteEntry ::=

SEQUENCE {
ipRouteDeat

IpAddreaa,
ipRouteIfIndex

INTEGER,
ipRouteMetric1

INTEGER,
ipRouteMetriG2

INTEGER,
ipRouteMetric3

INTEGER,
ipRouteMetric4

INTEGER,
ipRouteNextHop

Ipfiddtess,
ipRouteType

INTEGER,
ipRouteProto

INTEGER,
ipRouteAge

INTEGER,
ipRouteMask

Ipiddreaa,
ipRouteMetric5

INTEGER,
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ipRouteInfo
OBJECT IDENTIFIER

}

ipRouteDest OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX IpAddress
ACCESS read—write

STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"The destination IP address of this route. An

entry with a value of 0.0.0.0 is considered a
default route. Multiple routes to a single
destination can appear in the table, but access to
such multiple entries is dependent on the table-
accesa mechanisms defined by the network
management protocol in use."

{ ipRouteEntry 1 ]

(McCloghrie 1213, Pgs. 33-34, 1] 6)

MCCLOGHRIE‘ 1447:

McCloghrie 1447discloses assigning a unique network address to an

object identity (object identifier).

Although McCloghrie 1213 fully discloses this element, McCloghrie
1447 (Party MIB for SNMPv2) provides even more invalidating

examples, and therefore can be combined with McCloghrie 1213,

providing an additional ground for rendering the claim obvious, as

the example below explains.

McCloghrie 1447 discloses initialPartyID objects, whose values are

object identifiers. As the excerpt below explains, initialPartyID

corresponds _to a branch (a subtree) of a hierarchical tree.

Definition of Initial Party and Context Identifiers

when devices are installed, they need to be configured
with an initial set of SNMPVQ parties and contexts. »The

_ . . ,. foB'JBr:r. .,
Any local network administration can obtain the delegated
authority necessary to assign its own OBJECT IDENTIFIERe.
However, to provide for those administrations who have not
obtained the necessary authority, this document allocates a
branch of the naming tree for use with the following

-- conventions.

-init-ia,IEar»t;y]fd,.'fi)BUE§§fIf _'ID§:'m'IEIBR ::= { partyndmin 3 }

initialContextId

OBJECT IDENTIFIER := ( partylkdmin 4 }

(McCloghrie 1447, Pg. 8, {I 2)

The initia1Pa1tyID object is used in conjunction with the IP address of the
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 configured device, represented below as a.b.c.d (an IP address). 
 -— Party Identifiers for use as initial SNMPVR parties

-- at IP address s;b.c;d 
 

 
 

 

 —- Note that for all OBJECT IDENTIFIERB assigned under
-- initialPartyId, the four sub-identifiers immediately
-- following initialPartyId represent the four octets of
-- an IP address. Initial party identifiers for other address
—— families are assigned under a different OBJECT IDENTIFIER,
-— as defined elsewhere.

  
 

  
  

 

(Id., Pg. 9, {I 2) (highlighting added) 

 For instance, in the example below, a party—based security profile

corresponds to an object at the a.b.c.d.1 node of the a.b.c.d subtree.

Just as in figure 6B in the patent, the dotted decimal string

associated with each object includes the IP address of the parent.

node plus an extra integer appended on the right of the IP address.

  
  
 
 

 a noAuth/noPriv party which executes at the agent

 
-— paxtyldentity = { initialPartyId~sffifi§§HfT }
—— partylndex = 1
—— partyfflomain = snmpUDPDomain
—— partyTAddress = a.b.c.d, 161
-- partyLocal = true (in agent's database)
—— paxtyAuthProtocol = nnAuth
-- partyAuthClock = O

-- paItyAuthPIivste = "H (the-empty string)
—— partyAuthPublic = "H (the empty string)
—- partyAuthLifetime = D
—— partyPrivProtocol = noPriv
-- partyPrivPrivate = "H (the empty string)
-— paItyPrivPub1ic = "H (the empty string)

 (Id., Pg. 10, 11 2) 
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Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim element does

not require that the user device communicate directly with the second

computer system, but rather encompasses the user device communicating
with the second computer system indirectly via other devices or systems
(including through thefirst computer system).

initiating, in

response to
the first

signal,
communicatio

n between the

user device

and a second

computer

system;

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

POPP:

Popp discloses initiating, in response to the first signal,
communication between the user device and a second computer
system.

 
  
   

 
 

 

 Popp discloses that the various steps disclosed may operate on

different computer systems and/or using different servers, including
resources that are external to the network.  

 
 

“To retrieve a file on the Internet, a client must search for the file,

make a connection to the computer on which thefile is stored,

and download the file. Each of these steps may involve a

separate application and access to multiple, dissimilar

computer systems. The World Wide Web (WWW) was

developed to provide a simpler, more uniform means for

accessing information on the Internet.”

 

   
   
  

(Popp, Col. 1, lines 19-25) 
 
 

“After specifying the characteristics, the shopper submits the

page. In response, the shopper expects a page that displays those

cars that meet the criteria specified by the shopper in "Welcome"

page 332. The response page is based on the particular input
provided by the shopper.

  

  
 
 

 HTTP Server 314 receives the "Welcome" page. The

"Welcome" page contains a URL that specifies Automobile
Shoppers application 320. HTTP Server 314 forks a CGI

interface program 322 (e.g., CGIMessenger). CGI program 322

identifies the application specified in the URL. CGI program
322 passes the shopper's input contained in the 'fWelcome"

page to the application 320 running on application server 316
via corporate network 312.

   
  
  
  
  

 
 

 

 Application 320 receives the user-specified characteristics.

Custom logic associated with Welcome page 332 can be used to
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determine the next page to be sent to the shopper.”

(Id., Col. 9, lines 31-47) 

 
 

 “Some or all of a form can be generated based on input

received in a receive form, generated at runtime, or retrieved

from an external data source (e.g., database or electronic mail

system).”

 

  
 (Id., Col. 3, lines 36-40) 
 “Application 214 can execute on the same or different server

as CGIMessenger 210 and/or HTTP Server 206, for example.

Application 214 executes an interaction flow to satisfy" the user

request. Application 214 can access an external data source

such as database 224. Database 224 can be_ resident on the

same server as application 214. Alternatively, database 224

can be resident on a separate server (eg., a separate database

server).”

  
  
  

  
  

(Id., Col. 7, lines 28-35)_

 Thus, Popp explicitly or inherently discloses user communication with

a second computer system.

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): The claim does not

require that the “display information ” be displayed by the user device.

The claim does not require that the second computer system send the

display information directly to the user device; it may be sent via other

devices or system systems (including, e.g., thefirst computer system).

  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

using the
second

computer

system for

sending
second

display

information to
the user

device,

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

POPP:

Popp discloses using the second computer system for sending second

display information to the user device.
 
 
  

“Application 320 receives the user-specified characteristics.

Custom logic associated with Welcome page 332 can be used to

determine the next page to be sent to the shopper.”

 

  

  (Popp, Col.“ 9, lines 31-47) 

  “The application sends the qualifier object and fetches all the data

from the database. An array of data is returned from the fetch

operation. For example, the array contains all of the models of

cars that are within the price range and type specifications
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wherein the

second

display
information

includes a list

of at least one

commercial

service;

provided by the shopper in the "Welcome" page. Using the data

retrieved from database server 318, the application along with

the objects associated with the next Web page generate the

definition for Web page 334.

Web page 334 contains a repeating portion that is comprised

of an image, model data, type information, pricing.”

(Id., Col. 9, lines 56-65)

(Id., Fig. 3B)

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedg: The claim language “a
list ofat least one commercial service” encompasses any information

directly or indirectly indicating even a single commercial service. This

claim does not require that the list itselfbe displayed. The “commercial
service ” recited in this claim element need not be the commercial service

recited earlier in this claim (element 141).

POPP:

Popp discloses that the second display information includes a list of

at least one commercial service (e.g., a list of car options to select,

and/or a list of car dealers).

“The application sends the qualifier object and fetches all the data

from the database. An array of data is returned from the fetch

operation. For example, the array contains all of the models of

cars that are within the price range and type specifications

provided by the shopper in the "Welcome" page. Using the data
retrieved from database server 318, the application along with

the objects associated with the next Web page generate the
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definition for Web page 334.

Web page 334 contains a repeating portion that is comprised

of‘an image, model data, type information, pricing.”

(Popp, Col. 9, lines 56-65)

“A shopper selects an option package (e.g., "Package D" or

"Package F"), select a color for the car, or ask for a screen
that contains a list of dealers that have the selected car in

stock. For example, if the shopper selects a color for the car, the

custom logic associated with page 335 determines that the

same page definition can be used to generate a response page.

An image of the car in the color selected by the shopper can be

inserted into the page definition and sent to the shopper's

workstation. The browser executing on the shopper's

workstation displays Web page 336.”

(Id., Col. 10, lines 19-28.)

(Id., Fig. 3B.)

accepting a Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedls This claim does not

second signal require that the user input be to the user device.

in response to

a user input to POPP?
Popp discloses accepting a second signal in response to a user input
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select a to select a commercial service from the list (e.g., searching for a
commercial particular type of car or for a list of car dealers).
service from

the ljst; and “A shopper selects an option package (e.g., "Package D" or

"Package F"), select a color for the car, or ask for a screen
that contains a list of dealers that have the selected car in

stock. For example, if the shopper selects a color for the car, the

custom logic associated with page 335 determines that the

same page definition can be used to generate a response page.

An image of the car in the color selected by the shopper can be

inserted into the page definition and sent to the shopper's
workstation. The browser executing on the shopper's workstation
displays Web page 336.”

(Popp, Col. 10, lines 19-28.)

i§;;'i;?gé'§ §i‘>;Eil;};;'§
E D 3 E F ;

(Id., Fig. 313.)

completing a Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): The claim does not
commercial require this completing ofa commercial transaction to involve the user
transaction ofthe user device.

relating to the A
selected POPP:

commercial Popp discloses completing a commercial transaction relating to the
service. commercial service.
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“A shopper selects an option package (e.g., "Package D" or

"Package F"), select a color for the car, or ask for a screen
that contains a list of dealers that have the selected car in

stock. For example, if the shopper selects a color for the car, the

custom logic associated with page 335 determines that the

same page definition can be used to generate a response page.

An image of the car in the color selected by the shopper can

be inserted into the page definition and sent to the shopper's

workstation. The browser executing on the shopper's

workstation displays Web page 336.”

(Popp, Col. 10, lines 19-28.)

(Id., Fig. 3B.)

While Popp does not specifically show a screen where the transaction is

completed, oneuofordinary skill in the art would understand that

completing a commercial transaction is inherent in performing a

commercial transaction, such as those disclosed above. Additionally,

Popp clearly discloses completing such transactions and storing

information regarding such completed transactions:

“A transaction is started by a client action. It ends when a
response is received by a client. A request is the client action

that initiates a transaction, for example. An HTML representation
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2. The

method of

claim 1, -
wherein the

second

computer

system
includes an

object router.

of a page is one example of a response that ends the transaction,
for example.”

(Id., Col. 26, lines 31-33)

“The session identification (ID) identifies the client's session. A

transaction identification (ID) specifies the last transaction

completed for the client for an existing session.”

(Id., Col. 27, lines 5-7)

Therefore, Popp explicitly or inherently discloses completing a

commercial transaction relating to the commercial service.

POPP:

Popp discloses that the second computer system includes an object

router (e.g., a resource that identifies a path to an object on the

network).

“A browser executing on the user's workstation receives a Web

page from the Internet and sends a response containing user input

via the Internet. The present invention can be used to generate

Web pages in response to the user input. Thus, a user can access

an application located anywhere relative to the application

server by using any local workstation hardware and software

platform.”

(Popp, Col. 3, lines 59-65)

“HTTP server 206 can service the client request by, for example,

retrieving a return form or file (specified by a URL contained

in the HTML document) and transmitting it to client 202 via
W 204.”

(Id., Col. 6, lines 49-52)

“Any URL format can be used with the present invention. The

URL in the above example has multiple parts. The first part,

"http:" specifies the protocol to be used. Other examples of

protocol include "ftp:", "gopher:" and "wais". The next part

specifies the Internet domain name of the server. In this case,
the Internet domain name of the HTTP server is

"www.next.com". The next part, "/cgi_bin/cgi_messenger"

specifies the path and filename of the desired resource. The
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resource can be a file, form, or program, for example.”

 (Id., Col. 6, line 63 — Col. 7, line 5)

“The application can make use of object technology to generate

client responses. For example, the elements of a Web page

definition are objectified. Instances of definitional elements are

instantiated during execution to manage their respective portions

of the Web page. Control objects are associated with
definitional elements to facilitate the flow of information to

and from external data sources. A special type of control

referred to as a repetition control allows a group to be activated

multiple times. Each activation of a group of definitional

elements generates one occurrence of a repeating portion of the

Web page.”

 

   
  
  

  
  
  
  

  

(Id., Col. 8, lines 49-59) 
Thus, Popp explicitly or inherently discloses that the second computer
system includes an object router.  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3. The POPP: .

 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 

 
 
 

method of Popp discloses that the second computer system includes a virtual
claim 1, information store.

wherein the

second “Application 214 executes an interaction flow to satisfy the user

computer request. Application 214 can access an external data‘source such
system as database 224. Database 224 can be resident on the same
includes a server as application 214. Alternatively, database 224 can be

' Vilma] resident on a separate server (e.g., a separate database

information 391‘V91‘)?
 
 StOI'€.  

(Popp, Col. 7, lines 31-35) 

 
 

“The application can make use of object technology to generate

client responses. For example, the elements of a Web page

definition are objectified. Instances of definitional elements are

instantiated during execution to manage their respective portions

of the Web page. Control objects are associated with
definitional elements to facilitate the flow of information to

and from external data sources. A special type of control

referred to as a repetition control allows a group to be activated

multiple times. Each activation of a group of definitional

elements generates one occurrence of a repeating portion of the
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  (Id., Col. 8, lines 49-59)

Custom logic associated with the next page is executed to build a
select statement to retrieve data from an external data source

(e.g., database server 318). To fetch the data from the external

data source, the application builds a qualifier object, for

example. A data source object acts as an interface to the

database. A data source object has fetch, insert, update, and

delete operational capabilities.

 

  
  

 

 (Id., Col. 9, lines 48-55) 
  
 

PAYNE/GIFFORD:

Payne/Gifford further teaches storing product information (entries

and attributes) in a virtual information “store”. Payne/Gifford

discloses the use of an associative array (i.e., a TCL associative

array, which stores the signature hash) to store information entries
and attributes in a virtual information store associated with a

payment computer (second computer system):

  
 
   
  

 “The payment computer is programmed to receive the payment

message, to cause an access message to be created to enable the

user to access the product, and to record a purchase transaction
record in the settlement database.”

  
  

 

 (Payne, Col. 3, lines 47-51) 
 

 
 “Payment computer 16 also has access to a shopping cart

database 21 in which a "shopping cart" of products that a

user wishes to purchase can be maintained as the user shops

prior to actual purchase of the contents of the shopping cart.”

 
  

  (Id., Col. 5, lines 11-15) 
 The value_array contains the necessary name—value pairs to handle paymen 

 
  
   

 set va1ue_array(doain) ...domain... (a domain is a security 6
of the thing purchased, it is also used to detect duplic
purchases, so it should be unique to separately buyable   

  
  
  
  

  

set va1ue_array(desc) ...item description...
set value_arzay(amt) ...monetary amount...
set va1ue_array(cc) ...cutrency code... (OPTIONAL, but us i
set value_array(expire) ...seconds of access... (OPTIONAL. defa

is 30 days at the moment)
set va1ue_array(url) ...URL of the thing bought...  

 
(In the shopping cart case. this should be the URL of
the relevant catalog page)  
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(Id., Appendix E, Pg. 6, Exh. Pg. 130.) 

  
 

In particular, in the example TCL code immediately above, the set

value_array(desc) instruction stores the “item description” in the  
 associative array “value_array” using the attribute “desc.” A TCL  
 associative array is an information store (i.e., the array stores data,

such as the item description, in a table, which is indexed by the

attribute “desc.”) The “set” instruction adds the information entries

and attributes to the associative array. Therefore, Payne/Gifford

discloses storing information entries and attributes in a virtual

information store associated with a payment computer.

 
  
  

  
  

  
Encoding access in URLs

  
 

An access URI.‘ looks like this: r.. _.

http: //merchant: . foo. cttotttiiehashz f:'te1d1.=va1ue ta Eie_1d2=va1ue2/z:eal~ur1

  In any of the field values. the following characters the escaped: ’+‘. '62‘, ‘='. ‘ ‘, and
anything less than 0x20. ‘  

 
The URL fields encode the details of the access:

  Expirt (expi 1:3)
This fields specifics. the expiration time for the access. in seconds since January
1. I970 UTC. ‘  
 

  

IP Addre_ss(1p) _
specifies the ip address from which the request must come  

 

  Signature (hash)
The signature (hash) is computed as the MD5 hash of (key, ficldstrtng L where
fieldstr ‘mg is everything after the colon. The key is a secret key shared between
Open Market and the mcrt:hanL 11:: ipaddr is the IP address of the cticut
attempting access and domain is the access domain. The signature prevents
user tampering of the access URL.

   
  

  
The el'l'ex:t is to grant access to a specified domain. from a specified client ll’ address.
for an (optional) period ol'u‘mc.'  
 
 
 

If desired. any additional infnnmzttion can be cncodediu an access URL.

 User lD (id)

The unique lD(_lf the buyer. from the field principttljd of the principal table in the
payment database. This field will be included in an access URL if the nttme value
pair id=? was in the payment URL.

  
 

 
 
 User Namc(name) L ’

The print. name of the buyer. from the field principal__name front the principal table
in the payment database. This field will be included in an access URL if the name
value pair id=? was in the payment URL.

 
  
  

 (Id., Appendix-E, Pg. 9, Exh. Pg. 136)
  

it is suggested t_hett;Ae-:=teh obgect have «:1.  
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name. This llama Cfiuld be stored in the object: in some
repreaentations, or stored in a database accessible to the

server. for example. any references within that object
should be parsed in the context of the official nma. In the

presence of a direceery sexvica, the effiqial name will
normally be rha :cg;acared.name of the object. Hewavat, a name
in any scheme will do, so long as it is ccmpletely specified-

(Id., Appendix D, Pg. 5, Exh. Pg. 106)

“The invention relates to a network sales system for enabling ‘

users to purchase products using a plurality of buyer computers

that communicate over a network with a plurality of merchant

computers. Each merchant computer has a database of digital

advertisements. Each digital advertisement includes a price

and a product abstract. Buyer computers request, display, and

respond to digital advertisements from merchant computers.”

(‘519 Application, Pg. 6, line 21 — Pg. 7, line 3) (similarly, see Gifford,
Col. 3, lines 15-21)

“A digital advertisement includes a product description and a

price. In digital advertisement database 65 prices and

descriptions may be stored separately, and one price may apply

to many product descriptions.”

(Id., Pg. 10, line 23 — Pg. 11, line 2) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 4,

lines 53-56)

Further, Payne/’519 Application/Gifford’discloses a similar virtual

information store(s) on the payment computer, for storing

information about accounts and purchases:

. . each payment computer [has] an account database 73, a

settlement database 74, an authorized address database 75, a

sender credential database 76, a financial system interface 77,
and a real-time authorization interface 78. The interfaces 77 and

78 may be implemented by a single communications line.”

(Id., Pg. 19, lines 19-24) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 8, lines 2-7)

The account database, for example, has information entries and

attributes regarding a user’s account, such as spending limits and

amount spent, as well as identifiers for the account and its location,
even if outside the network: ‘
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“Account database 73 maintains temporal spending amounts,
such as the amount spent in the current day, and also

maintains temporal spending limits. The account database may
also maintain a translation between principal identifiers and
external account identifiers. Settlement database 74 records

committed payment orders along with any authorization
information for the orders that was obtained from interface 78.”

  
  
  
  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

(Id., Pg. 20, lines 5-12) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 8, lines 13-20)

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

4. The

method of

claim 1,
wherein the

second

computer

system

includes a

value-added

network

switch.

POPP:

Popp discloses that the second computer system includes a value-

added network switch (e.g., a web page that responds to a user
control by switching to an application to handle a user request).

“A browser executing on the user's workstation receives a

Web page from the Internet and sends a response containing
user input via the Internet. The present invention can be used to

generate Web pages in response to the user input. Thus, a user

can access an application located anywhere relative to the

application server by using any local workstation hardware
and software platform.”  

(Popp, Col. 3, lines 59-65) 
 
 

 

 “The present invention provides tools to implement an
application that can be accessed via the WWW. Further, the

present invention provides tools to manage the interaction

between a WWW client and the internal application. FIG. 3A

provides a block overview of an internal application that is
accessed via the Internet.”

   

  

 (Id., Col. 8, lines 3-8.) 
‘ “Requests submitted by clients 302, 304, 306, and 308 to
HTTP server 314 are transmitted to HTTP server 314 via

- WWW 310. HTTP server 314 runs in the corporate network 312.
A client request is forwarded to application server 316 via HTTP
server 314. Application server 316 runs one or more internal

applications.

 

  
  
 

 
 The present invention accommodates the needs of an internal

application. For example, using the present invention an internal

application can provide a dynamic user interface that can
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respond to user input. Further, an internal application is able to

access an external data source to store the application's data. State

information can be retained to allow the internal application to

allow the application to maintain open sessions with multiple

users capable of processing multiple transactions in any
order.”

(Id., Col. 8, lines 17-31)

5. The POPP: _

method of Popp discloses that the second computer includes a legacy database.

claim 1,

wherein the “Requests submitted by clients 302, 304, 306, and 308 to HTTP

second server 314 are transmitted to HTTP server 314 via WWW 310.

computer HTTP server 314 runs in the corporate network 312. A client

system request is forwarded to application server 316 via HTTP server
jneludes a 314. Application server 316 runs one or more internal

legaey applications.
database.

The present invention accommodates the needs of an internal

application. For example, using the present invention an internal

application can provide a dynamic user interface that can respond

to user input. Further, an internal application is able to access

an external data source to store the application's data. State

information can be retained to allow the internal application

to allow the application to maintain open sessions with

multiple users capable of processing multiple transactions in

any order.”

(Popp, Col. 8, lines 17-31)

“Preferably, an interface such as NeXT's Enterprise Objects
Framework is used to interface with an external database

source. Use of enterprise objects as an interface with a database

is more fully described in U.S. patent applications entitled

Method of Mapping Objects to Multiple Tables in a Relational

Database (Ser. No. 08/353,522), Method for Providing Stand-in

Objects (Ser. No. 08/353,523), Dynamic Object Communication

Protocol (Ser. No. 08/353,524), and Method for Associating Data

Containing Objects With User Interface Objects (Ser. No.

08/353,525), filed on Dec. 7, 1994, assigned to the assignee of the

present invention and incorporated herein by reference.”

(Id., Col. 21, lines 43-54)
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Popp therefore discloses using internal applicationsfor accessing

external databases, which implicitly or inherently would include

existing databases, or “legacy databases. ”

See, e.g., Exh. 2, April 2, 2007 Office Action, Exh. Pg. 150 (“Popp

teaches invoking/switching to one of internal applications for

accessing external databases . . . . It would have been obvious to one

skilled in the art that [prior art reference] would have been used to

access any conventional databases, e.g., legacy database.”)

PAYNE/GIFFORD :

Payne/Gifford teaches using an “existing financial system network”

with information about existing accounts, which inherently would

involve the use of existing, or “legacy” databases containing such
information.

“For wide acceptance the retailimechanism will need to be a logical

evolution of existing credit-card, debit-card, and Automated Clearing

House facilities, while for acceptance the wholesale mechanism will

need to be an evolved version of corporate electronic funds transfer.”

(‘519 Application, Pg. 2, lines 8-13) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1,

lines 36-40)

“The prior art network based sales systems are not designed to allow

users to use their existing credit card and demand deposit accounts for

payment . . .”

(Id., Pg. 2, lines 18-20) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines 45-48)

“Accordingly, therefore, it is a primary objective of this invention
to provide a user interactive network sales system in which the

user can freely use any merchant of choice and utilize existing

financial instruments for payment.” '

(Id., Pg. 82, line 23 - Pg. 3, line 2) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines

50-53) '

“A further object of the invention is to allow users in an untmsted

network environment to use conventional financial instruments

without requiring modification to existing financial system
networks.”
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(Id., Pg. 5, lines 12-15) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 2, lines 46-49)

“The payment system accomplishes settlement by sending messages

into an existing financial system networ .”

(Id., Pg. 8, lines 3-5) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 3, lines 46-48)

Alternatively, in view ofPayne ’s disclosure ofusing his system with

existingfinancial networks, it would have been obvious to one skilled in

the art that Payne's invention would have been used to access any

conventional databases, e.g., a “legacy” database.

See, e.g., Exh. 2, April 2, 2007 Office Action, Exh. Pg. 150, above.

6. The POPP: _
method of Poppidiscloses a control that includes a web page control.

claim 1,

wherein the —

centre] “The components of the WWW include browser software, ’

includes a network links, and servers. The browser software, or browser, is

web page a graphical interface (i.e., front-end) that simplifies access to the
eontro1_ Internet. A browser allows a client to communicate a request

without having to learn a complicated command syntax. A

, browser typically provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for

displaying information and receiving input. Examples of browsers

currently available include Mosaic, Netscape, and Cello.”

(Popp, Col. 1, lines 26-34)

“A browser executing on the user's workstation receives a

Web page from the Internet and sends a response containing

user input via the Internet. The present invention can be used to

generate Web pages in response to the user input. Thus, a user

can access an application located anywhere relative to the

application server by using any local workstation hardware and

software platfonn.”

(Id., Col. 3, lines 59-65)

“Object instances associated with definitional elements are

instantiated during execution to manage their respective portions

of the Web page. Control objects are associated with
definitional elements to facilitate the flow of information to and

from external data sources.”
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 . _,

(Id., Col. 4, lines 14-13) 
 
 

 

 “FIG. 3B provides Web pages that are generated using

application 320 and displayed at a client workstation such as
clients 302-308.”  

(14,, C01. 9, lines10-12) 
 

 “‘Welcome’ page 332 provides input areas that allow the

shopper to identify model, price and type of the car(s) in

which the shopper has some interest.”
 

 

 (Id., Col. 9, lines 29-31) 
 Welconie 
 

' ' ‘ ' ' v a u u — 4 o4

 

 
 

n nusnsvnos- - . . :-
14-0444

 (Id., Fig. 313)

“A shopper selects an option package (e.g., "Package D" or
"Package F"), select a color for the car, or ask for a- screen
that contains a list of dealers that have the selected car in

stock. For example, if the shopper selects a color for the car, the

custom logic associated with page 335 determines that the

same page definition can be used to generate a response page.

An image of the car in the color selected by the shopper can

be inserted into the page definition and sent to the shopper's

workstation. The browser executing on the shopper's

workstation displays Web page 336.”

  
  
  
  

  

  
 (Id., Col. 10, lines 19-23.) 
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7. The

method of

claim 1,

wherein the

first computer

system is in a

first corporate
network and

wherein the

second _

computer

system is in a
second

corporate
network.

§'i=}Ici£;§;'é’§ ,
2 D

3 PackageF

(Id., Fig. 3B.)

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Cfonstruedl.‘ This claim does not
require that the two corporate networks be operated by separate
corporations.

£9__P_P_= .

Popp implicitly or inherently discloses that the first computer system

is in a first corporate network and wherein the second computer
system is in a second corporate network

Popp discloses that the various steps disclosed may operate on

different computer systems and/or using different servers, including
resources that are external to the network.

“To retrieve a file on the Internet, a client must search for the file,

make a connection to the computer on which the file is stored,

and download the file. Each of these steps may involve a

separate application and access to multiple, dissimilar

computer systems. The World Wide Web (W) was

developed to provide a simpler, more uniform means for

accessing information on the Intemet.”

(Popp, Col. 1, lines 19-25)

“Some or all of a form can be generated based on input

received in a receive fonn, generated at runtime, or retrieved
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 from an external data source (e.g., database or electronic mail

system).” 
 (Id., Col. 3, lines 36-40) 

  “Application 214 can execute on the same or different server

as CGIMessenger 210 and/or HTTP Server 206, for example.

Application 214 executes an interaction flow to satisfy the user

request. Application 214 can access an external data source
such as database 224. Database 224 can be resident on the

same server as application 214. Alternatively, database 224

can be resident on a separate server (e.g., a separate database

server).”

 

  
  

  

  
 (Id., Col. 7, lines 28-35) 
 
 

 

 Thus, Popp inherently or at least implicitly discloses performing

commercial services using resources on separate corporate networks.
 
  
 

PAYNE/GIFFORD:

Payne/Gifford teaches using different corporate networks for the

merchant computer (first computer system) and payment computer

(second computer system):

 
  

  

 “With reference to FIG. 1, a network sales system in accordance

with the present invention includes a buyer computer 12

operated by a user desiring to buy a product, a merchant

computer 14, which may be operated by a merchant willing to

sell products to the buyer or by a manager of the network sales

system, a payment computer 16 typically operated by a

manager of the network sales system, and a creation computer

20 typically operated by the merchant. The buyer, merchant,

payment, and creation computers are all inter-connected by a

computer network 10 such as the lntemet.”

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  (Payne, Col. 4, lines 35-45)

  “In addition, the shopping system will need to include easy-to-use

facilities for a user to purchase desired products using a merchant

independent payment method. In addition the network sales will need

to allow new buyers and merchants to enter the market.”
  
  

 (‘519 Application, Pg. 1, lines 19-22) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1,
lines 20-24) 
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“Accordingly, therefore, it is a primary objective of this invention

to provide a user interactive network sales system in which the

user can freely use any merchant of choice and utilize existing
financial instruments for payment.”

 

  
  

 (Id., Pg. 2, line 23 —— Pg. 3, line 2) (similarly, see Gifford, _Col. 1, lines
50-53)  
 
 

“An unavoidable property of public computer networks is that they

are comprised of switching, transmission, and host computer
components controlled by many individuals and organizations.”  
 (Id., Pg. 3, lines 11-14) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines 63-66) 
 “In existing credit card payment systems, a credit card's issuing

bank takes on the fraud risk associated with misuse of the card

when a merchant follows established card acceptance protocols.

Acceptance protocols can include verifying a card holder's
signature on the back of their card and obtaining authorization for

payments over a certain value. However, in network based

commerce a merchant can not physically examine a purchaser's

credit card, and thus the fraud risk may revert to the merchant in

so-called "card not present" transactions. Many merchants can not
qualify to take this risk because of their limited financial

resources. Thus the invention is important to allow many

merchants to participate in network based commerce.

  
  
  

  
  

  
  
  

  

  
 

Other objects ofthe invention include utilizing existing financial
instruments such as credit cards, debit cards, and demand

deposit accounts for merchant payments.”
 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 

 

(Id., Pg. 4, lines 8-23) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 2, lines 16-32)

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedz: This claim does not

prohibit the user devicefrom being operated or owned by thefirst

business entity or the second business entity.

 
 

8. The

method of

claim 7,
wherein the

first corporate
network is

operated by a
first business

entity and
wherein the

 POPP:

Popp implicitly or inherently discloses that the first corporate

network is operated by a first business entity and wherein the second

corporate network is operated by a second business entity.

 
 
 
 

 
 Popp discloses that the various steps disclosed may operate on
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second

corporate

network is

operated by a
second A

business

entity.

éliitefdiefeiérén a.

different computer systems and/or using different servers, including
resources that are external to the network.

“To retrieve a file on the Internet, a client must search for the file,

make a connection to the computer on which the file is stored,

and download the file. Each of these steps may involve a

separate application and access to multiple, dissimilar

computer systems. The World Wide Web (W) was

developed to provide a simpler, more uniform means for

accessing information on the Internet.”

(Popp, Col. 1, lines 19-25)

“Some or all of a form can be generated based on input
received in a receive form, generated at runtime, or retrieved

from an external data source (e.g., database or electronic mail

system).” '

(Id., Col. 3, lines 36-40)

“Application 214 can execute on the same or different server

as CGIMessenger 210.and/or HTTP Server 206, for example.

Application 214 executes an interaction flow to satisfy the user
request. Application 214 can access an external data source

such as database 224. Database 224 can be resident on the

same server as application 214. Alternatively, database 224

can be resident on a separate server (e.g., a separate database
server).”

(Id., Col. 7, lines 28-35)

Thus, Popp inherently or at least implicitly disclosesperforming

commercial services using resources on separate corporate networks

operated by separate business entities.

PAYNE/GIFFORD :

Payne/Gifford teaches having a merchant (first business entity) avoid

risk by allowing for a purchase transaction to be pre—approved or

otherwise verified by the corporate entity making the payment

(second business entity) to the merchant:

“With reference to FIG. 1, a network sales system in accordance

with the present invention includes a buyer computer 12

operated by a user desiring to buy a product, a merchant

computer 14, which may be operated by a merchant willing to
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 sell products to the buyer or by a manager of the network sales

system, a payment computer 16 typically operated by a

manager of the network sales system, and a creation computer

20 typically operated by the merchant. The buyer, merchant,

payment, and creation computers are all inter-connected by a

computer network 10 such as the Internet.”

  
  
  

  

 (Payne, Col. 4, lines 35-45) 
 
 

Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

 
 

“In addition, the shopping system will need to include easy-to-use

facilities for a user to purchase desired products using a merchant

independent payment method. In addition the network sales will need

to allow new buyers and merchants to enter the market.”

 
  

  (‘519 Application, Pg. 1, lines 19-22) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1,

lines 20-24) -  
 “In existing credit card payment systems, a credit card's issuing bank

takes on the fraud risk associated with misuse of the card when a

merchant follows established card acceptance protocols. Acceptance

protocols can include verifying a card holder's signature on the back

of their card and obtaining authorization for payments over a certain

. value. However, in network based commerce a merchant can not

physically examine a purchaser's credit card, and thus the fraud risk

may revert to the merchant in so-called "card not present"

transactions. Many merchants can not qualify to take this risk because

of their limited financial resources. Thus the invention is important to

allow many merchants to participate in network based commerce.

 

   
  
  

  
  
  
 
 
 
 

 

 Other objects of the invention include utilizing existing financial

instruments such as credit cards, debit cards, and demand deposit

accounts for merchant payments.”  
 

(Id., Pg. 4, lines 3-23) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 2, lines 16-32) 

  “An unavoidable property of public computer networks is that they
are comprised of switching, transmission, and host computer

components controlled by many individuals and organizations.”  

 (Id., Pg. 3, lines 11-14) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines 63-66)
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9. The POPP:

method of Popp discloses that the second computer system includes a legacy
claim 1, computing system.
wherein the

second Popp discloses using existing “general purpose computers” for his
computer invention.

system _ .
includes a “FIG. 1 provides an example of a general purpose computer to

legacy be used with the present invention.”

computing _

SyStem_ (Popp, Col. 5, lines 11-12)

“The present invention can be implemented on a general
purpose computer such as illustrated in FIG. 1.”

(Id., Col. 5, lines 56-57)

“The computer system described above is for purposes of

example only. The present invention may be implemented in

any type of computer system or programming or processing

environment. When a general purpose computer system such as

the one described executes the processes and process flows

described herein, it is a means for developing and managing
Internet transactions.”

(Id., Col. 6, lines 25-31)
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(Id., Fig. 1) 

 Additionally, Popp states that his invention can be used with
“existing client browsers.”  
 
 

“Thus, existing client browsers that support the standard

. HTML can be used to display HTML documents using the

present invention.”

 

  
 
 

(Id., Col. 15, lines 52-54)

Further, given Popp ’s disclosure ofexternal databases, it is implicit

that existing (legacy) computing systems would be used.  
  See, e.g., Exh. 2, April 2, 2007 Office Action, Exh. Pg. 250 (“[Prior art V

reference] teaches invoking/switching to one of internal applications for
accessing external databases . . . . It would have been obvious to one

skilled in the art that [prior art reference] would have been used to access

any conventional databases, e.g., legacy datab'ase.”)

 
  

  
  
 

  
 

PAYNE/GIFFORD: ,

Payne/Gifford teaches using an “existing financial system network”
with information about existing accounts, which explicitly or

inherently would involve the use of a “legacy” computing system.

 
  

  
 
 

 

 “For wide acceptance the retail mechanism will need to be a logical

evolution of existing credit-card, debit-card, and Automated Clearing

_ House facilities, while for acceptance the wholesale mechanism will
need to be an evolved version of corporate electronic funds transfer.”

 
  

  (‘519 Application, Pg. 2, lines 8-13) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1,

lines 36-40)  
 
 

 

 “The prior art network based sales systems are not designed to allow

users to use their existing credit card and demand deposit accounts for

payment . . .”
 
  

  (Id., Pg. 2, lines 18-20) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines 45-48)

“Accordingly, therefore, it is a primary objective of this invention

to provide a user interactive network sales system in which the

user can freely use any merchant of choice and utilize existing
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10. The

method of

claim 1,
wherein the

user device

includes a

web browser.

financial instruments for payment.”

(Id., Pg. 2, line 23 — Pg. 3, line 2) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines

50-53) ‘ ‘

“A further object of the invention is to allow users in an untrusted
network environment to use conventional financial instruments

without requiring modification to existing financial system
networks.” A

(Id., Pg. 5, lines 12-15) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 2, lines 46-49)‘

“The payment system accomplishes settlement by sending messages

into an existing financial system network.”

(Id., Pg. 8, lines 3-5) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 3, lines 46-48)

Alternatively, in view of[Payne ’s/Gifirord ’s] disclosure ofusing his

system with existingfinancial networks, it would have been obvious to

one skilled in the art that Payne's invention would have been used to

access any conventional computing systems, e.g., “legacy ” computing
systems.

See, .e.g., Exh. 2, April 2, 2007 Office Action, Exh; Pg. 250, above.

POPP:

Popp discloses that the user device includes a web browser.

“The components of the WWW include browser software,

network links, and servers. The browser sofiware, or browser, is

a graphical interface (i.e., front-end) that simplifies access to the

Internet. A browser allows a client to communicate a request

without having to learn a complicated command syntax. A
browser typically provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for

displaying information and receiving input. Examples ofbrowsers

currently available include Mosaic, Netscape, and Cello.”

(Popp, Col. 1, lines 26-34)

“A browser executing on the user's workstation receives a

Web page from the Internet and sends a response containing

user input via the Internet. The present invention can be used to

generate Web pages in response to the user input. Thus, a user

can access an application located anywhere relative to the
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  application server by using any _local workstation hardware and

sofiware platform.” ‘  

(Id., Col. 3, lines 59-65)

 
 

 

 “All or some portion of the Web page is dynamically
generated. Classes of object are associated with elements that

defined a Web page (e.g., HTML elements). By objectifying Web

pages it is possible to gain the advantages of object—oriented

programming with Web pages. These advantages include rapid

application development through object reuse, transparent

distribution, simplified maintenance, and scalability. These

advantages can be achieved using the common interface

provided by Web browsers. ‘

 

   
  
  
  
 

  . Object instances associated with definitional elements are

instantiated during execution to manage their respective portions

of the Web page. Control objects are associated with
definitional elements to facilitate the flow of information to and

' from external data sources.”-

  
  
 (Id., Col. 4, lines 5-18)

  “FIG. 3B provides Web pages that are generated using

application 320 and displayed at a client workstation such as

clients 302-308.” '  
 
 

(Id., Col. 9, lines 10-12) 
‘“Welcome’ page 332 provides input areas that allow the
shopper to’ identify model, price and type of the car(s) in

which the shopper has some interest.” 
 (Id., Col. 9, lines 29-31) 
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n -~<\n\-5»

1' Displaj Cars 5-4141 lilllal

(Id., Fig. 313)

11. The POPP: ' .

method of Popp discloses that the display information includes web page
claim 10, content.

wherein the

display ' “The components of the WWW include browser software,

infonnation network links, and servers. The browser software, or browser, is a

ineludes web graphical interface (i.e., .front—end) that simplifies access to the

page content Internet. A browser allows a client to communicate a request

without having to learn a complicated command syntax. A

browser typically provides a graphical user interface (GUI)

for displaying information and receiving input. Examples of

browsers currently available include Mosaic, Netscape, and
Cello.”

(Popp, Col. 1, lines 26-34)

“All or some portion of the Web page is dynamically

generated. Classes of object are associated with elements that

defined a Web page (e.g., HTML elements). By objectifying

Web pages it is possible to gain the advantages of object-

oriented programming with Web pages. These advantages

include rapid application development through object reuse,

transparent distribution, simplified maintenance, and scalability.
These advantages can be achieved using the common

interface provided by Web browsers.

Object instances associated with definitional elements are

instantiated during execution to manage their respective portions

of the Web page. Control objects are associated with
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definitional elements to facilitate the flow of information to and

from external data sources.”
 
  
 (Id., Col. 4, lines 5-18) 
 
 

 

 “The contents of the Web page can contain data retrieved from

an external data source (e.g., such as database server 318), or state

information maintained by the application. Custom logic and

declarations can be associated with each Web page.”

 

  
 (Id., Col. 3, lines 44-48) 
 

 
 “FIG. 3B provides Web pages that are generated using

application 320 and displayed at a client workstation such as
clients 302-308.”

 
  

(14, C01. 9, lines 10-12)

 
 

 ‘“Welcome’ page 332 provides input areas that allow the

shopper to identify model, price and type of the car(s) in

which the shopper has some interest.’’
 

  

 (Id., Col. 9, lines 29-31) 

 Welconie

' ’ ’ ' ‘ r : a a — o It

 
 

 

us:-wsvxov
.4’.-4-

 

  
 

. - . . . . . . . . . . . . p.

1' Display cars I-45:44 Dlldarol

(Id., Fig. 3B) 
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12. The

method of

claim 1,
wherein the

list of at least
one

commercial

service

includes a

payment
service.

: 5 Package1 F -

POPP:

See element 139, above. P

Popp discloses providing at least one commercial service. (See

discussion of Claim 1, above.) It would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art that such an invention could have been used

to include a payment service.

PAYNE/GIFFORD:

Payne/Gifford teaches sending display information including

providing an option of opening an account for payment, or making a

payment using such an account (payment service):

“If it does not match, the payment computer sends a document to

the buyer computer indicating that access to the network payment

system is denied (step 43). Otherwise, the payment computer

sends a payment confirmation document to the buyer

computer, the payment confirmation document including an

"open" link and a "continue" link (step 44).

An example of a confirmation document is shown in FIG. 6. The

confinnation document asks the user to click on a "continue"

button if the user -already has an account with the payment
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computer, or to click on an "open" button if the user does not

already have an account and wishes to open one.”   
 

(Payne, Col. 6, lines 1-14)

 
 

“If the user clicks on the "open" button (step 46), the buyer
“computer sends payment URL C to the payment computer
(step 48), payment URL C being similar to payment URL A

but also indicating that the user does not yet have an account.

The payment computer creates a new account document (step

50) and sends it to the buyer computer (step 52). Anexample
of a new account document is shown in FIG. 7. When the user

receives the new account document he enters the new account

name, an account password, a credit card number, the credit card

expiration date, and security information such as the maiden

name of the user's mother (step 54), and presses a "submit" button

(not shown in FIG. 7). The buyer computer sends the new

account information to the payment computer (step 56),

which enters the new account in the settlement database (step
58).” -

 

  
  
  
  

  

  
  
  
  
  

  
 
 

(Id., Col. 6, lines 15-30)

 
 

“If the user clicks on the "continue" button (step 60), the

buyer computer sends payment URL B to the payment

computer (step 62), payment URL B being similar to payment

URL A but also indicating that the user already has an

account. The payment computer then instructs the buyer

computer to provide the account name and password (steps 64

and 66), and the buyer computer prompts the user for this '

information by creating an account name prompt (example shown

in FIG. 8) and a similar password prompt. The user enters the

information (step 68) and the buyer computer sends the

account name and password to the payment computer (step
70).”

   
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 (Id., Col. ‘6, lines 31-42) 

 “The payment’computer verifies whether the user name and
password are correct (step 72). If they are not correct, the

payment computer sends a document to the buyer computer

indicating that access to the network sales system is denied (step

74). Otherwise, the payment computer determines whether

additional security is warranted, based on, e.g., whether the
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 payment amount exceeds a threshold (step 73). If additional

security is warranted, the payment computer creates a challenge

form document and sends it to the buyer computer (step 75). The
user enters the security information (step 77), the buyer computer

sends the security information to the payment computer (step 79),

and the payment computer determines whether the security

information is correct (step 81). If it is not correct, the payment

computer sends a document to the buyer computer indicating that

access to the network sales system is denied (step 83).

 

   
  
  
  
 

  If the security information is correct, or if additional security was

not warranted, the payment computer checks the settlement

database to determine whether the user has unexpired access

to the domain identifier contained in the payment URL (step

82). If so, the payment computer sends to the buyer computer a

document providing an option either to repurchase or to use the

previously purchased access (step 84). An example of such a

‘document is shown in FIG. 9. The user can respond to the recent

purchase query document by choosing to access the previously

purchased document (step 85) or to go ahead and buy the

currently selected product (step 86).

 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  

  If the user chooses to access the previously purchased document, '

the buyer computer skips to step 92 (see below). If the user

chooses to buy the currently selected product, the payment

computer calculates an actual payment amount that may

differ from the payment amount contained in the payment

URL (step 87). For example, the purchase of a product in a

certain domain may entitle the user to access other products in the

domain for free or for a reduced price for a given period of time.

  
  
  
  
 

  
 The payment computer then verifies whether the user account has

sufficient fiinds or credit (step 76). If not, the payment computer

sends a document to the buyer computer indicating that the user

account has insufficient funds (step 78). Otherwise, the payment

computer creates an access URL (step 80) that includes a

merchant computer identifier, a domain identifier, a product

identifier, an indication of the end of the duration time for which

access to the product is to be granted, the buyer network address,

and an access URL authenticator that is a digital signature based

on a cryptographic key. The access URL authenticator is a hash

of other information in the access URL, the hash being defined by

a key shared by the merchant and the operator of the payment

computer. The payment computer then records the product
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 identifier, the domain, the user account, the merchant

account, the end of duration time, and the actual payment

amount in the settlement database (step 88).
 

  

  
 

The payment computer then sends a redirect to access URL to the

buyer computer (step 90), which sends the access URL to the

merchant computer (step 92). The merchant computer verifies
whether the access URL authenticator was created from the

contents of the access URL using the cryptographic key (step 94).

If not, the merchant computer sends a document to the buyer

computer indicating that access to the product is denied (step 96).

 

  
  
  

  
 
 

 

 Otherwise, the merchant computer verifies whether the duration

time for access to the product has expired (step 98). This is done

because the buyer computer can request access to a purchased
product repeatedly. If the duration time has expired, the merchant

computer sends a document to the buyer computer indicating that

the time has expired (step 100). Otherwise the merchant

computer verifies that the buyer computer network address is

the same as the buyer network address in the access URL

(step 101), and if so, sends a fulfillment document to the buyer

computer (step 102), which is displayed by the buyer

computer (step 104).” '

 

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 (Id., Col. 6, line 43 — Col. 7, line 50) 

 
 
 Payne/’519 Application/Gifford

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
 
 

The invention relates to a network sales system for enabling users

to purchase products using a plurality of buyer computers that

communicate over a network with a plurality ofmerchant

computers. Each merchant computer has a database of digital

advertisements. Each digital advertisement includes a price and a

product abstract. Buyer computers request, display, and respond

to digital advertisements from merchant computers. Users can

purchase products with their buyer computers after they have

specified an account to pay for the purchase. A network

payment service is used to authorize the purchase before

merchantfulfillment is performed.

  
  
  
  

  
  

  
   
  

  
 

(‘519 Application, Pg. 6, line 20 — Pg. 7, lines 7) (similarly, see

Gifford, Col. 3, lines 12-25) ' 
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Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): As “back oflice ” is a

business label that does not provide any structural orfunctional

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

method of

 
 

 
 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

claim 12, limitation on the claimed method, this claim does not limit the method of

wherein a claim 12. This claim does not preclude the user being provided access
user is via an agent (e.g., “intelligent agent”) ofthe user.

provided with
access to a

payment POPP:

electronic ‘ . _
back office See elements 155 and 159 above.’

system.

Popp discloses using the system with external databases (see

discussion of Claims Sand 9, above. In view of this disclosure, it

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art that I

Popp’s system could be used with existing databases/computer

systems associated with a payment electronic back office system.

 

  
 
  

 
PAYNE/GIFFORD: .

Payne/Gifford teaches providing a user with access to a payment

electronic back office system. 1 ' 

 Applicant describes a user beingprovided access to a payment

electronic back office system asfollows: ' 

  Once Bank POSvc application 510 has been activated, user 100
will be able to connect to Bank services and utilize the

application to perform banking transactions, 1 accessing

datafrom a host or data repository 5 75 in the Bank “Back

Oflice. ” '

(‘506 Patent, Col. 7, lines 32-36)(emphasis added)

 

  
 
 

 
Similarly, Payne/’519 Application/Gifford teaches that using the

payment application, the user accesses data from an existing

financial network that is used to perform payment services: '

 

  
 “The prior art network based sales systems are not designedto allow

users to use their existing credit card_and demand deposit

accounts for payment . .,.”  
 
 

(‘519 Application, Pg. 2, lines 18-20) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1,

lines 45-48)
 

  “A further object of the invention is to allow users in an_untrusted 
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14. An

apparatus for

providing a

service over a.

digital

network, the

apparatus

comprising:

network environment to use conventional financial instruments

without requiring modification to existing financial system
networks.”

(Id., Pg. 5, lines 12-15) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 2, lines 46-49)

“The payment system accomplishes settlement by sending messages

into an existing financial system network.”

(Id., Pg. 8, lines 3-5) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 3, lines 46-48)

POPP:

Popp discloses an apparatus for providing a service over a digital
network:

Popp discloses usingexisting “general purpose computers” as an

apparatus for his invention.

“FIG. 1 provides an example of a general purpose computer to

be used with the present invention.”

(Popp, Col. 5, lines 11-12)

“The present invention can be implemented on a general

purpose computer such as illustrated in FIG. 1.”

(Id., Col. 5, lines 56-57)

“In the preferred embodiment of this invention, the CPU 113

is a 32-bit microprocessor manufactured by Motorola, such as

the 680X0 processor or a microprocessor manufactured by

Intel, such as the 80X86, or Pentium processor. However, any

other suitable microprocessor or microcomputer may be utilized.

Main memory 115 is comprised of dynamic random access

memory (DRAM). Video memory 114 is a dual-ported video

random access memory. One port of the video memory 114 is

coupled to video amplifier 116. The video amplifier 116 is used

to drive the cathode ray tube (CRT) raster monitor 117. Video

amplifier 116 is well known in the art and may beimplemented

by any suitable means. This circuitry converts pixel DATA stored

in video memory 114 to a raster signal suitable for use by monitor

1 17. Monitor 117 is a type of monitor suitable for displaying

graphic images.

The computer system described above is for purposes of example
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only. The present invention may be implemented in any type of

computer system or programming or processing environment.

When a general purpose computer system such as the one

described executes the processes and process flows described

herein, it is a means for developing and managing Internet
transactions.”

(1d., Col. 6, lines 9-31)

(Id., Fig. 1)

The disclosed apparatus is used for providing service over a digital
network.

“Method and apparatus for managing internet transactions”

(1d., Title)5

“An object-oriented approach provides the ability to develop and

manage Internet transactions. Local applications can be

accessed using any workstation connected to the Internet

regardless of the workstation's configuration. Some or all of a
Web page can be generated dynamically using input received

in a returned page, generated at runtime, or retrieved from

5 Emphases added throughout.
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a pI‘OCCSSOI';

a machine-

readable

storage device

including one
or more

instructions

executable by

an external data source (e.g., database or electronic mail

system). When the Web page definition is rendered, the

information contained in template(s), declaration file(s), and

object(s) are used to generate standard definitions. State

information is maintained across transactions. Using state

information, virtual applications, sessions, transactions, and pages

can be implemented. Self-contained modules, or components,

provide the ability to share implementations and create multi-

content documents. Event objects can be used to assist in event

handling management.” A

(Id., Abstract)

“This invention relates to the development and management of

transactions on the Internet.”

(Id., Col. 1, lines 7-8)

“An Internet client accesses a computer on the network via an

Internet provider. An Internet provider is an organization that' ~

provides a client (e.g., an individual or other organization) with

access to the Internet (via analog telephone line or Integrated

Services Digital Network line, for example).” A '

(Id., Col. 1, lines 11-16)

POPP: _

Popp discloses that the apparatus has a processor.

“In the preferred embodiment of this invention, the CPU 113

is a 32-bit microprocessor manufactured by Motorola, such as

the 680X0 processor or a microprocessor,manufactured by

Intel, such as the 80X86, or Pentium processor. However, any

other suitable microprocessor or microcomputer may be
utilized.

(Popp, Col. 6, lines 9-14)

POPP:

Popp discloses that there is a machine-readable storage device

including instructions executable by the processor for providing a '
commercial service over a digital network.

Popp discloses using existing “general purpose computers” as an

apparatus for his invention, which have machine-readable storage
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the processor devices for executing instructions.

for providing
a commercial “FIG. 1 provides an example of a general purpose computer to

service over a be used with the present invention.”

digital

network; (Popp, Col. 5, lines 11-12)

“The present invention can be implemented on a general

purpose computer such as illustrated in FIG. 1.”

(Id., Col. 5, lines 56-57)

_ “In the preferred embodiment of this invention, the CPU 113

is a 32-bit microprocessor manufactured by Motorola, such as

the 680X0 processor or a microprocessor manufactured by .

Intel, such as the 80X86, or Pentium processor. However, any

other suitable microprocessor or microcomputer may be

utilized. Main memory 115 is comprised of dynamic random

access memory (DRAM). Video memory 114 is a dual-ported

video random access memory. One port of the .video memory

114 is coupled to video amplifier 116. The video amplifier 116

is used to drive the cathode ray tube (CRT) raster monitor

117. Video amplifier 116 is well known in the art and may be

implemented by any suitable means. This circuitry converts

pixel DATA stored in video memory 114 to a raster signal

suitable for use by monitor 117. Monitor 117 is a typeof

monitor suitable for displaying graphic images.

The computer system described above is for purposes of example
only. The present invention may be implemented in any type of

computer system or programming or processing environment.

When a general purpose computer system such as the one

described executes the processes and process flows described

herein, it is a means for developing and managing Internet
transactions.”

(Id., Col. 6, lines 9-31)

These instructions provide a commercial service over a digital
' network.
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“Method and apparatus for managing internet transactions”

(Popp, Title)6

“An object-oriented approach provides the ability to develop and

manage Internet transactions. Local applications can be

accessed using any workstation connected to the Internet

regardless of the workstation's configuration. Some or all of a

Web page can be generated dynamically using input received

in a returned page, generated at runtime, or retrieved from

an external data source (e.g., database or electronic mail

system). When the Web page definition is rendered, the

information contained in template(s), declaration file(s), and

object(s) are used to generate standard definitions. State

information is maintained across transactions. Using state

infonnation, virtual applications, sessions, transactions, and pages

can be implemented. Self-contained modules, or components,

provide the ability to share implementations and create multi-

content documents. Event objects can be used to assist in event

handling management.”

(Id., Abstract)

“This invention relates to the development and management of
transactions on the Internet.”

(Id., Col. 1, lines 7-8)

' “An Internet client accesses a computer on the network via an

Internet provider. An Internet provider is an organization that

provides a client (e.g., an individual or other organization) with

access to the Internet (via analog telephone line or Integrated

Services Digital Network line, for example)”

(Id., Col. 1, lines 11-16)

sending first See element 140, above.

display
information

from a first

' computer

system to a

'6 Emphases added throughout.
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wherein the See element 141, above.

first display
information

includes a

control
associated

with a

commercial

service;

accepting a See element 142, above.

first signal in

response to a

user input to -
activate the

control; and

initiating, in See element 147, above.

response to
the first

signal,
communicatio

n between the
user device

and a second

computer

system,

wherein the See element 148, above.
second

computer

system acts to

send second

display
information to

the user

device,

wherein the See element 149, above.
second

display
information
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includes a list

of at least one

commercial

service;

wherein the See element 150, above.
second

computer

system firrther

acts to accept
a second

signal in

response to a

user input to
select a

commercial

service from

the list; and

to complete a See element 151, above.
commercial

transaction

relating to the
selected

commercial

service;

associating an Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This and thefollowing

object identity three claim elements are not tied to any other claim element in this claim.
with _ ‘

information - '

entries and

attributes,

wherein the See element 144, above.

object identity

represents a
networked

object;

storing said See element 145, above.
information ‘

entries and

said attributes
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in a virtual

information

store; and

assigning a

unique
network

address to

said object

identity.

15. A

machine-

readable

storage device

including
instructions

executable by

a processor

for providing
a commercial

service over a

digital

network, the
machine-

readable

storage device

including one
or more

instructions

for:

See element 146, above.

POPP:

Popp discloses that there is a machine-readable storage device

including instructions executable by the processor for providing a

commercial service over a digital "network.

Popp discloses using existing “general purpose computers” as an

apparatus for his invention, which have machine-readable storage

devices for executing instructions.

“FIG. 1 provides an example of a general purpose computer to

be used with the present invention.”

(Popp, Col. 5, lines 11-12)

“The present invention can be implemented on a general

purpose computer such as illustrated in FIG. 1.”

(Id., Col. 5, lines 56-57)

“In the preferred embodiment of this invention, the CPU 113

is a 32-bit microprocessor manufactured by Motorola, such as

the 680X0 processor or a microprocessor manufactured by

Intel, such as the 80X86, or Pentium processor. However, any

other suitable microprocessor or microcomputer may be

utilized. Main memory 115 is comprised of dynamic random

access memory (DRAM). Video memory 114 is a dual-ported

video random access memory. One port of the video memory

114 is coupled to video amplifier 116. The video amplifier 116

is used to drive the cathode ray tube (CRT) raster monitor _

117. Video amplifier 116 is well known in the art and may be

implemented by any suitable means. This circuitry converts

pixel DATA stored in video memory 114 to a raster signal

suitable for use by monitor 117. Monitor 117 is a type of
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 monitor suitable for displaying graphic images.

The computer system described above is for purposes of example

only. The present invention may be implemented in any type of

computer system or programming or processing environment.

When a general purpose computer system such as the one

described executes the processes and process flows described

herein, it is a means for developing and managing Internet
transactions.”

  
  
  
  

  
 

 (Id., Col. 6, lines 9-31) 
 These instructions provide a service over a digital network: 

 “Method and apparatus for managing internet transactions” 
 (1.1, Title)7 

  
 

“An object-oriented approach provides the ability to develop and

manage Internet transactions. Local applications can be

accessed using any workstation connected to the Internet

regardless of the workstation's configuration. Some or all of a

Web page can be generated dynamically using input received

in a returned page, generated at runtime, or retrieved from

an external data source (e.g., database or electronic mail

system). When the Web page definition is rendered, the

information contained in temp1ate(s), declaration file(s), and

object(s) are used to generate standard definitions. State

information is maintained across transactions. Using state

information, virtual applications, sessions, transactions, and pages

can be implemented. Self-contained modules, or components,
provide the ability to share implementations and create multi-

content documents. Event objects can be used to assist in event

handling management.”

 

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
   
  

  

 
(14,, Abstract)

“This invention relates to the development and management of
transactions on the Internet.”  
 (Id., Col. 1, lines 7-8) 
 “An Internet client accesses a computer on the network via an

7 Emphases added throughout.
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 Internet provider. An Internet provider is an organization that

provides a client (e.g., an individual or other organization) with

access to the Internet (via analog telephone line or Integrated

Services Digital Network line, for example).”

 
  

 

 (Id., Col. 1, lines 11-16) 

    
 

sending first

display
information

from a first

computer

system to a

user device,

See element 140, above.

 

 
  

   
 

   
 

wherein the

first display
information

includes a

control

associated

with a

commercial

service;

See element 141, above.

 
 

  
  
  

  
 
   

 

accepting a

first signal in

response to a

user input to
activate the

control;

See element 142, above.

 
 

  

   
 

initiating, in

response to
the first

signal,
communicatio

n between the

user device

and a second

computer

system,

aSee element 148, above. _
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second

computer

system acts to

send second

display _
information to

the user

device,

 

  
  

  
 
   

 

wherein the

second

display
information

includes a list
of at least one

commercial ’

service;

See element 149, above.

 

   
  

  
 
 
 

wherein the

second

computer

system further

acts to accept
a second

signal in

response to a

user input to
select a

commercial

service from

the list;

  See element 150, above.»

 

  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  

  

   
 

and to

complete a
commercial

transaction

relating to the
selected

commercial

service;

‘See element 151, above.

 
   

  

  
  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This and thefollowing

three claim elements are not tied to any other claim element in this claim.

associating an

object identity
with 
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information See element 143, above.
entries and

attributes,

wherein the See element 144, above.

object identity

represents a
networked

obj ect;

storing said See element 145, above.’
information

entries and

said attributes

in a virtual

information

store; and

assigning a See element 146, above.

unique .
network

address to

said object

identity.

16. A method , POPP: . i

for providing Popp discloses a method for providing a service over a digital
a commercial network: ‘

service over a .

digital _ - “Method and apparatus for managing internet transactions”

network, the _ 8

compnsmg: “An object-oriented approach provides the ability to develop and
manage Internet transactions. Local applications can be

accessed using any workstation connected to the Internet
regardless of the workstation's configuration. Some or all of a

Web page can be generated dynamically using input received

in a returned page, generated at runtime, or retrieved from.

an external data source (e.g., database or electronic mail

system). When the Web page definition is rendered, the

infonnationcontained in template(s), declaration file(s), and

object(s) are used to generate standard definitions. State

8 Emphases added throughout.
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 information is maintained across transactions. Using state

information, virtual applications, sessions, transactions, and pages

can be implemented. Self-contained modules, or components,

provide the ability to share implementations and create multi-

content documents. Event objects can be used to assist in event

handling management.” ‘

 

  

  
 (Id., Abstract) 

 “This invention relates to the development and management of
transactions on the Internet.”  

 (Id., Col. 1, lines 7-8) '  “An Internet client accesses a computer on the network via an

Internet provider. An Internet provider is an organization that

provides a client (e.g., an individual or other organization) with

access to the Internet (via analog telephone line or Integrated

Services Digital Network line, for example).”

 
  

  
 (Id., Col. 1, lines 11-16)

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedg: This claim does not

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

using first

computing prohibit the user devicefrom being operated or owned by thefirst

resources ' business entity. Nor does it prohibit the user device being part ofthe

operated by a first computing resources. Thus, for example, the user may be thefirst

business entity and may operate computing resources that include the
user device.

first business

entity to send

first display

information to POPP! . ,

a user device, Popp discloses using first computing resources operated by a first

business entity to send first display‘ information to a user device.

  
  

x

  
  

 Popp discloses sending first display information from a first
computer system to a user device.

 

  “FIG. 3B provides Web pages that are generated using

application 320 and displayed at a client workstation such as
clients 302-308.”  
 

 (Popp, Col. 9, lines 10-12) 

 
 

“Referring to FIG. 3B, the Automobile Shopper application

provides an example of the use of dynamic pages.” 
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wherein the

first display

information
includes first

and second

controls;

Models,.;»a41.

unnunnn-In cu-v\\~\\

1. ,3. .'.a.x.s?s?

POPP:

Popp discloses first display information that includes first and
second controls.

“Referring to FIG. 3B, the Automobile Shopper application

provides an example of the use of dynamic pages.”
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er

“After specifying the characteristics, the shopper submits the

page. In response, the shopper expects a page that displays those

cars that meet the criteria specified by the shopper in "Welcome"

page 332. The response page is based on the particular input

provided by the shopper.

  
   
  

 
 

 HTTP Server 314 receives the "Welcome" page. The

"Welcome" page contains a URL that specifies Automobile

Shoppers application 320. HTTP Server 314 forks a CGI

. interface program 322 (e.g., CGIMessenger). CGI program 322

identifies the application specified in the URL. CGI program 322

passes the shopper's input contained in the "Welcome" page to the

application 320 running on application server 316 via corporate
network 312.

 

   
  
  

  

  Application 320 receives the user-specified characteristics.
Custom logic associated with Welcome page 332 can be used to

determine the next page to be sent to the shopper.”
 

 

 (Id., Col. 9, lines 31-47) 

  “The application sends the qualifier object and fetches all the data

from the database. An array of data is returned from the fetch

operation. For example, the array contains all of the models of

cars that are within the price range and type specifications

provided by the shopper in the "Welcome" page. Using the data

retrieved from database server 318, the application along with

the objects associated with the next Web page generate the

definition for Web page 334.

 

   
  
  
  

  Web page 334 contains a repeating portion that is comprised
of an image, model data, type information, pricing.” 

 (Id., Col. 9, lines 56-65) 
 “A shopper selects an option package (e.g., "Package D" or

"Package F"), select a color for the car, or ask for a screen
that contains a list of dealers that have the selected car in

stock. For example, if the shopper selects a color for the car, the

custom logic associated with page 335 determines that the

same page definition can be used to generate a response page.

An image of the car in the color selected by the shopper can be
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inserted into the page definition and sent to the Shopper's

workstation. The browser executing on the shopper's

workstation displays Web page 336.”

(Id., Col. 10, lines 19-28.)

Welconie

Models Price,.'».:4a.
I

IUIHIVQIQ iiV‘i‘bi\\V\
1. u I I. \

..—.«..--. U-\~\~AI\& §V§§"D‘9Vm
r-.n;a/ D u I I 1.

...---

Sortby:-' 3"'y¢rn'v

,...-............

3 Dis ’I_a_y cars 5Jrlid 9)::-4.-J

(Id., Fig. 313)

accepting a Claim Construction Note Broad] Construed : "This claim does not

first signal in require that the user input be to the user device. There is no requirement
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response to a that thefirst control and second control be independent in any way. For

user input to example, the two controls may be contained in the same object. Also,

activate the there is no requirement that the user input activating the first control not
first control; also activate the second control.

See element 142, above.

first POPP:

performing, in Popp discloses performing, in response to the first signal, a first

response to , A commercial service associated with the first control (e.g., finding a
the first car with specific characteristics)

signal, a first ,

commercial “After specifying the characteristics, the shopper submits the

service page. In response, the shopper expects a page that displays those

associated cars that meet the criteria specified by the shopper in "Welcome"

with the first page 332. The response page is based on the particular input

control, provided by the shopper.

HTTP Server 314 receives the "Welcome" page. The

"Welcome" page contains a URL that specifies Automobile

Shoppers application 320. HTTP Server 314 forks a CGI

interface program 322 (e.g., CGIMessenger). CGI program 322

identifies the application specified in the URL. CGI program 322
passes the shopper's input contained in the "WelcomeY' page to the

application 320 running on application server 316 via corporate
network 312.

Application 320 receives the user-specified characteristics.

Custom logic associated with Welcome page 332 can be used to

determine the next page to be sent to the shopper.”

(Id., Col. 9, lines 31-47)

wherein the Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not
first prohibit the user devicefrom being operated or owned by thefirst

performing is - business entity. Nor does itprohibit thefirstperforming to be

accomplished accomplished under control ofbusiness entities in addition to thefirst

under the business entity.
control of the

first business POPP!

entity Popp discloses that the first performing is accomplished under the

interacting .control of the first business entity interacting with the user device.
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with the user

device; “After specifying the characteristics, the shopper submits the

page. In response, the shopper expects a page that displays those

cars that meet the criteria specified by the shopper in "Welcome"

page 332. The response page is based on the particular input

provided by the shopper.

HTTP Server 314 receives the "Welcome" page. The

"Welcome" page contains a URL that specifies Automobile

Shoppers application 320. HTTP Server 314 forks a CGI

interface program 322 (e.g., CGIMessenger). CGI program 322

identifies the application specified in the URL. CGI program 322

passes the shopper's input contained in the "Welcome" page to'the

application 320 running on application server 316 via corporate
network 312.

Application 320 receives the user-specified characteristics.

Custom logic associated with Welcome page 332 can be used
to determine the next page to be sent to the shopper.”

(Id., Col. 9, lines 31-47)

accepting a Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

second signal require that the second signal be sent or accepted near in time to thefirst

in response to signal. Thus, a user given two options might choose one on Monday, and

a user input to a second on Wednesday, and meet this claim. Also, this claim does not

activate the require that the user input be to the user device.
second

control; See element 150, above.

second Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

performing, in require that the secondperforming be done near in time to thefirst

response to performing.

the second _
signal, a See element 150, above.
second

commercial

service

associated

with the

second

control,

200 Claim Construction Note Broadl Construed This claim does not,
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second

performing is

accomplished
under the

control of a

second

business

entity

operating
second

computing
resources and

interacting
with the user

device;

prohibit the user devicefrom being operated or owned by the second

business entity. Nor does it prohibit thefirst computing resources being

used as part ofthis secondperforming. Nor does itprohibit the second

business entityfrom interacting with the user device via thefirst business

entity. Nor does it prohibit the secondperforming to be accomplished

under control ofbusiness entities in addition to the second business

entity.

POPP:

Popp discloses that second performing is accomplished under the

control of a second business entity operating second computing

resources and interacting with the user device.

Popp discloses that the various steps disclosed may operate on

different computer systems and/or using different servers, including
resources that are external to the network.

“To retrieve a file on the Internet, a client must search for the file,

make a connection to the computer on which the file is stored,

and download the file. Each of these steps may involve a

separate application and access to multiple, dissimilar

computer systems. The World Wide Web (WWW) was

developed to provide a simpler, more uniform means for

accessing information on the Internet.”

(Popp, Col. 1, lines 19-25)

“Some or all of a form can be generated based on input

received in a receive form, generated at runtime, or retrieved

from an external data source (e. g., database or electronic mail

system).”

(Id., Col. 3, lines 36-40)

“Application 214 can execute on the same or different server

as CGIMessenger 210 and/or HTTP Server 206, for example.

Application 214 executes an interaction flow to satisfy the user

request. Application 214 can access an external data source
such as database 224. Database 224 can be resident on the

same server as application 214. Alternatively, database 224

can be resident on a separate server (e. g., a separate database

server).”

(Id., Col. 7, lines 28-35)
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 Th us, Popp inherently or at least implicitly discloses performing

commercial services using resources that are controlled by a separate

business entity.

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construedl.’ This and thefollowing

three claim elements are not tied to any other claim element in this claim.

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

associating an

object identity
with

information

entiies and

attributes,

 
 

  See element 143, above.

 

 
   

 

wherein the

object identity

represents a

networked

object;

See element 144, above.

 
  
 

  
  

 

 stoiing said
information

entries and

said attributes

in a virtual

information

store; and

See element 145, above.

 

  

   
  

  
 
 

  assigning a

unique
network

address to

said object

identity.

See element 146, above.

 
 

   
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

17. The

method of

claim 16,
further

comprising:

exchanging
information

between the

first and

second

business

entities in

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

prohibit the user devicefrom being operated or owned by the second

business entity. Nor does itprohibit thefirst computing resources being

used as part ofthis secondperforming. Nor does itprohibit the second

business entityfrom interacting with the user device via thefirst business

entity. Nor does itprohibit the secondperforming to be accomplished

under control ofbusiness entities in addition to the second business

entity.
 
 

  POPP:

 
 

  See elements 192-204, above. 
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order to

complete a Popp discloses exchanging information between multiple computers

transaction in (See discussion of Claim 16, above.) In view of this disclosure of

response to exchanging information between multiple computers with differing
one or more systems, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art

of the signals. that these systems might be owned by different business_entities.

PAYNE/GIFFORD: .

Payne/Gifford further teaches exchanging information between the

merchant computer (first business entity) and the payment computer

(second business entity):

“The user then requests purchase of an advertised product, and

the buyer computer sends a purchase message to the merchant

computer. The merchant computer constructs a payment

order that it sends to the payment computer, which
authorizes the purchase and sends an authorization message

to the merchant computer. When the merchant Computer

receives the authorization message it sends the product to the

buyer computer.”

(Payne, Col. 1, lines 27-35)

“The merchant computer then attempts to construct a payment order

at 26_ using the information it has gathered about the user. The buyer

computer may have previously supplied certain credentials using fill

out forms or other account identification means such as providing the

network address of the buyer computer in the normal course of

communication. If the merchant computer is able to construct a

complete payment order at 26 the payment order is sent to a

payment computer for authorization at 27. If a payment order can

be constructed, processing continues at 28.”

(‘519 Application, Pg. 14, lines 9-18) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 6,
lines 3-13) -

“In a variation, the merchant computer at 59 checks to ensure the
payment order has not been previously used. This can be

accomplished by checking with a payment computer or maintaining a

merchant computer database of previously accepted payment orders.
The unforgable certificate created at step 56 does not need to include
the user account information. This variation is useful’ if the user

wishes to make purchases and remain anonymous to the merchant.”
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18. The

method of

claim 16,

wherein a

three-way
‘transaction is

achieved

between the

first

computing

resources, the
second

computing
resources and

the user

device.

Claim Construction Note (Broadly Construed): This claim does not

prohibit this transaction consisting ofthefirst performing step and/or

secondperforming step. Nor does it prohibit the user device beingpart

ofthefirst computer resources and/or the second computing resources.

This claim does not require that the transaction be achieved directly

between the recited resources and device; i. e., it may be indirect using

one or more intermediaries. Nor does it require a two-way exchange

between thefirst computing resources and second computing resources.

POPP:

See elements 192-204, above.

Popp discloses communication between/among a number of different

computers. (See, e.g., discussion of Claim 16, above.) In view of

Popp’s disclosure of exchanging information between multiple

computers with differing systems, it would have been‘ obvious to one

of ordinary skill in the art that this transaction would or could be a

three-way transaction.

PAYNE/GIFFORD:

Payne/Gifford further teaches an embodiment where there is a three-

way transaction between the merchant computer (first computing

resources), the payment computer (second computing resources) and

the buyer computer (user device):

“With reference to FIG. 1, a network sales system in accordance

with the present invention includes a buyer computer 12

operated by a user desiring to buy a product, a merchant

computer 14, which may be operated by a merchant willing to

.sell products to the buyer or by a manager of the network sales

system, a payment computer 16 typically operated by a

manager of the network sales system, and a creation computer

20 typically operated by the merchant. The buyer, merchant,

payment, and creation computers are all inter-connected by a

computer network 10 such as the Internet.”

(Payne, Col. 4, lines 35-45)
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19. The

method of

claim 16,

wherein a

plurality of

computing
resources are

used, each on

 

 

 
merchant Computer

(Id., Fig. 1)

“The merchant computer then attempts to construct a payment order

at 26 using the information it has gathered about the user. The buyer

computer may have previously supplied certain credentials using fill

out forms or other account identification means such as providing the

network address of the buyer computer in the normal course of

communication. If the merchant computer is able to construct a

complete payment order at 26 the payment order is sent to a payment

computer for authorization at 27. If a payment order can be

constructed, processing continues_at 28.”

(‘519 Application, Pg. 14, lines 9-18) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 6,

lines 3-13) -

“In either case, the flowchart continues in Figure 6 where the

payment computer checks the authorization of the payment order at

28. If the payment system authorizes the request, an authorization 9

message at 29 is returned to the buyer computer, and the merchant

computer checks at 30 that the authorization message came from the

payment computer using the authenticator mechanism described

below. Assuming that the authorization message is valid, the

merchant computer performs fulfillment at 30, returning the

purchased product in response at 31.”

(Id., Pg. 16, lines 5-14) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 6, lines 50-59)

POPP:

Popp discloses that a plurality of computing resources are used, each

on a separate corporate network, and each operated by one of a

plurality of different business entities.

Popp discloses that the various steps disclosed may operate on

different computer systems and/or using different servers,_including
resources that are external to the network.
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a separate

corporate

network, and

each operated

by one of a

plurality of
different

business

entities.

“To retrieve a file on the Internet, a client must search for the file,

make a connection to the computer on which the file is stored,

and download the file. Each of these steps may involve a

separate application and access to multiple, dissimilar

computer systems. The World Wide Web (W) was

developed to provide a simpler, more uniform means for

accessing information on the Internet.”

(Popp, Col. 1, lines 19-25)

“Some or all of a form can be generated based on input

received in a receive form, generated at runtime, or retrieved
from an external data source (e.g., database or electronic mail

system).”

(Id., Col. 3, lines 36-40)

“Application 214 can execute on the same or different server

. as CGIMessenger 210 and/or HTTP Server 206, for example.

Application 214 executes an interaction flow to satisfy the user '

request. Application 214 can access an external data source
such as database 224. Database 224 can be resident on the

same server as application 214. Alternatively, database 224

can be resident on a separate server (e.g., a separate database

server).-” A

(Id., Col. 7, lines 28-35)

Thus, Popp inherently or at least implicitly discloses performing

commercial services using resources on separate corporate networks

operated by separate business entities.

Also, see elements 192-2.04, above.

Alternatively, in view ofPopp ’s disclosure ofmultiple computers (See,

e.g.‘, discussion of Claim 16, above) it would have been obvious to one

ofordinary skill in the art that the commercial servicesprovided by

Popp could utilize resources on separate corporate networks operated

be separate business entities.

PAYNE/GIFFORD:

Payne/Gifford teaches having a merchant (first business entity with

computing resources) avoid risk by allowing for a purchase

APPENDIX C — Page 80
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 transaction to be pre-approved or otherwise verified by the

corporate entity making the payment (second business entity with its

own computing resources) to the merchant:
 

  

 
 

“With reference to FIG. 1, a network sales system in accordance

with the present invention includes a buyer computer 12

operated by a user desiring to buy a product, a merchant

computer 14, which may be operated by a merchant willing to

sell products to the buyer or by a manager of the network sales

system, a payment computer 16 typically operated by a

manager of the network sales system, and a creation computer

20 typically operated by the merchant. The buyer, merchant,

payment, and creation computers are all inter-connected by a

computer network 10 such as the Internet.”

  
  
  
  
  
  
 

  

 
(Payne, Col. 4, lines 35-45)

 
 

“The access URL authenticator is a hash of other information in

the access URL, the hash being defined by a key shared by the

merchant and the operator of the payment computer.”
 

  

 (Id., Col. 7, lines 24-27) 
 The disclosure of “sharing” between a merchant and the operator of

the payment computer further implicitly or inherently discloses that

the merchant is not the operator of the payment computer, and thus

that they are separate entities.

 

  “In addition, the shopping system will need to include easy—to—use

facilities for a user to purchase desired products using a merchant

independent payment method. In addition the network sales will need

to allow new buyers and merchants to enter the market.”  
 (‘519 Application, Pg. 1, lines 19-22) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1,

lines 20-24) 
 “An unavoidable property of public computer networks is that they

are comprised of switching, transmission, and host computer

components controlled by many individuals and organizations.”  
 (Id., Pg. 3, lines 11-14) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 1, lines 63-66) 
 “In existing credit card payment systems, a credit card's issuing bank

takes on the fraud risk associated with misuse of the card when a _  

APPENDIX C — Page s_1
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merchant follows established card acceptance protocols. Acceptance

protocols can include verifying a card holder's signature on the back

of their card and obtaining authorization for payments over a certain

value. However, in network based commerce a merchant can not

physically examine a purchaser's credit card, and thus the fraud risk

may revert to the merchant in so-called "card not present"

transactions. Many merchants can not qualify to take this risk because

of their limited financial resources. Thus the invention is important to
allow many merchants to participate in network based commerce.

Other objects of the invention include utilizing existing financial

V instruments such as credit cards, debit cards, and demand deposit

accounts for merchant payments.”

(Id., Pg. 4, lines 8-23) (similarly, see Gifford, Col. 2, lines 16-32)
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In re application of: Art Unit:

Lakshmi Arunachalam Examiner

Serial No. 11/980,185

Filing Date: Oct. 30, 2007

' Title: METHOD AND APPARATUS

' FOR ENABLING REAL TIME

TRANSACTIONS ON A

NETWORK
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" NOTIFICATION OF RELATED INTER PARTES REEXAMINATION

Commissioner for Patents I
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

Honorable Commissioner:

This is a notification of a related request and assignment of Inter Partes

Reexamination of patents in the same family as the present application.

This information could not have been presented earlier.

Respectfully Submitted

525220/<§;<
Clifford H. Kraft

Reg. No. 35,229

Attorney of Record
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CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS CUSTOMER NO. 000074642

Clifford H. Kraft

320 Robin Hill Dr.

Naperville, IL 60540

708 528-9092 Tel.

630 393-9114 Fax.

First Class Mailing Certificate: This paper is being filed by United States First

Class Mail addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria

VA. 22313-1450 with sufficient postage on:

Date: £2,441‘. 71 ,2z9oZ

Signature: Ma,‘a,Q,;¢' {‘ E 4 A;
Name: Margareth Kraft
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Lakshmi Arunachalam Examiner:

Serial No. 11/980,185

Filing Date: Oct. 30, 2007

Title: METHOD AND APPARAUTUS

FOR ENABLING REAL TIME

TRANSACTIONS ON A

NETWORK
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

Honorable Commissioner:

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. §1.97, please accept this Information Disclosure

Statement and copies of any non-US patent art.

COMMENTS

It is believed that this disclosure complies with 37 C.F.R. §1.56 and 1.98 and

M.P.E.P. §2000. THIS IS A DISCLOSURE OF A REEXANINATION REQUEST MADE

BY A THIRD PARTY ON ONE OF THE PARENT PATENTS FOR THE PRESENT

CASE.
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Respectfully submitted

Cifford H. Kraft

Reg. No. 35,229

Attorney of Record

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS CUSTOMER NUMBER: 000074642

Clifford H. Kraft

320 Robin Hill Dr.

Naperville, IL 60540

(708) 528-9092

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States

Postal Service as first class mail in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents,

P.O. Box 1450 Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 with sufficient postage.

On; 2.0 0?
C—— 

By: 
Name: Clifford H. Kraft
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UNr11-:oS'no.T£sP.~:re:N'rAND'IhADE:MARr<On=rcE ' UNITED STATES DEPABTMHNIT OF COMMERCE
United State: Palant and Tradexnnxk Ofice
Adrln::OOLfldISIONEB FOR PATENTS , . namnum
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90/010,346 11/21/2008 5773173
- CONFIRMATION NO. 2861

Micheue E_ O'Brien REEXAMINATION REQUEST

McLean. VA 22102

O'BRIEN JONES. PLLC ' NOT|CE

.. eeE§vEDb D ,S t 1020A .‘ ,8200 Greens oro nve ure . R A ' V‘ ‘jg’ :‘ 
DEC (H 2008 Date Maild:12/20

- ‘l(0l.il?fr'TrlYi.€ll*l&ZAFMAllLIl.r
Em1v'wlL9SAllGEl=E£

NOTICE OF REEXAMINATION REQUEST FILING DATE

(TIrird Party Requester)
Requester is hereby notified that the filing date of the request for reexamination is 11/21/2008, the date that the

filing requirements of 37 CFR § 1.510 were received.

A decision on the request for reexamination will be mailed within three months from the filing date of the request
for reexamination. (See 37 CFR 1.515(a)).

A copy of the Notice is being sent to the person identified by the requester as the patent owner. Further patent

owner correspondence will be the latest attorney or agent of record in the patent file. (See 37 CFR 1.33). Any
paper filed should include a reference to the present request for reexamination (by Reexamination Control

Number).

cc: Patent Owner

BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR & ZAFMAN
12400 Wilshire Blvd. .

7th Floor

Los Angeles. CA 90025

ljcmcdougaldl
 

Legal Instruments Examiner

Central Reexamination Unit 571-272-7705; FAX No. S71-273-9900
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90/010,346 11/21/2008 5778178
. CONFIRMATION NO. 2861

BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR & ZAFMAN REEXAM ASSIGNMENT NOTICE

12400 Vlfilshire Blvd. ‘

7th Floor . . V: '; A ._. ._
Los Angeles. CA 90025 '

RE 6 V E F‘ ‘ Date Mailed: 12/02/2008
DEC .0 ‘I 2008

I.fiY.30I(I}I.0fi"iAYi.Uit&E’AFMNIl ~'
NOTICE OF ASS|GNMEN'I‘9§'I‘L§EEXAM|NATlON REQUEST

The above-identified request for reexamination has been assigned to Art Unit 3992. All future correspondence to

the proceeding should be identified by the control number listed above and directed to the assigned Art Unit.

A copy of this Notice is being sent to the latest attorney or agent of record in the patent file or to all owners of
record. (See 37 CFR 1.33(c)). lfthe addressee is not, or does not represent, the current owner, he or she is

required to fonivard all communications regarding this proceeding to the current owner(s). An attorney or agent
receiving this communication who does not represent the current owner(s) may wish to seek to withdraw pursuant
to 37 CFR 1.36 in order to avoid receiving future communications. if the address of the current owner(s) is
unknown. this communication should be returned within the request to withdraw pursuant to Section 1.36.

cc: Third Party Requester(if any)
Michelle E. O'Brien

O'BRIEN JONES, PLLC
8200 Greensboro Drive, Suite 1020A
McLean, VA 22102

ljcmcdougaldl
 

Legal Instruments Examiner

Central Reexamination Unit 571-272-7705; FAX No. 571-273-9900
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REQUEST FOR EX PARTEREEXAMINATION TRANSMITTAL FORM
TO:

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexem ' Attorney Docket No. 1035-8001 .00000
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450 . Date: November 21, 2008
Aexandria. VA 22313-1450

1. This is a request for ex parie reexamination pursuant to 37 CFR 1.510 of patent number
5,778,178 issued July 7. 1998.

  
  

   
   The request is made by: C] patent owner. X third party requester.

2. XI The name and address of the person requesting reexamination is:  
  
 

Michelle E. O'Brien

O'Brien Jones, PLLC

8200 Greensboro Drive. Suite 1020A

McLean, VA 22102

 

  3. E a. Payment in the amount of $2,520.00 is being made via the PTO’s EFS system to cover the
. reexamination fee. 37 CFR 1.20(c)(i); or  

  C] b. The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge the fee as set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(c) to
Deposit Account No. 50-4126.

4. B Any refund should be made by I] check or by E credit to Deposit Account No. 50-4126.
37 CFR 1.26(c)

5. El A copy of the patent to be reexamined having a double column format on one side of a
separate paper is enclosed. 37 CFR 1.510(b)(4) ’

6. IX] A copy of any disclaimer, certificate of correction or reexamination certificate issued in the
patent is included.

  
  

   
 

7. E Reexamination of claims 1-18 is requested.

8. E] The attached detailed request includes at least the following items:
a. A statement identifying each substantial new question of patentability based on prior

patents and printed publications. 37 CFR 1.510(b)(1)

b. An identification of every claim for which reexamination is requested. and a detailed
explanation of the pertinancy and manner of applying the cited prior art to every claim
for which reexamination is requested. 37 CFR 1.510(b)(2)

9. E it is certified that a copy of this request (if filed by other than the patent owner) has been
served in its entirety on the patent owner as provided in 37 CFR 1.33(c), on November 21,
2008. The name and address of the party served are:

BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR & ZAFMAN

12400 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

SEVENTH FLOOR

LOS ANGELES CA 90025

 

  
  
  

  
  

  
   
 

- Page 1 of2
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Correspondence Address: Direct all communication about the reexamination to:

Michelle E. O'Brien

O'Brien Jones. PLLC

8200 Greensboro Drive. Suite 1020A

McLean, VA 22102

CUSTOMER NUMBER: 68,540

11. ®The patent is currently the subject of the following concurrent proceedings:
a. Copendlng litigation etyled: Webxchenge Inc. v. The Allstate Corporation, Allstate

Insurance Company, Allstate Life Insurance Company, Allstate Financial Services LLC.

and Allstate Financial LLC. C.A. No. 08-131-JFF (D. Del).

b. copending litigation styled: Webxchange Inc. v. Dell Inc., C.A. No. 08-132-JFF (D.
Del).

c. copending litigation styled: Webxchange Inc. v. FedEx Corporation, FedEx Kinko's
Ofiice & Print Services, Inc., and FedEx Corporate Services, Inc.. C.A. No. 08-1 33-JFF

(D. Del).

d. Copending litigation styled: Microsoft Corporation v. Webxchange lnc., CV 08-5149
(N.D. Cal).

iii 2 ' - E] For Patent Owner Requester
By Michelle E. O'Brien E For Third Party Requester
Reg. No. 46.203
202-292-4892

Date: November 21, 2008

Page 2 of 2
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Request for Ex Parte Reexamination

U.S. Patent No. 5,778,178
Attorney Docket No. 1035,8001-00000

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

in re Ex Parts Reexamination of: )
2 )

U.S. Patent No.: 5.778.178 ) Control Number“. Not Yet Assigned

issue Date: July 7, 1998

Application No. 08/700,726

Filing Date: August 5. 1996

inventor. Lakshmi Arunachalam

For: Method and Apparatus for
Enabling Real-'l”rme Bi-Directional
Transactions on a Network

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

Mail Stop Ex Parte REEXAM
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RE UEST FOR EX PARTE REEXAMINATION

Sir:

The undersigned third party Requestor respectfully requests ex parte

reexamination under 35 U.S.C. §§ 302-307 and 37 C.F.R. § 1.510 of U.S. Patent No.

5,778,178 (‘the '178 patent”), issued July 7, 1998 to Lakshmi Arunachalam. A copy of

the '178 patent. having a one-sided, double column format, is attached to this Request.

I. THE PRIOR ART

The '178 patent issued from U.S. Patent Application No. 08/700,726 ("the ’726

application"), filed on August 5. 1996. The '726 application claimed “the benefit under

Title 35. United States Code. Section 112(c)" of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.
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Request for Ex Pane Reexamination

U.S. Patent No. 5,778,178
Attorney Docket No. 1035.8001-00000

60/006,634, filed November 13, 1995. The undersigned Requester respectfully notes

that there is no section 112(c) of Title 35 of the U.S.C., and that priority to an earlier-

flled U.S. application would be properly claimed under 35 U.S.C. 5 120. Moreover. it

has not been determined whether the claims of the '178 patent are supported by the

provisional application. However, even if the '178 patent properly claims priority to the

provisional application (which the undersigned Requester does not concede). the

earliest possible effective filing date of the '178 patent is the filing date of the provisional

application from it failed to properly claim priority. i.e.. November 13. 1995.

The undersigned Requester requests reexamination of all of the claims of the

'178 patent in view of the following references. which are also listed on the form

PTO/SBI08 submitted herewith.

A. RFC 1213

Request For Comments 1213, “Management lnfonnatien Base for Network

Management of TCPIIP-based intemets: MIB-ll” (“RFC 1213") (Exhibit A) is a request

for comments published by the Simple Network Management Protocol ("SNMP“)

Working Group of the lntemet Engineering Task Force ("lETF") in the United States in

March 1991. more than four years before the earliest possible priority date of the '178

patent. See, e.g., U.S. Patent No. 5,367,635 at col 3. II. 17-27 (filed August 29, 1991.

describing RFC 1213 as a published document and providing instructions on how to

obtain a copy) (Exhibit E); see also Marshall T. Rose, THE SIMPLE BOOK: AN

INTRODUCTION TO INTERNET MANAGEMENT 14-15, 379-387 (2d ed. 1994) (describing RFC

documents, including RFC 1213. as “available in both printed and electronic form" and

providing instructions on how to obtain copies in either fonn) (Exhibit F); Posting of
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Request for Ex Parte Reexamination

U.S. Patent No. 5,778,178

Attorney Docket No. 1035.8001-00000

Joyce K. Reynolds to comp.doc USENET group, archived at hgg:/Itinmrl.coml53a95g

(Mar. 27, 1991 01:49:31 GMT) (announcing the availability of RFC 1213 to the group

andproviding instructions on how to download it) (Exhibit G). Therefore. RFC 1213 is

prior art to the '178 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b).

B. Relihan et al.

“Untangling the World-Wide Web‘ by Liam Relihan, Tony Cahill, and Michael G.

Hinchey (“Relihan et al.") (Exhibit B) is an article published by the Association of

Computing Machinery (ACM) in the Proceedings of the 12"‘ Annual lntemational

Conference on Systems Documentation held in Alberta. Canada in October 1994.

Because Relihan et al. was published in the United States (and abroad, since the ACM

is an international organization) more than one year before the earliest possible

effective date of the '178 patent. it is prior art to the '178 patent under 35 U.S.C. §

1 02(b).

C. RFC 1447

Request For Comments 1447. "Party MB for version 2 of the Simple Network

Management Protocol" (“RFC 1447”) (Exhibit C) is a request for comments published by

the SNMP Security Working Group of the lntemet Engineering Task Force ("lETF") in

this country in April 1993. See, e.g., Marshall T. Rose, THE SIMPLE Book: AN

INTRODUCTION TO INTERNET MANAGEMENT at 388 (describing RFC documents, including

RFC 1447, as "available in both printed and electronic form" and providing instructions

on how to obtain copies in either form) (Exhibit F). Like RFC 1213. RFC 1447 is prior

art to the '178 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b).
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Request for Ex Pane Reexamination

U.S. Patent No. 5,778,178

Attorney Docket No. 1035.8001-00000

D. Miller

Managing lntemetworks with SNMP by Mark A. Miller ("Miller) (Exhibit D) was

published by M8-T Books in 1993. Because Miller was published in the United States

more than one year before the earliest possible effective date of the '178 patent. it is

prior art to the '178 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b).

Copies of RFC 1213, Relihan et al., RFC 1447, and Miller are attached to this

Request as Exhibits A, B. C, and D, respectively. Also attached are copies of the three

documents noted above that support the publication and public availability of RFC 1213.

These are attached as Exhibits E. F, and G, respectively.

ll. STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL NEW QUESTION OF PATENTABILITY

RFC 1213, Relihan et al.. RFC 1447, and Miller raise substantial new questions

of patentability with respect to all of claims 1-16 of the '178 patent because they teach

elements and combinations absent from the art considered by the Office during the

initial examination of the '178 patent. For example. RFC 1213 discloses a virtual 1

information store for storing information entries and attributes associated with an object

identity representing a networked object. RFC 1213 also discloses assigning a unique

network address to an obiect identity, and discloses that the unique network address

may be an IP address. Relihan et al. discloses the World Wide Web as one example of

a network.

RFC 1213 also raises substantial new questions of patentability with respect to

claims 2-5 and 10-13 of the ’178 patent because the publication discloses elements of

those claims nearly verbatim. Because RFC 1213 discloses the exact structure of at

least claims 2-5 and 10-13, the Applicant ostensibly used material in RFC 1213 as
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source material for drafting the '726 application. Therefore, a reasonable examiner

would consider the teachings of RFC 1213 to be critically important in deciding whether

or not these claims are patentable.

Claims 1-5, 7-13. and 15-16 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being

anticipated by RFC 1213, as explained below and in great detail in the claim chart

attached as Exhibit H, which maps each and every element recited in claims 1-5. 7-13,

and 15-16 to corresponding features described in RFC 1213. The Office did not have

this reference before it during the prosecution of the '178 patent. RFC 1213 also

describes addresses used to uniquely identify and access objects from a virtual

information store, a feature that the Applicant argued distinguished her invention over

the prior art during prosecution of the ’726 application.

Claims 1-5. 7-13, and 15-16 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

obvious over RFC 1213 in view of RFC 1447, as explained below and in detail in the

claim chart attached as Exhibit H. which maps each and every element recited in claims

1-5. 7-13. and 15-16 to corresponding features described in RFC 1213 and RFC 1447.

Claims 1-5, 7-13, and 15-16 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) in view

of RFC 1213 and Miller, as explained below and in the claim chart attachedas Exhibit H,

which maps each and every element recited in claims 1-5. 7-13. and 15-16 to

' corresponding features described in RFC 1213 (as explained by Miller). The Office did

_not have either reference before it during the prosecution of the '178 patent M.P.E.P.

§ 2131.01 explains that even in an anticipation rejection, a secondary reference can be

used to show the meaning of a term in a primary reference. or to show an inherent

characteristic of the primary reference. Here. Miller (the secondary reference) explains
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that in SNMP (the subject of the primary reference, RFC 1213), the way to use an IP

address as an index is to append it to an object identifier. Miller is. therefore. relied on

herein to explain the meaning of “index” in RFC 1213 and to show that the appending of

IP addresses to object identifiers is inherent in RFC 1213.

Claims 1-5, 7-13. and 15-16 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

obvious over RFC 1213 in view of RFC 1447 and further in view of Miller, as explained

below and in detail in the claim chart attached as Exhibit H, which maps each and every

element recited in claims 1-5, 7-13, and 15-16 to corresponding features described in

RFC 1213 (as explained by Miller) and RFC 1447.

Claims 6 and 14 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being obvious

over RFC 1213 alone. Furthermore, claims 6 and 14 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C.

§ 103(a) over RFC 1213 in view of Relihan et al. This request and the attached claim

chart together explain these arguments and map every element of claims 6 and 14 to

corresponding features disclosed in RFC 1213 and Relihan et al.

Claims 6 and 14 are likewise unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

obvious over RFC 1213 in view of RFC 1447. Furthennore, claims 6 and 14 are

unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over RFC 1213 in view RFC 1447 and further in

view of Relihan at al. This request and the attached claim chart together explain these

arguments and map every element of claims 6 and 14 to corresponding features

disclosed in RFC 1213, RFC 1447, and Relihan et al.

Claims 6 and 14 are likewise unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

obvious over RFC 1213 in view of Miller. Furthermore, claims 6 and 14 are

unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over RFC 1213 in view of Miller and further in
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view of Relihan et al. This request and the attached claim chart together explain these

arguments and map every element of claims 6 and 14 to corresponding features

disclosed in RFC 1213 (as explained by Miller) and Relihan et al.

Claims 6 and 14 are likewise unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

obvious over RFC 1213 in view of RFC 1447 and further in view of Miller. Furthermore,

claims 6 and 14 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over RFC 1213 in view of

RFC 1447, Relihan et al., and Miller. This request and the attached claim chart together

explain these arguments and map every element of claims 6 and 14 to corresponding

features disclosed in RFC 1213 (as explained by Miller). RFC 1447. and Relihan et al.

Ill. COMPARISON OF THE ‘178 PATENT AND THE NETWORK MANAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK OF RFC 1213

A. Networked Objects

Claims 1 and 9 of the '178 patent are drawn to an object router and a method for

enabling object routing on a World Vtfide Web. (’178 patent, claims 1, 9.) Networked

objects are associated with nodes on a network. ('178 patent. col. 8, II. 13-18.)
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FIG. 5A

For example, in Figure 5A the '178 patent. reproduced above. ‘Web sewer 104 is a

node on the lntemet, with an IP address. All networked object[s] associated with Web

server 104 will therefore be assigned an lnternet address based on the Web sewer

104's IP address." ('178 patent, Fig. 5A; col. 8, II. 13-16.)

RFC 1213 discloses a protocol that is ‘used to manage nodes in the lntemet

community.’ (RFC 1213, p. 2.1] 2.) in particular, RFC 1213 describes a “network

management framework” including “managed objects” with descriptions of "how

managed objects. ..are defined,’ and "the protocol used to manage these objects.‘

(RFC 1213. p. 3. 1] 2.)

To represent a networked object. the '178 patent uses an object identity that

specifies an object type. ('178 patent. claims 1. 3. 9, 11; col. 8, ll. 25-38.) Furthermore.

the '178 patent explains that objects have a name. a syntax, and an encoding. ('178

patent, col. 8, II. 25-26; claims 2. 10.) ‘The name is an administratively assigned object

ID specifying an object type.” ('178 patent, col. 8, II. 26-27; claims 3, 11.) ‘The syntax of
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an object type defines the abstract data structure corresponding to that object type.”

('178 patent. col. 8, ll. 33-35; claims 5. 13.) "Encoding of objects defines how the object

is represented by the object type syntax while being transmitted over the network.”

('178 patent. col. 8, ll. 35-37.)

RFC 1213 describes managed objects having every one of these features

nearly word for word, as shown in TABLE 1, below.

TABLE 1

_"7’ '°"‘°"‘  
object “[E]ach object. ..has a name. a “[E]ach object has a

syntax and an encoding. The name. a syntax and an encoding.
name is an administratively The name is an object identifier, an
assigned object lD specifying an administratively assigned name,

object type. The object type which specifies an object type. The
together with the object instance object type together with an object
serves to uniquely identify a instance serves to uniquely identify a
specific instantiation of the specific

object.” ('178 patent. col. 8, ll. instantiation of the object.” (RFC
25-29; claims 4. 12.) 1213, p. 10, 1] 4.)

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

“The name is an object identifier, an

administratively assigned name.

which specifies an object type.”
(RFC 1213, p. 10.1) 4.)

“The syntax of an object
type defines the abstract
data structure

corresponding to that object type."
(RFC 1213. p. 10.1) 4.)

“The encoding of an object type is
simply

how that object type is represented

using the object type's syntax.
implicitly tied to the notion of an

object type's syntax and encoding is
how the object type is represented

when being transmitted on the

network." RFC 1213. . 10.
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object type." ('178 patent, col. 8,
II. 26-27; claims 3, 11.)

“The syntax of an object type
defines the abstract data

structure corresponding to that

object type.” ('178 patent. col. 8.

II. 33-35; claims 5, 13.) ~

“Encoding of objects defines how

the object is represented by the

object type syntax while being
transmitted over the network."

('178 patent, col. 8, II. 35-37.)
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Thus. RFC 121 3, which was published more than four years before the

earliest possible effective date of the '178 patent. discloses object identities that

represent networked objects. as recited. directly or indirectly. by all of the claims

of the '178 patent. Furthermore, RFC 1213 discloses an object name, syntax.

and encoding just as described and claimed in the '178 patent.

B. Virtual Inforrnatlon Store

The '178 patent discloses distributed on-line service infonnation bases

(DOLSlBs) of data associated with networked objects. ('178 patent, col. 7, I. 67 - col. 8,

l. 1.) According to the patent.

DOLSlBs are virtual information stores optimized for
networking. All information entries and attributes in a

DOLSIB virtual information store are associated with a

networked object identity. The networked object identity
identifies the information entries and attributes in the

DOLSIB as individual networked objects....

('178 patent, col. 8, ll. 3-9.)

Likewise, RFC 1213 describes a management information base (MIB) containing

data about managed objects. In particular. the reference explains that “[m]anaged

objects are accessed via a virtual information store, termed the Management

Information Base or MIB.” (RFC 1213. p. 10. 1] 4.) lnforrnation entries and attributes

associated with object identities are stored in the virtual infonnation store disclosed in

the reference. For example, in the specification reproduced below. the object identifier

"{system 3}" is associated with information entries and attributes. e.g., a particular

integer value representing the uptirne of a particular computer system.

10
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sysUp'l':lme oeazcr-rvps
SYNTAX Timericks

ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

“The time (in hundredths of a second) since the

network management portion of the system was last
re-initialized."

::- { system 3 }

(RFC 1213. p. 14, 1] 6.) This integer value is “contained in” a virtual information store. or

MIB. as described in RFC 1213.

As another example. in the specification reproduced below. the object identifier

"{system 7}” is associated with information entries and attributes, e.g., a particular

integer value representing the set of services primarily offered by the entity.

sysservices OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX INTEGER (O..127)
LCCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"A value which indicates the set or services that

this entity primarily otters.

The value is a sun. This su initially takes the

value zero, Then, tor each layer, L, in the range
1 through 7, that this node performs transactions
tor, 3 raised to (L - 1) is added to the sum. For

example, a node uhich pertorms primarily routing
tunctions would have a value or 4 (2‘(3-1)). In
contrast, a node which is a host ottering
application services would have a value or 72

(2*t4-1) + 2*(7-1)). Note that in the context or

the Internet suite or protocols, values should be
calculated accordingly:

layer functionality
physical (e.g., repeaters)

datalink/subneteork (e.g., bridges)
internet (e.g., IP gateways)
end-to—end (e.g., IP hosts)

applications (e.q., mail relays)
\IuD0iNl-I

For systems including 031 protocols, layers 5 and
6 may also be counted."

::= ( system 7 )

11
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(RFC 1213. p. 15, 1] 6.) This integer value is “contained in" a virtual information store. or

MIB, as described in RFC 1213.

Thus. both the ’178 patent and RFC 1213 describe a “virtual information store"

containing object identities and associated information entries and attributes.

0. Unique Network Addresses

The ’178 patent describes “assigning a unique network address“ to an

object identity. (’178 patent. claims 1, 9.) "[E]ach networked object is assigned

an lntemet address. The Internet address is assigned based on the IP address

of the node at which the networked object resides.’ (’178 patent. col. 8, ll. 9-12.)

HESSHNER
(FWD0

Ifl.I231fll23
» ———————~———> CHER

‘r””’,/’\-~ ~————._“\\\“ OBECEGNHHI OECTJ

Illflnfillflii IZIRIIZIEI3

OGECT2
flfllflllllflfll

FIG. 6B

Figure 6B of the ’178 patent, reproduced above. depicts “an example of this

hierarchical addressing tree structure.” ('1 78 patent, col. 8, II. 22-24; Fig. 68.)

“Web server 104 is a node on the Internet, with an IP address. All networked

object[s] associated with Web sewer 104 will therefore be assigned an Internet

address based on the Web sewer 104's IP address. These networked objects

thus ‘branch’ from the node, creating a hierarchical tree structure.” (’178 patent.

12
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col. 8, II. 13-18; Fig. 5A.) The root of the tree described in Figure 6B of the

patent is assigned the address 123.123.123.123. To identify Object 1, which

branches from the root node. the addressing scheme of the '178 patent appends

the number 1 to the node address to assign 123.123.123.123.1 to the object.

To identify Object 2, which branches from the root node, the addressing scheme

of the '178 patent appends the number 2 to the root node address to assign

123.123.123.123.2 to the object. ('178 patent. Fig. 5A.)

Simiiariy. RFC 1213 describes a hierarchical scheme for assigning unique

network addresses to object identifiers. For example. RFC 1213 discloses

unique network addresses that comprise IP addresses. For instance. the

reference discloses a table that uses an IP address assigned to an object identity

as an index into the table.

13
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-- the IF addrue table

-- ‘nu ID eddnen table contains this entity‘: IP addressing
-- intonation.

Lpxaaerqbxa oatmcr-In:
81891.! SBWZIICB OP Ipkldxanlty
ACCESS not-acceeeible
5‘1‘A‘l'U9 mandatory
ouauotrou

-_'|';:'¢j.._ua‘b“1_g_._.‘o_!v ._qdd_:on1fi;‘_ag_£p£oiuattun ,:e1on‘n.t:- to
:gfnl'lk{9‘ '0' .IP'."‘eHih~_e'eI_'ei .“

no I ‘D 20 }

1'pQddr'8nt_ty 03336!’-TYPE
snmur Iplddrlht :7
ACCESS not-acceenible
STATUS made:my
DBSCRIPHOB

‘me nddrneing intonation to: one or this
entity’: 1? addressee.‘

-Iflfldtfibtiy I :-
SBQODSCB 1

1pAd_m_eaaa:
Ifiaddreee,

lphdlnttllndox
nrrmen,

Lphdlocnocnaak
Iphddnu,

iphdzncaeaathdaz
nrracn,

lphdznziteauilaxfllxe
airman (0. . 65535)

I

ACCESS read-only
5‘l‘M.'US mandatory
DBSCIUPIIOII

‘The 19 eddtdu to which cute enI:ry"e adaxeulng
tnleijutlon peinlne-.'

III 1 ibflddrktzy I ’

(RFC 1213, p. 31, 1] 6.) The object type 'ipAddrEntry," described as "[t]he

addressing information for one of this entity's IP addresses,” uses "ipAdEntAddr"

as an index. in turn, "ipAdEntAddr” is described as "[t]he IP address to which this

entry's addressing information pertains." (Id.) in this situation, a unique network

address. comprising an IP address. is assigned to the object identity.

For example. the table named ipAddrTabie contains an ipAdEntNetMask

object for each IP address in the table. To access the ipAdEntNetMask object for

the IP address 207.155.248.31, one would use the object identifier of the IP

14
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address table (1 .3.6.1.2.4.20), append "1" to reach the ipAddrEntry object.

append "3" to reach the ipAdEntMask object. and further append the IP address

“207.155.248.31." This process of appending integers leads to the complete

object identifier for the ipAdEntNetMask object of interest, the dotted-decimal

string 1.3.6.1.2.4.20.1.3.207.155.248.31.'

Thus, like the ’178 patent. RFC 1213 describes assigning a unique network

address to object identities representing networked objects.

RFC 1447 (Party MIB for SNMPV2) similarly discloses assigning a unique

network address to an object identity representing a networked object RFC 1447

discloses initialPartylD objects, whose values are object identifiers. As the excerpt

below explains, initia|PartylD corresponds to a branch (a subtree) of a hierarchical tree.

-- neztnjttcn 0! Initial Party and context Ioentzttere

-- ‘linen dances are maunea, may need no he conngumao
-- vital: an 1n.\r.1-a1 act 0! szmrvz parnea and contexts. .1'n'n
-- .-:on:,Igi:n:1on‘e£ .Bm1P.V2-parties and bpfiteflta r:.eq1.m.'ea' (among
-- otuez-lltlhjtl -the 0; swan: owe:-r
-- M17 10-E31 network lflllilllltrltllln can cbtam the delegated
-- aucnartcy necessary so assign 1!! our owner »IDzn'n7xms.
-- nomvex, to pmvme to: those santutebrattona mo have not
- - ,°95e%¥°°. the . n<=.c.e!§a.=r m.h9=m1.tv._ ‘%.1:1°'=af'te9:'a
j-"'-2 .iix}t,at:tt~fi‘r_l_f?!ta:ii1isg'—fbn§£ \t'I'§,5i‘di,€h33‘t-til:- ébflvantlanl.

1n1't.'1~alPaEryla 63720? rem:-mm‘: .i- i part-(human J J

' Mark A Miller, MANAGING INTERNETWORKS WITH SNMP 138-39 (1993), provides a contemporaneous
description of appending an IP address to an object identifier to access an object in the table
"ipAddrTabia':

Bcasmddr (4). .-Ihown in Figure 4-43. Next. the dzsriuatiou route is added as
a sums, that is. a.b.c.d. (More on ii’ addusses and dotted decimal notation

in section S.J.)1'h¢ variable name to1ipAc|F.urlkasiAddr associated with IP
Address a.|t-.c.d would therefore be l_13.6.1.2.1.4.20.0.-!.a.b.c. .

The example from the Miller reference demonstrates how those of ordinary skill in the art would apply the
teachings of the RFC.

Nevertheless. the claims of the '178 patent are also invalid under 35 u.s.c. 102(b) in view of
RFC 1213 and Miller. See MPEP 2131.01 (allowing two-reference anticipation rejections where the
second reference explains the meaning of a term in the first reference or shows an inherent characteristic
of the first reference). Here, Miller explicitly teaches that the indeadng function, for the ipAddrTable
example. requires appending an IP address to the object identifier of the node of interests object

_ identifier.

15
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(RFC 1447. p. 8. 112.) The initialPartylD object is used in conjunction with the IP

address of the configured device, represented below as a.b.c.d (an IP address).

-- Party tdentifiexe for use as initial SJMPV.‘ parties
-- at !—P eddiess a.b.c.d

-- Note that for all OBJECT !DDi'fl7l8Rs assigned under
-- initialhxtyld, the Bout sub-identifiers lrundiatelr
-- following 1nitislPsrty.Id represent the four octets of
-- an ID address. lnitlal party identifiers for other address
-- fauilies are assigned under a different OBJECT IDSNTIPIB,
-- as defined elsewhere.

(RFC 1447, p. 9. 1! 2.) For instance, in the example below. a party-based security

profile corresponds to an object at the a.b.c.d.1 node of the a.b.c.d subtree. Just as in

figure 6B in the patent, the dotted decimal string associated with each object includes

the IP address of the parent node plus an extra integer appended on the right of the IP

address.

-- a neltuth/nevriv party which executes at the agent
~- paxtytdentity - { snitislvaztyld a b e d 1 }
-- pertylndex - 1
-- partflbausin - snmpllbbbomain
—- partyllddteas a a.b.c.d, 161
-- partylaocal - true (Ln agent's database)
-- paxtyklthkotocol u nonuth
-- pextyiuthclock - 0

-- psxtymathkivete - "It (the empty string)
-- purtyfluthtuhlto - "B (the empty string)
-- partyhnthldfetime a O
-- paztybrlvbrotocol a no9riv
-- psttyPr1vPr1vate = ’ ‘H (the empty string)
—- paztyhdvfiublic u ' '1! (the empty string)

(RFC 1447, p. 10.1] 2. )

Both RFCs disclose SNMP examples meeting the unique network address claim

elements. The differences between the two examples are minor. RFC 1213 discloses

an example with the IP address appended on the right, while RFC 1447 discloses an

16
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example with an extra integer on the right of the IP address, like Figure 6 of the '178

patent’

D. Application Layer Object Routing

The claims of the ‘178 patent are drawn to an object router and a method for

enabling object routing on a World Wide Web. ('178 patent. claims 1, 9.) The system of

the '178 patent provides “multi-protocol object routing." (’178 patent. col. 7, II. 58-60.)

The '178 patent explains that “[t]he present invention is implemented to function as a

routing switch within the ‘application layer‘ of the OSI model." (’178 patent. col. 4. ll. 51-

53.) I

 
FIG. 3

Figure 3 of the '178 patent. reproduced above, “illustrates the Open Systems

interconnection (OSI) reference model. OSl Model 300 is an international standard that

 

’ Under their broadest reasonable interpretation, the claims of the '178 patent do not require any
particular ordering of the IP address relative to other integers within the dotted-decimal strings. Either
example invalidates the claims of the '178 patent.
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provides a common basis for the coordination of standards development. for the

purpose of systems interconnection.“ ('178 patent, col. 4, II. 47-51; Fig. 3.) According

to the patent, "[a]pplication layer 307 provides a means for application programs to

access the OS! environment. As described above, the present invention is

implemented to function as a routing switch in application layer 307. Application layer

routing creates an open channel for the management and selective flow of data from

remote databases on a network.” ('178 patent, col. 5, II. 10-16.)

Like the '178 patent, RFC 1213 describes routing performed at the application

layer of the OSI reference model. For example, the reference discloses objects as a

primary part of this “network management framework.” In particular, the framework

includes "managed objects” with descriptions of “how managed objects contained in the

MIB are defined.‘ and ‘the protocol used to manage these objects.”

he such, the current netuu:k.ruti‘eqe1nent: trenretrork £or_1.'CP/ID- baeed
tncernete coneiete of: Structure end Idenciztcetion cl Iienagemenc
Into:-nation tax ‘NIP/ID-baud interacts, RFC 1155 (121, which
deecribee in _tj:e R18 are defined;
Management Intonation Base to: Nehnetk Management of TCPIIP-bneed
intetneteu H13-II, thin memo, Irhieh deecribee the managed cbjecte
contained in the NIB (and eupercedee RIC 1158 (131): and, the Simple
Network flauagenent Protocol, RFC 1098 [5] , which defines the prococot

‘t.-.9 these objecte.

(RFC 1213, p. 3. 1] 2.) Managed objects are “accessed via a virtual infomiation

store.” To access an object via the virtual information store. the object's identifier is

used. (RFC 1213. p. 10. 1] 4.) The process of using the object identifier to locate an

object, set data associated with an object, or get data associated with an object

constitutes object routing. Since the object identifier is stored in the virtual inforrnatlon

store (here, a MIB), and since the system described in RFC 1213 is a software

application, the MIB and the object routing process operate at the application layer.

18
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Thus. both the '178 patent and RFC 1213 describe object routing at the

application layer of the OSI model.

IV. DETAILED APPLICATION OF THE CITED PRIOR ART TO THE CLAIMS

The detailed claim chart attached as Exhibit H maps each and every element

recited In claims 1-16 to corresponding features in RFC 1213, RFC 1447, and Relihan

at al.

A. Claims 1-5, 7-13, and 15-16 Are Anticipated by RFC 1213

At least claims 1-5, 7-13. and 15-16 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b)

as being anticipated by RFC 1213. The detailed claim chart attached as Exhibit H maps

each and every element recited in these claims to corresponding features described in

RFC 1213. The Office did not consider this reference during the prosecution of the '178

patent.

B. Claims 1-5, 7-13, and 15-16 Are Anticipated by RFC 1213 In view of
Miller

Claims 1-5, 7-13, and 15-16 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) in view

of RFC 1213 and Miller. Multiple-reference anticipation rejections are permitted by

MPEP § 2131.01 in situations such as this one, for example to explain meaning or show

inherency. Miller explains the meaning of “index” in RFC 1213 and shows that the

appending of IP addresses to object identifiers is inherent in RFC 1213. The detailed

claim chart attached as Exhibit H maps each and every element recited in these claims

to corresponding features described in RFC 1213 (in view of Miller). The Office did not

consider either reference during the prosecution of the '178 patent.
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C. Claims 1-5, 7-13, and 15-16 Are Obvious Over RFC 1213 in view of
RFC 1447

Claims 1-5. 7-13. and 15-16 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(3) over

RFC 1213 in view of RFC 1447. Combining teachings from the two RFCs would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art. since both are RFCs related to SNMP.

both share a common author, and both were made available from the same RFC

repositories. Although RFC 1213 anticipates these claims alone, RFC 1213 in

combination with RFC 1447 provides more examples that assign unique network

addresses to object identities representing networked objects. and thus renders those

claims unpatentable for this additional reason.

D. Claims 1-5, 7-13, and 15-16 Are Obvious Over RFC 1213 in view of
RFC 1447 and further in view of Miller

Claims 1-5. 7-13, and 15-16 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over

RFC 1213 in view of RFC 1447 and further in view of Miller. As explained above. Miller

serves to explain the meaning of "index" in RFC 1213 and shows that appending IP

addresses to object identifiers is inherent in RFC 1213. Also, as explained above, RFC

1447 simply provides additional examples that assign unique network addresses to

object identities representing networked objects. All of these references are about

SNMP. so one of ordinary skill would have been motivated to view them together in this

manner.

E. Claims 6 and 14 Are Obvious Over RFC 1213

Claims 6 and 14 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being obvious

variations of the teachings of RFC 1213. Claims 6 and 14 depend from independent

claims 1 and 9. respectively, and recite utilizing a unique network address to identify
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and route an object identity on the World Wide Web. The detailed claim chart attached

as Exhibit H maps each and every element recited in these claims to corresponding

features described in RFC 1213.

RFC 1213 describes a ‘simple. workable architecture and system for managing

TCP/IP-based intemets and in particular the lntemet community." (RFC 1213, p. 2,

1| 1.) Moreover, RFC 1213 discloses utilizing a unique network address to identify and

route an object identity on a network. Such unique network addresses may also

comprise IP addresses, as is the case with the IP address table. (RFC 1213, p. 31, 1] 6).

Thus. RFC 1213 discloses utilizing a unique network address to identify and

route an object identity on a network. The only element of claims 6 and 14 that is not

explicitly described in RFC 1213 is the “World Wide Web.” However, as detailed below,

such a modification of RFC 1213 would have been obvious to one skilled in the art.

when the '178 patent was filed, the World Wide Web was well-known. as

the '178 patent itself admits. ‘With the lntemet and the World Vifrde Web (‘the Web‘)

evolving rapidly as a viable consumer medium for electronic commerce, new on-line

services are emerging to fill the needs of on-line users. An lntemet user today can

browse on the Web via the use of a Web browser.” ('178 patent. col. 1, II. 19-23.)

Furthemiore, Figures 1A and 1B of the '178 patent, both labeled “PRIOR ART," depict a

prior art web browser 102 and a prior art web server 104. Thus, the written description

and drawings of the '178 patent admit that the use of the World Wide Web was well-

known at least as of the time the '726 application was filed.

Moreover. the written description of the '178 patent explains that the invention

uses “conventional Web browsers” and “can use any Web browser, without
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modifications to the Web browser.’ (‘178 patent, col. 3, II. 34-39.) The Court of Appeals

for the Federal Circuit has recently held that the use of the term “conventional” in the

written description to modify a term such as ‘Web browsers‘ "denotes a reference to

web browsers in existence at the time of the alleged invention...." Muniauction, Inc. v.

Thomson Corp., 2008 WL 2717689 at '5 (Fed. Cir. July 14. 2008). Thus. the 178 patent

itself shows that the use of the World Wide Web was well-known at the time of its filing.

Accordingly, modifying RFC 1213 to apply to the World Wide Web represents a

combination of well known prior art elements that would have been routine to an

ordinarily skilled artisan. This combination of known prior art elements is remarkably

similar to the adaptation of a prior art online auction software to incorporate web

browser functionality recently considered by the Federal Circuit in Muniauction, Inc. v.

Thomson Corp., 2008 WL 2717689 at '5 (Fed. Cir. July 14. 2008). In that case, the

court held that "adapting existing electronic processes to incorporate modern lntemet

and web browser technology” was "obvious as a matter of law." Similarly. the

modification of RFC 1213, which explicitly describes TCPIIP internets. IP addresses,

and the lntemet, to incorporate well-known Web functionality, constitutes a prima facie

case of obviousness.

F. Claims 6 and 14 Are Obvious Over RFC 1213 in view of Relihan et al.

Claims 6 and 14 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being obvious

over RFC 1213 in view of Relihan et al. Claims 6 and 14 depend from independent

claims 1 and 9, respectively. and recite utilizing a unique network address to identify

and route an object identity on the World Wide Web. The detailed claim chart attached
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as Exhibit H maps each and every element recited in these claims to corresponding

features described in RFC 1213 and Relihan et al., as explained further below.

RFC 1213 describes a “simple. workable architecture and system for managing

TCPIIP-based intemets and in particular the lntemet community." (RFC 1213. p. 2,

1| 1.) Moreover, RFC 1213 discloses utilizing unique network address to identify and

route an object identity on a network. Such unique network addresses may also

comprise IP addresses, as is the case with the IP address table. RFC 1213, p. 31. 1] 6.

Thus, RFC 1213 discloses every element of claims 6 and 14 except the explicit

disclosure of the World Vlfrde Web. Relihan et al. teaches that the World Wide Web was

a well-known type of network at the time the invention was made. "[R]ecent years have

seen an increase in sophisticated and user-friendly lntemet information systems. These

include the...hypertext—based World-VVide Web.” (Relihan et al., p. 17, col. 1.) Relihan

et al. also discloses the well-known need for the “control of resources and maintenance

of referential integrity’ on the World Wide Web. (Id., p. 21, col. 1.)

inasmuch as RFC 1213 and Relihan et al. are drawn to management and control

of distributed resources on a network. it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill to apply the management protocols for TCPIIP-based internets of RFC 1213 to the

World Vlfide Web, as disclosed by Relihan et al. Indeed, Relihan et al. teaches that “the

developers of the W3 [World Wide Web] would benefit from research carried out into

various other kinds of distributed systems such as...managed networks," citing to a

reference book about Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), the topic of RFC

1213. (Relihan et al., p. 21, col. 2; p. 24, col. 2.) Thus, one skilled in the art at the time
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would have seen the benefits of applying the network management framework of RFC

1213 to the World Wide Web.

As explained above, RFC 1213 discloses every element of claims 6 and 14

except for the explicit use of the World Wide Web. Relihan et al. discloses the use of

the World Wide Web to manage networked resources and explains that other kinds of

distributed database systems and managed networks (e.g.. the SNMP systems of RFC

1213) would be a beneficial addition to resource control on the World V\fide Web.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to a skilled artisan to apply the teachings of RFC

1213 to route object identities on the World Wide Web, rendering claims 6 and 14

obvious.

6. Claims 6 and 14 Are Also Obvious Over RFC 1213 In view of other
combinations of references

Additionally, claims 6 and 14 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

obvious over the following combinations of references:

(1) RFC 1213 and RFC 1447;

(2) RFC 1213, RFC 1447, and Relihan et al.;

(3) RFC 1213 and Miller;

(4) RFC 1213, Miller, Relihan et al.;

(5) RFC 1213, RFC 1447, and Miller, and

(6) RFC 1213, RFC 1447, Mfller, and Relihan et al.

Combinations based on RFC 1447 and Miller are relevant for claims 6 and 14

because those claims depend from claims 1 and 9, which are invalid under

combinations based on RFC 1447 and Miller, as explained above. Also, for the same
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reasons presented above in the context of claims 1-5, 7-13. and 15-16. one of ordinary

skill in the art would have been motivated to make these combinations. RFC 1213.

RFC 1447. and Miller are all about SNMP. while Relihan suggests applying SNMP

techniques to the Web.

V. RFC ‘I213 DESCRIBES FEATURES THAT THE APPLICANT PREVIOUSLY
ARGUED DISTINGUISHED HER INVENTION

During prosecution of the '178 patent. the Applicant explained that “the object

identity represents a networked object where the address for each networked object

essentially establishes the individual object as an 'lP-reachable’ or accessible node on

the lntemet. This lntemet address is used to uniquely identify and access the object

from the virtual infonnation store.” (Prosecution history of 726 application. 10/29/97

Amendment, pp. 6-7.) Distinguishing the reference cited by the Office. the Applicant

argued that "[t]hls type of an ‘object’ is significantly different from an HTML page that is

accessed via a URL.“ (Prosecution history of '728 application. 10/29/97 Amendment. p.

7-)

Like the Applicant‘s claimed invention. RFC 1213 also describes object identities

that represent networked objects. As explained above. in RFC 1213, “each object has a

name. a syntax and an encoding. The name is an object identifier. an administratively

assigned name. which specifies an object type. The object type together with an object

instance serves to uniquely identify a specific instantiation of the object." (RFC 1213. p.

10. 114.) RFC 1213 also discloses IP addresses used to uniquely identify and access

objects from a virtual information store. (RFC 1213, p. 31, 1] 8.)
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